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INSTRUCTIONS FOR READERS 

The Final EIS for the BP A/Puget Power Northwest Washington Transmission Project consists of 
the previously circulated Supplemental Draft EIS, the enclosed Insert Sheets, copies of the 
submitted comments, and BPA's responses to the cpmments. The EIS has not been reprinted 
and circulated because the changes to the Supplemental DEIS are minor. The enclosed EIS
Inserts and the comments and responses, when merged with the Supplemental DEIS, form the 
Final EIS. Each insert is numbered and categorized below. Text from the Supplemental DEIS, 
both preceding and following an insert, is included on the. insert to graphically illustrate where 
the new information has been added. The new language (on all inserts except the 
comment/response chapter) has been double underscored to accentuate it. Finally, inserts are 
printed on only one side for those who wish to insert them into the Supplemental DEIS. 

Final EIS Cover: Replaces the cover of the Supplemental DEIS. 

Abstract: .The Final EIS abstract replaces the abstract contained in the Supplemental DEIS. 

Final EIS Table of Contents: The Final EIS Table of Contents Insert explains how information 
from the Supplemental DEIS and the Final EIS-Inserts are integrated to form the Final EIS. The 
Final EIS Table of Contents should be inserted just ahead of the Table of Contents for the 
Supplemental. OBIS. 

Insert I - Puget Power's Needs: Puget Power further clarified its need in a Supplemental DEIS 
comment letter. Project needs are described in Chapter 1 of the Supplemental DEIS. The 
suggested language clarifying Puget Power's needs has been inserted in the middle of 
Chapter 1/Page 4, and due to its length flows onto Chapter 1/Page 5. 

Insert 2: Corrected Reference: Insert 2 is placed within the Supplemental DEIS, Chapter 1/ 
Page 5 near the bottom of the page. 

Insert 3 - Canadian Entitlement EIS Update: Negotiations between the U.S. and Canada 
regarding return of downstream power benefits have been widely reported in the media recently. 
An update of the discussion of the Canadian Entitlement EIS and the eastside transmission 
alternative of this EIS is provided in Insert 3. The insert is two pages long and begins in the 
middle of Chapter 11 Page 8 of the Supplemental DEIS. 

Insert 4 - Clarification: Insert 4 is placed within the Supplemental DEIS, Chapter 2/ Page 14, 
near the middle the page as shown on the insert. 

Insert 5 - Clarification: Insert 5 is placed within the Supplemental DEIS, Chapter 2/ Page 15 
near the middle of the page as shown on the insert. 



Insert 6- Clarification: Insert 6 is placed within the Supplemental DEIS, Chapter 2/ Page 38 
near the end of the page as shown on the insert. 

Insert 7-Cltirification: Insert 7 is placed within the Supplemental DEIS, Chapter 2/ Page 40 
near the middle of the page as shown on the insert. 

Insert 8 -Clarification: Insert 8 is placed within the Supplemental DEIS, Chapter 2/ Page 43 
near the middle of the page as shown on the insert. 

Insert 9 -Clarification: Insert 9 is placed within the Supplemental DEIS, Chapter 3/ Page 56 
near the middle of the page as shown on the insert. 

Insert 10-Clarification: Insert 10 is placed within the Supplemental DEIS, Chapter 3/ Page 57 
near the top of the page as shown on the insert. 

Insert 11 -Clarification: Insert 11  is placed within the Supple�ental DEIS, Chapter 3/ Page 58 
near the top and middle of the page as shown on the insert. 

Insert 12 -Clarification: Insert 12 is placed within the Supplemental DEIS, Chapter 4/ Page 66 
throughout the page as shown on the insert. 

Insert 13 -Clarification: Insert 13 is placed within the Supplemental DEIS, Chapter 4/ 
Page 135 near the middle anq/botto� of the page as shown on the insert. 

Insert 14 - Clarification: Insert 14 is placed within the Supplemental DEIS, Chapter 4/ 
Page 138 near the middle of the page as shown on the insert. 

Insert 15- Clarification�· Insert 15 is placed within the Supplemental DEIS, Chapter 4/ 
Page 139 near the middle of the page as shown on the insert. 

Insert 16- Clarification: Insert 16 is placed within the Supplemental DEIS, Chapter 4/ 
Page 140 near the bottom of the page as shown on the insert. 

Insert 17 - Clarification: Insert 17 is placed within the Supplemental DEIS, Chapter 4/ 
Page 14 1 throughout the page as shown on the insert. 

Insert 18 -Clarification: Insert 18 is placed within the Supplemental DEIS, Chapter 4/ 
Page 142 near the top and bottom of the page as .shown on the insert. · 

Insert.19 -Comments and Responses: Insert 19 replaces Chapter 9 of the Supplemental DEIS 
entirely. Within Insert 19, Comments and Responses are organized by topic. New comments on 
the Supplemental DEIS are shown first with a vertical line in the left margin of the page. 
Comments on the Draft EIS, which were previously responded to in Chapter 9 of the 



Supplemental DEIS, follow new comments. The comment coding system used is explained on 
the first page of Insert 19. 

Insert 20 - Comment Letters: Insert 20 contains copies of public comment letters received. 
Letters received in response to the Supplemental DEIS occur first (Code: NWTP-04). 
Comments on the Draft EIS are next (Code: NWTP-03), followed by EIS Scoping Letters (Code: 
NWTP-01). 

Insert 2 1- Updated BPA EMF Guidelines: Insert 2 1  provides an updated version ofBPA's 
recently updated Guidelines on Electric and Magnetic Fields. The insert should be placed at the 
end of Appendix C of the Supplemental DEIS. 

Insert 22 - Puget Sound Power & Light EMF Policy: Insert 22 is a copy of Puget Sound Power 
& Light's policy on EMF. The insert should be placed following Insert 2 1  at the end· of 
Appendix C of the Supplemental DEIS. 

Insert 2 3- Threatened and Endangered Species Consultation Updates: Insert 23 is a copy of the 
September 23, 1993 letter from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) indicating 
agreement with BPA's Biological Assessment. Also included in the insert is a copy of a letter 
from BPA to the USFWS requesting an update on listed species in the project area and a July 13, · 

1995 letter from USFWS with an updated list of threatened and endangered species that might 
occur in the project area. The insert should be placed at the end of Appendix D of the 
Supplemental DEIS. , 
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FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STA TE:MENT (EIS) 

Responsible Agencies: U.S. Department of Energy, Bonneville Power Administration (BPA); 
Whatcom County, State of Washington. 

Title of Proposed Action: BP A/Puget Power Northwest Washington Transmission Project. 

States Involved: Washington. 

Abstract: Bonneville Power Administration (BPA) and Puget Sound Power 8? Light Company 
(Puget Power) propose to upgrade the existing high-voltage transmission system in the Whatcom 
and Skagit counties area between the towns of Custer and Sedro Woolley, including some areas 
within the City of Bellingham, starting in 1995. The upgrades of the interconnected 230,000-volt 
(230-kV) and 115-kV systems are needed to increase the transmission capacity on a nearby U.S.
Canada 500-kV intertie by about 850 megawatts (MW). BPA and Puget Power would equally 
share the 850 MW of increased transfer capacity. An existing BPA 230-kV single-circuit, wood
pole H-frame transmission line would be upgraded to a 230-kV lattice-steel double-circuit line. 

A Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) for the project was issued in November 1993, 
followed by a 45-day public comment period. Several open houses and public meetings were 
held in December 1993. Public response to the DEIS- included the identification of several new 
transmission route alternatives in the Lake Whatcom area. In 1994, studies by BPA and Puget 
Power engineers showed that recent improvements to Puget Power's 115-kV system, and the 
addition of local generation had lessened local reliability problems. Also in 1994, BPA 
reorganized to respond to increased competition in the utility industry and to manage costs better. 
AIIBPA projects, including this one, were reevaluated with this goal in mind. Despite these new 
conditions, both BP A and Puget Power agreed that benefits of obtaining increased transfer 
capacity and improved system integrity warranted the financial expenditures. 

Given the changes in need, BPA issued a Supplemental DEIS in April 1995 to provide a second 
public review-and-comment period. Rebuilding an existing 230-kV line to a double-circuit 230-
kV transmission line (Option 1) was identified in the Supplemental DEIS as the Proposed 
Action. The Supplemental DEIS also examined in detail a North Shore Road alternative which 
was proposed by some members of the public. Public comments on the EIS were listed and 
responded to in the Supplemental DEIS. 

In May 1995, a second set of open houses and public meetings was held to review the 
Supplemental DEIS. Comments expressing favor or opposition to the various alternatives were 
predominant. Public comments on the Supplemental DEIS did not reveal new alternatives not 
previously considered, or reveal topics requiring additional environmental analysis . 
Electromagnetic field (EMF) effects raised as an issue in the DEIS continued to be an issue of 
public concern in the meetings. The need for the project was questioned by several people. 

Comments on the Supplemental DEIS required only minor changes to the document. A few 
factual changes were requested by Puget Power on their 115-kV transmission line proposal. 



BPA needed to provide updated information on the BP A/Canada Entitlement Return EIS and 
Endangered Species Act consultation. Due to the minor nature of corrections to the document, 
BPA decided to finalize the EIS by showing changes on insert sheets and attaching them to the 
Supplemental DEIS. The Final EIS insert sheets, public comments and responses, and copies of · 
the comment letters will be circulated to those who received the Supplemental DEIS. These 
changes together with the Supplemental DEIS form the Final EIS. 

The EIS has identified impacts that would generally be -classified as low to moderate and 
localized .. Effects on soils and water resources in sensitive areas (e.g., near Lake Whatcom) 
would be low to moderate; there would be either increases, decreases or no change in magnetic 
fields, depending on the design and location option chosen;. noise levels would remain at existing 
levels; and land use and property value impacts would be either short term or low. Threatened 
and endangered species would not be adversely affected, and all proposed actions in wetlands 
would be covered by a Corps of Engineers Nationwide Permit Visual impacts would be low to 
moderate; and socioeconomic impacts would be low to moderate from additional clearing and 
potential removal of up to four homes. No cultural resources listed on the National Register of 
Historic Places would be affected. There would be low to moderate effects on cultural resources. 

The proposed action would allow BPA to use its part of the transmission capability increase to 
displace other generating resources in the U.S. when stored energy is returned from Canada. It 
would facilitate short- and long-term power purchases from Canada, reducing BPA's need either 
to supply power from its own resow:ces or to purchase power from other suppliers. Any 
displacement of thermal generators would reduce adverse impacts on the environment, including 
air and water emissions. BPA's ability to market power during increased water releases to aid 
fish migration would be improved.· Puget Power would also be able to enter into short� and long
term sales and transfers with Canada, and thus delay the need to acquire additional thermal 
resources or purchase additional power from BP A or other suppliers to meet future needs. 

The Final EIS-Inserts are being mailed to about 120 agencies, groups, and individuals. To 
request additional copies of either the Supplemental DEIS or the Final EIS-Inserts, please 
contact: Public Involvement Manager, P.O. Box 12999, Portland, OR 97212. For additional 
information on the EIS please contact: Ken Barnhart, Project Environmental Coordinator, P.O. 
Box 3621, Portland, OR 97�08. Copies may also be obtained by calling BPA's document 
request line: 1-800-622-4520. 
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PuRPOSE AND NEED: PUBUC CoMMENTs/SUPPLEMENTAL DEIS 

BP A (beginning in 1996) and Puget Power (beginning in 1995) propose to upgrade the 
existing electric power transmission system in the Whatcom and Skagit County area. 

• Puget Power's part of the project is mainly in Bellingham, Washington, and within 
Whatcom County, with minor substation work in Skagit County. 

• BPA's part of the project extends from Sedro Woolley in Skagit County, into 
Whatcom County, by Lake Whatcom and Bellingham, continuing towards Custer, 
Washington. 

The project aims to increase �e capacity of the U.S. - Canada Intertie transmission line. It 
would increase the north-to-south RTC and SCR by 850 MW. This increased capacity will 
enabl� the following types of power transactions: 

• additional Federal access to return stored energy (see below) from Canada, 
particularly in the late summer and fall months; 

• added capacity for anticipated increases in Northern Intertie power transactions 
for Pacific Northwestutilities; 

• increased flexibility in operation of the hydroelectric system and of thermal 
resources within Whatcom �d Skagit counties; 

• increased access to Canadian resources that would meet the objectives ofBPA and 
Puget Power strategic business plans. 

Puget Power's Needs 

• Access to Canadian Energy Resources. The project will provide Puget Power 

greater flexibility to respond to a variety of needs in competitive markets. The 

opening of a wholesale generation market has led to increased price competition. 

The project will provide Puget Power with direct access to Canadian energy 

resources. Direct access to these resources will provide Puget Power with 

greater flexibility to realize competitive opportunities for the benefit of its 

customers. Some of these competitive opportunities are antiCipated in the short 

term (i.e., energy acquisitions on the spot market that displace more expensive 
resources) while other opportunities are anticipated for long-term resource 

needs (i.e., firm acquisitions). 

Local Reliability. The SDEIS states that the project will increase the capability of 

the local transmission system to move power through and out of the local area, and 

Puget Power's 115-kV system will be better protected against thermal overloads. 

Insert 1 - Puget Power's Needs 
Placement: Middle of page - SDEIS Chapter 114 



PuRPOSE AND NEED: SUPPLEMENTAL DEIS 

Puget Power has, over the last few years, made improvements to the local 
transmission system, and during this time approximately 655 MW of new 
generation (cogeneration facilities) have come on-line. These changes have altered 

the local transmission system and have, as the SDEIS notes, to some extent 

"diminished" the degree to which this project is needed to address local 

transmission deficiencies. However; the local reliability benefits afforded by the

project are still important and needed. 

The project will add a second 230-kV transmission line from the B PA B ellingham 

Substation to the Puget Power Sedro Woolley Substation. This will prevent, under 
certain conditions, overloading.of Puget Power's 115-kV lines. Puget Power's Sedro 

Woolley-to-Bellingham #3 and #4 11S.:kV transmission lines are electrically parallel to 

BPA's existing Bellingham-to-Sedro Woolley 230-kV line. Loss of the existing B PA 230-

kV line causes more power to flow on the Puget Power . 1 15-kV lines, resulting in 

overloads and outages. A recent outage underscores that when this occurs, potentially 

dangerous overloads result and many Puget Power customers can be affected� 

These results are discussed in detail below. 

The p
·
roject would increase the ability to store and return energy with Canada. 

Eighty-five percent ofBPA's.firm electricity comes from generators in dams on the rivers of 
the Pacific Northwest The flow of water (and therefore the amount of electricity which can 
be generated from it) varies naturally with the seasons. BPA can distribute the available 
power supply in two ways. During times of/ow river flow (late summer, fall, and winter}, 
the agency can buy power at market rates from other sources such as California thermal 
generating plants, In times of high river flow (early spring}, the agency can generate extra 
power and send it to Canada over the Northern Intertie rather than sell it at lower prices. 
Canada uses the transferred 'power to serve its load, saving water behind its dams for 
generation in later summer, fall, and winter, when it returns the "stored" energy to the U.S.2 
The stored energy is returned over the Northern Intertie. 

The project would respond to anticipated increases in Northern lntertie usage. 
In 1989/1990, BPA and Puget Power undertook joint technical studies on the local power 
network/Northern Intertie system interactions. They found that more transmission capacity 
was required to import more power from Canadian utilities. Subsequent studies in 1994 
confirmed the need for increased access (they also revealed that the local reliability problem 
had substantially diminished as a result of other actions). 

2 See Appendix A, Power Marlceting, for more infonnation on energy storage. 
Insert 1 - Continued 
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PURPOSE AND NEED: PUBLIC COMMENTS/SUPPLEMENTAL DEIS 

This project would allow for increased Canada-Pacific Northwest sales and exchanges of 
power. BP A and Pacific Northwest utilities could then supply power to increasing loads, 
defer the need to build new energy resources in the region, and thus maximize use of British 
Columbia Hydro and Power Authority (B.C. Hydro) and BPA transmission systems. 

In 1990, Puget Powers Consumer Panels also identified the need to secure the ability to 
contract directly with B.C. Hydro or its affiliates for future power purchases. This was 
identified as a priority in Puget Powers 1992-1993 Integrated Resource Plan on file with the 
Washington Utilities and Transportation Commission. 

The project would allow for increased flexibility in operation of the hydro
electric system. Much of the north-to-south capacity on the Northern Intertie is used for 
non-firm power commitments, which include stored energy returns and sales of Canadian 
power to U.S. utilities. Sometimes, when BPA needs stored energy returned, the Northern 
Intertie does not have enough capacity and B.C. Hydro sales take priority. The water stored 
behind Canadian dams must either be spilled (sent over or around dams with no energy 
generated and a consequent loss of economic value) or saved for a time when there is more 
capacity available on the Northern Intertie. In the meantime, BPA must purchase power at 
the market rate from elsewhere--often at higher cost. 

With increased Northern Intertie capacity, BPA could increase both its firm and non-finri 
power transfers. It could therefore better manage the return of stored energy, increasing the 
flexibility for operating the hydroelectric system. Resources could be used more efficiently 
and overall costs would be reduced. Increased capacity would provide regional benefits of 
cost-efficient power and more stable rates. 

This increased flexibility would assist BPA in meeting its responsibilities to assist in fish 
migration by increasing springtime flows in the Columbia River and still market the energy 
produced or store water in Canada for later return. 

The project would meet strategic business objectives. The utility business is 
changing rapidly in response to the Energy Policy Act of 1992. Utilities now compete 
openly with other utilities to serve customer groups. This competition is expected to increase 
in future years. Both BP A and Puget Power expect to use the added capacity from this 
project to fulfill strategic business objectives. Both entities expect economically beneficial 
contractual arrangements with Canada. BPA would be able to sell power that otherwise 

· might not be salable. Puget Power expects to acqu.ire power from Canada at lower rates than 
are available elsewhere. These outcomes would be beneficial to both BP A and Puget Power 
ratepayers. 

The project would provide benefits to improve local reliability. The DEIS . 
anticipated that local reliability would play a major role in the need for this project. Since 
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PuRPOSE AND NEED: SUPPLEMENTAL DEIS 

Until recently the preferred alternative included purchase of a portion of the entitlement 
capacity by the U.S. and delivery of the remainder to Canada-or to points on the BP A system . 
.In negotiations with Canada, up to 650 MW of the Entitlement would have been delivered 
via the Northern Intertie at Blaine. During negotiations. the value of power that the U.S. was 
to purchase decreased dramatically. This decrease in value was due to inexpensive natural 
gas prices, more efficient combustion turbines, power surpluses on the West Coast, changes 
in river operations for fish, and more competition between electrical power brokers and 
marketers. As a result from a business perspective BP A could not agree to the nonbinding 
memorandum of understanding with BC/POWEREX that was the basis for the agreement. 
Consequently, BP A may be required to build a new powerline from Grand Coulee or Chief 
Joseph Dams to the U.S./Canadian border near Oliver, B.C. However, it is the U.S. Entity's 
intention to attempt to work out another agreement with Canada so that a new transmission 
line to Canada would not need to be built. 

The prospect of a new interconnection with Canada near Oliver has been noted by residents 
of Whatcom County. This option has been suggested as impacting less-developed areas and 
thus.more desirable. The need for the two projects are different and for the following reasons 
would not solve the needs identified for the Northwest Washington Transmission Project: 

• No decisions have been made on the feasibility of a new transmission interconnection 
with Canada in Central/Eastern Washington. 

• To· provide sufficient transmission capacity in Washington. A new 129-145 km 
(80-90 mile) line would have to be built from Grand Coulee or Chief Joseph dams to the 
U.S./Canadian border. 

• The major load center is west of the Cascade Mountains. An eastem Cascade 
transmission project would not satisfy power requirements west of the Cascades. With 
additional transmission capacity to Canada on the east side of the Cascades, there 
eventually will not be enough east-west transmission capacity across the Cascades. The 
need for a new 160 km (100 mile) line across the Cascade Mountains would be 
accelerated. 

• The transmission system in Canada would also need to be upgraded for any new east side 
interconnection with the U.S. Canada has not made any commitments to any upgrades on 
their eastern systems that would satisfy any U.S. needs. 

• An east side interconnection with Canada would cost substantially more than the NW 
Washington Transmission Project. 

• The timing of the projects is different. The NW Washington Transmission Project is 
scheduled to be complete in 1997. An east side intertie could not be completed before 
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PURPOSE AND NEED: PUBLIC COMMENTS/SUPPLEMENTAL DE IS 

• 2003. From a business perspective, the benefits expected to result from increased 
transmission capacity provided by the NW Washington Transmission Project would be 
delayed many years. 

• An eastern intertie with Canada would not alleviate the need to get electrical generation 
in Whatcom County out of the local area during non-peak load conditions. 

• An eastern intertie would not upgrade the reliability of the local Whatcom County 
transmission grid. 

• If the NW Washington Transmission Project is not built, another utility may propose a 
similar project such as Puget Power's original proposed 230-kV Intertie with B.C. Hydro 
as described in the EIS. Puget Power's original proposal is on hold and could be 
reactivated. 

Therefore, the Columbia River Treaty transmission line to Oliver is not an alternative that 
meets the needs of the NW Washington Transmission Project. Those decisions and their 

· associated impacts are addressed separately in the DEIS mentioned above. 

3. SYSTEM OPERATION REVIEW EIS AND 
INTERIM FLOW SUPPLEMENTAL EIS 

Two environmental reviews regarding power and other uses of the Colum�ia and Snake 
rivers are underway or just completed. These EISs--the System Operation Review (SOR) 
and the Interim Columbia and Snake Rivers Flow Improvement Measures for Salmon 
Supplemental EIS (Interim Flow SEIS)--address the operation of Federal hydro projects on 
the Columbia and Snake rivers to balance the operation of the projects among river users. 
The Interim Flow SEIS and a draft SOR EIS have been completed; the final SOR EIS is now 
being prepared. The SOR process, which involves BPA, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 
and the Bureau of Reclamation as cooperating agencies, will provige long-term system 
operation guidelines that consider the needs of all river users. The Interim Flow SEIS 
addresses near-term Federal hydro operations in response to the listings of certain salmon 
runs as threatened or endangered species under the Endangered Species Act, pending the 
development cf longer-term plans of action. 

Operation of Federal hydro resources in relation to the use of the Northern Intertie Upgrade 
will not deviate from the constraints to be established by the SOR or from interim operations 
�stablished in the Interim Flow SEIS. 
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BPA PART OF PROJECT 
EVALUATING ALTERNATIVES 

.Before comparing the alternatives, it is useful to know something about how .a project 
develops, and what might be involved in construction actions. 

11. ··DEVELOPMENT OF A.PROJECT 

A transmission system expansion project is developed in several stages: 

4 

. ' 
• First, a need is identified. The un,derlyin,g reason for a transmission system expansion 

can vary considerably. Transmission facilities may be needed to enable power ex
changes, to make power acquisitions or sales, to serve load, to integrate new energy 
resources, or to cori-ect an unreliable operating condition. In this case, Puget Power 
clesires direct a¢cess ro·canadjap eneray resources and BPA desires to expand its 
business relationships with B.C. Hydro. The limited transfer capacity of the Northern 
Intertie restricts their abilities to do so.4 · 

• BP A transmission system planners maintain a computer model which represents all 
· existing generation. resources, transmission lines, and both historic and forecast 

loading levels for the interconnected transmission grid. Using this model, the 
planners can 'hypothetically "add'' a new transmission line or install electrical devices. 
within sub- stations, and then review how well these system changes would satisfy a 
need .. Many such hypothetical system changes are studied to identify how a given 
need might be best solved. System planners determined ways to increase the capacity 
of the Northem Intertie. 

• Engineers and environmental specialists further refine the solutions identified by . . 
system planners. They identify possible places to locate new facilities and/or rebUild 
existing transmission facilities. 

• A project team seeks ideas and information from landowners, concerned cit:izens, and 
government bodies in the project area in order to define the scope of an environmental 
study on the project and to define the issues. (Public involvement extends throughout 
the life of the project.) 

• A team of specialists representing a variety of disciplines researches what is known 
about each resource in the study area, checks on field conditions, and participates in a 
comprehensive evaluation of impacts to determine, if possible, environmentaUy 

. prefe"ed design. options and location choices. The specialists identify mitigation 
· 

measures to lessen or avoid impacts. They consider all public ideas and comments in 
ihe co�e of their evaluation. · 

The need, as described in the DEIS, also included local reliability as a major concern. This concern has 
djmjnished, but the need to increase access to, Canadian power over the Intertie remains. See Chapter 1. 
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BPA PART OF PRo.n!:cr 
EVALUATING ALTERNATIVES 

• A draft environmental impact statement is published, detailing their findings. It is 
circulated for public review and comment, then revised into a final EIS, which is also 

: published. For some proj� such u this one, environmental impact statements are 
required by both Federal and State laws. When this occurs, it is best to prepare a joint 
Federal and State environmental impact statement to avoid unnecessary duplication 
and cost. 

· · 

• . ·If significant· changes occur in ·a project after publication of a 4raft environmental 
impact statement, and these changes either alter the environmental impact conclusions 
or necessitate additional opportunities for public comment, agencies may issue a 
�pplemental DEIS, u here,. foU9wed after review by the Final EIS. 

. . 

• A R.:ord of Duisio11 (ROD) documents the final decision. A ROD is a Federal i-equirement. LOcal decisio� is aceomPiished, and mq iocln4e a hearings 
process .. 

• The decision is. implemented. · . 

. 12. · TAKING ACTION (CONSTRUCTION) 

The proposed alternative (and� of the alternatives eliminated from detailed discussion) 
. w6uld involVe construction of new transmission facilities. Below i.s a brief summary of what 

this mearis. .More detail on construction actions is found at the beginning of Chapter 4, 
Environmental Consequences. 

· · · · 

When transmiSsion facilities are built, construction activities may have both negative and 
positive effects on the environment. ¥or instance, clearing in a forested area would remove 
some trees, but the Qpening might provide more forage for some wildlife. 

A specific sequence of actions occurs: one for removing an existing line; another for re
bUilding or replacing fatilities on existing riglat-of-wtiJ; a third for building on a new right-of .. 
way (Alternative Hl or the N�rth Shore Road Alternative in this S�pplemental OBIS). These 

· are  outlined below, to help the reader review the comparison of alternatives, which follows. 

• For takioa dowa (removioa) a wood pole line: 

Vehicles are used. to reach the existing structures, which are removed, except for 
below-ground braces and /ooti11gs. AU above..ground and most below·gtound wood· . · 

,pole components are removed; cotulMctors (wires) are rewound _or cut up and/ 
removed. Parts are scrapped or salvaged for reuse. In areu with difficult 
accessibility, untreated wood parts may be cut up and left to decay at the site. 

• For rebuildinafreplacina oo uistina riaht-of-way: · 
. ' 

Existing eosemellb are reviewed to determine whether they are adequate; additional 
rights are acquired,, as needed; existing t�Ccess rotllls are assessed and upgraded, if 
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PooET I'OWBRPolmON OPPaOJBCT 
AI.TERNATWB*: Mri'IGATION 

PUGET POWER'S PART OF THE PROJECT 
' . 

·Project mitigating measures shown 'below would be carried out should the con5tJ11ction 
activities evaluated occur: 

• The contractor would be directed to keep � construction area reasonably clean, to 
maintain all ditches &lid drainages free of debris, and to employ erosion control 
measu� per Whatcom County and City of Bellingham standards. 

• For the exjstina 115-kY line to be rebuilt 
- In localized potential erosion areas requiring regrading, prudent erosion control 

measures would be used. These Could include the use of straw bales io intercept 
and direct surface water flow and reseeding the area with � erosion control seed 
mix; or the requirement that construction be done during the dry season of the 
year. 

- Site-specific erosion control- measures would be deVeloped as part of the 
construction specifications. 

• For tbe Pipeline Alternative 
- In the forested portion of wetlands, to reduce impacts from clearing, equipment 

would be used which exerts the minimum amount of ground pressure, and lost 
vegetation would be replaced with. wetland species. 

· 

- The existing Trans Mountain right-of-way would be used as road for access to 
pole locations. 

- Wetlands pennaoootly lost would be rcphlced 
- Clearing may be done by hand, with trees and debris yarded-offand mulched in 

areas of steep slope (>400/o ). 

- Revegetation of the cleared area would include stabilizing the slope to prevent 
slumping. Preventive measures may include wa�er bBr$ or flow. interceptors. The 
area would be seeded with an erosion control mix. Hydromulching with wood 
fiber could be used to provide further stabilization on steep slopes. 
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. PRoPOI&D ACI10NI 
. CIJMUIATMErncrsl ALTI'.RNATIVISELIMINATID. 

proposed corridor were made by Puget Power, and EIS. scoping meetings were conducted by 
the OFP in Lynden and Bellingbam (January 1990). 

� Puget Power's proposed lntertie project would have involved eStablishing about 37 km 
(23 mi.);ofnew transmission corridor, n:wch public.interest and oppOsition ensued. Tl)ere was 
also additional interest in the alternative of rebuilding the· existing BPA transmission line. In 
Novem� 1990, voters in Whatcom County amended the County planning· ordinance to 
restrict the construction of transmission facilities over US kV, except on land where 
conditional use permits have already been granted or in areas classified as industrial. BPA and 
Puget Power then jointly conducted technical studies of the �ssion system; these studies 

· showed that an electrical plan tocusing on rebuilding existing BP A and PUget facilities would 
meet the combined needs for increasing the transfer capability of the Intertie and solving their 
identified loCal reliability problems. Both agreed to pursue such .a plan jointly;. that plan has 
evolved into the present propoS4'd project. Subsequently, BPA and OFP issued a nodce · 

indicating the OFP suspension ofPuget Power's Presidential Permit applicatiQn (at Puget 
Power's request) and BPA's intent to prepare an EIS on the resulting BP A/Puget Power 

· proposed project. ·' · 

Because of the joint technical studies recommending other .electrical plans of service, the 
· restrictive zoning in Whatcom County {which encourages the use of existing transmission 
cotridon), and · OFP's suspension of the Presidential Permit ·proceSs, the Pu�Ct Power proposal 
was not examined in detail in this Supplemental DEIS. 

· · · 

12. E4A PLAN (PUGET POWER) I 
This plan was identified in joint BP A/Puget Power system planning studies� It would focus on 

· construction of 1 15-kV lines only (w�ld not involve construction of any higher-voltage 
.lines). It would primari�y involve construction on Puget Power's system; improvements would 
be made to BPA's Custer Substation. Puget Power would undertake the following actions: 

• adding a second 230/1 15-kV transformer at its Portal Way Substation; 
• ·building a 1 1 5-kV line from Portal Way Substation to Terrell Substation and 

. BeOingham Substation; and · 

• rebuilding an existing . 1 1 S-k V line between· Puget Power's Bellingham and Sedro , 
Woolley Substations (see Figure 13). 

The joint BP A/Puget Power technical study included this plan; however, this is considered as 
more of a short-term solution and, is not equal to the 230-kV plans. Compared to the 
preferred plan, E4A would be electrically inferior and would not fully meet the stated need, 
for several reasons. 

· 

• E4A would not unltHUJ parallel lines as weD as the prQPOsed 230-kV plan. One 
objective of the propoSed project is to reduce loading on Yarious components of the 
existing system. The use ofhigher-voltage lines. can reduce loading' on parallel lower-
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·ALTERNATIVES ELIMINATED 

effective conservation. Therefore, conservation is not a reasonable $1temative to this Project 
and is eliminated from detailed study. 

(5. UNDERGROUNDING · 1  
Burying transmission lines undergr()Wl(f is technically feasible, and has been done in some 
areas. However, undergrounding of a 500-kV line means a substantial increase in costs: 5 to 
12 times as much as overhead construction, or $3,200,000 to $7,�00,000 per km ($5,000,000 
to $12,000,000 per mi.) for underground construction, compared to about $625,000 per km 
($1,000,000 per mi.) for overhead. For 230-kV doubl�it construction, the cost would 
be $2, 100,000 to $5,000,000 per km ($3,300,000 to S5,0oo,OOO per mi.) for underground, 
compared to about $410,000 per km ($650,000 per mi.) for overhead. Undtqrouod J 15-kY 
instaPatioos ·are also manx times more expensive than oyt[hrad installations. High costs may 
be ascribed to several sources: substation-like faCilities are needed at either end of the under
ground portion where the conductors would go from overhead to underground; extensive 
trenching is required; . and the materials used for the cables are expensive. In addition, the 
cables coulcJ require dielectrk fluid for in$ulation. The accidental release of these fluids into 
the environment has effects and cleanup requirements very similar to those for oil spills. 
Special designs and care would be required in stream and wetland cr�ssings. 

Underground· transmission facilities present an increased potential· risk for extended outage 
times. With an overhead facility, it is usually relatively easy to spot where the outage problem 
is and fix the problem. With underground cables, problems causing outages cannot be as 
easily located and fixed. · As a result it usually takes much longer (days to weeks) to re
energize underground facilities. This is especially crucial with main intertie lines servicing 
large areas-lines .such as those for this project. , 

. For these reasons, BPA will not consider undergrounding the transmission facilities associated 
with this project. Furthermore Puaet Power, u a PubJjc Service Cmporation, does not 
proyjde undcqmuod tr&nsmjyjoo as a Rrvice and bas no tariff applis:ahle to undtqrouod 
J 15-kY transmiuion, 

· 

8. ROUTING THROUGH DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES (DNR) 
LANDS 

Both individuals ind the Families Against Increased Risk (FAIR) group proposed locating the 
line farther to the east along Lake Whatcom,. ''up the hill" on State Department ofNaturai 
Resources (DNR) land� It was suggested that BPA could improve its choices by moving the 
new line weU away from the residences� particularly in Segment E. where the lines run close to . 
homes. An alternative would start up the shoulder of Squalicum Mounlain just northwest of 
Agate B•y, and run about 0.8 km (abOut 0.5 mi.) farther up Stewart Mountain to a point 
above Smith Creek. · 

· 
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PuGET'PoWEit PART Of PROJECT 

AmenD EIMilONMENT 

. . I 
Zoning llong the "pipeline alternative" is Residential Single, followcd by Industrial within the 
City limits. Once it reaches the City/County·boundary, the transmission line runs next to the 
General Manufacturing and Urban ResidentiQ/ County Zones. . 

lz. SOILS [Pugei Power] I .  
Landforms of the area are the result ofseverll Ice-Age glaciations, the ·action ofstreams and . 
rivers, .and wind 4eposition. Elevations along Puget Pow�s segment of the project range 
from about 18  to 61 m ( 60 to 200 ft.). Dominant soils in tbe yjcigjty oftbe exjatina 
traoamiuion line have fonned in volcanic ash and loess (silty material deposited by wind) laid 
over materiali deposited by glacial ice in seawater (glllcioiiUII'ilte drift) and uplands (glacial 
drift). These soils are nearly level to very steep and.moderately well drained.to poorly . 
drained. Other soils jo tbe yjcioity oftbe ·exiatina transmiuioo line have devel- oped in a. mix 
of volcanic ash, loess, and materials deposited within glacial lakes. These ·soils occur in 
depressions on terraces and are often. poorly drained (USDA-SCS, 1992); In general, soils · 
along Puget Power's segment of the projeCt are suited for the proposed use. Soil limita- tions . 

. include seal0na1 soil wetness, which increases tfle soil's susceptibility to rutting and excessive 
muddiness, and .a steep slope near Squalicum .Creek. 

· 

13. VEGETATION (Puget Power] 

Some ofPuget Pow�s proposed activities would occur within the Bellingham city limits. 
Human activities such as indu�allcommercial and residential development, and public rights
of-way dominate the area. ,Typically, these areas are fenced with structures, landscaped, and 
maintained as lawns. ln all areas used for intensive human purposes, there .is a tendency for 
"weedy" species such as thistle, chickweed, mustards, �sy ragwort, common mullein, 
fireweed, and Hinwayan blackberry to invade. Lawns and o�ental trees and shrubs are 
also well-established in landscape plans and residential �. Continuing beyond the . 
Bellingham city limits, industrial, commercial, and residential deVelopments occur less 
frequently, and are interspersed with open woodlands and wetland plant communities 
(forested, scrub-shrub, emerg�nt, and pastllre). 
Woodland plant communities are dominated by several tree species, .inclQding'Douglas fir, 
big-leafed maple, and western red. cedar; understory shrubs and forbs include vine niaple, red 
elderberry, sword fern, bracken fern, and piggy-back plant. · Forested wetland plant com
munities are usually domin,..ted by red alder, black cottonwood, western red cedar, paper 
birch, salmonberry, lady fern, and skunk Cabbage. Douglas spiraea and dwarf birch often 
dominate scrub-shrub wetlands, while reed canary grass, small-fruit bulrush, sedges, and 
cattails conimonly �r in emergent w�lands. Pasture lands are typically dominated by bent 
grass, wh�t grass, orchard grass, rye grass, clover, plantain, and meadow buttercup.' 
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. , AJrncrED ENVJRONMEN'l' 

14. WATER.-RESOURCES AND WETLANDS [Puget Power] I 
The BPA-Bellingham #2 l lS-kV transmission line JPIDI F�er'Creek twice, (See Figure 16.)· 
A wetland is. mapped to the south of the Sunset Drive intersection. Near the intersection·of 
East Bakerview Road and the Dewey Road, the transmission line right-of-way crosses Toad 
Creek. NO palM are locatccl jo 1trcaJm or wetlands for tbe exi$na BPA-BeJiinaJwn #2 ljoe 

I . . 
. The City of Bellingham has mapped a wetland just north of Sunset Drive along the Trans .. 
. Mountain Oil Pipeline right-of-way. Two National W�d Inventory (NWI) wetlands extend 
· from the base of a steeP slope along the Trans Mountain Oil Pipeline to and adjacent with the · 

abindQned Milwaukee Road grade. The NWI identifies wetlands in the area adjacent to but 
below the railroad grade. 

· 

. Is. FISH AND WILDLIFE [Puget Power] 

Fisheries resources in the Puget Power project area are largely limited to Toad c• and an 
unnamed tributary ofSqualicum C.... The Washington Depaitment of Wildlife has Jden
tified critical spawning habitats located in Toad Creek. Both Toad Creek and the unnamed 
tributary flow directly into Squalicum Creek about 0;8 km (0.5 mi.) from the proposed 
project. Fever Creek is also located in the proposed project study area, although its 
significance for fisheries is liinited. 

I 
Wildlife species located in the proposed project.study area include thOse species which 
typically do well in close proximity to humans. Wildlife species associated with forest habitats 
include raccoon, opossum, striped skunk, Douglas' squirrel, northern flying squirrel, 
Townsend's chipmunk, ravens, jays, woodpeckers, towhees, finches, robins, black-headed 
grosbeaks, juncos, bushtits, and starlings. Forest amphibians and reptiles include rough
skinned newts, salamanders, western toads, and Pacific treefrogs. Some of the· wildlife 
aUracted to wetland habitats include raccoon, ducks, herons, snipe, sandpipers, plovers, 
killdeer, swallows, common yeUowthroat, painted turtle; garter snake, newts, salamanders, 
. toads, and several species of frogs. Areas that are, overgrown with grasses, herbs, shrubs, and 
vines attract wildlife species such as the red fox, striped skuluc, cottontail rabbit, deer mouse, 

. Califonua quail,. red-tailed hawk, crows, ·meadowlarks, goldfinches, swallows, blackbirds, 
brown-headed· cowbirds, spairows, and starlings. · 

· 

fe. AGRICULTURE (Puget Power] 
' I 

Prime farmland, d�ned according to the criteria of the Farmland Protection Policy.Act 
(FPPA) (7 U.S.C. 4201 et. seq.), was identified from the USDA-SCS soil surveys ofthe 
Whatcom County and Skagit County areas. Lands currently in agricultural use were identified . 
and mapped from information interpreted from May· 1992 �al photography and field · 
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verification. Current agricultural use in tbe yjcinity of the BPA.;.BemoaJwn #2 ·Ljne is limited 
to areas of small pasture in the Puget Power project area. · 

17. .VISUAL RESOURCES (Puget Power] 

Much ofthe visual environment ofthe existing 6.9.:.Jan (4.3-mi.) 1 15-kV transmission line 
corridor between � Puget Power and BPA'Bellingham substations is characterized by 
residential deVelopment and undeveloped rural areas. Residential development is con- · 

centrated along the segment of the line from the Puget Power Bellingham Substation to the 
end of the improved portion of St. Clair Street ·and along Sunset Drive between St. Clair 
Street and the Dewey Road. The remaining segments of the transmi�on corridor are 
predominately undeveloped and rural in � with only occasional residential structures 

· located near the transmission right-of-waY· · 

Views within many of the residential areas are dominated by ho�g structures and the linear 
features of the existing infrastructure, including paved roads and electrical. and telephone 
utility service �ctures. The SPA-Bellingham #2 1 15-kV transmission line has beeri a part of 
the visual landscape since 1958. 

Rural undeveloped property characterizeS the visuil elements of the alternative (pipeline) 
route: Howeyer, the pipeline altematjyc is located on ao exjstina utility corridor 

Ia. · RECREATION (Puget Power] I 
Recreation activities are generally limited to hiking, biking, and so on in the vicinity of St. 
Clair Street, where fonner railroad rights-of-way are in natural trail use. No. other areas of 
notable recreation activity were identified. 

· 

le. CULTURAL RESOURCES [Puget Powert I 
A$ with the BPA portion of the project, the focus of background research was a Compilation . 
of previolisly recorded sites. Generally, resources in the potentially affected area comprise 
abandoned railroad rights-of�way ancfthe co�unities ofDewey and Van Wyck. Also, at its 
southern end, the existing route ofPuget Power's BelliDgham #2 1ine passes through 'several 
historic additions to the City of Bellingham. to date, no historic properties within these 
additions or within 0.8 km (0.5 mi.) of the line have been nominated, or determined to be 
eligible for nomination to the National Register of Historic Places, State Register, or 
Whatcom County Register. 
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PUGBT PowER PART OF PROIBCT 

ENVIRONMENTAL CONBBQUBNCis: CONSTRUCI'ION ACI'IONS 

capital investment in the neighborhood of $24,000,000 (mcluding substation work but not 
Puget Power's part of the project) would be committed in developing the proposed 
transmission facilities. 

12. PUGET POWER PART OF THE PROJECT 

CONSTRUCnON TECHNIQUES 

County roads, city streets, unimproved street right-of-ways, and, alleyways would be used to 
gain access to the pole locations to rebuild the BPA Bellingham #2 line and to construct new 
line along the pipeline alternative. No additonaJ iq;eu roads are needed Where the 

. 

unimproved street rights-of-way have been encro�hed upon by lawns, gardens, and/or fences, 
Puget Power would discuss access to the pole locations with the City ofBeilingham and ·the 
adjacent landowners. · 

Existing wood poles, insulators and concJuctors would be removed. This removal and con
struction of the new transmission lines would use conventional transmission-line construction 
methods. Line trucks and mobile cranes would be used to remove existing poles and set the 
new poles. New pole holes would be dug with either a power auger or backhoe. Drainage 
improvements and clearing of vegetation might also be required. Where necessary; erosion 
control plans would be developed before any construction activities would take place. 

MAINTENANCE PRACTICES 

Conaiatcnt· with put practjcea for the oxiatina transmiuion line, Puget Po wet: must control the 
vegetation within its �ghts-of-way in order to redu.ce the potential for outages (due to 
interference With the conductors) and safeg\iard·the public safety. Puget Power's vegetation 
management program is designed to control incompatible vegetation on. a s.;.year maintenance· 
cycle, Vcptatjoo aloQIJ the BPA-BeJnopam #2 lipe bas been managed to oontrol tree 
gr()wth, to promote low-growing plant communities which are compatible with overhead 
pgwer lines, and to prevent establishment of tree seedlings through; competition. 

Puget Power Ll.lfa,a systematic approach to vegetation management for transmission lines next 
to public rights-of-way. Proper pruning, $elective removal of trees; and discriminating use of 
growth regulators and herbicides are among the methods employed. Growth regulators �d · 

herbicides m..used in accordance with the .City of Bellingham and Whatcom County 
approvals. 

Routine vegetation maintenance activities can occur throughout th� year. Emergency 
maintenance would occur on an as-needed basis. With the continuation of the vegetation 
management program which successfully controls undesirable vegetation, the need .for 
emergency maintenance for tree-related incidents would be minimal. 

luert ll 
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ENVIRONMENTAL �ONSIQUENCES: LAND USE AND ZoNING 

Table lSd: Numben of Homes Espected to Esperieace ·aa lacreue 
or Decreue of More thaa 1 mG in Sepaeat E (iadudiaa 
the North Shore Road Alteraative, eut aad west sides . 

· of the corridor; Optioa 4) 

0ptioa .4 Optioa 4 North Shore North Shore 
Ia c.-ease Decrease · Alteraative Alteraative 

Increase* Decrease 

West Side · 0 8 0 8 
Eaat Side 0 0 3 0 ' 

• One house would also be removed. 

'11 .  LAND USE: AND ZONING [Puget .Power] 

EXISTING 1 1 5-KV TRANSMISSION LINE AND SUBSTATION 

'J'he BP A-Bellingham #2 transmission line occupies an existing utility corri9or, extending from 
the Puget Power Bellingham Substation to the BP A Bellingh-"' Substation. This transmission 
line has been in place since 1958. An option under consideration is to rebuild the transmission 
line within the same. alignment, with poles replaced at or near th� same location as existing ' / . . 

poles. · 
· 

Puget Power's existing B�lingham Substation has been serving the Bellingham area since 
1949. This substation is currently a delivery point of bulk pow� which is then distributed to 
other neighborhood substations serving the greater Bellingham area. 

The pr<p>sr,d traoamjMion line relmild (and route alternatiVe) aod the substation work present 
no dump jn.lawl usc;, and thus would bave no land usc; imPact other thin poujbJe impacts 
constructjon impacta which would be temponuy 

. 

. ' . . 

Comprehensive Plan Designations and Zoning 

The Puget Power Bellingham Substation and the BPA Bellingham #2 1 15-kV tranSmission 
line are within the Roosevelt and/or Mount Baker.planning area of the Bellingham Compre
hensive Plan. The propqsr,d trapamjpjon line rebujld and substation work js consistent with 
ihe ComprcJumaiye P)ao and implementioa deyelopmept reauJatioos Within the County, the 
transmission line passes through the urban fringe area of the Whatcom County Comprehensive · 

Plan. The zoning for the substation and tr�smission lines is described in Table 16. 
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PuoET PowER PoRTION OF Pllo.JEcr 
ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIQUENCES:GIOLOGYISoJLS 

Existing Conditions 

The pipeline alternative begins at the intersection of Sunset Drive and the unimproved St. 
Clair Street right-of-way where the transmission line would parallel the west side of the Trans 
Mountain Oil Pipeline corridor north to the abandoned. Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Cl8ir, & . 

Pacific Railroad (Milwaukee Road) right-of-way. The transmission line would continue 
. within the Milwaukee Road right-of-way until it rejoins the existing BP A-Bellingham #2 
transmission line at Dewey Road. 

12. GEOLOGY/SOILS [Puget Power] · I  
The review :Of the map invent�ries and field verification yielded few geologic hazards: No 
·seismic, volcanic, or ·coal mine hazard areas would affect or be affected by the project . 

. EXISTING 115·KV TRANSMISSION LINE �EBUILD 

Field observations did not reveal any erosion problems directly under or next to the BP A
Bellingham #2 115-kV transmission line. Rebuildio& the existina line would pot result in any aipjtic;aOt jmpacxt to aeoloa or sojls Pole replacement would not constitute enough land 
clearing to encounter or create erosion problems . .  Access to· pole locations in localized 

. potential erosion areas might require regrading the right-of-way and the use of prudent 
erosion control measures . . These measures could include the use of straw bales to intercept 
and direct surface water flow and reseeding the area with an erosion control seed mix; or 
requiring construction during the dry seasons of the year . . Work at the existin& substations . aJao js go upetUd to have lipjficapt impacts to soils or aeoloa 

PIPELINE ALTERNATIVE 

The City of Bellingham has mapped a potential landslide hazard area north of the intersection 
. of St. Clair Street and Sunset Drive; The hillside (slope: about 800/o) is a grassy slope in the 
Trans Mountain Oil Pipeline right-of-way and wooded area next to the proposed transmission 
line right-of-way. The existing pipeline right-of-way is maintained by Trans Mountain Oil. 
There are no apparent geologic failures or earth movements at the site. 

Construction of the transmission line would require clearing about a 21-m-wide (70-ft.-wide) 
for about IQQQ feet aloq tbe riaJn-of-wu Clearing would be done by hand, with treeS and 
debris yarded otrand mulched . . No access road would be required for clearing or constructing 
the transmission line at the hillside. 

Revegetation of the cleared area would include stabilizing the slope· to preverit slumping, 
particularly by drainages that carry water., Preventiv� measures may include water bars or 
flow interceptors to redirect the sutface water flow. The area would be seeded with an 
erosion control mix either by broadcasting seed using a qrclone seeder or by hydroseeding. 
Hydromulching with wood fiber could be used to provide further stabilization on the steep 
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ENviRoNMENTAL CONSBQVENCES: WATER REsouRcaiWE'l'J.AND8. 

slope. Site-specifio erosion control measures would be developed as part c;»fthe construction 
specifications to minimize erosion . . No other sites within the pipeline right--of-way represent 
landslide or erosion hazards. Much of the abandoned railroad right-of-way has had access 
road improvements as p&rt of the installation of a gas line by Cascade Natural ·Gas. 
CoDstruction of the transmission line would use this access road and the railroad bed. 
Proposed erosion control and restoration actions will help to assure that significant jmpacts to 
soils or geology are avoided. , 

L,.;;l3.;;_. --:-.;;...VE;;;;;.;G;.;ET;;;..;...;_A..;..;n...;..ON---=[P.__u...:g:...et_P_o_w_er]-=-
· ____.!' 

I 

Rebuildina tbe exiltina line and subst•tjon work do pot require clearioa, apd other thap 
· collltnlcQon djatvrbepcca, would not impact yqetatioo Impacts on vegetation for tbe. 

pjpoljM alttpatjve is generally,low/�erate. Primary concerns are associated with clearing 
trees in forested wetland �itats . . These plant communities are not easily replaced, once lost. 
Appropriate mitigation such as the creation/replacement of affected forested wetland � 
would n)Oderate these potential considerable adverse effects. Potential impacts on scrub
shrub and eniergent wetlands would be c:Onsidered to be temporary, provided no new 
permanent access roads are built in wetl� areas . . Impacts on forest vege- tation are 
considered to be insignificant because.those. impacts would be restricted to a relatively small 
atea, Uld because forest habitat in the general area is abundant. Impacts on pasture and other 
open-lind' plartt commu-.ities are not expected to be significant because these plant · 

coiiUIIqlliti� are typically dominated by species which do well in disturbed environments. 

14. WATE_R RESOURCES AND WETLANDS . [Puget Power] 

EXISnNG 116-KV TRANSMISSION LINE REBUILD 

The SPA-Bellingham #2 1 1 5-kV transmission line crosses Fever Creek twice: first, ilong 
North Street between Superior and Michigan Streets, and second, at the end of the ·paved . 
portion of St. Clair Street. The first crossing has no associated wetlands, and no impacts 
would result from rebuilding the line; The second crossing involves the wetlands ·identified 
below. Fever Credc is not a regulated stream under � City of Bellingham's ShQreline Master 
Plan. Activities within 15 m (SO ft.) of Fever Creek are regulated under the Wetland and 
Stream regulatory chapter of the Bellingham Municipal C�e (Ordinance #10267). 

The transmission line spans Fever Creek and wetland south of the aband�ned Burlington 
Northern Railtoad (BN) right-of-way on the improved portion of the St Clair Street right-of
way. This wetland is classified by the City as a Category m Qow-habitato.value) wetland and 

· can be described as palustrine forested, broad-leafed deciduous, and _palustrine .emergent. · 

wetland: The transmission line spans this Wetland and the Fever. Creek channel. No impacts 
on Fever Creek or its wetland would occur from rebuildiitg the transmission line. The poles · 

are located. out of the wetland and stream corridor. Access to the poles spanning the wetland 
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is from the existing St. Clair Street right-of-way. Erosion and sediment control measures 
would be used. 

Mapped to the south of the Sunset Drive intersection is a Category m wetland described as 
palustripe emeraent and forested, broad-leaved deciduous; Vegetation consists·of'soft � 
sedges, velvet grass, and Douglas spiraea. The wetland occurs primarily eaSt of the 
transmiuion line. ·.Rebuilding the transmiuion line would not significantly affect this wetland, 
because the line would span it. A topographical survey of this area indicates that the wetland 
lies within an. area from about the edge of the Sunset Drive right-of-way to about 56 m 
( 180 ft.) south of Sunset Drive: At these two points, the land eleVation is the same, defining 
the low area. Puget Power's pole location in this vicinity is about 72 m (235 ft.) south of the 
Sunset Drive right-of-way and,about 2 m  (6 ft.) in elevation above the wetland� Access to this 
pole location would be ftom the south via Barkley Boulevard on the existing unimproved St. 
Clair Street right-of-way, with no anticipated impaCts. 

Near the intersection ofEast Bakerview Road and Dewey R.oad, the transmission line right
of-way croues Toad Creek. The line spans the creek and would have no impact on the 
stream or Wetlands. 

PIPEUNE ALTERNATIVE 
The pipeline alternative parallels the Trans Mountain Oil Pipeline from the intersection of the 
unimproved St. Clair right-of-way and Sunset Drive to the abandoned Milwaukee Road right
of-way. The transmission line would parallel the northerly side of the abandoned Milwaukee 
Road right-of-way untU it joined the existing corridor at the Dewey Road. The City of Beuingham hu mapped a wetland just north of Sunset Drive along the Trans Mountain Oil 
Pipeline right-of-way. This. wetland· is clusified by the City as. Category I· (high· resource 
value) and described by the Fish and Wtldlife Service as palustrine emergen� forested, broad
Jeafed,deciduous and scrub-shrub. About 21 m (70 ft.) of additional clearing adjacent to and 
parallel with the west side of the pipeline right-of-way would be needed to prqvide adequate 
clearance for the transmission line. Moderate cleanng impaCts on the forested portion o£ the 
wetland would be minimized by using equipment which exerts the minimal amotint of ground 
pressure � by replacing lost vegetation with wetland species. The existing Trans Mountain 
right-of-way and road would provide access to. the pole locations, further reducing wetland 
impaets. 

Nationai .Wetland Inv�tory (NWI) wetlands extend ftom the base of a steep slope along the 
pipeline to and adjacent 'With the abandoned MilW&Ukee Railroad grade. These wetlands have 
been classified as palustrine forested seasonally flooded, and palustrine forested temporarily 
flooded. Moderate wetland impacts are anticipated for this section of the transmission line. 
Impacts on the wetlands to the west of the pipeline rigbt-,of-way might result ftom clearing of 
trees; these impacts would be minimized by using equipment which exerts the minimal amount 
of ground pressure' and by replacing lost Vegetation with wetland species. Minimal impacts 
ate also anticipated 4t the three or four pole locations required in this area� Bxistina access 
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ENVIRONMENTAL CoNSEQUENCES: WATJUt RBsotJRCIIIWETLANDB 
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rOAd• or the gjatina pipeline ript:of-WI)' would be used wbeg;yer possible If wetlands that 
am loat,· mjtjptjon proposed would ·regujre rcplpmcnt . 
The NWI identifies wetlands in the area next to but below the railroad gfade. The proposed 
transmisSion line would be located on the northerly side of the Mil�ee Road right-of-way; 
the recently built Cascade Naturai Gas access road on the abandoned railrOad right-of-way 
.would be used for·access -and construction. Significant access improvements in 1992 have 
been made along much ofthe Milwaukee Road right-of-way as part ofthe installation ofthe 
Cascade Natural Gas pipeline. The new transmission line would not affect these NWI ' 

wetlands. The ptaposed aib!JWipn wprk wpuld not jmpast wCttands 

Is. JI'ISB AND WILDLIFE (Puaet Power) 

Because the transmission lines would span all creeks· (for botb alternativM under 
consjdoratjon)in the proposed right-of-way, very little riparian and/or stream disturbance is 
expected to occur. Therefore, impicts on fisheries resources are expected to be slight. 

Concern for unpacts on wildlite is generallY slight. Most of the wildlife habitats crossed by the. 
proposed project have been altered by previous human activities. Since huinan.disturbance of · 

these areas is considered to be high, overall wildlife suitability and habitat effectiveness i,s 
Considered to be low. Potentiil impacts � with construction, operation, and main- · 

tenance of the proposed project would not . significantly affect local wildlife populatio;t · 

presently using the �- . The number of wildlife species using the area, their abunclance,. and 
their movement patterns are expected to remam·unchanged following implementation of the 

. pros)osed project. 
. 

Je. · · AGRICULTURE [Puget Power] I 
Prime fannland defined according to the criteria of the Fannland Protection Policy Act 
(7 U.S;C. 4201 et. seq.) was identified from the USDA-Soil Conservation Service soils . · . 

surveys of the Whatcom County and Skagit COllnty areas. Lands.currently in agricultural use 
w� identified and mapped from information interpreted from May 1992 �it photography 
and field verification. 

· 

EXISnNG 115-KV TRANSMISSION LINE REBUILD 

Tho oxiatina Uoe crosses about O;S km (0�3 mi.) of designated Prime fannland and 0.8 km (O.S 
mi.) ofsmall�acreage pasture. The existing poles would be replaced almost one-for-one at 
existing pole locations. Therefore, no loss of either designated Prime farmland or land 

· C9rrently in agricultu� use would occur� Given the small amount of land a(feCted, impacts 
would be �or and short-term, confined.to the temporary disruption and Inconvenience 
posed by constnlction. The substation work would not impact agricultural lands. · 
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APEUNE ALTERNA� 

Whe!re this alternative follows the malting 1 1  S-kV transmission line, it crosses about O.S km: 
(0',3 mi.) of deaipated Prime � currently in pasture. Replacement of poles and 
impact& would be tbc ymo u those for the rebuild. above. 

17. VISUAL RESOURCES [Pupet Po�r] I 
EXISnNG 111-KV TRANSMISSION ·uNE REBUILD 

Much of the visual environment ofthe existing 6.9-knl (4.3-mi.) 1 1 5-kV transmission line 
corridor between the Puget Power and BPA Bellingham substations is characterized by 
reaiclenti8l develOpment and undeveloped naral areas. Residential development is con
centrated· alona the ... t ofthe line fi'om'the Puget Power Bellingham· Substation to .the 
enc;1 of� improved portion of St. Clair Street and along Sunset Drive between St. Clair · 

Street and Dewey. Road. The remaining,tegments of the transmission conidor are ' 
predominately Undeveloped and naral in·� with only occasional residential structures 
located near the transmission line rilht-of-way. 

· · 

Within much of the residential areas, views ..-e dominated by housing structures and the linear 
features of the existing infi'astnlcture, including paved· roads and electrical and telephone 
utility service structures. The BPA-BelliDgbam #2 1 15-kV transmissicm line has been a part of 
the visual landscape since 1958. 

For the BPA-Bellingham #2 transmission line, after the project is complete, the po1es.would 
be about 1.5 m (5 ft.) tallerthll,l existing poles and be rep,laced it or near the existing pole 
locations. · · 

The project would not introduce ileW visual elements that would significantly. Change-the 
viaual character of the existing transmission line. 

PIPELINE ALTERNATIVE 

Rural undeveloped property characterizes the visual dements of this alternative route. The 
pipeline .alternative � at the intersection of St. Clair &treet and Sunset. Drive and proceeds 

· cross-country in a northerly'·direction for about 670 m (2200 ft.) to the Milwaukee Road 
rlght�f·way. This portion of the route parallels a Trans Mountain Oil Pipeline right-of-way · 

which· is cleared and maintained tree of trees and thrubs for its 1S•rn (SO-ft.) �h. An 
� additional J 800 feet gf right-of-way about 21 rp (70 ft.) wide would be required to build the 

1 15-kV transmissiOn Une next to the pipeline conidor. Clearing of the additional right-of-Way 
and construction of the 1 15-kV. transmission line would affect views, ·but only along a small 
stretch of Sunset Drive. 

llllll't ll 
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CHAPTER 9 

COMMENTS AND RESPONSES 

COMMENTS/REsPoNSES 

PuRPOSE AND NEED 
' -

This chapter identifies comments made by people who reviewed the Draft environmental 
impact statement (DEIS} and by those who reviewed the Supplemental DEIS (SDEIS}, 
and either wrote letters on the subject or attended meetings where they registered their 
concerns. Comments on the SDEIS are distinguished from comments on the DEIS by a 
vertical line in the left margin. Each comment was assigned an acronym for easy reference 
(NWTP - Northwest Transmission Project; BOH - Bellingham Open House; or SWOH 
Sedro Woolley Open House) plus numbers to indicate which letter or meeting, and which 
comment within the individual's  discussion. Comments were grouped by area of focus 
(e.g., Purpose and Need, Visual Resources, Design) and· responses prepared. Below, you 
will see each comment, followed by the name of the commenter and the identifying 
comment code, and, last, the response. Where similar continents were made by more than 
one person, they are also referenced but not repeated word-for-word. 

BPA 

Comment: The SDEIS's discussion of the need for this project may be supplemented 
with the following information: 

· 

A. Access to Canadian Energy Resources. The project will provide Puget Power 
greater flexibility to respond to a variety of needs in competitive markets. The opening of 
a wholesale generation market has led to increased price competition. The project will 
provide Puget Power with direct access to Canadian energy resources. Direct access to 
these resources will provide Puget Power with greater flexibility to realize competitive 
opportunities for the benefit of its customers. Some of these competitive opportunities are 
anticipated in the short term (i.e., energy acquisitions on the spot market that displace 
more expensive resources) while other opportunities are anticipated for long-term 
resource needs (i.e., �rm acquisitions). 

B. Local Reliability. The SDEIS states that the project will increase the 
capability of the local transmission system to move power through and out of the local 
area, and Puget Power's 115 kV system will be better protected against thermal overloads. 
Puget Power has, over the last few years, made improvements to the local transmission 
system, and during this time approximately 655 MW of new generation (cogeneration 
facilities) have come on line. These changes have altered the local transmission system 
and have, as the SDEIS notes, to some extent "diminished" the degree to which this 
project is needed to address local transmission deficiencies. However; the local ,reliability 
benefits afforded by the project are still important and needed. 
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The project will add a second 230-kV transmission line from the BPA Bellingham 
Substation to the Puget Power Sedro Woolley Substation. This will prevent, under 
certain conditions, overloading ofPuget Power's 1 1 5-kV lines·, Puget Power's Sedro 
Woolley-to-Bellingham #3 and #4 1 1 5-kV transmission lines are electrically parallel to 
BPA's existing Bellingham-to-Sedro Woolley 230-kV line. Loss of the existing BPA 
230-kV line causes more power to flow on the Puget Power 1 1 5-kV lines, resulting in 
overloads and outages. A recent outage underscores that when this occurs, potentially 
dangerous overloads result and many Puget Power customers can be affected. 

Doug Loreen NWTP-04-019 
Puget Sound Power & Light Co. 

Response: This information has been incorporated into the Final EIS . .  

Comment: 
1 .  You have admitted to the fact that you do not have a contract with Canada for the . 

power for this project. Ho� can you justify spending the millions of dollars this 
project will cost taxpayers with no binding contract? 

2.  The regional need for access to additional power seems unfounded given that the 
region has excess power. BP A is having a difficult time competing with private power 
generation and has lost significant customers lately. This trend must be fully 
documented, analyzed, and addressed before this project can be seriously considered. 

3 .  Given the intense competition .with private power generation, why is BPA competing 
with private industry, with taxpayers' dollars, in the generation of electricity when 

· 

private ·industry is offering competitive alternatives and employing American workers? 

5.  Project financing. As taxpayers, we find it ludicrous that we are being asked to fund 
another project that allows BP A to compete with the private sector power generation, 
when BPA has yet to repay its loans· from the Federal Treasury. The project's 
financing and BP A current indebtedness to the Federal Treasury should be explicitly 
stated in both the EIS and project justification. 

1 0. In light of the above concerns (1 -9), it is reckless and abusive for BP A and Puget 
Power to proceed with this project. F.A.I.R. believes that this project should be 
abandoned. IfBPA can properly justify the region's needs in the future, the 
transmission line should go in the less populous Eastern Washington Corridor. 

[Martin Eifrig NWTP-04-015 
FAIR (Families Against Increased Risk)] 

Comment: The whole premise for the BP A!Puget Power Northwest Transmission 
Project is dubious at best. Why are you building a "line for the region" when you are 
canceling an energy agreement with Canada? 
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It is disturbing to us that your BPA project is in partnership with Puget Power, a privately 
owned company. Why should we citizens support Puget Power's stock and private 
dividends for the 'stock holders ofPuget Power at the tax payer's �xpense and at our own 
personal property devaluation? 

With the current discussions taking place about the elimination of the Department of 
Energy, of which you are a part, and about the current huge debt load ofBPA, which has 
yet to pay its loans from the Federal Treasury that were generated years ago, we feel the 
proposed project is an excellent example of government waste. 

[Craig1Angager NWTP-04-009 
FAIR (Families Against Increased Risk)] 

Comment: Although I do not see an immediate need to increase transfer capability, I do 
understand that future needs are ineVitable, and that you need to prepare now. 

Comment: Where is the power going? 

[Bonnie Morehouse BOH-5] 

[Anthony Raas BOH-7] 

Comment: Does this project meet a need that is present now or a marketing need for the 
future? 

[Kathy Klemmer 

Comment: Is this project needed to inerease $ales? 
[Anthony Raas 

Comment: I realize that increased development requires additional power. 
[Peggy Mohr 

BOH-8] 

BOH-7] 

BOH-27] 

Comment: We have a lot of power resources in Whatcom County and we don't need any 
more. 

[Tom Lingbloon BOH-34] 

Comment: With respect to the increased transfer need, why is this work isolated to the 
Bellingham area? Why is the work concentrated in this area? Why doesn't the need to 
rebuild lines continue beyond this area? 

[Ray Tompkins SWOH-6} 

Comment: I don't agree that there is a seasonal difference between the U.S. and Canada. 
A seasonal exchange doesn't make sense. 

· 

[Ray Tompkins SWOH-7] 

Comment: What is the comparative cost between Canadian, PNW, and California 
power? 

[Ray Tompkins SWOH-8] 
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Comment: What projected power needs underlie this project? 
[Ray Tompkins 

Comment: Did you do a study to see if the upgrade is cost effective? 
[Ray TompkinS 

SWOH-9] 

SWOH-10] 

Response: These comments have been grouped because they all center on the need for 
the project. Electric power market and business conditions have changed considerably in 
the last two years, as has BPA's financial situation. Consequently, concerns have been 
expressed as to the economic viability of this project to BP A, the region, and in particular 
to Whatcom County. The EIS itself has extensive discussions on the need for and viabilitY, 
of this project. However, given the number of comments focused on this issue, a more 
historical discussion may be useful. 

Historical Background 

In the early 1 980s, BP A determined there would be a need to upgrade the local 
Bellingham area transmission system to meet anticipated population growth in the 
Whatcom and Skagit county areas. The start of an upgrade project was delayed, however, 
as population growth was slower than anticipated. 

By the mid-to-late 1 980s, Puget Power also determined a need to upgrade its system and 
to connect that system directly with the transmission system in British Columbia. In 
May 1 989, Puget Power applied to the Department ofEnergy, Office ofFuels Programs, 
for a Presidential Permit to construct, connect, operate and maintain electric transmission 
facilities at the international border between the U. S. and Canada. The proposed project 
would have constructed two, 230-kV transmission lines on new right-of-way, crossing the 
border into Canada near Lynden, Washington. An EIS process was begun, and public 
meetings were held. Included in that EIS was an option of rebuilding part ofBPA's 230-
kV system. 

Much public interest and opposition to Puget Power's proposal ensued. Additional 
interest was expressed in rebuilding the existing BP A transmission line between its Custer 
Substation northwest of Bellingham and its Bellingham Substation. In November 1 993, 
Whatcom County voters amended the County zoning ordinance to restrict the 
construction of transmission facilities over 1 1 5-kV, except on land where conditional use 
permits have already been granted or in areas classified as industrial. 

Unable to proceed with their original plan, Puget Power then entered into joint technical 
studies with BP A and found that rebuilding existing lines would accomplish the need of 
increasing the U. S.-Canadian intertie cap.acity and solving the local reliability problems for 
BP A and Puget Power. The agreement to pursue such a plan jointly evolved into the 
present proposed project. Puget Power's petition for a Presidential Permit was 
suspended, and its original project put on hold, pending the outcome of this joint project. 
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If this joint project is not completed, then Puget Power could reopen its original project to 
try to satisfy its own needs/goats. 

Changes in the Project 

As part of the joiPt project, BPA published a draft EIS (November 1993) that included 
three main options for the BPA corridor between Custer, Bellirigham and Sedro Woolley 
as well as upgrades/location options for Puget Power 115-kV lines neat and within 
Bellingham. Public meetings were held and comments received. 

Also in the early 1990s, new generating facilities were constructed and associated Puget 
Power upgraded its 11 5-kV lines in the Whatcom County area. Aware of these 
developments, the local public questioned BPA on the need to upgrade BPA' s line to 
solve local reliability problems, which appeared to Whatcom County residents to be taken 
care of with the construction of the generation facilities. 

In 1994 Puget Power, responding to budget concerns, restudied the need for upgrading its 
115-kV system, concluding that the planned Bellingham-Kendall 115-kV loop line into 
BPA's Bellingham Substation.was not needed. The utility forwarded this information to 
BPA. 

Meanwhile, BPA was also going through a transformation. After several years of low 
precipitation/low river flows, low aluminum prices, increased need to help the salmon 
migrate to the ocean by flushing the rivers, reduced natural gas prices allowing the gas 
generators to be more competitive, and deregulation of the electrical industry (Energy 
Policy Act of 1992), BPA's revenues were reduced. Under increaSing pressure to be more 
cost-conscious and more competitive, BP A reviewed all of its pending projects to 
determine their individual merit and cost effectiveness, including the NW Washington 
Transmission Project. BP A concluded that the project was still needed, but that the focus 
had shifted more toward increasing the intertie transfer capability, with less emphasis on 
the need to increase local reliability. The latest studies made it apparent that Option 1 (a 
double circuit 230-kV line) would be able to meet all ofboth BPA's and Puget Power's 
needs and was the least costly and most environmentally favorable compared to other
options. Accordingly, Option 1 was identified as the Proposed Action in the Supplemental 
DEIS. 

Project Benefits and Costs 

Puget Power agreed with BP A's findings and agreed to continue ahead with the joint 
project. Puget Power would be a full financial project partner, and would pay its share of 
the costs of this Project. The NW Washington Transmission Project was thus determined 
to be still economically viable to both · entities. 

Intertie projects have historically provided more benefits than costs for BP A. Knowing 
this, it was clear that the benefits to BP A would be substantially greater than the cost of 
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building the Project. BPA decided a specific cost/benefit analysis was unnecessary. The 
benefits of this project, as described in the EIS, are as follows: 

• additional Federal access to return stored energy from Canada; 

• added capacity for anticipated increases in Northern lntertie power transactions 
for Pacific Northwest utilities; 

• increased flexibility in operation of the hydroelectric system and of thermal 
resources within Whatcom and Skagit counties; and 

• increased access to Canadian resources that would meet the objectives ofBP A 
and Puget Power strategic business plans. 

. This project would also benefit BPA utility customers. BPA would better be able to work 
With Canadian and PNW or PSW utilities to find the most economical power available at 
any given time. For instance, during spring runoff or fish flushing, excess water releases 
would be used to generate electricity. BPAwould wheel the power to Canada who would 
therefore not need to generate as much electricity to supply its own demands, and would 
be able to store more water behind their dams. BP A would pay Canada a storage fee. 
When BP A needed the power in the fall, Canada would generate electricity and wheel it 
back to BP A. The Bellingham Project would enable more ( 425 MW for BP A's portion) 
of this type of exchange to take place, representing a substantial value to BP A. 
Ultimately, the end user of electricity would benefit through electrical rates that would be 
lower than otherwise possible. 

The release ofNational Marine Fisheries Service's Biological Opinion on March 1, 1995, 
regarding operation of the Federal Columbia River Power System has made this project 
even more essential. During fish-flush periods in the Snake and Columbia rivers (May
August), BPA will want to sell surplus power to the Southwest and store energy in 
Canada. Together, BPA and the Canadian utility (POWEREX) would be able to make 
energy sales to the Southwest which neither could otherwise make alone. (Neither BPA 
nor POWEREX alone have the right mix of capacity and energy products to meet the 
market needs of the Southwest.) Instead of spilling water over the dams, generating no 
revenue for BP A, the agency would be in a position to sell power to the Southwest and_ 

· others, and gain back some or all of otherwise lost revenues. 

The current Intertie system in the Bellingham is a bottleneck that constrains the capacity 
of the lntertie. The proposed upgrade will remove this bottleneck and increase 
transmission capacity of the Intertie by 850 megawatts. Increased Intertie capacity will in 
all probability be fully used in a relatively short period. For example, BPA currently has 
received requests for transmission services from two Northwest utilities to wheel power 
from Canada to their service areas in the Northwest. Requests for firm transmission 
services cannot be met without upgrading the transmission system on both sides of the 
Canadian border. BP A charges for transmission services which, over time, will help offset 
costs. 
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In an expanding and competitive wholesale electric market, BP A expects that Northwest 
utilities will seek to purchase power from British Columbia and Alberta. Canadian utilities 
have power to sell, and Northwest utilities are anxious to purchase power in a competitive 
market, at the lowest cost possible. Expansion of the Northern Intertie e�ances that 
competitive market with the opportunity to reduce cost of power to Northwest ratepayers. 

Firm contracts for power sales between Canada and the U.S. cannot occur without 
adequate transmission capacity. The'� Washington Transmission Project provides 
added transmission capacity and makes such transaction possible. 

The project would provide benefits to Puget Power as well. Puget Power would have 
greater flexibility to respond to a variety of needs in Competitive markets by giving it 
direct access 'to Canadian energy resources. The project would also improve local 
reliability: Puget Power's 1 1 5-kV system·would be better protected against thermal 
overloads when BP A's lines are out in the area. 

It is true that the capital outlay for this project would increase BPA's deficit. However, it 
is anticipated that the J>(Oject would quickly p�y for itself, reducing BP A's costs and 
increasing revemes. 

Comment: 4. BPA is attempting to cancel a contract with a private power producer, 
Tenaska, yet still wishes to pursue this project. Tenaska, .in turn, has filed a claim against 
BP A for over I billion dollars which is further cause for alarm ofBP A's judgment. Even 
the Northwest Power Planning Council which sets policy for BPA has warned that BP A 
may not be competitive. These power plants employ American workers and can be placed 
adjacent to high ·use areas which reduces health issues, property devaluation, and need for 
massive transmission lines in a densely populated region. BP A must re-evaluate their 
policy and gain public acceptance before embarking on the transmission line project. 

[Martin Eifrig NWTP-04-015 
FAIR (Families Against Increased Risk)] 

Response: BPA has been in settlement discussions with Tenaska Washington P�ners II, 
L.P. (Tenaska) regarding its power project since April l7, 1995, when BPA informed 
Tenaska of its intent to withdraw from the project. These discussions are being 
undertaken with the hope of arriving at a level of compensation agreeable to both sides. 
The Secretary .of Energy has encouraged, and BP A is willing to enter into, mediation to 
attempt to resolve this dispute. 

Meanwhile, on June 23, 1995, Tenaska filed suit in the United States Court ofFederal 
Claims and in the United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit. Because Tenaska 
and BP A have agreed io maintain confidentiality regarding the settlement discussions, and 
because the matter is in litigation, we are unable to comment further at this time. 
However, BPA's decision to withdraw from the Tenaska Washington project is not 
related to the BP A/Puget Power Nw Washington Transmission Prc;>ject. 
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Comment: . . . The project will benefit Canadian, Californian, and utility interests and 
the residents along Lake Whatcom will suffer property devaluation, higher exposure to 
EMF, visual impacts, fire hazard, and deteriorating water quality [suffer all the negative 
impacts and not get any of the benefit] . 

[Craig Langager NWTP-2-5613] 

Comment: I didn't understand:1 Why you feel you need to increase the size of this 
power line. 

[Elaine McRory NWTP-2-6812] 

Response: The purpose of the project is covered in the Supplemental DEIS in Chapter 1 
"Purpose and Need for Action." The Northwest Washington Transmission Project 
provides addition3] transmission capacity between Canada and the Pacific Northwest. 
This is beneficial to all parties--local and regional-:--served by BP A and Puget Power, 
because the project increases the ability to import power more effectively and 
economically to the Northwest from Canadian utilities. This project is also needed to 
prevent local thermal overloading, which is partially caused by the transfer of excess 
generation (energy) out ofWhatcom/Skagit counties. Also, see Chapter 2, Section C 
"Description and Comparison of Alternatives, Including the Proposal. "  -

Comment: A more thorough analysis ofWhatcom County's power requirements should 
be made in light of the start-up of new cogeneration power plants in both Whatcom & 
Skagit counties. These new "cogen." plants would appear to alleviate the local need for 
increased power transmission capacity. More detailed comment on why this proposal has 
significant value to local residents should be made in the EIS. 

[Kate & Martin Eifrig NWTP-2-6218] 

Comment: Existing Transfer Capacity. There are references throughout the DEIS to the 
existing t�ansfer capacity of the Northern Intertie, stated in most cases as 2,000 MW rated 
transfer capacity ("RTC") westside, north to south. The DEIS .also states that the single 
contingency rating ("SCR") of the Northern Intertie is 230 MW on the westside, north to 
south. This discussion of existing transfer capacity in terms of the SCR is important. It 
underscores the need to improve existing firm transfer capacity on the Northern Intertie 
(i.e., to increase the·2JO MW single contingency rating of the existing system). 

, [John Campion NWTP-2-8412 
Puget Sound Power & Light Co.] 

Material in italics is the "prompt" from the comment response sheet circulated to help people focus 
their comments. 
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Comment: You could improve the choices by: creating another source of power - has 
wind power ever been considered? Such as Pacific Gas and Electric did at Al�ont Pass 
in California. · 

[Barbara Landrock NWTP-.Z-3611] 

Similar comments from: Marcia Leister 
Ray/Dolly Tompkins 

FAIR 
Craig Langager 

Mike Kaufman 

NWTP-2-3412 
NWTP-2-98138 

94-008519 
NWTP-2-5612 

NWTP-2-57131 

Response: While alternative energy resources have diminished the local reliability issue, 
alternative energy sources do not eliminate the need for this project, becauSe of the 
continued need for additional transfer capacity between the U.S. and Canada. Although 
alternative energy sources such as cogeneration, wind power, etc. would provide some of 
the needed power for the local area, the problems with the existing system are further 
compounded by the inability to transfer excess generation (energy) out ofWhatcom/Skagit · 

County. See discussions on cogeneration in Chapter 1, Section l .D. l .  

Comment: I think the analysis would be better if yo-U: addressed power issues arising 
from increased demand due to 'development.' 

[Marcia Leister NWTP-2-3411] 

Response: As indicated in the Purpose and Need sections, BP A recognizes the effect of 
increased local demand for power on the existing system. Also, regional power demand is 
increasing. Even though Northwest utilities invest in aggressive conservation programs, 
upgt1lding the transmission system is still needed. 

· 

Comment: Where does power fo.r these lines originate? 
[Ed Serna NWTP-2-98135] 

Response: Power that is transferred over the Northern Intertie can originate within 
Canada and the U.S. at virtually any power source connected to the transmission grid. 
Most of the power would come from the Federal hydroelectric dams on the Columbia 
River. Can�dian power would also be largely hydroelectric arid would originate at Peace 

· and Columbia River dams. Please also see Chapter 1, Section B "Need," in the 
Supplemental DEIS. 

Comment: How long is this going to last in the future? 
[Cary Schmidt NWTP-2-98141] 
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. Response: Commercial energy transactions between the U.S. and Canada are expected to 
increase in future years. The proposed facilities would enable a moderate increase in such 

_ transactions. Dramatic changes have occurred in the electric power industry since passage 
of the 1 992 Energy Policy Act. Business uncertainty is high. It is thus difficult to say how 
many years would pass before added capacity on the Northern lntertie would be needed. 
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Comment: I prefer the No Action alternative, but if the project proceeds I prefer 
Option I because it proposes towers that are no taller than the tallest existing towers in 
the corridor. 

[Kathy Klemmer BOH-19} 

Response: BPA is proposing to build Option I ,  which would use double-circuit 230-kV 
transmission structures that are generally the same height as the adjacent 500-kV 
structures. 

2. BPA Design Option 1 - Proposed Action 

. . 

· Comment: I believe this proposal, as outlined on page 6, is the best solution, and 
certainly the one that would impact my land the least. Therefore I am in favor of it. 

[David Davis NWTP-04-003] 

· Comment: We do not have a position on whether the power lines need to be upgraded, 
but if they are upgraded we believe they should be held within the existing corridor. The 
right thing to do is leave the lines wher� they are currently. It is environmentally right, 
financially right and morally right. 

[Tracy Westbury NWTP-04-21 
Concerned Citizens Around Lake Whatcom Watershed] 

Comment: My husband and I do not have a "not in my backyard attitude." The option 
BP A is proposing (Option I )  helps the community financially and uses existing right-of
way which helps minimize impacts. 

[Bonnie Morehouse BOH-4] 

Comment: I hope political pressure does not change BP A's proposed alternative . 
. [Bonnie Morehouse , BOH-14] · 

Comment: If the project proceeds, Option 1 has the least environmental impact because 
it has smaller towers and uses existing· right-of-way. I am happy that the proposed 
alternative is for shorter towers (not any taller than those now in the corridor). 

[Anthony Raas BOH-17,22] 

Response: Thank you for your comments in support of the proposed option. 
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Comment: You could reduce impacts by: "Sticking with your proposal and being more . 
sensitive to ecological concerns in general." · 

[David Davis NWTP-04-003 1 

Response: After completion of the Final EIS, BPA will consider the information in the 
Final EIS, together with economic and ·engineering factors, and iss4e a Record ofDecision ' 
documenting BPA's-declsion, including the rationale for its selection. BPA will document 
mitigation actions that Will be undertaken to reduce the project's environmental impact. A 
mitigation aCtion plan will be completed, that will guide design, construction, operation 
and maintenance of the new facilities. 

13. BPA Design Option 2 - 500-kV Design, with Operation at 230-kV 

Comment: With Options 2 and 3 ,  more load carrying capability is built into the double 
circuit 500-kV line than is indicated in the DEIS. With this additional capability it would 
be easy for BPA to upgrade to another 3rd 500-kV circuit. 

[Steven Wight NWTP-2-98133 1 

Response: BPA has no plans to upgrade to a third 500-kV circuit at this time. The 500-
kV construction was considered primarily because the larger.conductors would save 
energy by reducing losses on the system. The proposed plan is to construct a double 
circuit 230-kV line (Option 1) which cannot be upgraded to 500-kV. BPA could not 
upgrade the other Options at a later date without a new environmental and public 
involvement process. 

14. BPA Design Option 3 - 500-kV Operation of the Rebuilt Line 

Comment: I prefer Option 3 because it has lower EMF increases and more EMF 
deereases. 

[Dean Wadsworth SWOH-161 

Response: This option, although desirable from an EMF and noise standpoint, is nearly 
$20 million more costly than Option 1 .  For this reason, Option 3 was not selected as the 
Proposed Action. 

I s. BPA Design Option 4 - 500-kV Operation of the Rebuilt Line 

I No comments were received on this topic. 
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Location Altema�ive -. North Shor� R.=o:.=ac=d __ 

Comment: I am definitely not in favor of what is described on pp. I 0-12 as the North 
Shore Alternative. Reasons for my objections are: 

a) It would be unnecessary, arbitrary, and costly to condemn additional land, log 
it, build more roads, and impact house and house sites east of the already 
existing corridor. 

b) Fragile wetlands would be additionally impacted in an adverse manner. 
Wetland on my property and neighboring property south of me would be 

. wiped out completely. Olsen Creek would probably receive sediments and 
other erosion from construction. 

c) EMF's have not, according to studies, resulted in definitive conclusions. 
EMF's are a main factor cited by FAIR, but in my personal opinion this issue 
masks �hat is actually an economic and aesthetic issue: having "the wooden 
pole line" removed would enhance FAIR's property values. 

d) The crossover described on p. I I  of the summary sounds complicated and also 
risky or possibly undependable. I agree with the point made on p. IOS ofyour 
DEIS: namely that in FAIR's alternative the end result "would be visible for 
more people . . .  

e) The North Shore Alternative would place lines so close to my residence near 
Olsen Creek that I would not be comfortable living there. The mixed forest 
between my house and the present corridor would have. to be removed, . 
eliminating the partial buffer from which the house benefits. This house was 
built where it now sits in order to minimize the visual and auditory impacts 
from BP A lines. My personal life would be impacted adversely to the extent 
that I would. be forced out. Moreover, I believe it would be impossible, given 
today's general attitude towards power lines, to sell the house. 

f) The North Shore group purchased their land with a full comprehension that the 
power lines ran near it or across it. To move these lines from their backyards 
into my oWn and other's front yards appears fundamentally unfair in intention. 

Even separately, each of the above reasons is reason enough not to move 3 .4 miles of 
BPA corridor .to the east, at enormous expense to taxpayers. Taken together, all these 
reasons make the North Shore Alternative and alternative worth fighting in court, if it ever 
comes to that. 

[David Davis NWTP-04�003] 

Response: BP A shares some of your concerns and designated Option I as the Proposed 
Action because it best achieved the purposes and needs for which the project was 
proposed, while minimizing impacts on property owners and the environment. Option 1 
also is less costly, as you point out. 

· 
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Comment: If the North Shore Alternative is �lected, I am concerned about the impacts 
to property improvements (out buildings, etc.) that BPA would have to take for the new 
right-of-way. 

· 

[Bonnie Morehouse BOH-6]_ 

Comment: Don't move the line as proposed in the North Shore Alternative and decrease 
someone else's property values, to make up for a financial error (buying land along a 
transmission line right-of-way). 

[Bonnie Morehouse BOH-13] 

Comment: I am concerned about FAIR's proposal of moving the line to the side of the 
right-of-way where their home is located. Our neighbors are also concerned. What do I ·  
need to do to make our concerns known? . 

' 

[Bonnie/Ron Morehouse NWTP-04-12] 

Comment: Attached are copies of the assessors map which shows our 20 acre parcel 
along with our proposed short plat that has been submitted to the County for approval. 
Unless BP A buys Lot 4 of our phit or pays us a very substantial amount of money to 
acquire an additional easement, we strongly object to this (North Shore Road) proposed 
alternative. · Moving out of the existing power corridor further onto our property would 
result in a huge· monetary loss to us and make the selling ofLot 4 extremely difficult. · 

[Steve and Judy Potter NWTP-04-16] 

Response: BPA proposes to rebuild the new 230-kV double-circuit line on the same 
alignm�nt as the existing 230-kV line. The North Shore Alternative was analyzed, but 
was not designated as the preferred option. IfBPA were to construct the North Shore 
Alternative, land rights needed for the new right-of-way would be appraised, and 
landowners would be compensated for the value of the property. The appraisal process 
takes all factors affecting value into consideration, including the impact of transmission 
lines on property value. 

Comment: The "FAIR" group along Lake Whatcom has requested that the. danger line 
(the line closest to our homes) be moved to the far side of the right-of-way where there 
are no homes. BP A has responded by saying that it would be too expensive. However 
there are numerous examples where the government and private businesses have spent 
large sums of money to protect a few homes. For example many flood control projects 
cost millions but only protect a few homes. 

· 

[Sharon Hoofnagle, D. V.M NWTP-04-17] 

Response: · If the North Shore Alternative were to be chosen, homes and private 
properties on the other side of the right-of-way would be affected. Please note other 
public responses on the North Shore Alternative and the full analysis of this alternative in 
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I the EIS. (See �hapter 4 Environmental Consequences - Part D Resource Impacts and 
Mitigation Actions: BPA's Part of the Project, SDEIS pp. 4/68-4/135.) "  

Comment: I am writing to you in response to the North Shore alternative proposal. I 
understand that this proposal was brought to you by a group called FAIR. It seems that 
the term FAIR should be just that, FAIR, but in this case it reflects the opposite. Nobody 
wants powerlines in their backyard. I would make the powerlines disappear if I could, but 
I would certainly, by no means move them ·into my neighbor's backyard. I am asking you 
to refuse this proposal. If you move the corridor east, my home will be affected. I see 
deer, rabbits; and grouse on our property on a daily basis. If you move the corridor, 
hundreds of acres of trees will be cut down and you will be taking the homes of these 
animals, I do not want to see these animals, or any other animals die, due to needless acts. 

I represent the future of America and I'm amazed at the lesson I am learning from this 
project. It seems unjust to take from your neighbor to better yourself. I've been brought 
up to "love thy neighbor." 

I know we use more power everyday so it's only a matter of time before the power lines 
need to· be upgraded, but I ask you to please use the corridor you already have. 
Destroying this vitat land and causing imminent death to thousands of animats is too high a 
price to pay for such a senseless act. There are less harmful alternatives. 

[Megan Morehouse . NWIP-04-20] 

Comment: We are writing in regards to the North Shore alternative proposal offered by 
"FAIR" which would move the power lines to the east. In moving these lines we would 
feel a tremendous impact to our woodlands, streams, animals ·and neighborhood as well as 
the additional cost of$2,000,000 in public funds. 

In order to move the power lines to the east there are many aspects that need to be 
realized. · 

.. 

1)  The· new roads that would be built will increase sediment aild silting, which can 
reduce light penetration of the stream and reduce plant growth. It can also 
damage fish gills, suffocate fish eggs and larvae of other species, and affect · 
plant densities. 

2) There will be additional erosion and runoff of silt and increased sediments, 
caused by clearing of vegetation from the area of the affected streams. Trout 
have historic habitat in the affected streams and are especially wlnerable to 
increased sediments. 

3) The counties which border the Puget Sound Basin, and land clearing 
dev�lopments within their boundaries, must comply with the management 
practices as outlined in the Puget Sound Stormwater Control Manual. 

4) This project may be built close to possible unstable soils which are in slumps 
and flow slides. 
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5) Clearing a new corridor, which falls in the Lake Whatcom Watershed, will 
cause the loss of our forest, leaving the possibility of extreme windfall. 

6) Lost forest habitat may affect many species in and near the project area, 
including the black tail deer, an economically important big game animal in this 
region. These deer frequent the area as part of their winter range and may be 
adversely affected by the depletion of forest in the corridors which will reduce 
their range. 

· 

7) With the North Shore alternative, families and homes will be displaced. 
8) The powerlines were in existence when the current homeowners purchased 

their property and homes. It seems selfish to move the lines for financial gain 
at someone else's expense. 

· 

[Tracy Westbury NWTP-04-20 
Concerned Citizens Around Lake Whatcom Watershed] 

Comment: We all bought our property knowing where the existing lines are. The 
suggestion to move the line (North Shore Alternative) would benefit those on the west 
side of the corridor but hurt those on the east. Also 70 acres of trees would need to · 

cleared for the North Shore Alternative. 
[Bonnie Morehouse BOH-2] 

Comment: People suggesting the North Shore Alternative are noi considering the 
environmental impact of cutting trees and erosion. 

[Bonnie Morehouse BOH-1] 

Comment: An alternative plan to upgrade the BPA power lines has been proposed that 
would expand the BP A powerline right-of-way 250 ft. to the East. This strikes me as a 
near ultimate example of the "Not in my back yard" syndrome. 

We are talking about the destruction of hundreds ofacres of forest. Thjs forest is both a 
substantial habitat as well as a major element contributing to the water quality of the Lake 
Whatcom Water Shed (sic). Furthermore, these powerlines, visible from a large part of 
the County, are already less than attractive without adding another 250 feet to the scar. 
There already has been substantial litigation because of instability of slopes caus.ed by 
logging in the Smith Creek and Olsen Creek drainages. This will cut straight across both 
of these. How much siltation will be generated by construction through freshly logged 
mountain terrain? 

While compared to the shore of Lake Whatcom, there are relatively few property owners, 
they exist and, unlike their shore-side neighbors, they stand to lose a lot. These folks have 
moved here, just as the lake shore owners, because of impqrtant lifestyle choices. This 
option will destroy part or all of the reasons for their choices by making substantial 
changes to the appearance of their home environment and/or taking property from a 
number of them. 
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Is all this damage to be wrought to the citizens of the County just to satisfy an 
unsubstantiated claim by some that electromagnetic effects from the power lines pose a 
health hazard? Any evidence that exists is circumstantial and vague. This proposal makes 
no sense at all. 

There has been a huge amount of concern and activity regarding environmental health of 
the Lake Whatcom Water Shed and water supply. There have been generated a large 
number of regulations and ordinances whose intent is to prevent just the kind of impacts 
that this proposal would generate. It is hard to see how this proposal can be taken 
seriously. 

On the other hand it might not be hard. After all, it is a lot of people on the lake shore 
who happen to have a lot of money who are making this proposal. It seems an effort to 
wield political clout rather than doing what is right . . .  the vast majority of these people 
moved here after the BP A power lines were in existence and that didn't deter them from 
moving here to begin with. What gives them the right, now, to push the lines away from 
themselves and into someone else? 

Too often money drives decisions in our society; this is contrary to the basic principles of 
our government. I urge you to make the option choice best for all. A choice based on 
known scientific facts and not on the basis of whimsy or legal threats by well funded 
individuals who would rather not have the power lines near them, now that they're here. I 
do not see how a good choice could include expanding the width of the right-of-way. 

[Paul N. Graf NWTP-04-023} 

Response: BPA strives to be objective and impartial and gives equal consideration to all 
public comments on its proposed actions. BP A strives to minimize the impacts and as you 
suggest to "make the option choice best for all." By identifying Option 1 as preferred, 
BP A indicated its opinion that this alternative best achieved the purposes and needs for 
which the project is proposed, while minimizing impacts on property owners and the 
environment. FQllowing completion of the EIS, BPA will consider the environmental 
impacts described in the Final EIS, public comments, and economic and engineering 
information. The agency will then select one of the alternatives described in the EIS. BP A 
will issue a Record of Decision documenting its final decision no sooner than 30-days after 
the Final EIS is issued. 

• Comment: Move 1ine io other side of corridor: This would get the new line further away 
from residences and more onto forest land. Apparently property has been exchanged from 
the Trillium Co. to Whatcom County. How much would that cost? , 

[Craig Langager NWTP-2-53/5] 
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ALTERNATIVES 

Similar comments from: 
[Kate & Martin Eifrig 

Scott Walker 
Craig Langager 

FAIR 

�-2-6211&2 
NWTP-2-5712 

NWTP-2-5711 1 
94-008514] 

Response: The suggestion of moving the new line location to the other side of the · 

corridor in the Lake Whatcom area is fully analyzed in the SDEIS and is compared against 
the other extensively studied feasible alternatives. The new alternative is called the North 
Shore Alternative. 

Although the North Shore Alternative would move the new transmission line further from 
the residences along Lake Whatci:>m, it would require: 

• about 3� m (125 feet) of additional RIW, 
• up to 61  m (200 feet) of additional clearing, 
• additional access roads to each new structure site, 
• several very heavy and tall angle structures, 
• acquisition of2.4 km (1 .5  miles) of right-of-way across private property, and 
• costs up to $2,000,000 more than proposed Option 1. 

It would also create the following environmental impacts: 

• location within 52 m (500 feet) of six residences on the east side ofthe 
corridor; 

• visual impacts ·on the Lake Whatcom area, as the North Shore Alternative is 
located on the uphill side, with the tops of the new towers at a higher elevation 
than the existing steel towers; the construction of additional new access roads 

· on the uphill side would create additional visual scarring; 
• increased erosion potential with the addition of new roads and cle8.ring of 

trees; 
• removal of about 28 ha (70 acres) of timber lands. 

BP A, therefore proposed Option 1 ,  rather than the North Shore Alternative. 

Location Alternative - DNR Route 

Comment: For the DNR alternative, I do not believe that (certain) environmental impacts 
would be severe. Using the existing corridor impacts people with high value property 
much more. Impacts to soil erosion can be mitigated. 
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COMMENTs/REsPONSES 
ALTERNATIVES 

Response: Although soil and other landscape�related impacts can often be mitigated, . the 
difficulty increases and the effectiveness decreases with the severity of the terrain and 
amount of disturbance. The DNR alternative would require construction of a new 
corridor and road system in an area of steep slopes and soils susceptible to erosion and 
landslides. Even with mitigation, these actions will have long-term effects on run-off, 
erosion, and sedimentation levels within a sensitive watershed. Minimizing the amount of 
disturbance from corridor clearing and road construction will lower erosion and water 
quality impacts. 

Comment: DNR Alternative - What has greater weight . . .  Additional $4-5 Million, or 
environmental impacts (soil disturbance, erosion, timber, visual, etc)? 

EMF - How much consideration did EMF get in selecting the existing right-of-way over 
· the North Shore Road or DNR alternatives? 

[Jim Cumberland BOH-28,29] 
Response: The environmental analysis for the DNR alternative and the,responses to 
public comments describe much greater environmental impacts and costs than the 
proposed action. (See Chapter 2, Part D, Alternatives Considered and Eliminated from 
Detailed Discussion.) 

Comment: You could improve all of the choices by: moving the new line well away 
from the residences, particularly in section � where the lines run close to homes. In 
particular; consider relocating the new line to the other side of the easement or rerouting 
the easement through undeveloped lands (mostly DNR lands) well beyond any residences. 

/ 

[FAIR 94-0085/5] 

Comment: But I do think that maybe a reasonable alternative to the present plan would 
be to move the powerlines up a little, up the shoulder of Squalicum Mountain just 
northwest of Agate Bay so that it would be away from any homes and run it a half a mile 
further up Stewart Mountain on up to where it is now above Smith Creek. 

[David Davis NWIP-2-57/6] 

Comment: There is another alternative to the project as proposed,� which would solve all 
of these problems and yet allow the project to be developed. This "fourth alternative" has 
been discussed at public meetings, but apparently was never seriously considered, as it 
should have been. The entire project could be located on undeveloped DNR land, 
approximately 1/2 mile from the location of the present transmission easements. Human 
habitation and private land ownership impacts would be avoided by locating the project on 
publicly owned property in the immediate vicinity of the proposal. Certainly in the long 
property occasioned by the other three alternatives. 

· 

[Jeffrey Broihier NW1P-2-85/l 
Broihier & Wotipka, Attorneys] 
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ALTERNATIVES 

Similar comments from: [Kate & Martin Eifrig 
Scott Walker 
Philip Andress 
Barbara R. Locke 

Judith Andress 
Vivian S. Barnes 

Terry & Lori Bierman 
Don Oliver 

State ofWashington, DepartmentofHea/th 
FAIR 

Darrel Mendelsohn 
· Irene Nusslock 

Peny & Scott Walker 
Fred Tanner 

NWIP-2.;.6213 
NWIP-2-57 13 
NWTP-2-57 15 
NWIP-2-7011 

NWIP-2-57110 
NWIP-2-8111 
NWIP-2-9212 
NWIP-2-9311 
NWIP-2-9311 
94-008511 &3 

NWIP-2-9511 
NWIP-2-7811 

NWIP-2-98110 . 
NWIP-2-80] 

Response: BP A evaluated the issues that would result from a new line location east of Lake 
Whatcom on Washington DNR-managed lands (the ''DNR Routing Alternative"). A complete 
discussion of this alternative is provided in Chapter 2, Section D.6. 

The environmental impacts of the DNR route would be much higher than those for the options 
which use the existing transmission line corridor. The cost of the DNR route would also be 
$4 - $5 million higher than that for the proposal. Finally, establishing a new high-voltage 
power line corridor would not be consistent with the Whatcom County ordinance. For these 
reasons, the DNR Routing Alternative is considered not practical and was eliminated from 
consideration. 

Is. Other Location Alternatives 

Comment:. I am concerned about the location of the line. I live just south of the 
Skagit/Whatcom County line where the corridor has only two lines (the 500-kV line is on 
its own right-of-way to the east). Why can't the new line be located next to the eastern 
line, to avoid existing and future homes? 

{Susanne Jenkins NWIP-04-12] 

Comment: If for some .reason this project must be done, wouldn't it make sense to locate 
the lines in BPA's Eastern Washington corridor where thel'e .. is much less population? 

[Milton and Susan Jenkins · NWIP-04-18] 

Comment: Given that the 'local power demand is no longer the justification for this 
project, why are you routing the line through our densely populated W.estem Washington 
region instead of the Eastern Washington Bonneville Power grid? If power is coming 
from Canada, why can't it be routed through East-em Washington? 
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lCraig Langager 

COMMENTS/REsPONSES 

ALTERNATIVES 

NWTP-04-9] 

Comment: Why not use the east side lines to move the power south? This is not .being 
considered seriously due to cost. Power travels so fast, it would not seem to make any 
difference if it were on the east side. An eastside alternative would not impact as many 
people. 

[Tom Lingbloon BOH-20] 

Response: The NW Washi�gton Transmission Project serves a variety of purposes and 
needs, one of which is to move power north and south between the U.S. and Canada. An 
eastern Washington route for the new line, as suggested by commentors, �ould traverse 
less settled areas, but for a number of reasons would not m�t all of the purposes and 
needs d.escribed for this project and therefore is not a viable alternative. 

One of the alternatives considered in the Canadian Entitlement EIS is. to build a new 
transmission interconnection to Cmada in Eastern Washington. An expanded discussion 
of tf\is line and why it would not meet the needs of this project is enclosed below and as 
Insert 3 in Chapter I .  

Routing the power over a line in ihe existing corridor in Eastern Washington from 
Spokane to the Canadian border would not meet the needs for this project, which are as 
follows: 

I) to provide an expanded path for electrical power from Canada to the 
.Northwest and Southwest so that BPA, Puget Power and other utilities can · 
buy power from Canada, 

2) to move power out ofWhatcom County area from existing generating 
facilities, and 

3) to provide better local reliability in the electrical transmission system. 

Given these needs, Eastern Washington transmission alternatives are not practical and are 
not being dis�ussed or compared with the other viable NW Washington Transmission 
Project alternatives. (See Insert 3) 

For the reasons above, any transmission project east of the Cascade is a feasible option, 

Comment: Segment K - I prefer a route farther east. 
[Dennis Rittall SWOH-20] 

Response: The routing referenced (the H-1 Alternative) is analyzed in the EIS. 
Alternative H-1 does affect residences, one of which would have to be removed . .  
Proposed Option I was preferre<t over Alternative H.:.I due to fewer environmental 
impacts. 
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ALTERNATIVES 

Comment: In Segment L, move the line on to state land north of Sedro Woolley. 
[Ray Tompkins. SWOH-25] 

Comment: . In Segment L, adjacent to State DNR land, where the gas pipeline is located 
(along the west edge)--move the line onto DNR land (rebuild}. This would move the line 

. away from housing along Fruitdale Road, and avoid exposing residents to EMF. The land 
is already cleared for the pipeline. 

[Dean Wadsworth SWOH-12} 

Response: If a transmission line were to be located on new right-of-way, it would usually 
be best if it is next to an existing facility such as another electrical power line or a gas line. 
In this case, under proposed Option 1, BP A would replace an existing power line, an 
action that requires no additional new right-of-way, little or no clearing inside or outside 
the right-of-way, few new roads, and no new crossings· of the existing 500-kV line (a BPA 
reliability concern}. The gas line option would require die purchase of new right-of-way, 
new roads, a considerable amount of clearing, and the crossing of the 500-kV line. BPA 
has looked at several location options away from the existing corridor and found none that 
had lower environmental impacts; they also usually cost considerably more. The option of 
following the gas pipeline is an unreasonable alternative. 

Comment: I don't want the lines going ·into Sedro Woolley Substation cutting across our 
property. Locate it along the property line. 

[Dennis Ritta/1 SWOH-22} 

Response: Proposed Option 1 replaces the existing 230-kV wood pole line immediately 
adjacent to the existing steel line in this . location. The new towers would be located 
approximately opposite the existing steel structures and along fences and roads where 
possible. 

Comment: At the last open house one of your representatives told us that BPA tries to 
make changes in such way as to impact the fewest number of people, avoiding populated 
areas. We therefore request that the Transmission Project not affect the L, M,, and N 
eorridor segments and that the changes all be routed through the eastern corridor with a 
new short tie-line to the Sedro Woolley substation. This would very obviously affect the 
least number of people. 

[Ray & Dolly Tompkins NWTP-2-6711] 

Response: BPA does include in its studies ofvarious options/alternatives the impacts on 
people, and we try to minimize that impact. Impacts on people are included in the overall 
analyses where impacts on the environment, engineering feasibility, and costs are 
compared. ·  
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ALTERNATIVES 

BPA first looks at existing transmission line rights-of-way corridors to determine.whether 
a new transmission line could be incorporated within that corri4or. Using existing 
corridors usually creates the least amount of overall impacts. Land use planners and 
regulators also advocate using existing corridors wherever possible, particularly where an 
existing facility can be replaced or upgraded (as this project is proposing to do by 
replacing the existing 230-kV line with larger structures). 

For this project, BPA has studied other areas where the new facility could be located. No 
location was found that, from an overall perspective, had advantages over the options of 
replacing the eJQsting 230-kV line. The location suggested above would follow the 
Monroe-Custer #1 500-kV line to a point east of the Sedro Woolley Substation and then 
follow a Puget Power corridor into the Sedro Woolley Substation. The new line would be 
entirely parallel to existing lines in.this segment; and would need about 37 - 46 meters 
(120 to 1 50 feet) of additional right-of-way; additional clearing width up to 61  meters 
(200 feet), and additional roads in nonagricultural areas. It would be on a hillside, 
creating additional visual impacts, and would increase erosion potential. This location 
would still be near residences. This alternative is about 2.8 kilometers (1 . 75 miles) longer · 
thari the western corridor, and would cost about $3,000,000 more for a double-circuit 
230-kV line. Because this suggestion costs considerably more and is still near residences, 
it will not be considered/analyzed any further. A discussion of this suggested alternative 
appears in the Supplemental DEIS in Chapter 2, Section D. 7. 

j 9. Undergrounding 

Comment: At what point in time does it become cost effective, environmentally effective 
to bury the lines? 

· [Jon Hoover & Debra Sharp NWTP-2-98129] 

Comment: Bury the new lines within the easement using the latest EMF reduction 
technology. 

Similar comments from: 

[FAIR 94-0085/2] 

NWTP-2-5011 
NWTP-2-5711 
NWTP-2-7211 
NWTP-2-34/3 

[Jon & Dena Fleurichamp 
Scott Walker 
Barbara Dutro 
Marcia Leister 

David Davis 
Mark Nusslock 

NWTP-2-98/25 
NWTP-2-98128] 

Response: Undergrounding transmission lines is technically feasible and has been done in 
some areas. However, it presents increased difficulties in times of outage. It also means a 
substantial increase in costs: 5 to 12 times as much as overhead construction:-
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500-kV Constr. 

230-kV Constr. · 

( dbl-circuit) 

Overhead 

$625,000/krn 
($1 ,000,000/mi.) 

$410,000/km 
($650, 000/mi.) 

Underground 

$3,200,000 - $7,500,000/km 
($5,000,000 - $12,000,000/mi.) 

$2, 100,000 - $5,000,000/km 
($3,300,000 - $7,800,000/mi.) 

High costs are due to several reasons. For more discussion on this subject, see 
"Alternatives Considered and Eliminated from Detailed Consideration" (Chapter 2). 

j 10. New Technologies 

Comment: Delay the project until superconductivity is technically feasible and use direCt · 
current line [realizes this is years off]. 

· 

[Dean _Wadsworth SWOH-19} 

Response: - BP A cannot wait for unproven technology or technology that is still being 
studied. BPA is renowned world-wide for its excellence in technical knowledge, and u�s 
the latest technology (e.g., the recent introduction of Static V ar equipment at two BPA 
substations; the equipment makes our transmission system much more efficient). Delaying 
the project does not satisfactorily address Puget Power's or BP A's purposes and needs for 
the project. Superconductivity and/or direct current lines would still require new 

· 

transmission lines, and, in the case of direct current, extensive, expensive facilities at each 
line terminal substation. 

· 

Comment: There must be a way to develop new technologies to transmit the needed 
power and minimize the impact upon properties adjacent to them. 

[John Zylstra . NWTP-2-6612] 

Response: There are currently no other means of transporting electricity from the source 
to where it will be used. BP A is involved in and is keeping up with the latest technologies 
concerning electric transmission and ways of making transmission-systems more efficient. 
The. Supplemental DEIS includes mitigation measures to reduce or eliminate impacts. 

Comment: Concerned about health impacts of project. EMF AC would be a health 
problem but DC is not a health problem. Why do we not address DC in DEIS report? 

· [Dean Wadsworth NWTP-2-98/4] 
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ALTERNATIVES 

Comment: ln yiew ofEMF, every consideration should be given to construction of 
Direct Current lines, as they have less EMF. Cost should not be the overriding concern-
health h� more value. 

[Dean Wadsworth SWOH-18} 

Response: The existing lines in this areas are all AC (alternating current). Direct current 
(DC) is not a viable alternative here because DC transmission costs are prohibitive unless 
large amounts of power are being transferred more than 160 km (1 00 mi.) between major 
substations. In a4dition, if there are tap lines or generation integrated into the line, the 
terminal equipment needed with the DC line is very expensive. At all of these points, the 
voltage would need to be transformed, as well as converted to or from AC. (See Chapter 
2, Section D, Alternatives Eliminated from Detailed Consideration, Part 5, 
Undergrounding.) 

. .  11 1 . Other Comments on Altemative.s 

Comment: I didn't understand: The different plans are somewhat confusing. 
[Robert L. Lorenzo NWTP-02-03312} 

Response: The DEIS has been revised in order to make the different Options and 
Alternatives clearer. 

Comment: What are the cost differences between the alternatives? · 
[John Thompson NWTP-2-98123} 

Response: Costs for the four Design Options (Option 4 was added) are as follows: 

Option 1 - $ 19.8 million [proposed] 
Option 2 - $36 million 
Option 3 - $40 million 
Option 4 - $41 million. 

See sections 2.C.2 and 4.B . 1  in the Supplemental DEIS for more information on the 
alternatives and their costs. Location alternatives described in Section 2.C.2 are 
considerably more expensive, as they would require additional corridor and more costly 
angle towers. 

Comment:
· 
I think the analysis would be better if you: Discussed incentives to further 

increase conservation. 

Similar comments from: 
[Elaine McRory 
[Dolly Tompkins 

Charlotte Sherman 

NWTP-2-68/1] 
NWTP-2-98/39 

NWTP-2-98/40] 
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ALTERNATIVES 

Response: Conservation is covered in the Supplemental DEIS in Chapter 2, Section D.4 . .  
Technical studies have shown that a conservation alternative would not eliminate the need 
for this project. In fact, local load reductions would actually contribute to the 
transmission problems that could occur during periods of high local generation and north
south power transfers from Canada to the Pacific Northwest. 
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PuGET POWER'S PORTION 

Comment: The location of a culvert washed out and a trail that could be used or access 
located on an air photograph? 

. [Bill and Peggy Mohr BOH-31} 

Response: The information provided was forward� to BP A access road designers. 

Comment: More consideration should be given to the design and location of the line to 
reduce exposure to EMF (moving it away from residences for example). 

[Dean Wadsworth SWOH-17] 

Response: EMF is an important issue to BP A. · EMF is considered along with other 
environmental issues and costs. The project will be designed for lower EMF ·levels. The 
lower EMF design results are reflected in the EMF calculations and results · shown on EMF 
Tables and Graphs provided in the Supplemental DEIS. 

Comment: We further request that:you redesign the towers. Current tinker toy design is 
not only ugly to an extreme, it is labor intensive to con�truct. Please have one of our 
university engineering schools accept the challenge to redesign towers for both beauty, 
function and cost effectiveness; or, install only the improved appearance transmission line 
towers. 

[Ray & Dolly Tompkins NWTP-2-6715] 

Response: Concerning the cost effectiveness of the existing and proposed towers: the 
towers, as designed, with the design criteria in place at the time o� design, use the most 
economical design from an overall perspective including material, assembly, and erection. 
BPA is a leader in the utility industry and is noted for its economical designs. 

Other improved appearance structures have also been designed by BP A and other utilities. 
Although these structures can cost considerably more, they can be visually effective in 
some limited situations. The improved appearance structures that BP A has used in the 
past include tubular steel poles, which look totally different from the existing 500-kV 
structures in th'e corridor and which are so massive that they would be seen from long 
distances. By contrast, the 230-kV lattice structures proposed for this project are similar 
. to the existing structures and would more readily blend into the background. The new 
structures would be darkened to reduce the visual impact. Because the new lattice 
structures as proposed are similar in appearance to the existing structures, blend more 
readily irito the background from longer distances, would be darkened, and cost less, 
improved appearance structures will not be considered for this project. 
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Comment: As a representative ofN. W.P - I am concerned with the areas where our gas 
lines have to be crossed with heavy equipment for your modifications. I have to find out 
maximum weights of vehicles with the_ material loaded on; and areas you

· 
would like to -

cross -our R. 0. W.; so we can determine how much cover will be needed to cross our pipe-
lines. , 

-

{Dan Munkres NWTP-2-5111 
. Northwest Pipeline Corporation] 

Response: The access road design process started in the summer of 1 994. The 
Northwest Pipeline Corporation will be contacted to coordinate information to determine 
the adequacy of the existing road system, its surface condition, and drainage crossings. 

Comment: I've been led to believe that the wood pole structures that are there are 1 15 
thousand [sic] kilovolt�, not the 230 that they talk about in the EIS. That's by the area rep 
that's been out there over the years. He comes through and he gets to know these people, 
and it was always talked about as 1 15 kilovolts, not 230. 

[Steve Wight NWTP-2-57115] 

Response: On BPA's portion of the project, the line being removed is an existing 230-kV 
line. Puget Power's portion inCludes 1 15-kV lines. 

- Comment: Why can't existing towers be utilized to carry more than one Circuit? 
[Mark Nusslock NWTP-2-98131] 

Comment: Why not tum No. 2 1ine to double-circuit? In order-to avoid taller structures, 
visuals, EMF. 

[Mark Nusslock NWTP-2-9817] 

Response! The existing towers were designed to carry one circuit each. Adding another 
circuit would require additional structural strength to support the additional conductors. 
Also, minimum clearances must be maintained from each conductor to the supporting 
structure, between the ph3;5es of each circuit and between circuits. The modifications that 
would be required to provide for the additional circuit would be extensive and would 
basically be the same as rebuilding the line. 

Comment: If you read it [the EIS] real close, it says double lattice. What -that means is 
it's double that [the voltage]. You take the 500, and you double it. It's a million kilovolts. 
It's 500 on each side. so they're replacing 1 1 5  thousand with a million kilovolts. I believe 

. that's kind of misleading� And I don't appreciate that. 
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PuGET POWER'S PORTION 

Response: The project as proposed and as presented in the main part of the document is . 
to replace the existing BPA 230-kV (230,000-volt) line with a double-circuit 230-kV 
(230,000-volt) designed line. That is two single-circuit 230-kV lines on one set of towers. 
Electrically, you cannot "add" the two voltages together; they are still separate circuits or 
lines. There is a doubling/increase of the amount of electricity or �atts that the double
circuit structures carry as compared to a single-circuit structure. 

Comment: Why not redesign the No. 2 line for lower noise? To avoid taller structures, 
visuals, E:MF . 

[Mark Nusslock NWTP-2-9818] 

Response: The Monroe-Custer # 2 line could be redesigned for lower noise at a cost of 
at least $8,000,000. Another circuit would still be needed in addition; therefore a double
circuit structure would have to be constructed within the corridor, replacing an existing 
line (such as the proposed double-circuit 230-kV line). 

Comment: What is "safety" height requirements for the 230-500 kV conductor? 
[Cary Schmidt NWTP-2-98112] 

Response: The minimum design ground clearance is 8. 1 meter (26.5 feet) at maximum 
final sag (lowest point) of the conductor. 

Comment: Using proposition #1 ,  I would prefer shorter towers (122' high). [The 
commenter apparently lives in Segment B.] 

[Robert A. Burnett NWTP-04-011] 
• 

Comment: In Segment L, why don't you build new towers the same height as the existing 
steel towers? 

[Ray Tompkins SWOH-11] 

Comment: You could improve the choices by: using existing right-of-ways whenever 
possible and reducing the number and height of proposed lines. 

[John Zylstra NWTP-2-66/1] 

Response: - In order to rebuild an existing 230-kV line to become two 230-kV lines, 
without requiring new right-of-way, the height of the structures must be taller. The 
benefits of reduced right-of-way clearing, erosion and property encumbrances affect the 
impacts of added tower height especially when considering that the new structures will be 
about the same height as the existing 500-kV towers in the corridor. Please see the Visual 
Resources section in Chapter 4 for further discussions on tower heights. 
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PuGET POWER'S PORTION 

Comment: The Bellingham School District has plans to build a new high school in the 
Dewey Road area. We would like to know how this project will affect those plans. Has 
the School District been contacted regarding your proposal? Include their plans in your 
EIS. 

[Kate & Martin Eifrig NWTP-2-62/9] 
Comment: Bellingham School District land at Mount Baker Hwy., with pipeline 
alternative should be addressed. 

[Clare Fogelsong NWTP-2-98/43] 

Similar response from: [FAIR 94-0085110] 

Response: Puget Power already operates and maintains an existing 1 15 kV transmission 
line and distribution facilities adjacent to the Mt. Baker Highway near the School District 
property. There would be no change in land use or impacts as a result of rebuilding the 
transmission line and operating it at 1 15 kV. 

· Comment: Using the land along that [1-5] corridor would be more realistic than going 
through the neighborhoods of Orleans and Pacific and Moore Street. 

[Mike Kaufman NWTP-2-57119] 

Response: Present Federal Highway Administration guidelines would not allow the 
placement of a transmission line within. the 1-5 corridor. A new transmission line corridor 
would have to be located next to 1-5 on private, primarily residential properties between 
Sunset and Carolina Streets. Local government representatives and interested members of 
the public who are addressing Growth Management Act issues have directed' utilities to 
use existing transmission line corridors, wherever possible. ·Moreover, policy direction 
provided by the Washington State Department of Community Development encourages 
use ofpublic road right-of-way for utility facilities [WA 365-195-320 (2) (g)]. Puget 
Power has proposed to rebuild an existing transmission line within public road right-of- . · 
way instead of creating a new corridor in an area that is predominantly residential. 

Comment: The pipeline alternative may be desirable because it moves the 1 1 5-kV line 
away from denser development. However, the City will have to receive more analysis of 
impacts to wetlands, the Bay to Baker Trail, pedestrian access, EMF IEMR impacts, and 
the proposed high school at McGrath Road, McLeod Drive, and Mt. Baker Highway prior 
to a decision. 

[Patricia Decker NWTP-2-90/2 
City of Bellingham, Planning & Community Development Dept.] 
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Response: If the pipeline alternative is chosen (not currently proposed), Puget Power will 
provide additional detailed analysis of potential impacts on wetlands as part of any project
specific permitting required by the City of Bellingham and Whatcom County and work 
with these governments to miilimize potential impacts to wetlands. Wetland specialists 
from the city and county have met with Puget Power to define the information that is 
required and the areas to be studied. Puget Power is evaluating transmission line 

· structures and their potential field locations in an effort· to avoid or minimize any impacts 
on wetlands. In most cases, wetlands can be spanned, with the poles located iri uplands or 
in wetland buffers. 

- , 

Construction and operation. of the pipeline alternative will not affect the plans for a Bay
to-Baker Trail. The abandoned railroad right-of-way, within the area proposed for the 
transmission-line, presently has a cleared 6.1-m (20-ft.) wide road. Much of this area was 
regraded as part of a recently installed natural gas pipeline. The proposed transmission 
line would not be located within the road/trail. 

The proposed pipeline alternative would not be located anywhere near the proposed high 
school at McGrath Road, McLeod Drive, and the Mt. Baker Highway. McGrath Road 
and McLeod Drive do not parallel or intersect the route of the pipeline alternative. The 
existing SPA-Bellingham #2 transmission line (the line to be rebuilt) does cro�s the Mt. 
Baker Highway at its intersection with the unimproved St. Clair Street right-of-way, but 
there are no known plans for a high school at or near this location. 

Comment: The Orleans route alternative appears to bring lines closer to residential uses 
along Carolina Street. What are the impacts of changing the location of this line? Why 
does it need to be moved? Puget Power should install additional landscaping around the 
Puget Power Bellingham Substation as mitigation against visual impacts. 

[Patricia Decker NWTP-2-9015 
City of Bellingham, Planning & Community Development Dept.] 

, Response: Puget Power has nor identified any significant impacts in connection with 
changing the location of this line. In proposing to relocate the· line, Puget Power was 
attempting to address an earlier expressed concern by the City of Bellingham to relocate 
electrical facilities on city-owned property. Puget Power's existing BPA Bellingham #1 
transmission line crosses over the Whatcom County Transit Authority bus bam and City of 
Bellingham maintenance facilities between Carolina and Virginia streets. By relocating the 
#1 transmission line along Carolina Street for one block and turning south on Nevada 
Street before entering the substation, the utility would address the concern as expressed by 
the city. Puget Power will provide landscaping in accordance with appropriate regulatory 
requirements. 

Insert 19 - Comments and Responses 
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Comment: Page 4/105 states that the proposed pipeline alternative uses an existing 
pipeline right-of-way. Therefore, this pipeline may go through wetlands that the original 
pipeline did not avoid. 

[Vemice Santee NWIP-2-9912 
State of Washington, Department of Ecology] 

Comment: Both indirect and direct impacts to wetlands should be avoided or minimized 
to the greatest extent possible. Measures that would avoid and minimize wetland impacts, 
which should be adopted, include: minimizing the construction footprint, revegetating the 
construction footprint after pipeline placement, and placing check dams in the pipeline 
trench to avoid altering hydrology of wetland sites. 

[Vemice Santee NWIP-2-9911 
State of Washington, Department of Ecology] 

Response: There may be some confusion about the Puget Power's pipeline alternative. 
No construction of a pipeline or buried transmission line is proposed by this project. The 
pipeline alternative refers to an alternative overhead transmission line route that parallels 
an existing pipeline/railroad grade. 

Direct impacts on wetlands will be avoided to the greatest extent possible. Detailed siting 
of new structures .and access roads would be coordinated with environmental staff to 
avoid/reduce disturbance of wetlands and ·floodplains (see Mitigation). 

Comment: Permits which will be required by the. City of Bellingham include: 
1 A Shoreline Management Permit for any work within 200' of a Shoreline ofthe State. 
2 A wetland delineation, field notes, and a wetland permit applieation for any work 

within wetlands. ' Impacts on wetlands should be avoided. Ifavoidance is not possible, 
mitigation prior to the·impact and restorati9n after th� impact will be required. 

3 A Clearing or Utility Construction Permit if cutting, clearing, or removal of vegetation 
will occur on rights-of�way which have not been fully developed. 

4 If the Pipeline Alternative is selected, a Conditional Use Perntit for utility line 
expansion outside of a public right-of-way in a residential, single-family zone. 

[Patricia Decker NWIP-2-9016 
City of Bellingham, Planning & Community Development Dept.] 

Response: If activities are proposed in wetland or shoreline areas which require permits from 
the City, Puget Power will apply for such permits. Other land use and construction permits 
may be required, but the need for such permits cannot be determined \Jntil a preferred course of 
action is selected from the alternatives under consideration. 

· 

Comment: Rezoning ofB.riton Road area should be considered. 

Insert 19 - Comments and Responses 
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Response: Puget Power is not considering any activity in this area which, to Puget 
Power's understanding, would require a rezone. 

Comment: Should be more coordination between utilities (power, sewer, telephone, etc.) 
for construction related projects. [directed towards Puget] 

[Jon Hoover & Debra Sharp NWTP-2-98/45] 

Response: This is a joint project between BP A and Puget Power, and follows several 
years of joint study of the utilities' needs for additional capacity and reliability. Puget 
Power actively coordinates with other utilities when improvements must be made to 
electrical facilities or to other utility infrastructUre. Joint-use project� and facilities serve 
the public well and serve to minimize costs and impacts for everyone. 

Comment: The existing line has a distribution underbuild. If the upper circuit is removed 
as in Options 1 and 2, then Puget Power could consider temoving the distribution line 
also. Perhaps the distribution line could be undergrounded. (Near BPA Bellingham 
Substation.) � 

[Mark Weinberg NWTP-02-099�11] 

Response: Puget Power must maintain the existing distribution facilities adjacent to the 
Mt. Baker Highway to serve existing customers. Puget Power undergrounds distribution , 
lines � a service subject to, and in accordance with, rates and tariffs on file with the 
Washington Utilities and Transportation Commission . .  

Insert 19  - Comments and Responses 
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Comment: What will the impact of your new project be upon our rates? 
[Ray & Dollj Tompkins NWTP-2-6716} 

Response: The proposed project will add tc:> BPA's and Puget Power's transmission 
system costs, but the added costs are relatively small compared to the costs of existing 
facilities, so there may not be any significant change in rates due to construction costs of 
this project alone. For both BPA and Puget Power, the proposed project will increase 
opportunities to obtain power from Canada. Transactions over the increased capacity · 
resulting from the. project will contribute to total costs, and therefore to power rates for ·  

. either BPA's or Puget Power's customers. The effect of those transactions will depend on 
the costs compared to the costs of alternative power supplies. If transactions over the 
increased capacity are less costly than alternatives, the effect of the project on rates will be 
to reduce or delay rate increases that would result if alternative transactions were made 
instead. · 

Comment: How will the increasing population of British .Columbia affect the long term 
availability of Canadian power? 

[Patricia Decker NWTP-2-9017 
City of Bellingham, Planning & Community Development Dept.] 

, 
Response: Increasing population in British Columbia will add to the demand for power, 
requiring the development of additional energy resources to meet the demand. The 
availabllity of power for export from British Columbia will depend on the total 
opportunities for the development of power resources and the benefits to British Columbia 
which may result from exporting power to the United States. Under the power export 
policy established by the government of British Columbia in 1993, power exports are 
permitted under conditions that provide benefits to the people. of the province and protect 
the environment. Long-term deliveries of power from British Columbia to the United 
States can be expected to continue, consistent with the terms of the export policy, even 
though the population of British Columbia continues to grow. 

Comment: Intertie Use Alternatives. The electrical system improvements jointly 
proposed by Puget Power and BP A are clearly articulated in the DEIS. BP A and Puget 
Power are proposing to upgrade their respeCtive transmission systems in Whatcom and 
Skagit counties. The objective of the action is to address reliability and capacity needs for 
both BP A's and Puget Power's transmission systems. Both utilities would have 
responsibilities in implementing this objective. 

· 
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However, the DEIS discusses use "alternatives" reserving, in one case, "the eritire 
estimated 850 MW increase of transfer capacity exclusively for BP A use, " and in another 
case, reserving the increased transmission capacity to an unspecified consortium of 
nonfederal users. These may be appropriate goals in some other context. They are not, 
however, alternative means of achieving the proposal under environmental review. As 
such, they are not "alternatives" for purposes of NEPA and add nothing to the analysis of 
the document. 

Under NEP� the goal of the action in question limits the universe of alternatives to be 
considered . .  Citizens Against Burlington v. Busey 938 F.2d 190, 195 (D.C. Cir.), cert. 
denied, 112 S.Cr. 616 (1991). It is not an alternative, reasonable or otherwise, to assess a 
course of action that achieves a goal other than the agency's proposed goal. Moreover, 
agencies should not use the alternatives .section of an EIS to . "  engage in the empty exercise 
of generating and 'considering' countless alternatives, even alternatives known to be 
unacceptable at the outset." Idaho Conservation League v. Mumm!l, 956 F.2d 1508, 1522 
(9th Cir. 1992) (citations omitted). The "use alternatives" included in the DEIS are clearly 
"unacceptable at the outset" because they do not achieve, or even appr<;>ximate, the 
proposed action's clear objective. The DEIS otherwise assesses a more than ample range 
of reasonable alternatives. Accordingly, Puget Power suggests that the discussion of use 
alternatives be eliminated or revised for relevancy to the stated goal proposed for 
environmental analysis. 

. 

[John Campion NWTP-2-8415 
Puget Sound Power & Light Co.] 

Response: The Intertie Use Alternatives discussion has been changed in the Supplemental 
DEIS. In view of tfie joint BPA/Puget Power sponsorship of the proposal, it was riot 
practical nor did it make sense to consider such alternatives. The No Action alternative 
describes the responses that BP A or Puget Power might make to obtain increased intertie 
capacity if this proposal were not carried out. The statement of need in the Supplemental 
DEIS has two parts: to increase the capacity to import electric power from Canada over 
the existing intertie and to facilitate the movement of power through and out of the area 
during summer/fall. The former part is the basis for the discussion of Intertie use 
alternatives. 

Comment: Have the regulations on wheeling costs changed? Is Puget Power going to 
get better rates from BP A? 

[John Thompson NWTP-2-98146] 

Response: The Energy Policy Act of 1992 has had the effect of opening up access to 
transmission f�cilities among utilities and power producers. BPA is currently involved in 
revising its rates. Transmission rates will probably change, but would apply uniformly to 
all customers Puget Power, if this project is built, will have their own wheeling path from · 
Ca.nada to Sedro Woolley. 
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Comment: I think the analysis would be better if you: detailed description of power 
agreements with Canada that exist now and are planned for the future, considering the 
present political situation on both sides. · -

[Fred Tanner NW1P-2-8012] 

Response: These matters are addressed by the discussion section under Intertie Use 
Action in Chapter 2, and in Appendix A, Power Marketing. 
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Comment: If the line is built by a contractor who makes the lowest bid, will the line be 
safe? [tree hazard] 

[Tom Lingbloon BOH�36) 

Response: BP A chooses the contractor that will do the best job, taking several factors 
inio consideratiQn, including costs. The contractor of choice may not necessarily be the 
lowest bidder. The transmission facilities are designed with safety in mind. The 
contractor who puts up the facilities must follow BP A specifications, thereby ensuring that 
facilities are safe for their surroundings and the public. 

Comment: Minimize crop damage during construction. Coordinate acc�ss with property 
owners. 

[Peggy & Bill Mohr BOH-24) 

Response: BPA does coordinate access road location with landowners to· minimize 
impacts to crops. BP A uses existing roads when possible, feasible, and· cost-effective. 
BP A also pays for crop damage if construction needs to take place during the growing 
season. If soil compaction is extensive, BP A will consider subsoiling to loosen the soil. 

Comment: Remove timber from the right-of-way after cutting trees. Take care of brush 
so that pasture is not destroyed. 

[Peggy & Bill Mohr BOH-25] 

Response: In order to keep costs down, BP A uses lop-and-scatter methods to dispose of 
cut timber. Trees and branches are cut and laid on the ground, so that the wood 
decomposes naturally. In some areas (e.g., near residences), BPA will chip the trees and 
limbs and scatter the chips inside the right-of-way. Either one of these methods is 
currently used in the project corridor for maintenance purposes. BP A prefers low
growing brush inside the right-of-way for erosion control and to slow the growth of young 
trees. It is up to the landowner to maintain a pasture on the right-of-way and to keep the 
brush down if they so desire. BP A works with the landowners to take their concerns into 
account during the taking of danger trees and brush clearing for maintenance/reliability. 

Comment: Will BP A leave the wood poles for the landowners [fenee posts]? 
[Peggy & Bil/Mohr BOH-30) 
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Response: 
Generally not. Poles are sometimes -salvaged and reused on other projects. Also, 

poles ar� treated to prevent deterioration. As a result, they must be disposed of in an 
environmentally approved manner. · 

I Comment: When will project construction start? 
/ 

[Kathy Klemmer BOH-10} 

Comment: Will you begin in 1994? 
[Vernon & Elaine De" NWTP-2-3511] 

Response: IfBPA decides to build a transmission line, the project construction would be 
scheduled to start in October 1995 for the Bellingham Substation, July 1996 for the Custer 
to Bellingham transmission portion and April 1997 for the Bellingham to Sedro Woolley 
transmission line portion with an overall energization date of October 1997 for the entire 
project. 

Comment: If this process goes along to the construction phase, does BP A have to have 
preconstruction meetings with the co!:lnty to discuss their plans as we do as home owners 
when we build a home? And if so, can the public come to those meetings? 

·[Steve Wight NWTP-2-57133} 

Response: BP A will be coordinating with the counties and individual landowners. These 
will not be public meetings. If individuals have concerns, they can contact BP A. The 
project manager and /or team members will meet with individuals to discuss their 
individual concerns at their request. 
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Comment: When new line(s) go in, .how close can a residence be? 
[Robert & Martha Knuth NWTP-2-98-30] 

Response: BP A has no land use limitations outside the transmission li�e right-of-way 
boundaries which are described in BP A's easement documents. For this BP A corridor, the 

· edge of the right-of-way is between 19 and 23 meters (62 and 75 ft.) from the center of 
the

. 
outside transmission line. All easement documents are recorded in the counties where 

they were acquired, and should be referenced on Schedule B of the title policies for 
properties which the transmission line crosses. 

· 

Comment: Growth Management Act. The DEIS should be updated to address efforts 
underway by local jurisdictions to comply with the Growth Management Act ("GMA"). 
Puget Power has submitted detailed plans to each jurisdiction planning under the GMA 
which reflect its proposed improvements. . These submittals will assist local jurisdictions in 
formulating "utilities elements" for their comprehensive plans which must, as a matter of 
law, designate the general location of existing and proposed utility facilities. By 
submitting these plans, Puget Power has ensured the consistency of its portion of this 
project with new comprehensive plans and development regulations. The consistency of 
BPA's proposed i�provements with new GMA plans are not discussed in the document. 

[John Campion NWTP-2-8418 
Puget Sound Power & Light Co.] 

Response: Whatcom County is in the midst of preparing the utilities element of its 
Comprehensive Plan, a requirement of the Washington Growth Management Act. To 
ensure consistency between the local utilities element and this proposed project, a BP A 
representative regularly attended meetings of the Citizen Advisory Committee and kept 
them informed of this proposal. While the utilities element is in draft form now, the 
proposal is consistent with its policies of using existing corridors_whenever possible and 
encouraging joint use of utility corridors. 

Comment: How will this affect Hwy 9 expansion? 
[Mary Seamster ·NWTP-2-98142] 

\ 

Response: According to Washington's Department ofTransportation (DOT), the 
proposed expansion of SR9 is on hold and no longer scheduled because of funding 
constraints. In any case, that expansion would have been south of Sedro Woolley, 
not near BP A's proposed project. The only DOT project within the vicinity of 
BPA's project would be on SR9, about 1.6 kilometer (1 mile) north of Sedro Woolley. 
The Department plans to widen the shoulders and flatten slopes in the road. TheSe 
improvements are in the State's 6-year plan. The BP A proposal would not affect those 
changes in SR9. 
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Comment: The proposal violates the Eminent Domain Law and the Designated Forest 
Land Act of 1971 .  

[Charles F. Lappenhusch Sr. NWTP-04-002] 

Response: The proposal does not and may not violate the eminent domain law. Eminent 
domain allows a governmental agency to take any property that the agency needs for its 
charter purposes. Although BP A does not plan to take any additional property for this 
project by erriinent domain, BP A could do so if it deemed that there is a need for a taking. 
Landowners would be offered fair market value for new land rights (if needed), established · 
through the appraisal process. 

· 

Although we found no reference to a "Designated· Forest Land Act of 1971," there was 
legislation in 1971 relating to Timber Taxation. More recently, in 1984, the Washington 
Legislature passed the Timber and Forest Lands Act, RCW 84.33 . Under RCW 
84.33 .010, timber was removed from ad valorem taxation and, instead, subjected to a tax 
based on its stumpage value at the time of harvest. ··The land remains subject to the ad 
valorem tax. In ord.er to qualifY for this special taxation system, the property has to meet 
the definition offorestland set forth in RCW 84.33 . 100(1): "Forest land is synonymous 
with timberland and means all land in any contiguous ownership oftwenty or more acres 
which is primaril¥ devoted to and used for growing and harvesting timber and means the 
land only." Power lines are not considered to convert lands out of the forestland 
designation. Further, the Washington Forest Practices. Rule WAC 222-34-050(3) states 
that reforestation is not required for utility rights-of-way for initial clearing or reclearing of 
utility rights-of-way in actual use for utility purposes or scheduled for construction of 
utility facilities within 10 years from the date of completion of harvest, provided that if the 
scheduled facility is not completed, the area shall be reforested within 1 year. 

Comment: Will BPA get a County permit to build the new line? 
[Susanne Jenkins NWTP-04-01 2] 

Response: . BPA, as a Federal agency, .does not go through a local permitting process. 
BP A does work very closely with local and State offices taking their concerns into 
account. 
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Comment: - Whatcom County Initiative. Some alternatives were characterized in the 
DEIS as being "unreasonable" because they were determined to be inconsistent with 
Whatcom County's current zoning code. Puget Power does not take issue with the 
decision to exclude these alternatives from detailed analysis; NEP A requires only a 
reasonable--not an endless-..;range of alternatives to be so assessed. However, the 
conclusion that these alternatives are "unreasonable" may reflect a misunderstanding of the 
zoning code. In order to construct 230 kV facilities in portions ofWhatcom County, 
Puget Power theoretically could apply to have such areas rezoned as suitable for industrial 
development Alternatively, appropriate utility corridors c_ould be designated under soon� 
to-be-adopted comprehensive plans, with appropriate implementing development 
regulations. Clearly, Puget Power is not proposing any such actions in the context of the 
project in question. But the mere fact that such actions are not proposed does not render 
them infeasible, nor does it render alternatives dependent upon such actions 
"unreasonable" for purposes ofNEP A. 

[John Campion NWTP-2-8417 
Puget Sound Power & Light Co.] 

Response: Although we recognize Puget Power's ability to apply for rezoning, the 
existence of the current ordinance is only one of a group of reasons for not seriously 

· considering some alternative plans in greater detail (as shown in the Supplemental DEIS). 

Comment: Puget Power questions the reference to Washington State Energy Facilities 
Siting Evaluation Council (EFSEC) at page 1/12 of the DEIS. Is this a reference to a 
memorandum of understanding between BPAand EFSEC? Puget Power is not aware of 
any EFSEC jurisdiction over its portion of the project. 

[John Campion NWTP-2-8414 
Puget Sound Pawer & Light Co.] 

Response: This reference (in response to a Memorandum of Understanding between 
BPA and the State ofWashington) has been deleted because the State does not have 
·authority over the decision on whether to proceed with the proposed BP A actions. 

Comment: I asked Mr. Langager whether he had an opportunity to read Chapter 4 of the 
EIS, Consultation, Review, and Permit Requirements. He said he had, but that this 
chapter did not tell him what environmental impacts required permitting and which did 

- not. 
· 

[Craig Langager (from conversation) NWTP-2-5611] 

Response: The requirements presented in the Consultation, Review, and Permits section 
. are those which are based on potential impact situations and which apply to this proposed 
project. These requirements have been established in order to minimize potential impacts, 
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not to "permit" impacts. Not all potential inipacts are subject to permitting (e.g., visual); 
those that are subject, are discussed in Chapter 4. 

Comment: In November of 1993, the voters ofWhatcom County amended and repealed 
portions of the Whatcom County Critical Areas Ordinance ("CAO"). Reference in the · 
DEIS to portions of the CAO that are no longer in effect should be deleted. 

[John Campion NWTP-2-8419 
. Puget Sound Power & Light Co.] 

Response: The DEIS has been revised to delete these references. · 

Comment: Does BP A have to acquire a Whatcom County Permit? 
[Mark Weinberg NWTP-02-099B/2} 

Response: Generally, no. The county does not have permitting authority over Federal 
agencies. However, Congress may give authority to states under a particular pi�ce of 
legislation. For example, under the Federal Coastal Zone Management Act, individual 
states have been given some implementation authority. Additional information on this is in 
the Consultation, Review, and Permit Requirements section of the Supplemental DEIS 
(Chapter 4). 

· 
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Comment: The area has extremely high landslide and erosion potential. Minimize soil 
disturbance during construction. 

[Bonnie Morehouse BOH-3] 

Response: See responses to comments [FAIR 94-0085/1 1 ]  9/54 and [Fred Miller 
NWTP-2.-45/1 ]  SDEIS p. 9/60. 

Comment: The Lake Whatcom watershed provides a water source to 200,000 people. 
Constructing a new line is a major construction project. Soils are red clay, and runoff 
goes straight into the lake. 

[Tom Lingbloon BOH-37} 

Response: Soils in the Lake Whatcom watershed have developed in a variety of geologic 
materials. These soils are generally medium-textured: with a relatively even mix of sand, 
silt, and clay, in addition to some gravel. Although surface run-off from undisturbed area 
soils is generally rated slow to medium, construction-related disturbances can cause run
off, erosion, and sedimentation rates to increase. To minimize disturbance, most 
construction activities will occur within an existing transmission corridor and (except for 
the North Shore Alternative) new road construction would be kept to a minimum. 
Proposed mitigation would minimize run-off, erosion, and sedimentation over the life of 
the project. For additional information, please refer to the permits section in Chapter 4 
(Section 5, Permits for Discharges into Waters of the United States) for information on 
the National Discharge Elimination System (NPDES). 

Comment: We think the analysis would be better if you: Discuss in greater detail the 
plans for maintaining. the water quality (i.e., streams and creeks that feed Lake Whatcom). 
This is of particular concern in view of the fact that many families along Lake Wha�com 
pull their drinking water directly from the lake. Additionally, as you know, Lake 
Whatcom is the drinking water source for approximately half of the county. 

Similar comment from: 

[Kate &Martin Ei.frig NWTP-2-6215] 

FAIR 94-0085/7} 

Response: Please note that the Water Quality, section of the DEIS has been revised to 
show in greater detail how BPA plans to maintain water quality. Water Quality will be 
maintained through the use of Best Management Practices that will be detailed in a Storm 
Water Pollution Prevention Plan. 

· 
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Comment: There should be monitoring built into the scope of work. There should be 
monitoring of water quality. There should be monitoring of streams. There should be 
some hydrologic models cast now as well hydrologic models cast in the future about what 
kinds of runoff are we getting from these slopes. 

[FredMiller NWTP-2-57130 
Friends of Lake Whatcom 1 

Response: In preparation for construction, BPA will prepare a Storm Water Pollution 
Prevention plan to be consistent with the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System 
permit (see the Consultation, Review, and Permits section of Chapter 4). The thrust of 
the plan would be to implement and maintain erosion control measures during 
construction. To determine whether the mitigation measures are working to keep 
sediment from leaving the construction sites, monitoring inspections would be done at 
specific times as outlined by the permit (at regular intervals, and immediately after storm 
events). 

Comment: Another question is the placement of some of these towers. There's people 
that live along this corridor that drink water out of wells that are right next to the 
easement now. All this construCtion and the construction of new towers will be within a 
100-foot radius of some of these wells. Has that ever been addressed as a problem under 
the regulations you have in the eounty? [well head protection zone] 

[Steve Wight NWTP-2-571341 

Comment: The project area appears to pass through the Tribe's recently delineated 
wellhead protection area (WHPA) for its Helmick Road Reservation Area (map enclosed). 
The risk of contamination of the aquifer for this project appears to be low; however, the 
plans should depict the information regarding the WHP A in case of a construction related 
incident that could lead to the potential contamination of the aquifer. 

{Doreen Maloney NWTP-2-88 
Upper. Skagit Indian Tribe 1 

Response: Please note that the Water Quality section and the Safe Drinking Water Acts 
discussion in the Consultation, Review, and Permits section have been revised to address 
private wells and any measures that may be necessary to meet regulations for public wells. 
There are no regulations for Constructing near private wells. However, BP A will work 
with concerned landowners who may have wells near the project to determine whether 
there is a need to take measures to avoid possible impacts. 

Comment: Based on our review, we have rated the draft EIS EC-2 (Environmental 
Concerns--Insufficient Information). Our concerns are based on the project's impact on 
water quality. The draft EIS was very thorough in the presentation of site-specific 
wetland an-d water quality impacts. This level of detail is very helpful and is an important 
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component o{a complete impact analysis. However, it lacks a reference to a monitoring 
program that will help to ensure compliance with state Water Quality Standards. 

[Kathy Veit NWJP-2-89/1 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency] 

Comment: The EPA would like to see the EIS focus more attention on base-line 
monitoring measurements of water resources. These would provide a detailed description 
of the existing physical, chemical, and biological characteristics of streams, lakes, and 
other water bodies in the planning area. The EIS should provide a quantitative basis to 
judge whether physical and chemical parameters, such as temperature, turbidity, and 
sediment accumulation, will be kept at levels that will protect and fully support designated 
uses and meet Water Quality Standards under each of the action alternatives. The state's 
identification of water bodies with impaired uses (found in the state 303(d) report), as well 
as the magnitude and sources of such impairment, should also be included. 

The monitoring plan should include types of surveys, location and frequency of sampling, 
parameters to be monitored, indicator species, budget, procedures for using data or results 
in project implementation, and availability of results to interested and affected groups. 

The EIS should describe the feedback mechanism which can compare baseline data with 
monitoring results to adjust standard operating procedures; monitoring intensity, and 
protocol at first detection of adverse effects. Provision of such an adjustment process · 
ensures that mitigation strategies will improve in the future and that unforeseen adverse 
effects are identified and minimized. 

The EIS should include a discussion of monitoring for each resource category determined 
to be significant through the scoping process including fisheries and water quality. A 
properly designed monitoring plan will demonstrate how well the preferred alternative 
resolves the identified issues and concerns by measuring the effectiveness of the mitigation 
measures in controlling or minimizing adverse effects. 

[Kathy Veit NWTP-2-89/2 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency] 

Response: BP A has been working with EPA in addressing stormwater runoff issues; we 
believe that an alternative approach addresses the concern. Because this project would be 
covered under the· statewide National Pollution Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) 
general permit for storm water discharges associated with construction, BP A does not feel 
that water sampling (suggested in the comment)is necessary. The NPDES permit 
requires a Storm Water Pollution Prevention plan detailing best management practices that 
will be used during the construction period, but it does not require in-stream monitoring 
before, during, and after construction. The plan will include monitoring the construction 
sites during or immediately after a rain event to ensure that water runoff is not turbid. If 
erosion control measures are not working and sediment is leaving the site, then immediate 
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action will be taken to rectify the problem. BP A is working with the EPA on preparing 
this plan. 

Because of the sensitivity of the water quality along the Lake Whatcom area, BP A plans 
to monitor by conducting follow-up visits (to be determined in the SWPP Plan) along the 
project for 3-5 years after completion of the project to ensure that the right-of-way has 
stabilized and, if not, to determine what additional measures might be needed. 

Comment: Update watershed/water quality data/references. 
[FredMi/ler NWTP-2-98118 

Friends of Lake Whatcom] 

Response: Reference information on water resources have been updated in Chapter 7 of 
the Supplemental DEIS. 

Comment: In their proposal to upgrade the power lines by installing new lattice steel 
towers and by building a new road, .our anxiety centers around the fact that BP A has not 
monitored this water run-off and soil de-stabilization. There are no specific facts or 
documentation in the EIS draft on these sensitive existing conditions. 

· 

[FAIR 94-0085111] 

· Response: BPA is aware ofthe history of erosion problems along the east side ofLake 
Whatcom. Typically, BPA does not do detailed monitoring of soils and water run-off in 
the early EIS/decision-making stage of the project because it would involve. collecting data 
for a numb�r of seasons ahead of the EIS and before alternatives have been developed. If 
culverts should be necessary, BPA might run computer models for the drainage to 
determine appropriate culvert sizes and would work with the Washington Department of 
Fisheries to obtain Hydraulic Permits. 

During construction, BP A will follow Best Man.agement Practices, which will be outlined 
in a Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan (developed in conjunction with EPA and the 
State) to control erosion. BPA also plans to do .follow-up visits along the transmission 
right-of-way for 3-5 years after completion of the project to ensure that the right-of-way 

. . 

has stabilized, and, if not, to determine what additional measures may be needed. 

Please note that many of these practices and regulations are new since the existing 
transmission lines were constructed (the period between 1945 and 1972). 

. -

Note also that failure of existing road drainage structures and the erosion of existing 
access roads are addressed under the Mitigation section for Water Quality. Except for the 
North Shore Drive Alternative, new roads would not be constructed. The existing roads 
would be upgraded to accommodate heavy construction equipment. Failed culverts and 
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surface drainage structures would be re-designed and replaced. Badly eroded sections 
would be repaired and improved to prevent future road failures. For more information, 
please refer to the section on National Pollution Discharge Elimination System (Chapter 4, 
Consultation, Review, and Permits). 

Comment: Chapter 4, page 83. states: "Impacts would primarily be caused by 
construction, and would be short-term with successful erosion control and other mitigative 
measures. However, with ineffective mitigation, impacts would be long-term and 
consequences of erosion, sedimentation, and soil compaction could affect other 
resources." As has been stated above, our experience has been that BP A's record of 
performance in the past has been one of "ineffective mitigation," which has affected other 
resources. What aSsurances do we have that your future actions will be any more 
responsible than those demonstrated in the past? 

· 

[Larry Wasserman NWTP-2-5214 
Skagit System Cooperative] 

Response: EPA's Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan, which will be developed for 
this project, requires BP A to design a run-off prevention plan before starting line 
construction. The Federal NPDES law provides for on-site monitoring during and after 
the completion of construction. This, combined with a joint effort between BP A and the 
State ofWashington to design an adequate access road transportation plan and road 
closure plan, will reduce and may even eliminate unauthorized use of State and BPA on
right-of-way access roads. Soil erosion associated with power-line construction and 
inadequate powerline right-of-way management will be minimized. See also responses to 
comments above. 

Comment: Is the BP A ready to demonstrate that mitigation will be effective by 
correcting the significant problems with the present system, or are your mitigation plans 
merely chums which will allow this proposal to go forward? 

[Larry Wasserman NWTP-2-5215 
Skagit System Cooperative] 

Response: BPA intends to work with each private land owner, Washington State, and the 
counties crossed by the project to correct past right-of-way management deficiencies. The 
BPA Access Road Engineer has met with a representative of Washington State DNRto 
review the road system above Lake Whatcom. The plan is to close permanently those 
roads not needed to construct the new line and to maintain the existing facilities. 

A review of existing drainage . structures along the right-of-way has been completed and 
deficient structures will be replaced. Before any drainage structure work is begun, the 
State ofWashington will conduct a hydraulic permit review of each installation. 
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Comment: [reference to Chapter 4, page 1 13] If "bndges and arch-bridges are preferred 
to culverts", why have they been avoided in this local area? 

{Larry Wasserman NWTP-2-5217 
Skagit System Cooperative] 

Response: The next sentence following "Bridge� �d arch-culverts are preferred to 
culverts. " now reads as follows: 

However, where appropriate, culverts should be big enough to handle 
approximately 50-year floods •. and designed to allow for fish passage. 

All installations (new or replacement of existing units) will be approved by the State of 
Washington through the Hydraulic Permitting process. Culvert designs will be large 
enough to pass a 50-year event. 

Comment: Access Road: Not enough information in the DEIS on the specifics of road 
design.. The culvert on BP A's access road has failed twice during flooding periods causing 
sand and silt to be deposited in [commenter�s] yard and the lake causing a small island to 
be formed. [Commenter feels that] BPA did not design the culvert to be large enough to 
handle the runoff during heavy raining periods. The rock that was placed by BP A was 
also inadequate, river rock that was too small. BP A should analyze the runoff and put in 
the appropriate sized culvert and place large angular type rock in place of the river rock 
such that the rock stays in place. 

· 

[Craig Langager NWTP-2-5314] 

Response: Each new culvert, and the existing culverts that are to be replaced, will be 
sized after a hydraulic study is made of the drainage in which the culvert is placed. New 
installations will be based on a 50-year storm event .rather than the 25-year event called for 
in the Access Road Manual. Each design will be approved by the State of Washington 
through the Hydraulic Permit process. 

If a property owner or a land manager such as the State . requests that an existing culvert 
be modified or replaced, the existing installation will be reviewed and corrected if 
necessary. 

Comment: The DEIS lists several mitigation ideas (page 4/86) to control erosion and · 

run-off such as revegetation, culvert installation and water bars. In addition to these 
items, the DNR would like to see a more aggressive approach in solving the problem: 

1 .  Inventory the existing BP A access road network. Decide which spurs are needed to 
provide minimum functional access to transmission line structures. Then decide which 
spurs are no longer needed. 
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2. Reconstruct spurs that are needed so that they have adequate drainage and road prism 
characteristics. 

3 .  Abandon spurs that are not needed by removing culverts, constructing waterbars, 
·. trenching, contour excavating and revegetating. 

[Brian Davis NWTP-2-5512 
State of Washington, Department of Natural Resources] 

Response: All these suggestions are being seriously considered. The BP A Access Road 
Engineer and Project Manager have met with a representative of the Washington State 
DNR to review the access road system on DNR-managed lands to determine which roads 
could be obliterated, which existing culverts would need to be replaced, and what types of 
revegetation and drainage controls might be used during and after power-line 
construction. They are currently conducting the review as well as studying restoration of 
eroded travelways. 

The BP A Transmission Line Maintenance District in the Bellingham area is also reviewing 
the power-line road system for adequacy to see which roads could be abandoned. 

Comment: I couldn't get any answers then [during a visit with BPA] either about 
crossovers, about runoff, about specs, about how the road is going to be built with what 
material. So there doesn't seem to be any attention to detail in here to answer our . 
questions. 

[Craig Langager · NWTP-2-57112] 

Response: The project DEIS was assembled before the BP A Access Road Engineers site 
visits. During the year prior to assembly of the Construction Specification, the access 
road design is produced and completed. Specifics concerning project road design cannot 
be assem�led until the center line survey has been completed and the new tower sites . 
located. BP A does have a stan dar� access road construction specification that can be 
made available, but the specification would not have site-speCific information until the 
road design is complete. 

Other less specific items, such as road-width/prism and general access road design items, 
are listed within the Supplemental DEIS, in Chapter 4. However, new culvert location 
and sizing, water bar or cross drainage locations, new road location, and rock quantities 
depend on tower location. 

A review ofthe existing drainage and relief culverts has been completed; however, new 
culvert designs will not be completed until drainage hydraulics studies are finished and the 
towers are located. Some of the existing culverts may be removed if roads to existing 
structure sites are deemed unnecessary when the new line design is finished. 
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Comment: DNR's concerns on segments EF&G inside watershed. Two mainline logging 
roads: Mirror Lake and Haner Mountain. Numerous power line access roads take off 
from logging roads. BP A roads are in bad repair, in some eases small streams run down 
roads; erosion, drainage impact on logging roads which are lower than BP A roads. Also 
recreational vehicles cause erosion on BP A roads. Erosion damage from BP A access 
caused DNR to fix roads at their cost. Take care of erosion problems during construction 
phase .ofthis project. Work together to solve this problem. 

[Brian Davis NWTP-2-98117 
State of Washington, Department of Natural Resources 1 

Response: The BP A Access Road Engineer and the Project Manager have met with a 
representative of the Washington State DNR to discuss access road closure and erosion 
control within these segments of the project. New Storm Water Pollution Prevention laws 
require that BP A design a mitigation plan before begiiming power-line construction. The 
new law provides on-site monitoring by.officials to make sure that the line construction 
contractor complies with the law and follows the pollution prevention design. 

Existing access roads that can be closed will be eliminated so that the erosion gullies now 
present in so many of the roads will be removed. These roads will be reseeded with a seed 
mixture approved by the State. 

The State ofWashington and the Whatcom County Parks Department are now studying 
road closures in these segments. 

Comment: The DEIS does recognize that permanent stream crossing utilizing a bridge is 
the preferred alternative over a culvert. It also recognizes the need for a crossing facility. 
It should be noted that some existing crossings make use of simply fording equipment 
through the stream. Olsen Creek, a Lake Whatcom tributary, is an example. This type of 
use can be detrimental to downstream fish habitats, particularly during spawning and 
incubation periods. 

[Arthur Stendal NWTP-2-8711 
State of Washington, Department of Wildlife 1 

Response: Olsen Creek will not be crossed by power-line construction equipment. The 
access roa<l construction summary (which is part <?fthe access road construction 
specification) will contain a note which specifies that no construction equipment will travel 
on right-of-way within "X" number offeet (usually 1 5-30 m [50 ft.-100 ft.]) ofthe creek's 
edge. That is now standard practice. 

Where alternative access is available, and the cost of the lost time to use alternative access 
is less than that of constructing a stream crossing that is environmentally acceptable, the 
alternative access route shall be used. 
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Comment: It was noted in the review of the DEIS that Bonneville Power is proposing 
that culvert installations be sized to handle a 25-year stonn event. It should be pointed 
out that the standard to which Department of Wildlife conditions a Hydraulic .Project 
Approval require a facility sized to pass a 50-year stonn event. 

[Arthur Stendal NWTP-2-87/3 
State of Washington, Department of Wildlife] · 

Response: BP A typically sizes to a 50-year event, but there may be conditions that 
warrant even larger culverts than those required to pass a 50-year stonn. Conditions such 
as the possibility of debris flows can necessitate culverts possibly twice the size called for 
by a computer-modeled design. Each. individual culvert to be placed will be field-checked 
after the office design is completed and before the hydraulic permit is applied for. 

Comment: [Commenter was] concerned that long tenn soil disturbance on an old 
network of logging roads-particularly in the Smith Creek area--was not addressed in the 
DEIS. [Commenter] fears activity; such as heavy equipment transport,. in that area and 
other areas with old logging roads will lead to further deterioration of the land and nearby 
streams. 

[Fred Miller NWTP-2-45/ 1 
Friends of Lake Whatcom] 

Response: Historically, past logging and associated road construction practices have lead 
to destabilization of slopes, debris flows, increased erosion, and associated sedimentation 
of Smith Creek and Lake Whatcom. BPA and its contractors would upgrade existing 
transmission line access roads for construction and maintenance purposes. The network 
of abandoned logging roads would not be used in construction or maintenance of this 
project and would not be subject to further degradation due to transmission line 
construction or maintenance activities. 

Comment: Primarily, the biggest concern, I think was somewhat addressed, is soil 
disturbance and erosion. The environmental impact statement seems to think of that as a 
one time, one season event that would happen during the construction phase only. I didn't 
see in the environmental impact statement enough serious treatment of the long tenn 
[erosion] impacts nor the acceptance of responsibility for those impacts by the proponents 
of the project. 

[Fred Miller NWTP-2-57127&28 
Friends of Lake Whatcom] 

Response: Sh.ort-tenn increases in erosion are likely to occur where soils ate disturbed by 
road reconstruction, structure site preparation, and clearing. These increases are greatest · 
during and immediately after construction until revegetation, run-off, and erosion controls 
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become established: Long-term changes in run-off would occur where roads are widened, 
vegetation cleared, and the landscape altered. This would be most prevalent within the 
North Shore Road alternative and Alternative HI . IncreaSed run-off, if not mitigated, 
could intensify erosion, including debris flows, and increase stream sedimentation. 
However, most disturbance will occur within an existing transmission corridor, and 
proposed mitigation would minimize run-off, erosion, and sedimentation over the life of 
the proj ect. For additional information please refer to the permits section in Chapter 4 
(Section 5, Permits for Discharges into Waters of the United States) for information on 

-National Discharge Elimination System (NPDES). 

Comment: When we work in public sector projects though,. we have to bid and take the 
least cost bid. Then bid specifications ought to be written straight from the kind of 
comments that are coming through on the EIS. And maybe a bid specification has to be 
written in a way that people haven't done before that asks that the contractors or operators 
should take extra care for the following items: That they should be responsible to come 
back six months, twelve months, two years, five years after the proj ect and ensure that 
their work has not caused adverse impact. [erosion] 

[Fred Miller NWTP-2-57 /29 
Friends of Lake Whatcom] 

Response: Concerns raised during the environmentaVcomment phase of the project are 
reflected in refining proposed mitigation, design, specifications, and construction. As part 
of its maintenance activities, BP A takes full responsibility for the project and continues to 
monitor the facilities and the right-of-way for the life of the line. If mitigation were not 
successful, BP A would fix/redo those items (erosion) that cause problems to land 
owners/regulators and BPA. BPA will specifically monitor for· water-quality-related 
problems for 3 - 5 years as part of its SWP Plan. If a construction alternative is selected, 
BP A will prepare an Impact Mitigation Monitoring Plan which will guide construction and 
maintenance phases of the proj ect. These documents are available to the public. 
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Comment: [St. Clair Route] The wetland boundaries shown on Figure 16  do not agree 
with our 1.990 wetlands maps. Photocopies of these maps are' attached. 

[Patricia Decker NWTP-2-90/3 
City of Bellingham, Planning & Community Development Dept.] 

Response: Figure 16  (now Figure 15) shows wetlands within the project area. Changes 
h·ave been made to reflect the maps that you sent us. 

Comment: Chapter 4/10 1 :  Please discuss impacts of permanent vegetation loss in 
wetlands due to clearing beneath lines. 

[Patricia Decker NWTP-2-90/8 
City of Bellingham, Plaiming & Community Development Dept.] 

Response: A permanent loss of vegetation due to clearing beneath the lines is not 
expected. BP A does not routinely use herbicides on transmission line rights-of-way in the 
Bellingham area. Puget Power does use herbicides and would get the appropriate permits 
prior to application. Impact on wetland vegetation beneath the corridor is expected to be 
indirect and temporary. -Where construction activities take place near wetlands, wetland 
boundaries will be staked and flagged by a wetland specialist before access roads are 
located and construction activities begin and will be avoided by construction activities. 
Where unavoidable impacts on wetland vegetation occur beneath the transmission line, 
revegetation will be completed. Some danger trees may have to be removed where the 
transmission line crosses a forested wetland. If danger trees are removed in these areas, 
they would be selectively cut, a temporary, direct impact on a wetland. No danger trees 
are indicated in wetlands along the corridor, and no impacts on wetland vegetation are 
expected. 

Comment: If the project will result in unavoidable wetland impacts, Ecology 
recommends preparation of a: mitigation plan which includes information on: the goals 
and objectives, construction details (including schedule), the hydrologic· regime, 

· 

revegetation plans, monitoring plan, contingency plans, buffers, the estimated cost, and 
bonding. 

[Vemice Santee NWTP-2-99/3&5 
State of Washington, Department of Ecology] 

Response: · A mitigation plan that would address these issues w� not included because 
wetlands would mostly be avoided and because the Army Corps of Engineers indicated 
that no such plan would be required. However, BP A may consider working with the state 
and .or county as_the project develops. Also, a Mitigation Action Plan will be prepared; it 
will address any unavoidable wetlands impacts. 
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Comment: In light ofthis, project proponents should contact the members or"the 
Squalicum Floodplain Project to make sure the Bellingham Substation and other project 
components do not fiustrate their efforts. 

[Vemice Santee NWTP-2-9914 
State of Washington, Department of Ecology] 

Response: We talked to Kimberly Hyatt of the Squalicum Floodplain Project on February 
28, 1994. There appears to be no conflict between their project and BPA's proposal. 
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Comment: With regard to wildlife and particularly to federally protected species the 
document is flawed and does not adequately address the impacts to these species. My 
specific comments follow: -

1 .  There is no verification given that the conclusions presented in this document 
have been reviewed by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) and if that 
agency concurs with the analysis. 

2. The Spotted Owl is a federally listed species that has not been addressed in the 
document. There have been several reports of Spotted Owls on the north side 
of Lake Whatcom. 

3 .  The data and correspondence used in this document appears to be from 1992 
and has not been updated to reflect the current situation in 1995. An example 
of this is statements that the closest Marbled Murrelet nesting area is Verlot 
when in fact murrelets have been encountered in tributaries to the Middle and 
South Forks of the Nooksack River. There is suitable habitat for murrelet 
nesting in the Lake Whatcom watershed that has not been addressed in this 
document. 

4. Other Federal, State and private projects with much less potential impact have 
conducted thorough field surveys that have verified the presence of protected 
species. This project has done no field surveys to document the presence or 
use of the project vicinity by federally protected species. 

The minimum requirement to address this issue adequately is to conduct two seasons of 
field surveys to determine the presence of these species. The next step is to clearly 
determine the potential impacts on these species, including the use of helicopters in the 
area, heavy machinery, etc. and how to avoid impacts to target species. Any less effort 
than stated here would be a violation of the Endangered Species Act and intentional 
disregard of the protocol for a project of this magnitude. 

[Steve Wight NWIP-04-022] 

Response:· BP A has reinitiated informal consultation with USFWS to obtain an updated 
list of threatened· and endangered species. Insert 23 has a copy of a letter from BP A t the 
USFWS requesting an update on listed species in the project area and a July 13, 1995 
letter from USFWS with an updated list of threatened. and endangered species that might 
occur in the project area. USFWS is reviewing the amended BioloSical Assessment and 
an official concurrence letter is expected in the next two weeks. One bald eagle nest is · 

within 0.8 km (0..5 mile) of the transmission line. In a worst case, construction would not 
take place between January 1 and August 15, the critical nesting time for bald eagles. 

There are also four potential areas of suitable marbled murrelet habitat within 0.8 km (0.5 -
mile) of the transmission line. In a worst case, BP A will not construct in those areas from 
April 1 ., August 5, the core breeding season for the marbled murrelet. Activities within 
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the right-of-way corridor occurring between August 6 and September 1 5·, which is within 
the breeding season, but outside the core breeding season, would occur within two hours 
after sunrise or two hours prior to sunset. BP A has concluded the project is not likely to 
adversely affect the bald eagle or marbled murrelet or their habitat. 

Comment: If you move the corridor east, my home will be affected. I see deer, rabbits, 
and grouse on our property on a daily basis. If you move the corridor, hundreds of acres 
of trees will be cut down and you will be taking the homes of these animals. I do not want 
to see these animals, or any other animals die due to needless acts. 

[MeganMorehouse NWTP-04-020] 

Response: BPA's proposal (preferred choice) is to rebuild an existing 230-kV wood pole 
line which is now located on the west side of the existing corridor. A steel tower double
circuit 230-kV line would be built on the sam� cleared right-of-way under the proposed 
plan. BPA prefers this option because it avoids most of the impacts you have described. 

Comment: We question the right of power companies to do construction near existing 
eagle ne_sts when the average person would not be allowed to do so. 

[Jon and DenaFieurichamp NWTP-04-010] 

Response: The closest eagle nest is 0.8 m (0.5 mi) from the transmission line. It is BPA's 
finding that disturb�ces half a mile and greater would not adversely affect the bald eagle 
(Biological Assessment, Appendix D of the EIS). BPA has consulted with USFWS and 
they have concurred with our findings (Appendix D, Final EIS). 

Comment: 6. The EIS does not address the future problems in Canada concerning 
Canada's own fish enhancement problems and the concerns of Canada's First Nations 
Peoples about the. implications of the project. 

[Martin Eifrig NWTP-04-0 15 
FAIR (Families Against Increased Risk)] 

Response: Any inputs to Canada, as a result of the action, are subject to the provisions of 
Executive Order 121 14, DOE guidelines for implementing that Executive Order. (See 10 
C.F.R. § 102 1 . 1 02.) 

Comment: [reference Chapter 4, page ,1 13]  We are also unclear as to what you mean 
by "allow for fish passage". What species and what life history stages are you allowing to 
pass and how do you establish whether or not your design works? 

Insert !.9 - Comments and Responses 
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Response: We consider fish passage as meaning all species and life stages that would 
normally occupy the stream reach in question. We assume that with proper installation of 
culverts (proper gradient and size), fish passage will occur. 

Comment: Since the preferred window of construction has potential to encompass both 
time periods {spring and fall), special effort should be made to address the potential 
impacts that can result from activities associated with the stream crossings. 

[Arthur Stendal NWTP-2-8712 
State of Washington, Department of Wildlife 1 

Response: We recognize the importance of reducing impacts at stream crossing and have 
developed mitigating measures (and will have a Mitigation Action Plan) that would apply 
to all seasons and with view towards long-term as well as short-term impacts. 

Comment: Use of a helicopter within 112 mile of an active (eagle) nest during the critical 
portion of the nesting season could have impacts to birds which would be more significant 
than ground based equipment on the right-of-way. Should this alternative of construction 
be used, extreme care should be taken to assure that no flight paths closer than 112 mile 
are used, and at no time should a flight path over the nest sites be .taken. 

[Arthur Stendal NWTP-2-8714 
State of Washington, Department of Wildlife 1 

Response: We share your concern regarding the active bald eagle nest about 0.8 km 
(05 mi.) from the coJT!dor. Construction would not take place between January 1 and 
August 15, the critical nesting time for bald eagles. (See earlier response.) 

Comment: I do not approve any plan that will impact salmon habitat in even a moderate 
manner. Salmon. are on the verge of extinction having been deprived of their spawning 
grounds by one (moderate) impact after another. Enough is enough! 

[Robert L. Lorenzo NWTP-02-033131 

Response: BP A is working with other Federal, state, and local agencies and groups to 
refine mitigating-measures that would mirumize impacts on salmon habitat. An advantage 
of rebuilding existing lines instead ofbuilding new ones is that a rebuild requires much less 
clearing, road construction, and ground disturbance which can contribute to impacts on 
sensitive resources. 

Comment: In addition, the EIS should reveal the locations of spawning habitat with 
respect to stream crossings in the project area. If project activities are occurring 
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coincident with spawning of anadromous fish, extra mitigation measures should be put in 
place so that the fish habitat is not disturbed. 

[Kathy Veit NWTP-2-8913 
· U.S. Environmental Protection Agency]

. 

Response: Figure 20 - Resident and Anadromous Fish Habitat has been revised to show 
where anadromous fish spawning and rearing occurs at or downstream from crossings 
(river segment with anadromous fish). If work should occur at or near these_ crossings, 
mitigation would be developed in conjunction with fish and natural resource agencies. 
(See the Mitigation Plan for details.) 
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Comment: Tower 5214 - Murray-Bellingham: Place the new tower considering line of 
sight from Ray and his son's residence for minimal visual impact. 

- [Ray Tompkins SWOH-1] 

Comment: I prefer single pole towers for visual reasons. 
[Ray Tompkins SWOH-2] 

Comment: I don't like having to look out from my home at a new big tower. 
[Dennis Rittall SWOH-23} 

Comment: I am concerned about the view from my home. I would like you to build a 
monolithic tower (steel pole) design. 

[Ray Tompkins SWOH-26} 

Response: BPA's proposal is to use double-circuit 230-kV lattice steel towers in place of 
the existing wood pole line. These structures have a similar appearance and in most 
locations would be located opposite the existing 500-kV towers. Visual impacts created 
by this project will be mitigated by minimizing the amount of clearing and where possible 
locating the new towers to where they will be screened from existing residences. It is 
BPA's opinion that the monolithic steel pole design is visually more prominent than lattice. 
They also have shorter span lengths and thus are more numerous. 

After field investigations and communications with Ray Tompkins, the tower in question 
has been moved, in order to minimize visual impacts, to the satisfaction of the landowner. 

Comment: At one point, it [the DEIS] said that higher towers might seem to be visually 
disturbing, or whatever the term was, in the beginning but that effect would be mitigated 
as time went by. Well, the towers aren't going to shrink. I don't see how the visual effect 

. is going to be mitigated. 

Similar comments received from: 

[David Davis NWTP-2-5717} 

[Todd Crossman NWTP-2-57125 
David Davis NWTP-2-98119} 

Response: The towers; of course, will not shrink. However, impacts associated with 
transmission lines are related to an individual's perception of the lines which can vary 
widely, based on social, political, economic and other factors. Generally people think of 
transmission lines as unattractive, but after the line is built, the line becomes a part of the 
visual setting. 
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Comment: The City requests additional analysis of the taller towers along the Lake 
Whatcom hillside. This analysis should discuss landscaping alternatives such as taller trees 
outside of the danger zone which screen the base of the towers and selective planting of 
lower growing trees and larger shrubs within the right-of-way. 

[Patricia Decker NWTP-2-9011 
City of Bellingham, Planning & Community Development Dept.] 

Response: Planting of trees and shrubs to mitigate impacts has been used successfully in -

limited situations. When design and tower locations are finalized, site-specific mitigation 
measures can be identified. This may include saving or topping of existing trees and (in 
special situations) may include plantings of trees/shrubs. Should this be planned, BPA 
would work with the city, as well as with landowners along the right-of-way. 

- Comment: Taller towers are proposed in City of Bellingham designated View Sensitive 
Areas. Impacts of these towers on views from the east should be addressed. 

[Patricia Decker NWTP-2-9014 
City of Bellingham, Planning & Community Development Dept.] 

Response: Although not specifically addressed, they would be similar to impacts 
described in the Puget Power discussion in Chapter 4, Section E, Part 7 (Visual 
Resources). The towers would be about 1 .5 m (5 ft.) taller than the existing towers. 

Comment: Another of our major concerns is the visual impact of taller towers. We 
request that the tower height be no greater than the existing towers along the L, M, N 
corridor segmenis, if you chose to implement the project along that corridor. 

[Ray & Dolly Tompkins NWTP-2-6714] 

Response: Please see the disc�ssion of visual impacts in Chapter 4. Tower heights, 
terrain/side slope, clearing of trees, and amount of new access roads needed were all 
included in the visual impact comparisons of the different alternatives. Visual impacts 
created by this project will be mitigated by minimizing the amount of clearing and where 
possible locating the new towers to where they wiD t>e screened from existing residences. 

BPA is proposing to build Option 1 which would be about 10 meters (32 ft) taller.than the 
existing 500-kV structure in segments L, M, and N. It is about the same height as the 
taller of the two 500-kV structures in the other parts of the corridor. 

Comment: Disagrees with BPA's statement that they have danger trees on their property 
- wants trees to remain for buffer (visual). 
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Response: Trees on the commenter's property have already been designated as danger 
trees for purposes of recent maintenance work. BP A will also complete a Danger Tree 
Analysis for the existing and also for the proposed line. This analysis will tell us where 
there are trees that could potentially be hazardous to the new and existing transmission 
lines. 
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Comment: We strongly oppose any project that raises (increases electric fields) the 
existing power lines higher than they already are. For years we have grown grass hay in a 
field that your lines cross. The grass hay planted under the existing lines that cross our 
property does not grow at the same rate as that planted on the rest of the field. 

[Jon and Dena Fleurichamp NWTP-04-0101 

Response: Appendix C; page 4, of the SDEIS discusses research relating to crop growth 
and transmission lines. BPA's research has found that crop growth is not noticeably 
affected by even the largest transmission ll!tes. 

Comment: The proposal will cause a loss of timber growing land. 
[Charles F. Lappenbusch Sr. NWTP-04-002 1 

Response: No timberland will be removed from production for the proposed project if 
Option 1, the preferred alternative, is selected. Two of the three location alternatives (HI 
and the North Shore Road alternatives) would, however, remove timberland· from 
production. Alternative HI would permanently remove 20 hectares (5 1 acres) from 
production, and the North Shore Road Alternative would require 28.3 hectares (70 acres) 
of private forestland to be permanently removed from production. 

With respect to compensatory damages paid for marketable timber removed from 
forestlands, fair market value is prud for all timber to be cut on new rights-of-way, as well 
as for any trees off the right-of-way that need to be cut for construction purposes or that 
pose a danger of falling into the line or across access roads. A line crossing forestland 
generally leaves little value to the property for its intended use; therefore, fair market 
compensation for a transmission line easements across forestlands may be close to full fee 
value. 

It is unlikely that any of the alternative location would be selected for this proposed 
project. BPA's preferred alternative for BPA's portion of the proposed project is Option 
1 .  Option 1 is confined to the existing transmission corridor. 

Comment: I'm curious how BPA has addressed the recent issue of environmental justice 
in this document. 

[Ellen Russell . NWTP-04-00 11 

Response: BP A considered the issues and directives of the Executive Order on 
Environmental Justice (Executive Order 12898} in developing the public participation plan 
for this proposed project, in accordance with the Department of Energy's (DOE's) interim 
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guidance for implementing the Executive Order. Local government agencies were 
contacted to determine if any economically disadvantaged or minority group were known 
to exist within the project area. None were identified. 

Even though the proposed action did not appear to affect any economically disadvantaged · 
or minority group, BP A reached out to the community-at-large to inform the public and to 
solicit input on the proposed action. BP A developed a mailing list to keep the affected 
landowners and other interested publics up-to-date as to the status of the proposed project 
as well as to inform them of the availability of environmental documents and any 
upcoming public meetings that were to be held within the project area. BP A placed ads in 
local and regional newspapers that encompassed the project area and also provided the 
local media with press releases and public service announcements with information 
regarding how the public could participate in the decision-making process. These 
additional actions did not reveal any new information regarding the existence of 
populations related to environmental justice issues. 

I . 

BP A did consider the Executive Order on Environmental Justice on this proposal and 
determined that no further measures were warranted, beyond those which are normally 
undertaken, due to the lack of any minority or low-income population being present within 
the zone of impact of the proposed project. 

Comment: You could improve the proposal by: Replacement of timber giowing land to 
the owners of "Deslgnated Forest Land" to grow Douglas fir plywood and timber which 
contributes to all four of the physiological needs of all living people. 

[Charles F. Ldppenbusch Sr. NWTP-04-002} 

Response: No forestlands woUld be removed from production if Option . 1  (Proposed) is 
selected. Two of the three route alternatives (Hl and North Shore Road) would, 
however, remove timberland .from production. In addition to compensating landowners 
for the timber removed for construction of the line, BP A compensates landowners for the 
value of forestland or agricultural land removed from production. With regard to 
replacing timberland removed from production, it is up to the landowner's discretion how 
she/he would use the moneys from BPA. In some instances a landowner may wish.to 
purchase land to grow timber;. or a landowner may have other needs. BP A does not 
specify how monetary compensation paid to the landowner� should be used 

Comment: I think the analysis would be better if you: "compared it with Microsoft 
problems of buying another company." 

[Charles F. Lappenbusch Sr. NWTP-04-002} 

Response: The environmental analysis for the proposed project: (i) covers the purpose 
and need for action; (ii) identifies the affected environment; (iii) documents the impacts of 
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the proposed project and alternatives on the human environment; and (iv) identifies 
possible mitigation measures that would reduce significant impacts to levels below 
significance, if possible. Other subjects are outside of the scope of the proposed project. 

Comment: Sociological Relativity - When you help yourself will you then help your 
neighbor? 

[Charles F. Lappenbusch Sr. NWTP-04�002] 

Response: It- is not clear what the commenter intends by his question. As an agency of 
the Federal government, BPA is engaged in public service. 

Comment: The DEIS (pages 4/133 and 4/134) says that the existing transmission line has 
already imposed land use limitations along the right-of-way. The DNR is aware of the 
existing limitations. The DEIS further states.that the project is not expected to "alter · 

significantly" the impacts on land use and reso�rces on or off the right-of-way. Regardless 
of significance, the DNR needs to know specifically the alteration to current land use 
limitations that this project would cause. 

[Brian Davis NWTP-2-5511 
State of Washington, Department of Natural Resources] 

Response: The only alteration to current land use limitations on the right-of-way would 
apply to agriculture, specifically to operation of farm implements along or across the right
of-way. The new transmission li!le would have longer spans (about 350 m (1150 ft.)) than 
the one it would replace (typically 180 m (600 ft.)), and the new structures would mostly 
be located next to the existing 500-kV structures. With fewer structures, and the fact that 
they would be sited in relatively close proximity to the other structures in the transmission 
corridor, maneuvering farm machinery in the affected fields should be easier than what is 
currently experienced. All other land use limitations within the existing right-of-way 
would remain the same as they are for the existing transmission line. 

With respect to any areas off the right-of-way that would need to be acqui�ed for the 
proposed project, e.g., (i) the North Shore Alternative, (ii) the HI Alternative; and/or 
(iii) for any minor additions to the existing right-of-way because of the need to acquire 
new access roads, install dead end structures and/or guy wires, these new rights would 
need to be purchased by BP A. Land use restrictions that would apply to any new 
transmission line rights-of-way would be the same as for those that currently exist. 

Comment: I wasn't sure if anyone said anything about how this is going to put wear and 
tear on North Shore Road with running that much equipment up and down the road. 

[FredMiller NWTP-2-57132] 
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Response: Construction of the proposed project would entail hauling heavy equipment, 
tower steel and other materials on local area roads. Heavy loads would likely require 
multi-axle vehicles to avoid or at least to minimize the potential for damage to these local 

. area roadways. 

At this time, BP A has not made a decision to build the proposed project. This process 
will only be initiated after a decision on the part ofBPA to build the project. It would be 
premature, therefore, to speculate on the origin of the necessary materials such as concrete 
and tower steel that would be used to construct the project. It is also not yet known what 
roads would be affected by construction-related vehicles. Nevertheless, it is highly 
probable, whatever the source of materials, that North Shore Drive, which is a public road 
and which parallels the north shore of Lake Whatcom, would be used by the construction 
contractor and subcontractors, assuming the proposed project will be built. 

With respect to any liability resulting from damages to local area roadways incurred during 
.the construction process, BP A holds each of its contractors responsible for any unusual 
damage caused by, or that results from, those construction activities: If, however, the 
affected local government entity is not satisfied with the remediation effort offered, then 
BP A retains the ultimate responsibility to attempt to satisfy the local government entity. 

Co1,11ment: Moreover, improving access to existing generation (e.g., Canadian 
hydropower) will facilitate Puget Power's ability to purchase power at a reasonable cost. 
Keeping power costs low is a benefit to . our ratepayers, particularly to those of moderate 
means or on fixed incomes. This benefit should be discussed in the DEIS. 

[John Campion NWTP-2-84111 
Puget Sound Power & Light Co.} 

· Response: Gaining access to Canadian hydropower is the need to which Puget Power's 
joint sponsorship and proportional share of Northern Intertie capacity is directed. This is 
discussed in Chapter I ,  under the purpose and need discussions. 

Comment: Do landowners get compensated for loss of crops, compaction, etc: caused 
by construction activities? 

[Pat Zitka NWTP-2-98-15} 

Response: Compensation will be made to any landowner/farmer whose crops are 
damage� by construction-related activities, including both pre-construction and post
construction activities. Where soils have been compacted by construction activities, 
farmers will also be compensated for the cost of loosening the soil by subsoiling, for loss 
of production, and for replanting. 
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Comment: Of the choices offered, I do not like: . Removal of people from their property, 
compensation is not everything you know. 

[Robert L. Lorenzo NWTP-02-03311} 
Response: By rebuilding existing lines rather than building new ones, removing homes 
can be avoided. 

Comment: It says in chapter 2, page 29, in the larger edition of the EIS that, under the 
improved noise levels for BPA Option 3, there would be no appreciable difference in 
degree of impact among the three design options. I think that [ . . .  ] a larger tower: is going 
to have a bigger impact, it's an appreciable impact, than a smaller tower. 

[DavidDavis NWTP-2-5718} 

Response: The commenter is referencing the Social and Economic discussion, which 
does not include visual impacts. (These are covered separately.) The commenter is 
correct: larger towers will generally be more noticeable than shorter ones. See 
Visual/Recreation impacts discussion in Chapter 4. 
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Comment: My house may need to be bought and removed by BP A for the North Shore 
Alternative. My house is presently for sale. What do I disclose to potential buyers? 

{Billy Powell BOH-23] 

Response: BPA proposes to rebuild the new 230-kV double-circuit line on the same 
alignment as the existing 230-kV line. The North Shore Alternative was analyzed but not 
selected as the preferred location. IfBP A were to construct the North Shore Alternative, 
and require the acquisition ofland rights needed for the new right-of-way, including your 
residence, then the owner/occupant of the residence would be offered fair market value 
plus relocation assistance. With regard to your last question, BP A cannot give legal 
advice. 

Comment: I don't think you paid my grandfather enough when you bought the existing 
R-0-W easements. BPA's transmission lines encumber 2.4 acres of our property, we pay 
taxes on it, but we can't use the property. 

[Will Lappenbusch NWTP-04-013] 

Respons.e: As a Federal agency, BPA must offer landowners fair market value for any 
land rights that it proposes to acquire. BP A paid fair market value for this property in July 
1972. Landowners are entitled to any uses of the easement area that do not conflict with 
BPA's property rights. If any landowner feels that their assessed value is too high within 
the tra.r'l.smission line easement area, he or she may wish to call the assessor's office and 
talk to the appraiser for an explanation of how the assessed value was determined. In 
Whatcom County, where your grandparent's property is located, you have two 
opportunities to challenge the assessed value. The first is when you receive your Notice 
of Assessed Value from the assessor's office. You must contact the assessor's office . 
within 30 days ofreceiptofthe Notice ifyou feel this value is excessive. The assessor's 
office has the authority to change the assessed value without going through the Board of 
Equalization if you have adequate support for the reduction. Your second opportunity is 
to file a petition with the Board of Equalization. This petition must be filed by July 1 to 
schedule [a hearing] for the current year. Any change to the assessed value as a res4lt of 
the hearing will affect the following year's taxes. 

Comment: Puget Sales multiple listings real estate sales agreement contains a section on 
hazards such as landfills. One question in this section ask if the listed property is close to 
power lines. 

[Sharon Hoojhagi� D. V.AI. NWTP-04-017] 
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Response: The project is not expected to cause overall long-term adverse effects on 
property values along the existing right-of-way. 

Although the State of Washington has no standard real estate contract, they do have a 
new regulation regarding disclosure. The 'State ofWashirigton's Real Property Transfer 

. Disclosure Statement (Chapter 64.06 RCW) became effective on January 1,  1995. The 
Disclosure Statement serves as a notice to prospective buyers of residential real estate of 
any known defects associated with the property. Although there is no specific reference 
to ·powerlines, the seller must . disclose under Section 1D, Title, if there are any rights-of
way, easements, or access limitations that may affect the owner's use of the property. 

BP A recorded the easement documents for this project when the land rights were 
acquired. For those landowners who have transmission line easements across their 
property, these.easements will be noted on schedule B of their title policy. Recording the 
easements and the physical presence of the transmission lines serves as public notice. 

Comment: What impacts will the new line have on my property? 
[Susanne Jenkins NWTP-04-012 1 

Response: BPA as discussed the impact ofthe proposed line on a new home being built 
by the Jenkins. Their primary concern is visual impact. If constructed as Option 1, the 
new facility would have sonie visual impacts. However, of the transmission options 
looked at, Option 1 would have the least visual impacts because it uses the smaller 230-kV 
double circuit towers (compared to the 5oo.:.kv double circuit towers in Options 2, 3, and· 
4). The new 230-kV structures would be downslope of the existing 500-kV line. The 
tower top elevation of the new lines would therefore be lower than that of the existing 
500-kV towers, keeping visual impacts to a minimum. 

Comment: (5) We are aware of the pros and_ cons oflnitiative 164. Some ask for a less 
ambiguous and more effective law. No matter how the proposed law is writteri, your 
"taking" of our property, health, and welfare is a classic case for this law. Yours is a first 
class "takings" without proper justification or showing of real cause. 

[Craig Langager NWTP-04-009 1 

Response: Initiative 164 does not apply to BP A's use of its �ment property rights. 
This initiative relates to regulation of private property. The Ballot Summary for Initiative 
1 64 to the Legislature is as follows: · 

This measure would prohibit regulation of private property without prior analysis 
of the regulation's economic impact and would limit regulation to that having the 
least private impact necessary to the regulation' s  purpose. Many regulations-for 
public benefit would be defined as takings, and would require compensation for 
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reduction in prop.erty value. Private property includes land, improvements, water 
rights, ·and crops, including forest products. Successful plaintiffs enforcing this 
measure would be entitled to attorney fees. 

Compensation is not an issue, since BPA purchased easements for the transmission line 
right-of-way many years ago. Land rights needed for new right-of-way (if any) will be 
appraised, and landowners will be compensated for the value of the property. BP A 
imposes no restrictions outside the transmission line right-of-way, although occasionally 
we cut danger trees outside of the right-of-way . 

Comment: Property values have decreased with the increased public awareness of the 
problemS associated with powerlines. 

· 

[Sharon Hoojnagi� D. V.AI. NWTP-04-017] 

Comment: I do not want my property value to be diminished because of public concerns 
over possible· health impacts to property along a transmission line; 

[Kathy Klemmer NWTP-04-012] 

Comment: My property value will decrease as a direct result of EMF. 
[Ray Tompkins 

· 

SWOH-5] 

Comment: We're in the process ofbuilding a new home at 56-B Highway 9, property· 
that will be affected by this project. There isn't any doubt that this new power line will 
further devalue or property. Are you prepared to compensate accordingly? 

[Milton and Susan Jenkins NWTP-04-018] 

Comment: So there's nothing really in this environmental impact statement that deals 
with property devaluation, trying to sell your home or what the EMF's from these taller 
towers will do to the people around there. 

Similar comments from: 

[Todd Crossman NWTP-2-57126} 

[Craig Langager NWTP-2-5311 
David Davis NWTP-2-57 19 

Terry & Lori Bierman NWTP-2-9211 
Brian Davis NWTP-2-98113 

State of Washington, Department of Natural Resources] 

Response: As stated in the DEIS, the existing transmission line has already imposed land 
use limitations on the farm, forest, and residential properties along the right-of-way by the 
physical presence of the lines and towers, as well as through use limitations impo8ed by 
the original easement documents. Rebuilding the transmission line is not expected to alter 
the long-term salability or value of the various properties along the right-of-way. See 
Social and. Economic Considerations discussed in Chapter 4. 
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Comment: I am under the impression that houses are being bought by the utility 
company because of EMF - is this true? 

- [Mark Nusslock NWTP-2-9819] 

Response: BPA is not purchasing any houses because ofEMF. The only potential new 
right-of-way is on Segment HI, the North Shore Road Alternative, and small portions of 
parcels at two or three locations that might be needed for Option 3 .  If the new right-of
way boundaries include the physical taking of any houses, the landowners will be offered 
fair market value for their homes, as well as relocation benefits. . 

Comment: Legal agreements of previous easements do not include taller towers or new 
towers - a new agreement must be drawn up with present landowners. 

{David Davis NWTP-2-98116] 

Similar coinment from: [Craig Langager .NWTP-2-5312] 

Response: BP A's easements include the right to rebuild the existing transmission lines. 
There are no limitations regarding replacing the old towers with ·new towers or height 
limitations of the towers. Therefore, there are· no additional rights that need to be 
acquired from the landowners to rebuild the existing transmission lines. 
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Comment: Wire fences under the lines create nuisance shocks (pfetty hot). 
· 

[Sharon Hoofnagle BOH-32} 

Comment: The existing lines crackle and pop and produce shocks. When will this stop? 
Increasing the power flows will increase this . 

[Tom Lingbloon BOH-35]. 

Response: .BPA has provided project options that will either not increase noise levels 
(Options 1 and 2) or will significantly reduce them (all other options). In addition, none of 
the proposed options are expected to increase the level of nuisance shocks which currently 
exist on the transmission line corridor. Please see discussions in Chapter 4 of the SDEIS 
on Noise and TV/Radio Interference and on Health and Safety. 

Comment: You have covered Scoping and Major Issues except one. What if our TV. 
signals are effected? What will you do about it? Due to your power lines, my neighbors 
do not have TV. reception. Fortunately, at this time I do. With the change in voltage and 
towers, if my signal is effected, as in my neighbor's case, what happens? My location is H 
- along the Samish River - west side of river approximately 8. 5 .miles north of Sedro 
Woolley - Hwy 20. 

Barbara Landrock NWTP-2-3613 

Response: We have confirmed t�at you do have good TV reception at your home. We 
comply with FCC requirements. If our facilities interfere with your reception so that it 
becomes worse, we will investigate the complaint and, if this project is the cause, we will 
take care of the problem. {If reception problems are caused by something else, we do 
not). Our engineering staff have test instruments that measure signal strength to help 
determine the souree of interference problems. For more information please see the 
section in Chapter 4 on Noise and TV/Radio Interference. 

Comment: Concerned about noise· and radioffV interference. Will this change with new 
line? 

Robert Burnett NWTP-2-98121 

Response: Noise and radio and TV interference are covered in the Supplemental DEIS in 
Chapter 4. For Options 3 and 4, audible noise levels are expected to go down with the 
new line. Radio and television interference is generated by electromagnetic interference 
(EMI). EMI is not expected to increase above existing levels. 
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Comment: And I think that before we start thinking about building new lines and more 
power that we should take care of existing problems [noise from power line] like this. 

[Pat Wheat NWTP-2-57124] 

Response: The project as proposed for Option 1 will not increase the overall noise of the 
corridor. See Chapter 4, Noise and RadioffV Interference section. 

Comment: Property value down due to noise. Replace existing transformer with a quiet 
one. [ . . .  ] BPA should buy property near substation and plant trees as noise buffer zone. -

[Dave Rogers NWTP-2-98114&20] 

Response: BP A is not planning to replace any transformers as part of this project, or to 
buy any property adjacent to the substations. We will not be planting any trees to reduce 
noise, because trees do not make good noise barriers. 

Comment: Noise - if noise levels tum out to be greater than the DEIS says, then what 
will BPA do? 

[Ray Tompkins NWTP-2-98122] 

Response: While BP A has confidence in its ability to predict audible noise from 
transmission lines with reasonable accuracy, the purpose of the audible noise discussion in 
Chapter 4 is not to guarantee absolute noise levels. The purpose is to compare 
alternatives such that relative impacts related to noise can be reasonably determined. With 
this in mind, BP A has provided project options that will either not increase noise levels 
(Options 1 & 2), or will significantly reduce them (all other Options). 
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Comment: Air Quality. The DEIS understates a significant -environmental benefit of this 
project. Improved access to Canadian hydropower reduces reliance on energy produced 
from fossil fuels. In President Clinton's "Climate Change Action Plan" (October 1993), 
the President encourages utilities to reduce greenhouse gases by a variety ofmeasures. 
These include increasing the efficiency of transmission and making better use ofavailable 
hydroelectric resources. The merits of the projeCt, in this regard, should be discussed in 
the DEIS. 

[John Campion NWTP-2-84/10 
Puget Sound Power & Light Co]. 

Response: The DEIS has been revised to acknowledge this benefit. 

Comment: Chapter 4/146: Please discuss the use of lop and scatter or chipping instead 
of burning, e�pecially when near homes. 

[Patricia Decker NWTP-2-90/9 
City of Bellingham, Planning & Community Development Dept.] 

Response: Typically, BP A's lop-and-scatter inethod is an inexpensive method of brush 
disposal on transmission line rights�of-way. To be successful, the method requires that all 
tree limbs and debris be cut into manageable lengths (which may vary in accordance of 
right-of-way usage), and placed partly or wholly on the ground. (The ground contact is 
important to expedite the decay process cf the material, also reducing the potential fire 
hazards.) The method is best suited to deciduous species, 'as the rate of decay is very 
rapid. The mechanical mulcher would be much more efficient and productive; however, it 
is more expensive. BP A will not bum slash or debris on the right-of-way . 
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j 1 . EMF RESEARCH AND EFFECTS 

Comment: We are strongly opposed to any project that increases the EMF's to our 
property. Although we understand health related consequences haven't yet been 
determined from exposure to EMF's, we are not prepared to risk our health or our child's 
health. 

[Jon and Dena Fleurichamp NWTP-04-010} 

Response: We appreciate your concerns regarding the health of your family. However 
. because the state of the scientific evidence relating to EMF has not yet established a 

cause-and-e�ect relationship between electric or magnetic fields and adverse health 
effects, we are unable to predict specific health risks, or specific potential level of disease, 
related to exposure to EMF. A review of some of the studies relating to EMF and 
possible biological and health effects are included in Appendix C of the FEIS . We are 
continuing to monitor research results and will disclose any new findings as soon as they 
are available. 

Comment: I requested that BPA measure EMF levels on my property in the past. I want 
to have measurements before and after the project. The measurements have not been 
made. I again requestthafBPA measure the EMF levels at my property. 

[Mark Nusslcick NWTP-04-014] 

Response: Measurements were taken on Mr. Nusslock's property on June 20, 1995 . 

Comment: I am adamantly opposed to this project . . . .  I object to any increase in the 
EMF and believe that the current EMF outside and under the power lines is too high. 
Evidence is steadily mounting that the EMF has serious effect on the body including adult, 
and more importantly, childhood cancers. At the edge of the right-of-way, the EMF 
readings far exceed the level that any of the studies on health risks indicate are safe. BP A 
is telling us that the studies are not conclusive. That statement is not correct. Several of 
the studies are conclusive, some are not. We could argue this indefinitely, just as the 
tobacco industry argued indefinitely that cigarette smoking was not harmful. Since not 
everyone who smokes gets lung cancer, it could be argued that studies on smoking are 
inclusive. That would be a ludicrous argument today. All industries and individuals 
associated with EMF's, including BPA, are recommending avoidance of the fields, yet 
BPA is proposing· this project that would increase the-EMF's over family homes . . . .  BPA 
gave us booklets on how to work safely under the lines. They showed pictures of people 
driving tractors under the lines, in the same EMF's they are now saying to avoid. This 
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project will increase the EMF under the lines but BP A is still telling landowners that they 
can work their land under the lines, while at the same time recommending avoiding the 
EMF. It just doesn't make sense. 

BPA's own book, Electrical and Biological Effects ofTransmission Lines, U.S. Dept� of 
Energy 1989, documents the dangers ofEMF's . 

Pg. 52: Three of the five studies done to investigate a possible association between 
childhood cancer and powerline magnetic fields reported some positive results. 
(Showed association). About 500/o of30 reports. on "electrical occupations" and 
cancer report significantly elevated risks. 

Pg. 53 :  Overall, research with humans supplemented by lab animal research, suggests the 
possibility for adverse effects from human exposu(e to electric and/or magnetic 
fields. 

Pg. 55:  Table 8 lists the relative risk of childhood cancer from powerlines at 1 .5-3 ; it lists 
the relative risk from environmental tobacco smoke (lung cancer) as 2-3, almost 
identical. (The danger to children from second hand tobacco that parents who 
smoke heavily have been denied custody of their children). 

Pg. 56: Powerline cancer risk is higher than the risk from home asbestos-lung cancer. 
(Millions of dollars are being spent to remove asbestos from schools and other 
public places.). 

All of the above, plus additional facts supporting the dangers from powerlines are in 
BP A's own book. Other unbiased studies are even more emphatic that the lines are 
dangerous. 

[Sharon Hooftiagle, D. V.M NWTP-04-0 1 7] 

Comment: · When we purchased our properties we were assured that the power lines 
were not a health hazard. BP A at that time was aware of the possible hazards but did not 
tell us. BP A now wants to increase the hazard further. BP A has no right to expose 
anyone, but especially children, to the possibility of cancer or any other health hazard. 

[Sharon Hoojnagle, D. V.M ·NWTP-04-01 7] 

Response: In all of our publications, including this FEIS, we try to summarize research · 

· infonnation that represents a variety of conclusio.ns and view. points regarding potential 
EMF health effects. BP A continues to monitor the EMF issue as it relates to possible 
adverse health effects. As stated on page 4/129 of the SDEIS, we believe that the state of 
the scientific evidence has not established a cause-and-effect relationship between electric 
or magnetic fields and adverse .health effects. The EIS presents transmission design 
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I options that are consistent with a "prudent avoidance" approach and are consistent with 
the information in our EMF literature. . 

Comment: Puget Power's position/policy on EMF radiation must be part of the public 
record. 

[Martin Ei.frig NWTP-04-015 
FAIR (Families Against Increased Risk)] 

Response: Puget Power's current policy statement on Electric and Magnetic Fields is 
enclosed in Appendix C. 

Comment: Puget Power as a joint project participant, must also state why they opposed 
the language concerning EMF radiation or discussion of EMF reduction in the EIS. 

[Martin Ei.frig NWTP-04-0 15 
F Al.R (Families Against Increased Risk)] 

Response: Puget Power submitted written comments on the EMF language used in the 
EIS. This letter is included· in Chapter 10 and is responded to in this EMF Comment/ 
Response section of the EIS. 

Comment: 9. Despite increasing the current carrying capacity of the proposed line (item 
7) BP A has refused to set specific binding limits on EMF radiation at or below current 
levels. The EIS must note that "prudent avoidance" is recommended for EMF exposure 
by the Washington State Department of Health. The EIS must address why residents near 
the transmission lines can't be given this binding guarantee that their health wiU not be 
further jeopardized and that their property values will not be adversely impacted. . The EIS 
must also note that standard real estate contracts now require that the presence ofhigh 
voltage power lines near your property be explicitly stated. 

[Martin Ei.frig · NWTP-04-0 15 
FAIR (Families Against Increased Risk)] 

Response: BP A cannot give a binding guarantee that property values or health will not be 
adversely impacted. As per our 1995 Guidelines on EMF, BPA will take reasonable low
cost steps to minimize field exposures. As stated .in the EIS, some short-term adverse 
impacts on property value and salability may occur on an individual basis. However, these 
impacts are highly variable, individualized, and not predictable. The project is not 
expected to cause overall long-term adverse effects on property values along the existing 
right-of-way. 

Although the State of Washington has no standard real estate contract, they do have·a . 

new regulation regarding disclosure. The State. ofWashington's Real Property Transfer 
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Disclosure Statement (Chapter 64.06 RCW) became effective on January I,  1995. The 
Disclosure Statement serves as a notice to prospective buyers of residential real estate of 
any known defects associated with the property. Although there is no specific reference 
to _power lines, the seller must disclose under Section ID, Title, whether there are any 
rights-of-way, easements, or access limitations that may affect the owner's use of the 
property. 

BP A recorded the easement documents for this project when the land rights were 
acquired. For those landowners who have transmission line easements across their 
property, these easements will be noted on schedule B of their title policy. Recording the 
easements and the physical presence of the transmission lines serves as public notice. 

Comment: Several recent studies by independent organizations have proven that extreme 
health hazards exist from EMF radiation. There are possible links to leukemia in children, 
tumor growths ·and physiological changes. Why is it that when utility comparues have paid 
for studies on radiation effects, the results have been inclusive? 

· [Craig Langager NWTP-04-009 
FAIR (Families Against Increased Risk)] 

Response: There are hundreds of studies on EMF currently being conducted throughout 
· · the world. They are funded from a variety of sources, governments, the utility industry, 

· and a host of private organizations. We have not seen evidence that source of funding has 
a bearing on the outcome of the study. 

Comment: Landowners along the right-of-way should be aware of the latest EMF study, 
where physicists found no link to negative health effects related to EMF. 

[Peggy Mohr BOH-26} 

.Response: The American Physical Society looked at a variety of EMF literature reviews 
and reports and concluded that "Purported health effects of power line fields have not 
been scientifically substantiated . . . .  The cost of mitigation and litigation is 
incommensurate with the risk, if any." 

Comment: If you put together a dozen small studies on EMF, statistically this should be 
significant. 

[Dean Wadsworth SWOH-14} 

Response: Not necessarily; it would depend on the results of each study, the 
method used to combine the results, and the assumptions made for combining the 
studies. Please see the SDEIS Appendix C/3. 
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Comment: In the first public meeting I was told that there would not be an increase in 
EMF with the new project, but the supplementary EIS identifies that this is not true. 

[Ray Tompkins SWOH-2] 

Response: Both the DEIS and the SDEIS indicated that there would be increases in 
magnetic field levels in some segments of the transmission corridor and decreases in 
others. 

Comment: The EMF danger hasn't been adequately addressed in your DEIS. 
[Milton and Susan Jenkins NWTP-04-018] 

Comment: I am concerned that EMF from the lines may impact the health of 
landowners. 

[Kathy Klemmer 

Comment: I am concerned about exposure to EMF as it might affect my health. 

BOH-40} 

[Dean Wadsworth SWOH-24] 

Comment: Power companies say that EMF is not a health problem, but studies have 
cited examples ofleukemia caused by EMF (Swedish Study). 

Dean Wadsworth SWOH-13 

Response: BP A believes that it has accurately and adequately described tlie current state 
of the science regarding the EMF issue in the SDEIS. Chapter4 of the SDEIS includes a 
discussion of EMF and potential health effects. Appendix C provides additional 
information as well as the magnetic field analysis. 

Comment: Increasing the electric fields in the corridor is scary. 
[Tom Lingbloon BOH-38} 

Response: Most oftoday's scientific concern and uncertainty related to possible health 
effects focuses on exposure to magnetic fields. Additionally, people are not shielded from 
magnetic fields by trees, houses and other objects as they are with electric fields. 
Therefore; our detailed exposure assessments focus on·magnetic (not electric) field levels. 
However, there are known safety hazards related to electric shocks from high voltage 
power lines that are regulated by the National Electric Safety Code (NESC)." BP A has 
established electric field standards which assure that our lines are designed and 
constructed in accordance with the NESC regulations established to minimize these 
potential shock hazards. All of the project options will meet our electric field standards. 
For additional information, please see the section in Chapter 4 on Health and Safety. 
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Comment: The EIS does not deal with Alzheimers disease. I read in the paper that there 
is a relationship between Alzheimers, also cancer. Three times as many people are 
affected (assume by Alzheimers) along transmission lines and this is not referenced in the 
EIS. 

[Dean Wadsworth SWOH-15] 

Response: It is not possible to discuss all research relating to EMF in the SDEIS. BPA' s 
newly updated brochure, Possible Health Effects of Electric Power Lines: Questions and 
Answers, includes a study relating to Alzheimer's disease and occupational exposure to 
magnetic fields. The updated brochure is included in the SDEIS by reference and is 
available by calling 1-800-622-4520. 

Comment: Extremely Low-Frequency Electric and Magnetic Fields: The SDEIS carries 
forward an "exposure assessment" from the DEIS, yet concedes that there is no scientific 
basis to draw any conclusions as to risks to public health from such assessment. This is 
because the cpnsensus of the scientific community, as understood by Puget Power, is that 
there is no established cause-and-effect relationship between ELF/EMF exposure and 
cancer or other disease. 

· 

If the "exposure assessment" is not an assessment of health risks, why is it found under the 
heading of "Health and Safety" in the SDEIS? In the context within which it appears, the 
"exposure assessment" is likely to mislead the public by engendering a false sense of 
concern (or comfort) without a scientific basis to draw any conclusions as to risk (or lack 
thereof). BP A is not a health agency and should not substitute its judgment for the 
judgment of qualified public health agencies and professionals that are disinclined to 
associate ELF/EMF "exposure assessments" of this type with assessments of public health 
and safety. Further coinments prepared by William H. Bailey, Ph.D., are attached 
(below). 

· 

[Doug Loreen NWTP-04-0 19 
Puget Sound Power & Light] 

-1 have reviewed the SDEIS and the Responses to Comments on the DEIS 
topics relating to EMF. My comments on the DEJS focused largely on 
criteria for EMF impact assessment, and comparisons of alternatives 
based upon EMF exposure assessment. 

Criteria for Impact Assessment 

One of my major criticisms of the DEJS was that it did not derive criteria 
for impact assessment based upon "the findings of comprehensive 
scientific reviews peiformed by multidisciplinary panels of scientists. " 
Several additional reviews are cited in the SDEIS, e.g., SAB 1991 and 
"[a] Danish blue-ribbon panel, " but no more recent reviews are cited 
Although the SDEIS concludes that reviews of the EMF-cancer literature 
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cited ''generally reach a similar conclusion, i.e., existing evidence does 
not show that FMF cause or promote cancer" [C/4 ], the SDEIS as did the 
DEIS before, disregards this guidance. Instead, the SDEIS promotes a 
detailed quantitative exposure assessment to compare alternatives despite 
the acknowledgment that "it is not possible to identify 'unsafe'field 
/eve/s"[C/5 ]. As I pointed out in my review of the DEIS, this kind of 
exPosure assessment is inappropriate given the level of scientific 
knowledge and assessments expressed in comprehensive scientific reviews. 

Comparisons ofA/ternatives Based on FMF 

While the exposure assessment in the SDEIS does describe "the magnetic 
field environment and allow[s] a general comparison of project 
alternatives [ 41130 ], " this could have been done without creating the 
impression that changes in calculated exposure of at least one or several 
milligauss were of known significance. For example, someone who 
reviewed the comparison found in Tables '1 3-15d and C1-C8 mighi want 
to know whether a reduction in calculated magnetic field level at three 
homes and commercial buildings by more than 10 mG for Option 1 (/'able 
C-2) is preferable to increases of between 1 - 5 mB at 40 similar locations 
for this same option (/'able C-1). Or, they might want to know what is the 
real difference between exposures to magnetic fields at levels of 1-5 mG 
and 5-10 mG. Such-questions about impugned impact cannot be answered 
from the information available either in the SDEIS or anywhere in the 
scientific literature: 

Also, one_ would want to know more clearly how these calculated magnetic 
field levels relate to ambient background magnetic field levels. In Section 
4.D. 14, the SDEIS comments on sources of magnetic fields in homes other 
than transmission lines, e.g., appliances, and on a nation-wide survey of 
magnetic field in residences (Zaffane/la, 1993). However, this 
information should have been, but was not, integrated into the comparison 
of site specific impacts. One's perspective on the calculated increases and 
decreases in exposures for specific co"idor segments (that 
overwhelmingly fall into the category of> 1 to 5 mG) changes when one 
learns that the background level of magnetic field in a home (away from 
any appliances) ranges from 0.5 mG to 4 mG. 

As I pointed out in my review of the DEIS, contribution to exposure from 
sources other than transmission lines cannot he ignored The proper 
interpretation of the incremental exposures calculated in the SDEIS can 
only be made in the context of ambient exposures from all sources. For 
example, by focusing just on incremental magnetic field exposure from 
transmission lines, the SDEIS fails to take into accouni other important 
sources. For example, one of the most striking findings of the nationwide 
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survey ofresidencesjust mentioned (Zaffanella, 1993) is that peak 
magnetic field' exposures in residences are more likely to be caused by 
cu"�nts flowing on grounding systems than from outside power lines. 
These data are summarized in Table 1 attached to this letter. The 
calculations presented in the SDEJS take no account of magnetic fields 
from this or other indoor sources. Such findings clearly illustrate why the 
approach taken by the SDEJS is incomplete. 

Intemretation ofindivit!ual Scientific Studies 

I had made the point in my review of the DEJS that in "characterizing the 
state of scientific knowledge, it is important that the whole body of 
relevant data be addressed, not just a few selected studies. " Yet despite 
this caveat, the SDEJS attempts .to substitute its own evaluation and 
characterization ofindividual studies for overall assessments by 
multidisciplinary panels of scientists convened by scientific.and regulatory 
organizations. Moreover, tHe literature discussed is selective and not up
to-date. For this reason and because of the failure to incorporate all 
relevant and up-to-date studies, the Summary of Biological and . 
Epidemiological Studies Relating to FMF c01itainea in Appendix C is 
wanting. 

For example, the meta-a-flalysis published by Washburn et a/ (1994) is 
described, but the strengths and weaknesses of this approach are not also 
considered Recently, Feychting and Ahlbom (1995), the authors of the 
so called "Swedish study" summarized telling criticisms of the Washburn 
et a/. approach and concluded that: 

' . . .  not even a state of the art meta-analysis appears to provide further 
insights for the interpretation of the epidemiologic literature on magnetic 

fields and childhood cancer. Indeed, the paper .. .  provides a clear example 
of the limitations of meta-analysis in observational epidemiology . . .  " 

In a response to a comment about the lack of discussion or qualification 
. given to odds rqtios in the London et. a/. (1991) study in the DEIS, the 

SDEJS replies that "Although the odds ration was not statistically 
significant after adjustment, the trend for- increasing leukemia risk with 
increasing cu"ent capacity [ o }f the power lines remained statistically 
significant after adjustment ffor other potentially confounding 
exposures]" (91242). While this statement describes a finding from the 
report, it hardly serves as a critical assessment of the study's findings. As 
poi�Jted out by Bracken et a/ {1992), such an interpretation of this trend is 
misleading and inco"ect. What the trend analysis shows is that the lowest 
level of exposure is associated with a statistically significant reduction in 
estimated risk. Contrary to the interpretation suggested in the SDEJS, no 
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statistically increase,d risk is suggested at any exposure level when 
adjustment is made for confounding factors. 

The findings of other important studies are neglected outright, such as the 
absence of any strong or consistent associations with brain cancer in 
Theriault et a/ (1994), and the overall /ower mortality risk from cancer 
and other diseases among utility workers as compared to other men in the 
. U.S. population reported by Savitz and Loomis (1995). 

Still other studies that shed light upon topics addressed in Appendix C 
also are not addressed, e.g. the failure to find associations between 
estimated magnetic field exposure and adverse reproduCtive outcome in 
Savitz's retrospective study (Savitz and Ananth, 1994) or in the 
prospective study published by Bracken et a/ (1995) that included 
magnetic field monitoring of individual pregnant women prior to delivery. 
Both studies could have been discussed on pp. 91243 and C/4. Nor does 
the SDEIS provide an up-to-date characterization of the position of the 
Swedish health and regulatory agencies. Attention is given to assessments 
from 1993 in the SDEIS but when updated in 1994, all that is provided is 
a paraphrase from a newsletter. The latest assessment, prepared by a 
pane( of 15 experts and reviewed by 31 other scientists, that was published 
by the Swedish National Board of Health and Welfare and became widely 
available in January, 1995 is not reported in the SDEIS. It was the 
conclusion of the panel that: 

The existing epidemiological data cannot be used to support any definite 
conclusions as to whether exposure to electromagnetic fields increases the 
cancer-risk in any organ system. Subsequent experimental studies carried 
out on animals and in vitro have not lent support to the suspicion of a 
carcinogenic effect. However, the possibility of their being a link between 
exposure and risk cannot be ruled out; especially with regard to child 
leukemia. [p.203]. 

For the reasons summarized above, the SDEIS and Responses to 
Comments have not responded to most prior criticism of the DEIS. 
However, I hope that these comments will be helpful in providing a 
scientific perspective on the issues addressed by the SDEIS. 
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Percent of Residences Where Peak Magnetic Field Exceeds Reference Value from 
Power Line or Grounding System Sources 

Reference Value 

> 1 mG 

>2.5 mG 

>5 mG 

(Zaffanel/a, 1993) 

Power Lines 

34 

10 

2.9 

GroundinK Syste m 

36 

18 

6.8 
[Doug Loreen NWTP-04-019 

Pug�t Sound Power and Light Co.] 

Response: BPA recognizes that the public is concerned about EMF, and we recognize 
the science is uncertain regarding a cause-and-effect relationship between EMF and 
adverse health effects. However, we do not agree with Dr. Bailey's opinion that the 
existing scientific evidence on EMF, and reviews by scientific panels do not warrant the 
kind of exposure assessment conducted in this EIS. While it is true that science reviews 
generally conclude that EMF have not been proven to cause health effects, many 
acknowledge that the possibility of such effects cannot be ruled out. A good example is 
the last sentence of the. quote from the Swedish National Board of Health included in 
Dr. Bailey's comments, "However, the possibility of there being a link between exposure 

and risk cannot be ruled out� especially with regard to child leukemia." Not mentioned by 
Dr. Bailey is a recent report from another Swedish agency, the Swedish National 
Electrical Safety Board (NESB). In its most recent annual report (1994) the NESB 
stated: 

During the spring of 1994 those organizations [the five Swedish agencies 
involved with EMF] concluded that the knowledge regarding how weak 
magnetic fields affect humans is currently insufficient to set limits. 

Suspicion of a connection is however sufficient to recommend caution. 
Therefore, these guidelines should be followed in housing planning and 
construction if they can be implemented within reasonable costs: 

• Strive to site power lines and electrical facilities in such a way 
that magnetic fields are reduced. 

• Avoid building new homes, schools, day care centers, etc., in 

close proximity to existing power lines which have significant 
magnetic fields, if alternative sites are available. 
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• . Strive to limit significant fields in existing homes, schools and 
w�rk places. 

Another recent review on EMF not cited by Dr. Bailey comes from the American Medical 
Association (1994). The AMA stated: 

Positive [EMF] studies indicate, for the most part, that the 
�ssociated relative risks are low . . . .  Yet without stronger evidence 
there is no problem, it would be unwise to dismiss the possibility 
that electromagnetic fields have adverse health effects." 

We believe that the cautions raised in these and many other reviews, and the concerns 
expressed by the public to BP A about EMF, justify the careful and cautious approach to 
addressing EMF exposures adopted in this EIS. BPA is not unique in this view. For 
example, in 1 992, the Advance Plan 6 of the Public Service Commission of Wisconsin . 
stated, ''When a utility plans its transmission line projects, it must take into consideration 
the number of persons who could be exposed to EMF along the routes, the intensity of 
exposure an� the duration of exposure." 

We recognize that there are differing opinions, such as expressed by Dr. Bailey, on the 
best approach for dealing with EMF while scientific research is still inconclusive. Another 
recent review by the American Physical Society, for example, states: 

. . .  unsubstantiated claims, however, have·generated fears of power 
lines in some communities, leading to expensive mitigation efforts, 
and in some cases, to lengthy and divisive eourt proceedings . . . .  
The diversion of these resources· to eliminate a threat which has no 
persuasive scientific basis is disturbing to us. 

Other comments by Dr. Bailey· continue to focus on criticism of EMF studies which 
reported positive effeCts, although we believe it would be more balanced to describe� when 
available, the response of the original authors to comments on their study. For example, 
comments on the meta-analysis by Washburn et al. are stressed by Dr. Bailey, but the reply 
to the comments by the authors of the study are not mentioned. Many negative EMF 
studies have also been criticized on a variety of grounds, but Dr. Bailey is silent on this 
point. We believe that it is important to present a balanced assessment of EMF issues and 
research such· as done in the EIS and in BP A publications incorporated by reference. 

One of these publications has been recently updated for 1 995, Electric Power Lines 
Questions and Answers on Research into Health Effects. We believe that this publication 
presents an objective summary of EMF issues and research from throughout the world, as 
of spring 1 995. The recent Swedish review, and the new study by Bracken et al., cited by 
Dr. Bailey, were already referenced in the report, prior to our receiving corriments from 
Dr. Bailey. Many other new EMF studies showing both positive and negative findings 
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which were not mentioned by Dr. Bailey are also included. As with the previous edition, 
this new publication is incorporated by refer�ce into this EIS. 

In summary, we believe that the EMF exposure assessment, the summary of research 
findings and science reviews presented in the EIS and in publications incorporated by 
reference, represent an appropriate and prudent approach for a public agency to take in 
response to an international public health issue which is of great concern to some members 
of the public. 

· 

Comment: Since EMF is being proven more and more as a problem source - what type of 
investigation and research have you done? 

[Barbara Landrock NWTP-2-3612] 

Responses: BPA's Biological Studies Task Team continue to follow the research being 
done. Recent important findings are summarized in the Supplemental DEIS in Appendix 
C. Research is also discussed and summarized in our I 07 -page booklet entitled Electrical 
and Biological Effects of Transmission Lines. This is available from BPA free of charge. 

Comment: Who is funding, preparing EMF studies? 
[Cary Schmidt NWTP-2-9811] 

Response: There are hundreds of studies on EMF currently being conducted �hroughout 
the world. They are funded from a variety of sources, governments, including the 
Department of Energy, the utility industry and a host of private organizations. 

Comment: BP A is telling us that the studies are not conclusive. That statement is not 
correct. Several of the studies are conclusive, some are not. We could argue this 
indefinitely, just as the tobacco industry argued indefinitely that cigarette smoking was not 
harmful. 

[Sharon Hoojnagk, D. V.Af NWTP-2-9711] 

Response: All studies have ·conclusions. Some appear to find effects, some appear to 
find none. There has been no conclusive body of findings within the research community 
that would establish a definite cause-and-effect relationship between EMF and adverse 
health effects (as has been established for tobacco and health effects). 

Comment: Electric and Magnetic Fields ("EMF"). Similarly, the DEIS's discussion of 
EMF's should focus on fact, not perception. In this regard, Puget Power is guided by the 
consensus of the scientific community as reflected in statements published by the 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and other credible bodies. In this regard, the 
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EPA states: The bottom line is that there is no established eause and effect rehLtionship 
between EMF exposure and cancer or other disease. For this reason, we can't define a 
hazardous level of EMF exposure. Environmental Protection Agency, "Questions and 
Answers About Electric and Magnetic Fields (EMFs)," at page 3 (December 1992). 
Puget Power's comments on EMF are further elaborated in the attached letter to John 
Campion from Dr. William H. Bailey. 

[John Campion NWTP-2-84114} 
Puget Sound Power & Light Co. 

Response: The DEIS stated in Appendix C/3 that no hazardous effects of EMF have 
been confirmed, and it is not possible to identify unsafe field levels. 

Comment: However, to the extent that the public's concerns relate to potential health · 

impacts of exposures to EMF from the addition of proposed transmission lines or 
modifications to existing lines, the DEIS must: a) accurately reflect the state of scientific 
knowledge relevant to such concerns; and b) assess the potential significance of exposures 
based upon health risk assessments made by scientific regulatory agencies. In l:>oth 
respects the DEIS can and should be significantly improved. 
r . . . J 
The ideal approach to characterize both the state of scientific knowledge regarding 
epidemiological and laboratory research on EMF and its potential health significance· (and 
so meet the requirements of the DEIS) is to summarize the findings of comprehensive 
scientific reviews performed by multidisciplinary panels of scientists. Yet, while mention 
is made of some scientific reviews (p.4/1 5 1  ), the DEIS makes no attempt to use the 
conclusions of these reviews or other performed for health agencies to either summarize 
or gauge potential impacts of EMF exposures. 

[John Campion/William H. Bailey, Ph.D. NWTP-2-84/16 
Puget Sound Power & Light Co.} 

. . 

Response: The Supplemental DEIS contains additional information on scientific reviews 
about EMF. 

· Comment: Now in our capitalistic society, if we're not willing to print that or what, I 
don't know. Why aren't those studies [like the Swedish Study] printed in the US or in the 
environmental impact statement? 

[Craig Langager NWTP-2-57 113] 

Response: The Swedish Study has been published in the U.S .  (Feychting, M., et al. 
1993 . Magnetic Fields and Cancer in Children Residing Near Swedish High-voltage . 
Power Lines. American Journal ofEpidemiology. 138(7): 467-491 .) A brief summary of 
the findings of the study are included in Appendix C-1 of the Supplemental DEIS. 
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Comment: [Appendix p.C/1] The first four paragraphs summarize six studies of 
childhood cancer in relation to presumed· exposures to magnetic fields from electrical 
utility facilities, but do not provide the findings of scientific reviews and assessments of 
these studies (see reviews previously cited). For example, the only comment that is 
referenced on the Swedish Studies is a press release that contains a statement as to how 
one agency may develop policies on EMF and the statement that " . . .  a connection between 
cancer and magnetic fields has not yet been scientifically proven" (p. C/2). In fact, there 
are differences in the thinking of different Swedish government agencies on this issue, and 
none as yet have issued health-based policy recommendations. 

[John Campion/William H. Bailey, Ph.D. NWTP-2-84125 
Puget Sound Power & Light Co.] 

Response: Updated information on childhood cancer studies and on the Swedish 
governments activities regarding EMF are included in the Supplemental DEIS. 

Comment: It is extremely misleading to simply characterize the assessment of the EPA's 
Science Advisory Board (SAB)·as having " . . .  reached a similar conclusion" as the draft 
EPA report of 1990. [ . . .  ] From the perspective of these consensus reports of the 
scientific Community, it would appear to be arbitrary to suggest that" the "exposure 
assessment" contained in the DEIS in any sense identifies or quantifies risk or impacts to 
public health and safety. 

[John Campion/William H. Bailey, Ph.D. NWTP-2-84126 
PugetSound Power & Light Co.} 

Response: More information on the EPA reports on EMF is included in the Supplemental 
DEIS. The exposure assessment in the DEIS was not intended to quantify health risk 
from exposure to EMF. 

Comment: In regards to the electromagnetic health situation with electric power lines. 
I'd like to see the environmental impact statement contain information on the London
Peters study. And I'd like to see the environmental impact statement contain some 
documentation from a specific study, and that would be one to use. · 

··Similar comment from: 

[Milre Kaufman NWTP-2-57120} 

[Milre Kaufman NWTP-2-57121 
Pat Wheat NWTP-2-57122&23] 

Response: Many studies have been done and are summarized in the DEIS. This includes 
the study by London et al. (1991). They can be found in the Supplemental DEIS in 
Appendix C-2. 

· 
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Comment: [Appendix p.C/1] The odds ratio for the London et al study is given as 2. 1 5  
without qualification or discussion. When the authors adjusted this crude odds ratio for 
other potential confounding exposures, the odds ratio dropped to 1 .  73 and was not 
statistically significant (London et al, 1991--p.934). 

[John Campion/William H. Bailey, Ph.D. NWTP-2-84124 
Puget Sound Power & Light Co.] 

Response: Although the odds ratio was not statistically significant after adjustment, the 
trend for increasing leukemia risk with increasing current capacity if the power lines 
remained statistically significant after adjustment. This information on the study by 
London et al. (1991) is included in the Supplemental DEIS. 

Comment: I also have these comments: We don't like your going ahead on upgrading 
the lines while the results are still · out on the health risks. We strongly protest this. 

[Jon & Dena Fleurichdmp NWTP-2-5012] 

Response: We recognize your concern; We are continuing to monitor research results as 
they are available. 

Comment: I don't think the study is in depth' enough, especially the increase of the fields 
really bothers me because I have two young children. 

[Tom Linghloom NWTP-2-57117] 

Response: Without more information it is difficult to. respond to the first part of the 
comment. We believe that �e have provided enough information to compare options 
from an E:MF standpoint. Please refer to the graphs presented in Appendix C. 

Comment: Is there any link to Power lines and birth defects? 
[Marilyn Martich NWTP-2-98111] 

Response: Although some studies have reported associations between birth defects and 
power lines, no causal link has been established. A recent review of21 studies relating to 
reproductive risks ofE:MF found that while there does not appear to be a measurable risk 
of reproductive failure and birth defects from E:MF exposures in humans, reproductive 
risks from E:MF cannot be summarily dismissed. The authors suggest that further 
epidemiological investigation is warranted. (Brent et al., 1993) 
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Comment: Does the larger sized line cables carry an increased average load? And will 
this increase not cause a proportionately increased EMF? 

[Sam Leathers NWTP-2-4414] 

Response: Not necessarily. Magnetic fields are a result not only of the current flow, but 
also of the design of the lines. For example, Options 3 and 4 of this project would switch 
the more heavily loaded electrical circuits in many segments of the corridor to location on 
trans�ssion structures that either (a) maximize the advantages of double-circuit field 
cancellation and /or (b) place these circuits farther away from the public. Such techniques 
can help to minimize (and in some cases actually reduce) magnetic field exposures beyond 
the transmission line corridor. 

Comment: The DEIS also does not address the cumulative impacts, as required by 
NEP A, on EMF when combined with the existing lines parallel to the proposal. 

[Larry Kunzler NWTP-2-8612} 

Comment: Appendix C2, Tables C-1 through C-3 : Were figures generated assuming one 
500-kV line or two? 

[Patricia Decker NWTP-2-90/12 
City ofB_ellingham, Planning & Community Development Dept.] 

Response: Actually, the concept of exposure assessment used in this Supplemental DEIS 
involves modeling all lines on the corridor (existing and new) and assessing relative 
impacts (in terms of possible exposure changes) resulting from the addition of the new 
line. Please see Appendix C-2 and C-3 . 

Comment: Of the choices offered, I do not like: The increased EMF along Pacific Street 
in Bellingham. The subject has not been adequately explained as to public health impact 
or economic impact. What does greater than 1 mG increase mean? 

[Sam Leathers NWTP-2-4411] 

Response: As noted in the Supplemental DEIS, there are no standards for magnetic 
fields. We feel that our obligation regarding the EMF issue is to characterize how the 
electric and magnetic field environment might change due to the project. Thus we have 
analyzed these potential changes and described them in the Supplemental DEIS. We are 
unable to predict specific health risks related to exposure to EMF. We use the term 
"greater than -1 mG" (milligauss) to describe how the magnetic field environment is 
changing. lfyou wish additional background on this subject you may obtain from BPA 

· (free of charge) What We Know (and Don't Know) About EMF. 
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Comment: The failure of the DEIS to properly take into account relevant health · 

assessments of the EMF literature also is reflected in the method by which the DEIS 
compares potential impacts of EMF across project alternatives. [ . . . ] 

What the DEIS does not tell the reader, however, is that there is no scientific basis to use 
any particular level of exposure to compare potential. impacts. As pointed out by the EPA, 
1 992: We don't know if EMF exposure is harmful (aside from the concern for electric 
shocks and bums for extreme exposure). We don't know if certain levels ofEMFs are 
safer or less safe than other levels (p.3). · 
Hence, although the DEIS contains the above caveat, the exposure assessment reported in 
the DEIS is inappropriate given the level of scientific knowledge concerning potential 
effects of exposures to EMF. The type and specificity of the comparisons made cannot 
help but to imply that exposures to magnetic fields above 1 mG are hazardous. Such 
unfounded implications may create public anxiety and confusion. 

'[John Campion/William H. Bailey, Ph.D. NWTP-2-84117 
Puget Sound Power & Light Co.] 

Comment: More d�tailed characterizations that compare numbers of homes expected to 
differ in estimated annual average magnetic field levels in 1 mG increments from 1 to >6 
mG are even more misleading. The problem is analogous to the problem of specifYing the 
accuracy of measurement to the nearest 0.0001 of a unit, when the uncertainty in the units 
read by the measurement device itself is 10  units. 

.. 

[John Campion/William H. Bailey, Ph.D. NWTP-2-84/18 
Puget Sound Power & Light Co.] 

Comment: The approach used in the DEIS to assess potential impact of EMF is also 
inconsistent with the fundamental tenant of environmental impact assessment that 

· 

" .. .impact on the environment which results from the incremental impact of the action 
when added to other past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future actions . . .  " (NEP A 
1 508.7, 1 986) be considered. The DEIS makes no estimate or determination of the 
eXisting range of ambient exposures to magneiic fields in homes and therefore fails to 
relate the projected incremental exposure from the proposed project relative to existing 
magnetic field exposures that occur under the no build scenario. The appropriate 
. methodology was identified in the DEIS but oruy was partially implemented: An EMF 
exposure assessment is done by first estimating what future EMF levels would be without 
the new project. [Emphasis in original] (p.4/1 5 1). 

lJohn Campion/William H. Bailey, Ph.D. NWTP-2-84119 
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.Response: The DEIS did not refer to magnetic fields above I mG. Perhaps the -
commenter is confused about the reference given to increases of more than I mG. As 
stated in the DEIS, "Many assumptions are made in the process of calculating these 
magnetic field levels; therefore, we cannot accurately predict changes in exposure ofless 
than I milligauss." As the DEIS (and the Supplemental DEIS) explains, these estimated 
magnetic field levels were calculated for the purposes of doing an exposure assessment 
and comparing potential increases and decreases of magnetic field levels to people along 
the corridor for each design option. Additionally, the DEIS stated that unsafe EMF levels 
cannot be identified but that human exposure to magnetic fields can be estimated. 

_ 

Because of scientific uncertainty over this issue, and strong public concern, BP A believes 
that methods used in the EMF analysis are appropriate. These methods do not imply that 
�ese fields have been proven to be hmnful, and they do not necessarily add to further 
public anxiety over this issue. 
Average background magnetic field level exposures in homes are covered in the 
Supplemental pElS in section 4.D. I4. 

Comment: Magnetic field profiles were calculated for exiSting transmission line corridors 
and then compared to Option I ,  2 and 3.  However, contributions �o exposures from 
sources other than the existing transmission facilities were completely ignored. The 
incremental exposure to magnetic fields from transmission facilities may be less than 
existing background levels, and is not necessarily additive (or subtractive) to the total 
exposure that members of the public receive from all existing sources (transmission lines, 
distnoution lines, household wiring, appliances, stray currents on water pipes, cable and 
telephone installations) at home, work or school. One might assume that such background 
exposures are the same for individuals for existing and alternative Options and so can be 
disregarded. This is not appropriate because this approach fails to convey the pointthat 
for most of the public the incremental impact is but a fractional addition to their existing 
total exposure. 

Hence, it is the failure of the method employed, not the goal to address EMF exposures 
.that is of importance. 

The DEIS could have compared the relative numbers of residences along each of the 
proposed alternatives to assess potential socioeconomic impacts, or used similar 
information to assess advantages of one route over another with respect to EMF in a 
global sense (of reducing potential exposures at no or low cost), and therefore public 
concerns about EMF. An exposure assessment at this level of analysis is appropriate and 
is not misleading. In contrast, the underlying basis for the exposure assessment performed 
in the DEIS is· so weak that the entire attempt at quantitative comparisons between project 
alternatives at the level of single homes based upon magnetic field levels should be 
dropped. 

· 

[John Campion/William H. Bailey, Ph.D. NWTP-2-84120&21 
Puget Sound Power & Light Co.] 
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Response: We believe that.the methods used to assess potential public exposure are 
adequate to allow a comparison among project alternatives. 

Comment: We request that you, at your time and expense, conduct a complete EMF 
study, during times of the most intense EMF, on our property before you commence the 
Transmission Project (your representative said you would do this). 

[Ray & Dolly Tompkins NWTP-2-67 12} 

Comment: The EIS states in here that the milligauss is 60. This last summer I was out 
with BPA representatives underneath the power lines and getting readings over 80. 

[Steve Wight NWTP-2-57114} 

Comment: Mr. Langager said that his group has been taking EMF readings 5 times a day 
and is coming up with higher readings than documented in our EIS. 

· 

[Craig Langager NWTP-2-5614} 

Comment: re. EMF calculations - [Commenter] lives on hill (about 300 feet) but are a 
little higher than conductor - so are wondering if calculations are correct for their house. 

[Bill Carroll- NWTP-2-98/6} 

Comment: Height of conductors above ground (does height above ground make 
difference for EMF exposure?) 

[Scott Te"ell NWTP-2-98/5] 

Response: As mentioned in the document, the milligauss levels presented in the DEIS are 
based on annual average loading data -- conditions that are likely to occur in the year 
1997. However, the magnetic fields produced by transmission lines vary constantly with 
time (because magnetic fields are directly related �o current flow on the lines, which in 
tum depends on our customers constantly changing demand for electric power). As a 
result, it is not unexpected that, at times, field levels on the existing corridor could exceed 
the typical average levels reported. If spot measurements are taken on the line, they can 
be higher or lower on any given day than the average numbers displayed in the ·docurilent. 
(Please note that, as reported in the Supplemental DEIS, annual peak levels under normal 
system operating conditions are estimated to be twice the typical average levels.) 

BPA personnel made spot measurements of magnetic field levels at your [Tompkins] 
property on the morning of 1127/94. However, the transmission lines were not heavily 
loaded at this time. Higher field levels would result during times of heavier line loading. 
While it is difficult to predict exactly when these heavy load conditions might exist, 
additional measurements can be arranged upon request. 
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- The magnetic field at any given point in space is a function of the total distance from this 
point to the power-line conductors, (wires). For most locations beyond the edge of the 
transmission line right-of-way, the vertical distances (of either the wires or the point in 
space) are usually small compared to the horizontal distances and therefore have small 
effects on the total distance. This, in turn, results in small effects on the magnetic field 
level. 

Comment: Chapter 4/150, Table 12. Does this analysis assume lines are the same 
distance above the ground and from the edge of the right-of-way? 

[Patricia Decker NWTP-2-90110 
City of Bellingham, Planning & Community Development Dept.] 

Response: The values for electric and magnetic fields reported in Table 12  in Chapter 4 
represent typical levels that might be found system-wide. Generally, the data reflects 
overall mid-span conductor heights (distances above ground at mid-span) which typically 
are not the same for the three voltage classes (500-, 230-, and 1 1 5-kV). Right-of-way 
distances (from line center) vary slightly between voltage classes, ranging from 12-15  m 
{40-50 ft.) for 1 1 5 and 230-kV to 18-2� m (60-75 ft.) for 500-kV. 

Comment: Chapter 41177: Is this electric field value 7.6 meters from the base of the 
pole, or from the line approximately 16  meters above the ground? 

· 

[Patricia Decker NWTP-2-90/11 
City of Bellingham, Planning & Community Development Dept.] 

Respo�se: The 7.6 meters refers to the horizontal, ground-level distance beginning 
directly under the line center. It does not refer to the distance from the wires themselves. 

1 3. MITIGATION/PROCESS 

Comment: 7. If this project were to be implemented, the EIS does not state what the 
maximum potential EMF radiation could be at the easement boundary. All EIS statements 
refer to some presumed load and never address the maximum load potential. Th� EIS 
must include these details. 

[Martin Eifrig NWTP-04-015] 
FAIR (Families Against Increased Risk) 

Comment: These proposals increase your power transmission capacity. The EIS should 
specify the maximum current load that the new lines are capable of carrying and mak� an 
EMF comparison between this "line limit" case and the today's loadings. ·In addition, we 
believe that a mechanism should be included in your EIS that specifies how families will be 
informed when current loading is increased beyond what is outlined in your three options. 
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Property buyout offers/compensation must be offered in the event of increased EMF's 
over the baseline data. 

. [Kate & Martin Eifrig NWTP-2-6214, 6&7] 

Comment: If the EMF beyond the easement is greater after the project, what recourse do 
we have, how will you correct it, and what compensation will you make to all of those of 
us along the corridor, whose health you are putting in jeopardy? 

Similar comment from: 

[Ray & Dolly Tompkins NWTP-2-67/3} 

J'A/R 94-008516&8 
Ed Serna NWTP-2-9813} 

Response: Electrical · loads (current flow) are constantly changing--responding to 
. demands for electrical use. It is not possible to notify people along the corridor when 
loadings change. As discussed above, we have estimated the annual average loads to the 
best of our ability to do so. 

Information as to whether magnetic field exposure is increasing or decreasing for each 
segment of the line is provided in Appendix C-4. BPA has no plans to compensate for 
increased electric or magnetic field exposures. 

Comment: You could improve the choices by: offering a choice where the lines will not 
present an electromagnetic field anywhere outside the power line right-of-way. 

[Wayne Hoofnag/e NWTP-2-79] 

Response: While there are no reasonable ways to eliminate completely the magnetic 
fields outside the transmission line corridor, we have tried to provide alternatives 
which minimize impacts in terms of increasing public exposure. 

Comment: You could improve the choices by: Holding EMF levels at present level -
perhaps splitting the delivery system along impacted streets. 

[Sam Leathers NWTP-2-4412] 

Response: We believe the commenter may be referring to Puget Power's portion of the 
project. As with BPNs part of this project, we believe that Puget Power is attempting to 
maximize use of the existing facilities. Please note the relatively minor change in the 
magnetic field environment associated with their facilities. 

Comment: EMF: Is BPA going to choose the plan with the least EMF? 
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Response: An option will be selected that is balanced with all environmental issues and 
other decision factors, such as reliability and cost. 

Comment: I think the analysis would be better if you: provided statistics· on present 
EMF levels and projected levels. Show percentage increase with graphs or charts. 

· 

[Sam Leathers NWTP-2-4413] 

Response: Present levels and expected increases and decrease after the project are shown 
in the. Supplemental DEIS in Chapter 4 and in Appendix C. 

Comment: The "industry-accepted computer modeling techniques" probably refers to 
computer programs developed by BP A. These should be explicitly identified, referenced, 
and all the assumptions used in modeling specified. 

[John Campion/William H. Bailey, PkD. NWTP-2-84123 . 
Puget Sound Power & Light Co.] 

Response: BPA's "Corona and Field Effects" computer program was used to calculate all 
magnetic field profiles. In addition to providing a reference for this program, Appendix C-
3 describes the assumptions used in the analyses. 

Comment: Although the term EMF is not defined in the DEIS until p.4/148, it is clear 
the acronym.is used for both electric and magnetic fields as referred to on this page and in 
the BP A Interim Guidelines on Electric and Magnetic Fields. This usage leads to logical 
inconsistencies in that the BPA Guidelines calls for EMF exposure, i.e. electric and 
magnetic field exposure to be addressed, but electric field exposures are not addressed in 
the literature review and exposure assessment of the DEIS. 

[John Campion/William H. Bailey, Ph.D. NWTP-2-84122 
Puget Sound Power & Light Co.] 

Response: Thank you for noting the lack of definition for this acronym. We will correct 
it for the Supplemental DEIS. Electric fields are discussed in the Supplemental DEIS in 
section 4.0. 14 . 

Comment: I think the analysis would be better if you: consider the effects of EMF on 
humans and wildlife, instead of increased revenue for BP A to customers outside of our 
county. 

[Vivian S. Barnes NWTP-2-8112] 
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Response: We encourage the reader to study carefully the Health and Safety,-sections in 
the Supplemental DEIS. They present information that BPA believes is objective and 
more complete than to be found in many other EISs. Additional general information about 
magnetic fields and potential impacts is also available from BP A upon request as indicated. 

Comment: EMF should be mitigated based on vast response of the public. 
[Cary Schmidt NWTP-2-9812] 

Response: We recognize that the public is concerned about this issue; we have therefore 
carried out a comprehensive exposure analysis to compare alt�matives. 
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Comment: The draft supplemental EIS evaluates a new alternative called "Option 1 "  
which evaluates additional information that was provided by the public during the 
comment period on the draft EIS. 

[Joan Cabreza NWTP-04-007] 

Response: Option 1 was discussed in the Draft EIS. It is identified in the Supplemental 
Draft EIS as the Proposed Action. The Supplemental Draft EIS evaluates several new 
alternatives identified by the public and also explains how the purpose and need for the 
project has changed. 

Comment: Need - What has changed from the earlier EIS to the present proposal? 
[Jim Cumberland BOH-29] 

Response: Please note the first page abstract in the EIS and the general discussion of the 
need for this project. The basic differences between the description of the need in the 
original Draft EIS and �he Supplemental EIS is the decreased emphasis on the local need 
and the increased emphasis on transfer need. The Draft indicated there was a significant 
local need and a need for increasing the intertie capacity. The Supplement reverses the 
proportion, with a greater need to upgrade the Intertie capacity, and adminished need to 
improve local reliability. Given the construction of generation facilities in local Whatcom 
County area and Puget Power's upgrade of its local transmission system, the local . 
reliability is no longer as much of a problem. However, the intertie capacity increase is 
even more important, due to greater need to be able to buy and exchange power with 
Canada when it is cost-effective to do so. 

Comment: BP A's danger tree crew appears to have been overzealous in marking trees 
that need to be cut (Segment K). 

[Dennis Rittall SWOH-21] 

Response: Originally, BP A had wanted to take trees based on construction clearing 
criteria that would have taken an additional 30-m (100-ft) width of trees. After hearing 
the concerns of the local landowners and others, we have decided to limit our right-of-way 
clearing to only those trees needed for normal maintenance purposes. The trees that are 
currently being cut along the transmission line right-of-:-way were identified using BPA's 
maintenance criteria. The criteria ar� designed to keep the corridor safe and operational, 
and to maintain reliability ofBPA' s existing transmission lines. The criteria consider a 
projected tree growth period to cover the next 8 years. These trees need to be cut 
regardless ofBPA's decision on rebuilding this project. Very few additional trees would 
.be taken for the construction of the proposed transmission line, and only in those areas 
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I where there �ould be pulling and staging areas. Those areas will not be identified until 
the construction phase. · 

Comment: The entire environmental impact statement is written on an eighth grade level. 
There's no attention to detail in there whatsoever. 

[Craig Langager NWTP-2-57111] 

Response: The DEIS and Supplemental DEIS are intended for a broad range of readers 
(citizens, groups, agencies, and officials); therefore, it is not only desirable, but a 
requirement to write it in "plain language," while striving to include enough information to 
discuss potential impacts. Readers are encouraged to refer tQ the appendices for more 
detailed information on some subjects. 

Comment: And maybe the environmental impact statements should address some of the 
past promises. Interview some of the people that live along the corridor and find out what 
they have to say. And then see .how they can respond to that. 

[Mike Kaufman NWTP-2-57 118] 

Response: The DEIS has been revised to better identity previous problem areas (with 
culverts and roads). BPA is also working with agencies/groups to minimize future 
impacts. 

Comment: Cost: He also had trouble locating cost information in the DEIS. 
_ [Craig Langager NWTP-2-5316] 

Response: The DEIS has been revised to present cost information more clearly. (See 
Sections 2.C.2 and 4.B. L) 

Comment: The following Figure and Map corrections are attached: 
A-Figure -IS .  
B--Plea8e update-all applicable maps to show the City of Bellingham's current City Limits, 
as attached. 
C�Please show the location of the future high school, on the northwest comer ofMcLeod 
and Magrath, east of the Mt. Baker Highway. Discuss the environmental implications of 
the maintenance of electrical transmission lines near such school. 
D-Figure 23 : Major land trades in the Lake Whatcom Watershed have added significant 
acreage to the Department of Natural Resources managed lands. Please show these 
changes in ownership. · 
E-Chapter 4/156: Please amend Table 14 to conform with changes to Figure 15 .  
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City of Bellingham, Planning & Community Development Dept.] 
. . 

Response: The proposed map revisions have been reviewed, and the maps and table 
revised as needed. The proposed high school is far enough away from transmission lines 
involved in this proposed project that it would not be affected. 

Comment: No-Action Alternative. Puget Power also suggests modification of the 
discussion of the no-action alternative. The discussion of the no-action alternative implies 
that Puget Power would not improve its transmission system if this project does not go 
forward. This is not the case. 

· 

In this regard the Council on Environmental Quality provides guidance: Where a choice 
of "no-action" by the agency would result in predictable actions by others, this 
consequence of the no-action alternative should be included in the analysis. Council on 
Environmental Quality, "Forty Most Asked Questions Concerning CEQ's National 
Environmental Policy Act Regulations, " 46 Fed. Reg. 18,026 (1981) (Response to 
Question 3). 

As a public service corporation, Puget Power has a duty under state law to "furnish to all 
persons and corporations who may apply therefore and be reasonably entitled thereto, 
suitable facilities for furnishing and to furnish all available electricity ... as demanded."  
RCW 80.28. 110. In order to fulfi11 obligations to  its customers, Puget Power will improve 
its transmission system in Whatcom and Skagit counties as necessary to address the 
deficiencies identified and discussed in the DEIS. 

. 

[John Campion NWTP-2-8416 
Puget Sound PoWer & Light Co.] 

Response: The DEIS has been revised to show that under the no-action alternative, 
Puget Power would improve its local system as needed to meet its obligations. 

Comment: Perceived Impacts. The DEIS appears, in places, to distinguish between 
impacts that are empirically demonstrable and impacts based solely upon public 
perception. Although Puget Power would certainly agree that public perception is 
important, it is also important that the public be presented with accurate information, so 
that perceptions are well informed and factually based. When perceptions are &4dressed, 
the DEIS should make it clear that notwithstanding a consideration of perceptions the 
identification and quantification of impacts is ultimately a question of fact. 

[John Campion NWTP-2-84112 
Puget Sound Power & Light Co.] 
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Response: This DEIS has been revised to indicate that impact measures for slight, 
moderate, and considerable ratings are largely based on elements other than public 
perceptions. 

Comment: · Maps on Fact Sheets and other documents do not clearly identify location of 
lines. I have H-fbime poles on my property (which are Puget Power's) and could not tell 
whether these were part of project or not. 

[Carol Helgeson NWTP-2-98(36} 

Response: The DEIS has been revised to better show which ofBPA's lines would be 
affected by this project. Puget Power's lines that would be affected are wooden single
pole transmission lines. 

Comment: Which side of right-of-way will new line be on? 
[Robert Burnett NWTP-2-98124] 

Comment: The diagram that I saw in the environmental impact statement doesn't exactly 
reflect the placement of the towers in my neighborhood. It shows the smallest wooden . 
poles to be between the two sets of steel poles, the smaller wooden poles to be between 
the two sets of steel pole�. 

{Philip Andress NWTP-2-5714] 

Response: The DEIS has been revised to more accurately show the location of existing 
transmission lines as well as which ones would be replaced. The position ofBPA's �od 
pole H-frame that would be replaced depends on the segment you are referencing. The 
variations are shown on Figure 5. 

Comment: Quantification of Impact. The environmental impact -statement under 
preparation will, when finalized, serve as a basis for Whatcom County to exercise 
substantive SEPA authority. In this regard, Puget Power notes that no significant impacts 
are identified in the DEIS with respect to matters ofLand Use, Vegetation (other than 
wetland vegetation), Fish and Wildlife, Agriculture, Visual Resources, Recreation, 
Cultural Resources, Noise/RFI, Social and Economic Considerations and matters· of 
Health and Safety. The DEIS does identify some impacts to Soils, Wetland Vegetation, 
Wetlands, and Housing. However, the DEIS (and the Environmental Report submitted by 
Puget Power to BP A and Whatcom County) identify appropriate measures to fully 
mitigate these impacts. Highlighted portions of the Environmental Report which describe 
these mitigation _measures are attached. Tabular summaries of impacts contained in the 
DEIS have also been revised and attached to correspond with the discussion of impacts 
and criteria in the DEIS. 
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Puget Sound Power & Light Co.] 

Response: The DEIS has been revised to incorporate the revised information. 

The following are comments which pointed out needed con'ections to the Draft EIS,· 
the updates and changes have been ltllldefor the Supplemental DEIS. 

. Comment: Figure 20 shows protected and/or wild and scenic rivers. The only wild and 
scenic river in this area at present is the Skagit River above Sedro Woolley, not the Skagit 
below Sedro Woolley or the forks of Nooksack as shown in the figure. However, chapter 
4, page 1 87 correctly documents this. . 

· · 

[Larry Wasserman NWTP-2-5211 
Skagit System Cooperative] 

Comment: Figure 23, land ownership -- public and Tribal, fails to show the Upper Skagit 
Indian Reservation located in the NE 114 .of Section 8. T.35N., R.SE. , 

· [Larry Wasserman NWTP-2-5212 
Skagit System Cooperative] 

Comment: Figure 21 shows resident and anadromous fish habitat. Hansen Creek (WRIA 
03.0267) and its tributaries 03 .0270 and 03.0271 have anadromous fish usage (both 
spawning and rearing) almost up to or beyond the power-line crossing. In addition, Red 
Creek (03 .0268), the eastern tributary to Hansen Creek shown on the figure, is the water 
supply to the Tribal fish hatchery located on the upper Skagit Tribal Reservation. The 
attached map .has the extended anadromous zones highlighted in green and the hatchery 
water supply highlighted in orange. Spawning surveys document coho salmon usage in 
both Thunder (03 .0064) and Mills (03 .0070) creeks. Coho salmon spawning has also 
b�en documented in the unnamed stream (03.0068) located between Mills and Thunder 
creeks. Many of the numerous wetlands along the Samish are important overwintering · 
sites for juvenile eoho salmon. 

[Larry Wasserman NWTP-.2-5213 
Skagit System Cooperative] 

Comment: The Upper Skagit Reservation is not depicted in any of the DEIS maps. The 
depiction of the reservation areas (maps enclosed) would convey more accurately the land 
use pattern in the project area. 

[Doreen Maloney NWTP-2-88/2 
Upper Skagit Indian Tribe] 

Comment: Figure 22 "County Zoning" has an error. The area at Southwest Quadrant of 
intersection of Guide Meridian and Smith Road should not be Urban Residential; instead it 
should be "Rural." , 

[Donna Nocamber NWTP-02-099A} 
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·
omment: When FAIR proposed an alternative to your plan to erect a new double

circuit line on our properties, you discounted our reasoning strictly from a monetary 
viewpoint. Arrogance has been your strategy. 

[Craig Langager NWTP-04-009 
FAIR (Families Against Increased Risk)] 

Response: We regret that BPA's actions have appeared to be arrogant. BPA's public 
involvement goals are: to make· it easy for people to speak freely; to listen carefully to 
comments given; and to work cooperatively to achieve mutual understanding and solve 
problems. The concerns of FAIR and other Lake Shore Drive residents are well known to 
BP A. The North Shore and DNR alternatives were developed in response to comments 
from this group. 

The added cost, increased environmental impacts of the North Shore and DNR 
alternatives, together with recent public support ofBPA's proposed action, are reasons 
why BPA favors rebuilding the existing 230-kV wood pole transmission line to double
circuit. 

Comment: Take into account all impacts. 
[Bonnie Morehouse BOH-l2} 

Response: All impacts described in the EIS together with public comments will be . 
considered in BPA's decisionmaking process. 

Comment: In FAIR's past attempts to communicate with you and Whatcom County 
officials, you have deliberately chosen not to negotiate with our residentS' on North Shore 
Road. Your statement regarding discourse has been that you will only take comments. 
You will not answer any of our questions. · 

[Craig Langager NWTP-04-009 
FAIR (Families AgainSt Increased Risk)] 

Response: BPA representatives attended a meeting ofthe FAIR organization on May 25, 
1995. All questions asked were answered. Additionally, FAIR's comments have been 
carefully considered and responded to in this EIS. 

BP A has for several years been engaged in the environmental review/public involvement 
phase of the decision making process for this project. BP A cannot make final decisions 
sooner than 30 days after the Final EIS is completed and mailed to the public. This 
ensures that all citizens have equal oppqrtunicy to have input to the decision process and 
ensures BPA's neutrality during predecision stages of a project. 
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[Ray Tompkins SWOH-4] 

Response: BPA continues to monitor the EMF issue. But as stated on page 4/29 of the 
Supplemental DEIS, we believe that the state of scientific evidence has not established a 
cause-and-effect relationship between electric or magnetic fields and adverse health 
effects. 

· 

Citizens have a right to challenge the EIS if they feel that the National Environmental 
Policy Act has been violated. . If a person desires to challenge the EIS, they must do so 
within 90 days of the date the Record ofDecision is publicly available. 

Comment: Is this a. done deal? [decisions already made] 
[Kathy Klemmer BOH-11] 

Response: BP A-has for several years been engaged in the environmental review/public 
involvement phase of the decision making process. BPA cannot make final sooner than 30 
days after the Final EIS is completed and mailed to the public. 

Comment: I would like a chance to review comments received by the June 20 close of 
comments, and before the Fmal EIS is distributed, sci that I can review and conuBent on 
major issues brought up. 

{Bonnie Morehouse BOH-15 

Response: The Final EIS will be mailed to you. It will contain public comments on and 
BPA's responses to them. BPA will make a decision on the project 30 days after the Final 
EIS is completed and mailed to the public. Thus,-you will have 30 days to review 
comments in the Final EIS, and, if you desire, make additional comments or decision 
recommendations. 

Comment: BPA personnel were on his property, without letting him know ahead of time. 
Mr. Haner has requested that BP A contact him before entering his property on previous 
occasions. 

[Gregory Haner NWTP-04-012] · 

Response: Those BP A personnel or those representing BPA have been instructed to 
notify those landowners who have requested to be contacted before they enter the 
property. We regret that events such as this occur occasionally. 
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Comment: Tlie proposal violates the Eminent Domain Law and the Designated Forest 
Land Act of 1971 .  

[Charles F. Lappenbusch Sr. NWTP-04-002] 

Response:. 
Note that this question has been answered earlier, under Section H, Permits/Laws 

in this insert. 

Comment: We invite . . .  BPA representatives to a private FAIR meeting where we can 
detail our concerns regarding this project. Our concerns fall into four general categories: 
1 .  Health and environment. 2. Reduced property values. 3. Project justification. 4. 
Alternate alignments and configurations. I request that you ensure that staff with the 
proper expertise is in attendance to fully discuss each of these issues. We will be holding 
the FAIR meeting on Thursday, May 25, 1995 at 8:30 a.m. The meeting will be held at 
th� Cascade Natural Gas office in Bellingham, Washington. The address is: 1600 Iowa 
Street, Bellingham, W A. 

[Martin Eifrig NWTP-04-004 
FAIR (Families Against Increased Risk)] 

Response: BP A representatives attended this meeting as requested. 

Comment: Some of the comments Puget.Power provided on the DEIS have been 
addressed in the SDEIS. However, significant issues address in Puget Power's DEIS 
Comments remain matters of concern. Rather than restating the DEIS Comments in their 
entirety, Puget Power incorporates its DEIS Comments herein by this reference and 
resubmits its DEIS Comments as comments on the SDEIS. 

[Doug Loreen NWTP-04-019 
Puget Sound Power and Light Co.] 

Response: BPA has again reviewed Puget Power's comments. Where comments amplify 
and further define Puget Power's proposed 1 1 5-kV line, and where prior comments 
correct matters of fact and which were not corrected in the SDEIS, these changes have 
been made via errata sheets. Where Puget Power's comments question environmental 
analysis methods or suggest a different analysis conclusion, such as for EMF, BP A 
chooses to disagree and no changes are made in the EIS. 

Comment: Withdraw Determination of Significance. The SDEIS describes how this 
project has changed from its inception. The environmental record runs from Puget 
Power's original proposal (see "230-kV intertie with B.C. Hydro" discussed in the SDEIS 
on page 2/39), to the first joint BPA/Puget Power project (see "E4APlan" discussed in 
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SDEIS on page 2/40), to the "Puget Power Part of the Project" described in the DEIS, to 
the current "Puget Power Part of the Project" described in the SDEIS on page 2/3 1 .  As 
the project has changed, the activities to be directly undertaken by Puget Power have 
diminished. Puget Power's portion of the project now involves the rebuild of an existing 
1 1 5-kV line and associated work inside of substation fences. 

. 

The need to undertake detailed environmental review for purposes of both NEPA and 
SEPA was initially driven by the fact that both BP A and Puget Power were proposing new 
construction. Were Puget Power to propose its current portion of the project (without the 
pipeline alternative) as a project independent ofBP A's system improvements, the proposal 
would be categorically exempt under SEPA. Wee WAC 197-1 1-800(3) (as to repair and 
maintenance of the existing line) and WAC 197-ll-800(24) (as to work inside the 
substation ferice). 

Puget Power does not, however, intend to assert categorical exemptions at this juncture of 
the proceeqing. However, Puget Power does not believe that the project, as currently 
proposed, requires completion of an environmental impact statement for purposes of 
SEP A. Rather, the rules which ought to guide Whatcom County's further involvement in 
environmental review are WAC 197-1 1-610 (use ofNEPA documents) and WAC 197-1 1-
360( 4) (withdrawal ofa DS). Whatcom County should adopt the SDEIS to the extent 
necessary to address its consideration of related BP A actions associated with decisions it 
may make with respect to Puget' Power's portion of the project. As to Puget Power's 
portion of the project, Puget Power submits that for purposes ofWAC 197-1 1-360(4), 
"the proposal has changed" such that there are no longer any "probable significant adverse 

· environmental impacts." To this end, the DS should be withdrawn and an MONS issued 
in its place. 

[Doug Loreen NWTP-04-019 
Puget Sound Power and Light Co.] 

Response: BPA has requested clarification ofPuget Power's intentions with respect to 
this comment. Their response is intended to place into the record their assertion that their 

. 1 15-kV line as currently proposed no longer requires completion of an EIS under the 
Washington State Environmental Policy Act. They are not intending to alter the joint 
Federal (BPA)/State (Whatcom County) EIS approach that has been pursued from the 
onset. 

BPA has also contacted Whatcom County regarding Puget's assertion. Whatcom County 
has indicated that Puget Power's assertions may be correct, but that they are not planning 
to withdraw from joint preparation of the EIS. 

Comment: Existing Conditions, GMA and Quantification of Impacts - Assuming the 
SDEIS is finalized for purposes ofNEPA and SEPA, and SDEIS's discussion ofPuget 
Power's portion ofthe project is lacking. Specifically: Puget Power's portion of the 
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project utilizes existing utilitY facilities and corridors. These existing conditions (i.e., 
utility facilities and corridors) are not sufficiently recognized in Chapter 3 of the SDEIS, 
pages 3/55 through 3/60. Leaving this information out of the "baseline" will result in 
overstatement of project impacts. The concern is addressed further in Puget Power's 
attached mark-up of select portions ofthe SDEIS. 

The Growth Management Act and implementing efforts underway in Whatcom County 
and City of Bellingham give clear preference to further development of existing utility 
facilities and corridors. These preferences do not appear to be refleCted in-the SDEIS. 
Puget Power has made no small effort to alter its facility plans to fit local land use plans. 
Puget Power would certainly hope that Whatcom County, as lead agency for purposes of 
SEP A, and in consultation with the City of Bellingham, will acknowledge in the FEIS that 
this project is the result of coordinated planning. 

The SDEIS quantifies impacts of the Puget Power portion of the projeci in.a way that is 
confusing for purposes of SEP A. The terms "considerable," "moderate" and "slight" are
not terms used to ·quantify impacts for purposes of SEP A. Impacts for purposes of SEP A 
should be discussed in the context of their significance (or lack thereof). This · concern is 
addressed further in Puget Power's attached mark-up of select portions of the SDEIS. 

[Doug Loreen NWTP-04-019 
Puget Sound Power and Light Co.] 

· Response: Factual corrections have been made to Chapter 3 via errata sheets. 

The impact characterization terms were developed early in the environmental 'analysis 
phase of the project and were used throughout the document to express the judgments of 
an interdisciplinary team of environmental specialists. These terms should not be useq to 
assess whether the impacts ofPuget's 1 1 5-kV line are signifi�t and therefore activate · 
the EIS provisions of SEPA. The terms provide a means to compare alternatives to one 
another. 

Whatcom County has not withdrawn from participation in the BP A/Puget Power 
Northwest Washington Transmission Project EIS. It is thus expected that a joint 
Federal/State Final EIS will address Puget's line. 

Comment: Areas of General Concern. Puget Power is concerned that one or more of 
the following sections of the SDEIS may affect th� interest ofPuget Power: 

Chapter 4 Section F (Consultation, Review and Permit Requirements); 
Chapter 5 (List ofPreparers); 
Chapter 6 (List of Agencies); 
Chapter 7 (References); 
Chapter 8 (Giossary);-
Chapter 9 (Comments and Responses); 
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Puget Power does not, at this time, offer any detailed comments on these portions of the 
SDEIS. The information contained in these sections is, for the most part, of a technical 
nature and additional time would be required to verifY the accuracy thereof and its · 
relevance (if any) to the interests ofPuget Power. However, for purposes of reserving its 
rights with respect to such information, Puget Power urges BP A to confirm the accuracy 
thereof and obJects to any information therein that is inconsistent With or prejudicial to 
Puget Power's interests. 

Response: Comment noted. 

[Doug Loreen NWTP-04-0 19 
Puget Sound Power and Light Co.] 

Comment: You could improve the proposal by being more clear about your preferences. 
On first reading, neither I nor my lawyer understood· that your proposal is, indeed, a 
statement of preference for one thing over another. 

Response: We regret that you had difficulty reviewing the document. The Supplemental 
Draft EIS Summary was an attempt to be more concise and help reviewers quickly 
understand the alternative and environmental issues involved with the project. We work 
continually to improve our documents, and appreciate your thought and ideas on this 
subject . 
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Comment ·Letters 
Bonneville Power Administration 
Public Involvement Manager-CKP 
PO Box 12999 
Portland OR 97208 

Dear BP A Representative, 

I hlivc several points to make in response to what you describe as your "proposal" 
(p.6 of your Summacy of the Supplemental DEIS). 

First, I believe this proposal, as outlined on p.6, is the best solution,,and certainly 
the one that w.ould impact rny own land the least. Therefore, am in favor of it. 

Second, I ilm definitely not in favor of what is described on pp. I0-12 as the North 
Shore Alternative. Reasons for my objections are: 

a) It would be unecessary, arbitrary, and costly to condemn additional land, log it, 
build more roads, and impact house and house-sites east of the already existing corridor. 

b) J;ragile wetlands would be additionaliy impacted i!l an adverse manner. · 

Wetlands on my property and neighboring property south of me would be wiped out 
completely. Olsen Creek itself would probably receive sediments and other erosion from 
construction. (Incidently, nowhere in your main DEIS, 360 pages long, have I found any 
reference to Olsen Creek being a protected spawning stream.) 

c) EMFs have not, according to studies, resulted in definitive conclusions. EMFs 
. are a main factor cite.d by FAIR, but in my personal opinion this i5Sue masks what is 
actually an economic and aesthetic issue: having "the wooden pole line" rCIIIOVed would 
enhance FAIR's property values. 

d) The crossover described on p. 1 1  of the summary sounds complicated and also 
risky or possibly undependable. I agree with the point made on p. 105 of your DEIS: 
namely, that in FAIR',:; alternative the end result "would be visible for more 
people .... Many would have foreground views of the line; with no screening·available. 
Overall impacts would be high." 

• 

e) The North Shore Alternative would place lines so close to my resid�nce near 
Olsen Creek that I would not be comfortable being there. The mixed forest between my 
house and the present corridor would have to be removed, eliminating the partial buffer 
from which the house benefits. This house was built where it now sits in order to minimize 
visual and auditory impacts from BP A lines. My personal life would be impacted adversely 
to _the extent that I would be forced out. Moreover, I believe it would be impossible , 
given today' s general attitudes toward power lines, to sell the house. 

f) The North Shore group purchased their land with a full comprehension that 
power lines ran near it or across it. To move these lines from their backyards into my OYfl 
and other's frontyards appears fundamentally unfair in intention: 

· 

Even.separately, each of the above reasons is reason enough not to move 3.4 miles 
ofBPA corridor !O the east, at enormous expense to taxpayers. Taken together, all these . 
reasons mak� th11 North Shore AlternaCive an llltemative worth fighting.,in court, if it ever. 
comes ·to t�at: · 

r 
·; 

Sincerely, 

........-J • r: -,..., . 
� Jrr.� 

.. . . � .. ' 
David Davis 

BPA/Puget Power "ortl1west Wasllington Transmission /'rojut 

You may use this fonn to commem on the·Suppl�.��������t� 
lcommc:nt by ICuer, phone, or in person at one of th 
you need more"room. Yopr commems will' be a 
1995. Thank you. 

"I'D LIKE TO TELL YOU • . " 

CP.Q "'- l} � ' I t . . ' I ,  What I th�nk about the proposal: �co(: >V I 1� tl d' "..<1...4 M l.1i I c� 

. ' • (,) · -;{J • I, '-"i (#\4lA� � ..,.., ...() (� f" ..,........,.. ........ L 0.··. .; 1'-'�t�l,<... ,. 

· � A . •  . .. 
.t You could improve the proposal �y: � � -d? e �a· a.!sw1:t -�4.1&"= t������·:O:::Za �Dll)�LlR.{<M.....c:.A.. ¥' &11&. �-� 0"1'"<" h .;;;;ti,,, • 

3. You could �uce impac!S by: ���·� 
N �-� � £,., t.....,.{"""jA&.c?O -r=�ua.,., :... '9�· \tL '(,4 i<&J: OR At.., C,e • .k lo a .pad· eX/� 4ff" .... .rn. �-.;., "'4 �·R ;,., "F "D&.!S '  M� .f In:  . .....,·A.d .. ; 

4, I think the analy�is would be better if you: SR,e �� ,.Q � .. 0 . �<"" ,1;" 
4-o. JL;t, r �J ::!1. 1\1!!-t<& ").:L..,, A 2 Ai,oe .f.crl ""'li'l-? 
� .... A .It .P ...e1.4.:t1 !b b ....., fll :z:;:,.q aw� pd . ,a...,;f&;,. ,9 � . ' . a  ' ."tl (!- ";'�--� �4y;,_e; �.L� 3 1. 0 �, D 5l S . , A.MAA ���) 

' S�� E:."' .. . .  .AR. � � ..o-v-.'.t:_:__ . ��- ;....:t n . II.. 
· �:--: • • 1A .....R. ..;;t • -:-: :--:-1 . � 

6. 11 a�mments: � �) �  � :;t;o �h.v..,) 
A...Q. ;.;{M A.v>..R Xo .ry4 . -.&.ytj %� I ,g �� -.c4 �� 
'4>��4 �&�a;1 4. 4&<·� • :':t: I.L. . � � t.J · , . ,..... ... �141"' . .!���l'l. �&: e� 

o MAd. ,!(, -AI"':'L:..: 0 ' 0 � · . · -- --- -·-a 
� - o u- - - · · cJ • 

(My name and address are on the other side of this shee�.) 
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Bl'Ail'ugel Power Nortl1 west Wasllington Transmission Project 

;_ �.� t.:- 6-<-<- � 4. � � �-
� - v.J_.,_ � � -� � .J. <.r< ·�� � 
� � � (1:4 � � �"'"'\ .  ��� ;_ �  � .:.._;t

· 

� � - �  �_) 
d- �·JJ> . � "(J � - . . rlh- .:::tA.o.. � � � �� -�--� 

· Jv:- .:.. � � c=� �)� :  . ( -;2.0 4J 7 q5 I 3 S I 
-�/�� � 

. 
.;..., ( L.ob) -r  � 4"_ o q o o }  o-...o 

� � ""-<) �- .:;;cAc. . tr-.L �. • 

...; 

·-�- · ./ 

-� 
� 
N 
� 

� 
� � .., I.., 
s: N 

Name� ifD� 
Addres� �SA,·J Bed;'"')L 16JI\ 'ii'"Ll:5 . Please put me on your mailing list (you're on it already if you received this r�'rm in the mail). 

Use the enclosed postage-paid envelope or send by June 20, 1995 to: 

Bonneville Power Administration · 
Public Involvement Manager • . CKP 

P.O. Box 12999 
Portland OR 97208 

If you have any ques�ions, please ca// to/1-free: (800) 62245/9 . 

� . 

" ' 

� ·. 

. llf>l!i l 30, 199� 

\,.• Hr
·�· 

Lou. lJr i e$Sen 
Bonnevi l l e  rower Adainist rattora 
P . O .  Box 362 1 .  
rort 1an<!,, oR 97208- 3G2 1 

Hr . nrJ.essen: 

RECEIV:::O OY BPA 
rusu: 1:;vcL'iEMENT � c!!'.Je: Nwlh/·1 -<·,:_ 
RECLIPT t:l£: 

slq t'i.r 
AREA: DISTRICT 

1 am wr�tinq to you on belia l f  of . the q<oup !"AIR. We a.re peop l e  
who believe that we will  be adven•dy impacted by BPI\ ' s  pn>t><>sed 
"BPA/Puqet Power �orthwest Wash l n<jlon .TransMission l'roject• and 
wish lo hove input in the decision ma.k i n9 process . To tt. l s  I!Ud, 
we have and ' wi 1 1  attend public hearinqs on this aBlle r .  

FAIR. haS also retalnt:d l�vKl counse l ,  oav1� ·· er1ct 1 1 n ,  who L n  
turn, h•·s been ·ln c<mlact with ·ePA ' s  Coun$el · Geoet·ll l ,  Hr .. Ben 

·.underwood. Kr •. B�icklin' has suqqested that ""· invite you and 
other appruprlalc: BPA repre5entat1Ve$ to 6 prlvb.lt! FAIR 111eet.ing 
whCra we Can det a i l  our concerns reqardin9 tli.la project. . Out 
concerns fall Into (our �c:neral ca.teq� r l e � :  

I .  Health and Envi rollDen t .  
2 .  Reduced property values . 
3 .  Proj ect - j usti f ication . 4 .  Atternative . a l i9RDents and conflqurations 

I request that you ensure · that starr wi th. the: pt·up.vr expe r t i se L s  
in attendance t O  ful l y  di scuss each o f  these issues . 

We "" i l l  be holdinq the FAIR meet lnq on Thursdlly, Kay 2S' th, 1 9 9 5  
at 8 ; 30 Ni .  The •eet ir•q wi l l  b t!  held at the Cascade Nat u r ll l  GJJs 
o f f ice: i n  Be l l in9ham., Washin9ton. Th• L r  a.ddre:sa l s :  

1 600 Iowa St 
BP. l l i niJh11111111 WI\ 

,; 

. . . . . . .. ; . . 
- N ease .conf i rm your at tendance, advise who on yuut .. u, f C  wi l l  lie 
a t tcndi'19•. and le't u" know i f  you requ i r e  add i t iona l d i n,c l lou:; . 
Our ma i l ing address i s :  

F . A . I . R .  
1 )))  Lln'r:oln � t  . •  1 2 4 6  Be l l  1 1\qham, WA 9D22G 

� .f'£ 
Hartin El'if;f7 FI\I k. rcprc'"cntativc 

cc : Hr . Ben Underwood 
Of f ice o f · Genera l . Counsel Bonnevi l le Power Admi n i strat ion 
H&fl Stop LN . 
1' . 0 .  Box 3621 
Portl and, OR 97232 

Mr . David Brickl in 1 4 2 4  Fourth Ave, Suite 1015  
Seattle, WA 981 0 1 . 

.. 
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. ' " ,.,,,,[; . : 

IN EO ONI·Y · 1 -
.... . · . . . 

I n f o  On l y :  A- 2 ,  CKl" , t: ,  H ,  S ,  >IO C <J�Cindy Cos t o> c -CK 

FAI R 
P . O . Box_ 2 4 6 ,  Posta l P.lace 

1 3 3 3  Linco l-n street 
Bel:!.ingham ,: .Washin�on 9 8 2 2 6  

. · 
· I REcEilfflffV,; . ':· :_up 5 

ruguc iNYOI.VEMENJ · 
lOGI: IJI..'f(' ·C.q-·CJQ.5 

Pete Kreme n ,  state Repre�entative 
3 0 8  John. · L • . O ' Brien. Buildin\J , Room ·308 
Olympia , Washington 98 504�06&4 · 

REC�IPT DATE: · 

. 4 /24·h·r. 
AREA: DISTIIICf 

Dear Pete Kremen: 

Thank you for agreeing t� 'vrite a letter. on our ba!lal:f in 
regard to. the Bonneville Pow.er Adm.inistration/Puget Power··Northwest 
Transmiss ion Project . As you know , our group FAIR ( Fam i l i e s  Against 
Increased Risks - approximately 20 families along Lake Whatcom ) 
have · adamantly opposed · this. pro)·ect for some· time . - Last . : !a l l  the 
environmental process was delayed as BPA was reeva l�at1ng the nee4 
for the. project : To our dismay , we .were notified on March ·16th of 
this year _that BPA/ Puget Power believe the need st i l l  exists f oj:: 
the i r  project. BPA ·has decided to · issue a supplemental dra f t  
Environmental Impact Statement ( EIS) wh ich 'Jill give u s - a l. l  another 
chance to �:;e.i.teiate our objections . According to th!!ir March l &th 
l e t t e r ,  this supplemental EIS

·
would be fin ished by late Apr i l · w i th 

pub l i c meetings in Hay . Similar to all · past publ i c· scoping 
sess ions , BPA w i l l ,  we .are sur.e , _  continue to have the atti tUde that 
they are not at these public me�tings to answer our questions but 
only to t·ake our comments . We the tax paying . citizens ·wh o  w i l l  be 
severely i mpacted - by this project deserve and demand a voice . 

The po ints of con�ern which our group ·FAIR believe are ·va l id 
a re as l i sf�d : 

· 

A .  Health Rick.a 
1 .  Potential cancer r isks caused by EMF radi at ion .  

Independent studies sugg est possible l i  nits to : 
leuk�rn i a  · J.h -.h; "\.ll."eh ,  t:.�. ,...o::L" growths , · and 
phys iologica l changes . 

2 .  App roach i ng and sometimes over state l im i t s  for noise pol lution ( 60 dec i bels) . 
3 .  Tra n s f e r  of e l ectr i ca l charge to g round �bject s ,  

for example . V9� i c les a nd fence l i ne& ( �ee 
enclosed art icle on Chri stmas Tree Farm) . 

and local government s have respons ibi l i t ies to · the i r  c i t i zens to 
protect the i r  hea lth , psychol�g ica l wel l  being _and persona.l 
property . would you p lease contact Nate Bro"n of the l'lhatcom County 
P lanning Department -about our concerns .. · It obv iou s l y  would be 
prud.ent to serid _ a  .copy of your letter to · BPA . Poss i. bly , for the 
f irst . time in three years ,·· our leg i t imate concerns would be 
address·ed ' 

S i "=z; 
T 

J2_ . 
. 

craig Lang�ger . 7/ � 
jl�L /d 
Mart i'n E� 
FAIR REPRESENTATIVES 

cc : Nate Brown 
Divis ion of Buildings and Codes 
5280 Northwest Drive 
Belli�gham, wash�ngton 98226 

Randy · Hardy . 
Bonneville Pow.er Adlllinistratio!l 
905 NE l lth Avenue 
Port land , oregon · 9 7 2 3 2. 

Ward Nelson , Representative 
l�hatcom county Counci l  Office 
Whatco111 County courthouse . 
Be l l ingham , Washington 98225 

David · Brick l in 
Br ickl in and Gendler 
1 4 2 4  F,ourth Avenue, suite 1015 
Sea t t l e ,  WA 9 8 1 0 1  
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�TATE. AE.I"nc..si!NTATIV� 42nd DlSTruCT . 
PETE KREMEN 

Nate Brown 
Piannin8 & Developme�t Sci'vices 
�tcpm.County Courthouse 
311 Grand Avenue · 

.. Bell.iDgham; w A. 98225 

,Dear Mr.• Bro:wu; 

S1a1c or Washing! on 
Hoi,JSC or · 

. Represcnl�:nives 

A.pril 27; 1995 

ltUU:..'t 

AGIUCULTU\U .. I!CQUlGV 
t!IEI\CV lo UTlUTlr:.S 

LJ!,CISLATlVI! '1'fV\NSPORTAT10N 
COMMITrnE 

I P'"' .• ; ''13 PA 
� · :�\·:::.tNT · . ]-:.UII'·C4 -cO� 
r. : 

f-· AREf. 
.<;l t lqs 

Gi:JliliCT 

I am writing in: order;to voice.c.oncer'ns about B.PA's proj,osed Puget Power 
Nonhwest .Transmission J'roject an� additionally, to urge a closer working relationship 
between impacted residen� and the Wbatcom County Planning DepartnienL 

It is orily duriilg_the past .te<n years that the negative health effects. of power lines 
have come to the forefront. · It is illy understanding that seveial inde.pepdent studies have 
shown p\>tential �: of.E¥F radiation to childhood leukemia, physiological changes, 
and tUmor growths. "Additi!)n3lly, per an. article in the Bellipgharn Herald on P/30/94, 

. a Whatc,om County business, ViJdni f!!,U OuiStinas Tree F� wu forced to close, due 
to static electricity from two BPA lines.· Families w!Io live along Lake' Whatcoin are also 
concerned that noise pollution could �pproiu:b and at tim�, eVe!J. exceed State .!im.its. 

Serious potential environmental haZardS must also be addressed. Property owners 
near this project have expresSed con.cerns that there will be a lack of respect for 
easement agreements; regardiilg fire danger: i.e., cut trees under power lines remaining 
on the. ground. In the summer of 19�; F:ire District #4, Agate Bay, was summoned to a 
fire, undj:r power liD.es which � cauSed by tlie arcing.of electrical charges. · Residents 

. "•va also indicated a ·pas� lack of effort by BPA to monitor water nln-off and its o�ffects . on . OWu·-'-ne property; �Qrlter serious problem bas been the overall neglect of culvert 
·mamtenancc and culvert blowouts which caused the closure of North Shore Road. 

. Health risks, a• .... eu aS perceived health risks, lower property values significantly, 
although I '·'""'··�UU!d that the Whatcom County Assessor has not taken this into 

· 

�LlStOcrat
.
iou wit(� Section E. In fad, real cslatc earnest money agreements now include a declaratwn sectiOn for pqwcr lines. A more obvious detraction to homes is decreased aesthetics due. to the magnitude and height of the structures and lines. , 

' •. · .  
'· . 

Nate. Brqwn 
April 27; 1995 
Page 1\vo ·· 

. FAIR (Families Ag�t Increased .Risks) Jw voiced concerns to m�. regardio:g a 
laclc of intemction With the· Whatcom Co�ty P1anning Department; consequently, F AlR 
members £eel wliierilble to BPA's proposed project. i run hopeful that your department 

· 
.llfid these fniPaetCd faiiillie,S can dev�iop a inCaningful, productive discuss.ion on ·the 

· 

col!i::C� raised. I look forward to positive r�ul!S in the "future. 

l'IC:!e 

· Thank you in advance for your attention to iss.ti� �ed in: this lett.�r • 

.. SUicerely, 
Orlglno.ny Signed By 

Pete Krcll\cn· . 
State.Representative 
42nd District 
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Gi• ...... _.:;.�! 
UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

REGION 10 
1200 Sixth Avenue 

Seanle, Washington 98tOt 

I R£C£r!(i) BY BPA f;J�t�=x:npl'lf.HT .... :... b t:>. 7 
:r• n: l-. :r· Q-, u l··crmr r. •••. 
·· ·6/i�Jqs June S, 1993 

Reply 10: W0-126 
AREA: O�l'i11CT 

Ken Bar,iliart 
Envirorunental Coordinator 
Office of Engineering 
P. 0. Box :1621 
Ponland, Oregon 97208 

Re: BPA/Puget Power Northwest W.ashington Transmission Project 

Dear Mr. Barnhart: 

In accordance with our responsibilities under the National Envirorunental Policy Act 
and Section 309 of the Clean Air Act, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has 
reviewed the BPAIPuget Power Northwest Washington Transmission Project, Supplemental 
Draft Environmental Impact Statement (draft supplemental EIS). The draft supplemental EIS 
evaluaies a new alternative called;" Option I "  which evaluates additional informJI.tion that was 
provided by the public during the comment period ·on the draft EIS. 

' 

Thank you for the opporrunit}' to review this draft EIS. This abbreviated review 
revealed no new EPA concerns. Please refer to our draft EIS letter dated January 13, 1994 for 
EPA's comments on this project. Please .contact John Bregar at (206) 553,-1984 if you have 
�ny question• ahout our conunents. . 

: 

Sincerely, 

�J I ��A.:>�- . Yo;;.;�abreza, Chief 
Environmental Review Section 

()PrlntodottRe 

,. ....... 'l:, ,; ft � � � f  '�·-� 
UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

REGION 10 
1 200 Sixth Avenue 

Seattle, Washington 9810t 

Reply 10: \\'0-126 

John Taves 
Environmental Coordinator 
Office of Engineering 
P. 0. Box 3621 
Portland, Oregon 97208 

• • 

R[CEII"ED c"l E?A � fUP.llC fNVOl�:·-:; .. T I tr.�.!!JJ•-" 1 P-ctll.'B 
R£C:!PT : p i I \.� I l:. l'f.t j 

!-::-:-· ·- . -�::-� AREk • •  J 

Re: BPA/Puget Power Northwest W_ashington Transmission Project 

Dear Mr.· Taves: 

In accordance with our responsibilities under the National Environmental Policy Act 
and Section 309 of the Clean Ail: Act, ihe Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has 
reviewed the BPA/Puget Power Northwest Washington .Transmission Project, Draft 
Environmental Impact Statement (draft EIS). The draft EIS analyzes the No Action alternative 
and the Construction Acrion Alternative options, and their effects on the environmenl in 
Whatcom and Sk�git counries. 

The draft EIS is an informative, well prepared and comprehensive docuniei11. II 
addresses the pertinent issues and polential environmental impacts of project activities ver'!( 
well. Although the; hiformation in the draft EIS is generally excellent, we have provided 
comments on some i.ssues of concern. 

Based on our review, we have rated the draft EIS EC-2 (Environmental Concerns ·· 
lnsurricient lnfdrmation). Our concerns are based on the project's impact on water quality. 
The draft EIS was very 'thorough in ihe presentation of site-specific wetland and water quality 
impacts. This level or detail is very helpful and is an important component of a complete 
impact analysis. However, it lacks a reference to a monitoring program that will help to 
ensure compliance with state Water Quality Standards. 

This rating and a summary of our comments will be published in the Federal Register. 
A copy or our rating �v�tcm is ench>sed. 

· 

Water Otmlity Monitorine 
The EPA wou ld like to see the EIS focus more anention "on base-line monitwng 

measuremenls of water resources. These would provide a detailed description of tWI!*I!I'Ilf'lk"""· 
physical, chemical, and biological characteristics of streams, lakes, �nd other water bodies in . � 
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chemical parameters, such as temperatUre, turbidity, and $ediiilent accumuhition, will be kept 
at levels· that will protect and fully support designated uses and ,meet Water Quality Standards 
under each of the action aliematives. The state's identifJCation of water bodies with impaired 
uses (found in the suite 303(d) report). as well as the magnitude- and sources of such 
impairment, should also be included. 

· 

In addition, the EIS should reveal the locations of spawning habitat with respect to 
stream crossings in the project area. If project activities. are occurring coincident with 
spawning of anadromous fish, extra mitigation measures should. be put in place so that the fish 
habitat is not disturbed. 

· 

The EIS should include a discussion of monitoring for each· resource category 
determined to be significant through the scoping process, including fisheries and water quality. 
A properly 4esigned monitoring plan .will demonstrate how well the preferred alternati-ve 
resoives the identified issues and concerns by measuring the effectiveness of the mitigation 
measures in· controlling or minimizing adverse effects. 

The monitoring plan should include 1ype5 of surveys, location and frequency of 
sampling, parameters to be monitored, indicator species, budget, procedures for using data or 
results in project implementation, and availability of results. to interested and affected groups. 

The EIS should describe the feedback mechanism which can compare baseline data 
with monitoring results to adjust standard operating procedUres, monitoring intensity, and 
protocol at farst detection of adverse effects. Provision of such an adjustment process. ensures 
that mitigation strategies will improve in the futUre ·and that unforeseen adverse effects are 
identified and minimized. .... .  .,. ,  

Thank you for the opportunity to review this draft EIS. Please contact John Bregar at 
(206) 553-1984 if you have any questions a�ll our comments. 

Sincerely, 

"/s; 
Kathy Veil, Chief 
Program Coordination Branch 

Enclosure 

--....:, 

MAY 3 0 1995 

2 3 3 1  B Hoehn Road - ·--·· 
Sedro \�ool l ey ,  WA 98 28·!1 o·I BPA 
May 2 2 , 1 9 9 5  ,:�'£tpi"NT . J.}i:-JJ '·("f -

! 's/3ohr 
l 

Bonnev i l l e  Powe r Adm i n i s t r·auon 
Publ ic I nvolvement Manager - CKP 
P . O .  Box 1 2999 t-;r� .. - .. ___ __l DISTRICT 

Por t land , OR · 97.208 
RE :  Summary o f  the Supplementa l Dra f t  Envi ronment a l  I mpac t 

Statement 
BPA/Puget Power Nor t hwes t  Washington Transm i s s ion 
Projec t . 

Pea r  S i rs :  

We a re wr i t i ng i n  response to the above- re-ferenced documen t .  
The following are some o f  ou r thoughts and opinions : 

1 - We are s t rongly opposed to any proj ec t that inc reases 
the EMF ' s  to ou r · p rope r t y . · AHhough we understand hea l t-h 
rela ted consequences haven ' t  ye t been determined from 
ex·posure to EMF' s ,  we a re not prepared to risk ou r hea l th 
nor ou r c h i l d ' s  heal t h . 

2 - We s t ronglY. oppose any p roject that raises the exis t i ng 
power l ines h igher. than they cur rently are . For y�ars we . • 
have grown g rass hay in a field that. your l i nes C I\OSS . The 
grass hay p l an ted und e r  the ex i s t ing l ines that c ross our 
proper ty does not grow at the S8.11le rate as. that p lanted on 
the rest of the field • 

• •  
3 - We s t rongly oppose any p rojec t that feeds a h i gher 
vol t age o f  po�er th rough l�nes c rossing our prope r t y .  

4 - We ques t ion t h e  r i gh t  of power companies to do 
cons t ru c t ion near ex i s t ing eagle nes ts when the average 
person wou ld not be a l l owed to do so . 

Sincere l y , 
I ., /} ' j -:.:? 

� G.')'J �'f:f 
Jon Fleu r i champ 

/J.>iti.J �.t.� Dena F� rkcham� · -� 

'JO. 
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June 1 5, 1995 
Bonneville Power Administration 
public Involvement Manager - CKP 
p:o; Box 12999 

· Porthind, OR 97208 
Dear Sirs: · 

JUN 1 9 1995 

The following four pages contain comments are on behillf ofF .A.I,R., Families Against 
Increased Risk, and are in response to ypur supplemental draft environmental inlpact 11talement 
for the Bp A/Puget Power Northwest Washington Transmission Project. We respectfuily request 
that each of these concerns be fully addressed in both your project evaluation as well as any 
subsequent environmental i.nlpact statements. 

Respectfully, 

1/4�� 
Martin Eifrig 
F .A.I.R. representative 

attactunents 
cc: David Bricklin 

Bricklin & Gendler 
Suite 1 0 1 5  · 
Fourth and Pike Building 
1424 Fourth Avenue 
Seattle; WA 98101 

RECEIVEt . ·: SPA , 
PIJBUC It' : � VEMEHT tOG I: lc:JTP- <H -
REC£11'1' o;,;t; . 

�/tn. fqf 
AREA: DISTRICT 

--

��-

The follow ing comments are on b'ehalf of F .A. I . R. , Famil ies 
Against Increased Risk, and are in response to your 
supplemental draft environmental impact statement for the 
BP A/Puget Power Northwest Washington Transmission 
Project. We respectfully request that each of these concerns 
be fully addressed in both your project evaluation as well as 
any subsequent environmental impact statements . 

1 .  You have admitted to the fact that you do not have a 
contract with Canada for the power for this project . 

2. 

3 .  

How can you justify spending the mill ions of dollars this 
project . will cost taxpayers with ·no binding contract? 

� . . . 

In addition to the fact that no power contract with 
Canada exists( as noted in item #1),  the regional need for 
access to additional power seems unfounded given that 

. the region· has excess powet. BPA is having a difficult 
time competing with private power generation and has 
lost significant customers recently . This trend must be 
fully documented, analyzed, and addressed before this 
project can be seriously considered . . 

Given this intense competition with private power 
generation( as noted in item #2) , why is BPA competing 
with private industry , with taxpayers' dollars,. in the · 
generation of electricity when private industry is offering 
competitive alternatives and employing American 
workers? 
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4 .  BPA i s  attempting to cancel a contract with a private 
power producer, Tenaska, yet still wishes to pursue this 
project. Tenaska, in turn, has filed a claim against BPA · . 

. for over 1 bil l ion dollars which is further cause for alarm 
of BPA's  judgement� Even the Northwest Power 
PlaiUling Council which sets policy for BPA has warned 
that BPA may not be competitive. '  These power plants 
employ american workers and can be placed adjacent to 
high use areas which reduces health issues, property 
devaluation and need for massive transmission lines in a 
densely populated region. BPA must re-evaluate their 
pol icy and gain public acceptance before embarking on 
this t�ansmission l ine project . 

5 .  Project financing . As taxpayers, we find it ludicrous that 
we are being asked to funtl another project that allows 
BP A to compete with the private sector power generation 
when BPA has yet to repay its loans from the Federal 
Treasury . The projeet's financing and BPA current . 
indebtedness to the Federal Treasury should be explicitly 
stated in both the EIS and project justification documents . .  

6 .  The EIS does not address the future problems i n  Canada 
concerning Canada' s  own fish enhancement problems and · 

the concerns of Canada 's First Nations Peoples about the . . 
impl ications of this project. 

· 

7 .  I f  this project were to be implemented, the EIS does. not 
state what the maximum potential EMF radiation could 
be at .the easement boundary . All EIS statements refer to 
some presumed load and never .address the maximum 
load potential . The EIS must include these details. 

8 . . Puget Power, as a joint project participant, must also 
state why they opposed any language coi:lcer�ing EMF 
radiation or discussion of EMF reduction ·in the EIS . 

· We, as residents in the proximity of the transmission 
lines, view them both as a health and property value 
threat which is a " taking" that Initiative 1 64 addresses . 
Puge! Power's position/policy on EMF radiation must be 
a part of the public record on this project. 

9. Despite increasing the current carrying capacity of the 
proposed line( as noted in item #7) , BPA has refused to 
set specific binding limits on EMF radiation at or below 
current levels� The EIS .must note that " prudent 
avoidance " is recommended for EMF. exposure by the 
Washington State Department of Health . The EIS must 
address why residents near the transmission l ines can't  be 
given this binding guarantee that their health will not be 
further jeopardized and tl):at their property values �ill not 
be adversely impacted. The EIS must also note that 
standard real estate contracts now require that the 
presence of high voltage power lines near your property 
be explicitly stated. 
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10.  In light of the above concerns, it is reckless and abusive 
· for BP A and Puget Power to proceed with this project. 

F .A.I .R .  bel ieves that this project s�ould be abandoned. 
If BPA can properly justify the region's needs in the 
future, the transmission lines should go in the less 
populous Eastern Washington Corridor. 

Respectfully, 

/ y;/ ·  p:.:�kC, ;7 
Martin Eifrig 
F.A.I .R.  Representative 

/' 
(/".__, _., � 7 . J • /.� 

- - -7;·� Craig Langager / 
F.A.l .R.  Representative 

June I�. 1995 

Sh.:m>n 1/uufnagk D. VM. 
(practice limited m horsts) 

3014 /.akl! Shure /ld. 
fltlli,�ham, Wo. 9.�]]6 · · .'i6o 671 ;roo 

Concerning Bonneville �r Adminiwations North .. �t Washington Transmission l'rojc..,. 

BPA: 
I would like 10 tollliDI:nl on the draft EIS. I am adam3Dlly opposed 10 this project for the f�llowing 

reasons: 
I object lo any iDQ:case ill the dccllomagnclic 1\cld (EMF) and believe lbal the <:W'Tent EMF O.:.Uidc 

3.lld under tbe power JuleS is .too high. 
E'idcncc is lleadily mounlinc that the EMF has serious effects on the body including adult, and more 

imporwllly; cbildhood cancers. Al lhe  edge of UJC rigbl-of-way U1C EMF readings far exceed the level lbar 
any oi the st\ldies on health risks indic:tte arc safe. 

BPA is Idling liS thai JM. studies are not conclusive. Thai statement is 1101 correct. Several of the 
studies ..AB conclusm, some studies are nol. We could argue this indefinitely, just as the tobacco industry argued indcfinirdy thai c:lgareuc sniOI<ing was 001 barmfut Si.ntt Dol C\'Cf)'ODC wbo smokes gelS lung 
Cllnccr il could still be areued I hal sludies on smoking are i nconclusivc. That would be a ludiCI'OU$ 
ar&�Kmcnt iOday. · . 

All lr>duslries and individuals usodatcd "ith EMF's. including BPA. are reco�JU��ending avoidance of 
the 1\dds ya BPA is propo5in& this project that would in=asc the EMF's o--er family homes. 

It may be argued that we knew tbe lilies were bcrc when ""' purchased ow properties. 11tat is uue, but 
we WCR IOid by BPA that the· only danger from lhe lines was from electroeution. We 'wcrc i� n01 
to ekvate mc131'poles or build brush fire.< under tbe ll.nes. BPA gave us booklets on how to wotl< safely 
!!llllg: the lirtes. They :!bowed picture oi people driving, tractors 11nder the lines. in the same EMF''s that 
they are now saying u. avoid This projeel will increase the EMF under the Lines but BPA is still tell.iDg 
lando\\mrs that they can work their land undo> the lines. while al the $311le time rccommcnding avoiding 
the EMF. h just docsn '1 n>al<e sensei 

BPA's o'wn book, PJtxlrical and Biologic:ll Effects ofTransmission lines, U S. Dept of Energy 198?. 
docwuc:nts U1C dangers of EMF's. 

Pg S2: 'Three o1 fn1: studies don¢ to investigate 3 po1$ible associatioo lxlween cltildhood cancer and 
po\\cdine ID3gneUC fi.:lch reponed some positive rcsul15. (Showed association) About SO% of JO reports 
on "clcxtric:ll occupaUons" and C3DCCI' rcpon signif�<::ulll)' elevated risks. 

Pg. 53: Overall. re;earc.b with bUIIWlS r;upplemenCcd by lab animal resc.ttCh. suuru 'tl¥: possibility for ad\·erse ell'eciS from human cxposurc. IO clcxtric and/or magnetic fields 
· Pg. 55: Table 8 lists the relative risk of cbildbood cancer from powcrlines at I. S-J; 11 ltst5 the rel:uivc 

risk from CD\ironmcntal tobacco smo�e (lung C<IRCCI) as 2-l, almo:sl idcntic:ll.( The danger to children 
front sccond-lt.a��d tobacco is higb enough that parents wbo sn10�e bc;Miy h;n,; been denied cutody of 
their children). · 

Pg . .l6: Powerl.iDc cancer rislc is higher than tbe rislc from bome ;>51.�tos-lung cancer. (Mollions of 
dollars are being spent to rtniO\oe asbestos from schools and other public place$). 

All of the above, pius additional f3CIS supporting the dangers froon ponerlincs arc in BPA 's own book 
Olhtt unbiased srudiC:l are even more cmplwic lba1 the tines arc dangerous. Propcn)· •·alucs ha•c decreased .,;th the incr<ased public awareness of the problems assocoated "ith 
powetlines. Puget Sllund multiple listings real c:stale satc:s agreement <'Ont.ains a section on b.uards sucb 
as landfiUs. Que question ill this section asks if the listed property is close to power lin<$. 

This proj<CI will nlll benefit Whatcom County, These lines arc not for local use. This incrcaoe is to 

·enable BPA IO shuffle power lo California and oihcr distant areas New power SOWO<OS are being oo·cloped. 
in ow couol)· on the fc·m1 of co-gcncrauon planl<. 
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Tb� general public is ""''arc that the future course of BPA is unccnain. Major iswcs are.unrcsoh:cd 
The salmon fashc:rics issue, sedimentation in lhc slack-water vaW51he fas1-flowing ri\'Cr problems. 
irrigation problems, ll'lDe of these issueS are eveu close to being resolv.:d O!Mr fomas or energy 
production arc being d<:vclopcd BPA shoul(l 1101 be considering a project of !his size at !his time The "Fair'' Group :lloog Lake Wbak:Om bas rcqucsu:d lhal lbc danger line ( the line closest to our 
homes) be moved to lbc far side of the right4-way wbcrc there a.re no homes BPA bas responded by 
stating thai it would b� too expensive. HO\\-evci there are numerous examples .. hc�e \hc. government and ·  
private blsincsses bzvo spent large sums of IDQJIC)' tn protca a few homes. For cxao>ple many Oood 
conltol projccU cost millions bill only pt01a:1 a few ho�. 

In sun unary, wbcn -we purchased our properties ...., were assum:d thal lbc power lines were not a 
balth hazard BPA Ill !hal time "'U a"ve of the possible hazards bw did DOl tell uS. BPA now WIJitS to 
increase lhc ha74rds furthur. BPA has no rich'. to expose anyone, but especially c:hildfen , to the possiblity 
of canc;cr or any ocher bcalth hazards. . 

�·���� 
Sbarnn Hoo!na&Je, DVM. 

PUGET 
,OWER 

BonneVille Power Administration 
Public Involvement Manager-CKP 
P.O. Box 1 2999 
Portland, OR 97208 

Mr. Roland Middleton 
Deputy SEP A Official 
Whatcom County Planning 
·and Development Services 

5280 Northwest Road 
Bellingham, W A 9822.9 

June 1 9, 1 995 

.;!.O 
JUN 1-'9t995 
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Re: Comments on Supplemental Draft Environmental Impact 
Statement BPA/Puget Power Northwest Washington 
Transmission Project 

Puget Sound Power & Light Company ("Puget Power") offers the following 
comments on the Supplemental Draft Environmental Impact Statement for the 
BPA!Puget Power Northwest Washington Transmission Project (the "SDEIS"). Puget 
Power's comments are comprised of this le«er, a«ached excerpts from the SDEIS, and 
the a«ached le«er from William H. Bailey, Ph.D., to Doug Loreen, dated June 1 2, 
1 995. 

Some of the comments Puget Power provided on the DEIS1 have been 
addressed in the SDEIS. However, significant issues addressed in Puget Power's 
DEIS Cominents remain ina«ers of concern. Rather than restating the DEIS 
Comments in their entirety, Puget Power incorporates its DEIS Comments herein by 
this reference and resubmits its DEIS Comments as comments on the SDEIS. 

. I By letter dated January 13, 1 99� (with attachmcnls) Pugcl Power offered commcnl lo BPA and 
Whalcom County on the Draft Environmcnlal tmpact Statement. This letter (with attachments) is hereinafter 
referred to as I he "DEIS Con1mcnts. • 

The EnerRY Starts Here .. 
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In addition, please note the following: 

1. Project Need.
-
The SDEIS's discussion of the need for this project may 

be supplemented with the following infonnation: 

A. Access to Canadian Energy Resources. The project will provide 
Puget Power greater flexibility to respond to a variety of.needs in competitive 
markets. The opening of a wholesale generation market has led to increased price 
competition. The project will provide Puget Power with direct access to Canadian 
energy resources. Direct access to these resources will provide Puget Power with 
greater flexibility to realize competitive opportunities for the benefit of its customers. 
Some of these competitive opportunities are anticipated in the short tenn (i.e., energy 
acquisitions on the spot market that displace more expensive resources) while other 
opportunities are anticipated for long-tenn resource needs (i.e., finn acquisitions). 

. B. Local Reliabilitv. The SDEIS states that the project will increase 
the capability of the local transmission system to move power tlirough and out of the 
local area, and Puget Power's 1 1 5  kV system will be better protected against thennal 
overloads. Puget Power has, over the last few years, made improvements to the local 
transmission system, and during this time approximately 6�5 MW ofn_ew generation 
(cogeneration facilities) have come on line. These changes have altered the local 

. transmission system and have, as the SDE;IS notes, to some extent "diminished" the 
degree to which this project is needed to address_ local transmission deficiencies. 
However, the local reliability benefits afforded by the project are still important and 
needed. 

• The project will add a second 230 kV transmission line from the BPA 
Bellingham Substation to the Puget Power Sedro Woolley Substation. This will 
prevent, under certain conditions, overloading of Puget Power's I 15 kV lines. Puget 
Power's Sedro Woolley-to-Bellingham 113 and 114 1 1 5 kV transmission lines are 
electrically parallel to SPA's existing Bellingham-to-Sedro Woolley 230 kV line. 
Loss of the existing BPA 230 kV line causes more power to flow on the Puget Power 
1 1 5 kV lines, resulting in overloads and outages. A recent outage underscores that 
when this occurs, potentially dangerous overloads result and many Puget Power 
customers can be affected. 

2. Withdraw Detennination of Significance. The SDEIS describes how 
this project has changed from its inception. The environmental record runs from 

une 19, 1995 
•age 3 

>uget Power's original proposal (see "230-kV intertie with B.C. Hydro" discussed in 
he SDEIS at page 2139), to the first joint BPNPuget Power project (see "E4A Pian" 
liscussed in SDEIS at page 2/40), to the "Puget Power Part of the Project" described 
n the DEIS, to the current "Puget Power Part of the Project" described in the SDEIS 
tt page 213 1 .  As the project has changed, the activities to be directly undertaken by 
f'uget Power have diminished. Puget Power's portion of the project now involves the 
rebuild of an existing 1 1 5 kV line and associated work inside of substation fences. 

The need to undertake detailed environmental revie� for purposes of both 
NEPA and SEPA was initially driven by the fact that both BPA and Puget Power were 
proposing new construction. Were Puget Power to propose its current portion of the 
project (without the pipeline alternative) as a project independent of SPA's system 
improvements, the proposal would be categorically exempt under SEPA. See 
WAC 197- 1 1-800(3) (as to repair and maintenance of the existing line) and 
WAC 1 97- 1 i -800(24) (as to work inside the substation fence) . 

Puget Power does not, however, intend to assert categorical exemptions at this 
juncture of the proceeding. HoY#ev�r.. Puget Power does not believe that the project-
as currently proposed--requires completion of an-environmental impact statement for 
purposes of SEPA. Rather, the rules which oughtto guide Whatcom County's further 
involvement in environmentaf review are WAC 197- 1 1 -6 10 (use ofNEPA documents) 
and WAC 197- 1 1 -360(4) (withdrawal of a OS). Whatcom County should adopt the _
SDEIS to the extent necessary to address its consideration of related BPA actions 
associated with decisions it may make with respect to Puget Power's portion of the 
project. As to Puget Power's portion of the project, Puget Power submits that for 
purposes ofo/ AC 197- 1 1 360(4), "the proposal has -changed" such that there are no 
longer any "probable significant adverse environmental impacts." To this end, the OS 
should be withdrawn and an MONS issued in its place.1 

2-fhis project (and paniculllrl)' Puget Power's ponion thereof) has also rccei,·ed extensive anal)·sis in  -
the GMA process undenaken by Whatcoon County and the City ofBellinghaul.- The GMA process includes, or 
course, compli.1nce with SEPA, Although Pugct Power has not carerull)' considered the scope and extent to 
which the GMA process satisfies the requisites or SEPA ror this projcct, we encourage Whatcom County to 
consider its GMA process as a runhcr b.1sis to a\'oid any runher duplicative em·ironmcntal rc,-icw and issue a 
DNS or MONS ror this project. 
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3. Existing Conditions. GMA and Quantification of Impacts. Assuming 
the SDEIS is finalized for purposes ofNEPA and SEPA, the SDEIS's discussion of 
Puget Power's portion of the project is lacking. Specifically: 

• Puget Power's portion of the project utilites existing utility facilities and 
corridors. These existing conditions (i.e., utility facilities and corridors) are not 
sufficiently recognized in Chapter 3 of the SDEIS, pages 3/55 through 3/60. Leaving 
this infonnation out of the "baseline" wifl result in overstatement of project impacts. 
The concern is addressed further in Puget Power's attached mark-up of select portions 
of the SDEIS. 

• The Growth Management Act and implementing efforts underway in 
Whatcorn County and City of Bellingham give clear preference to further 

· 

development of existing utility facilities and corridors. These preferences do not 
appear to be reflected in the SDEIS. Puget Power has made no small effort to alter its 
facility plans to fit local land use plans. Puget Power would certainly hope that 
Wba'tcom County, as lead agency for purposes ofSEPA, and in consultation with the 
City of Bellingham, will acknowledge in the FEIS that this project is the result of 
coordinated planning .. 

• The SDEIS quantifies impacts of the Puget Power portion of the project 
in .a way that is confusing for purposes ofSEPA. The tenns "considerable," 
"moderate" and "slight" are not tenns used to quanitify impacts for:purposes of 
SEPA .. Impacts for purposes ofSEPA should be discussed in the context of their 
significance (or lack thereof). This concern is addressed further in Puget Power's 
attached mar�-up of select portions of the SDEIS. 

4. Property Value Impacts. Puget Power has previously expressed its 
concern as to the treatment of this issue. We again emphasize the need to: 

• 

• 

analysis; 
avoid speculative observa�ions based on perception rather than empirical 

• account for the fact that the vast majority of the project (and all of Puget 
Power's portion of the project) involves utilization of existing utility corridors and 
substation sites, such that the·presence of utility facil ities as a factor influencing 
property values (if at all) is an existing condition and not a project impact; 

June 19, 1995 
Page 5 

• acknowledge that many factors influence property values, and accepted 
methods for assessing property values do not support using a single factor (e.g., 
proximity to utility facilities) as a basis for meaningful analysis; and 

• acknowledge that an assessment of property value impacts is beyond the 
scope of SEP A, per the SEP A Rules and judicial interpretation. 

Puget Power again takes issue with the purported "methodology" to quantify 
these impacts found at page 4/1 19 of the SDEIS. The factors BPA chooses to rely 
upon are arbitrary and unlikely to serve as reliable predictors of increases or decreases 
in property values. lf property values are to be addressed at all, the assessment should 

· be based upon data gathered from the market place, and impacts (if any) shoulil be 
expressed and quantified in tenns of a percentage impact of existing value. 

5. Extremely Low-Frequency Electric and Magnetic Fields. The SDEIS 
carries forward an "exposure assessment" from the DEIS, yet concedes that there is no 
scientific basis to draw any conclusions as to risks to public health from such 
assessment. This is because the consensus of the scientific community, as understood 
by Puget Power, is that there is no established cause-and-effect relationship between 
ELF/EMF exposure and cancer or other disease. 

If the "exposure assessment" is not an assessment of health risks, why is it . 
found under the heading of "Health and Safety" in the SDEIS? In the context within 
which it appears, the "exposure assessment" is likely to mislead the public by 
engendering a false sense of concern (or comfort) without a scientific basis to draw 
any conclusions as to risk (or lack thereof). BPA is not a health agency and should 
not substitute its judgment for the judgment of qualified public health agencies and 
professionals that are disinclined to associate ELF/EMF "exposure assessments" of 
this type with assessments of public health and safety. Further comments prepare� by 
William H. Bai ley, Ph.D., are attached. 

6. Areas of General Concern. Puget Power is concerned that one or more 
of the following sections of the SDEIS may affect the interests of Puget Power: 

• Chapter 4, Section F (Consultation, Review and Pennit Requirements); 

• Chapter 5 (List of Preparers); 
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• Chapter 6 (List of Agencies); 

• Chapter 7 (References); 

• 

• 

• 

Chapter 8 (Glossary); 

Chapter 9 (Comments and Responses); 

. AJ>pendices B and D. 

Puget Power does not, at this time, .offer any detailed comments on. these portions of 
the SDEIS. The information contained in these sections is, for the most part, of a 
technical nature and additional time·would be required to verify the accuracy thereof 
and its relevance (if any) to the interests of Puget Power. However, for purposes of reserving its rights with re�t to such information, Puget Power urges BPA to 
confmn the accuracy thereof and objects to any information. therein that is 
inconsistent with or prejudicial to Pug�t Power's interests. 

Thank you for the opportunity to offer these comments.· ··If you have any . 
questions concerning these comments, please contact Mr. Doug Loreen at (206) 
462-3589. 

Vel'y truly yours, 

Puget Sound Power & Light Company 

c./ 

t\ttaclunents 

; 

Rml!Y REsr�<\l«:n A."-•;oCL\11;.<;, INC. 

June 1 2 ,  1 994 

Mr. Doug loreen 
Puget Sound Power & light (:o. 
P.O. Box 97034 
OBC-1 1 5  
Bellewe, WA 98009-9734 

1£:1J2 )L\1JI'!i0.1: o\\"L'Qlt 
Xt;w \\*K. :\."'\" 100'17 
1\tLEPIIU!\11. �te,OM-17&1 
f,\l�)lllt.l dllOIIIIII-Ir7M 

Re: Supplemental Draft Enviro11mental Impact Statement (SDEIS) 
BPA/Puget Power Northwest Washington Transmission Project 

Dear Mr. loreen: ., 

l.1�1n s. HMI*EN:n, t'u.n 
l)l;fwnt.\H li. Wr.n .. r.t.tl 

I have reviewed the SDEIS and the Responses to eomments on the DE IS on. topics 
relating to EMF. My comments on the DEIS focused largely on criteria for EMF impact 
assessment, . and comparisons of alternatives based upon EMF exposure assessment. 

Criterja for Impact A5sessment 
One of my major criticisms of the DEIS was that it did not derive criteria for impact 
assessment based upon "the findings of comprehensive.scientific reviews performed by 

. multidisciplinary· panels of scientists.• Several additional reviews are cited _in the 
SOEIS, e.g., SAB, 1 991 and "Ia) Dan.ish blue-ribbon panel, • but no more recent reviews 
are cited. Although the SDEIS concludes. that reviews of the EMF-cancer liietature 
cited •generalfy reach a similar conclusion, i.e., existing evidence does not show that· EMF cause or promote cancei"'[C/4), the SDEIS as did the DEiS before, disregards this 
guidance.' Instead, the SDEIS promotes a detailed quantitative exposure assessment to 
compare alternatives despite the acknowledgement that "it is 'not.possibie to identify 
'unsafe' field levels"IC/5). As I pointed out in my review of the DEIS, this kind of 
exposure assessment is inappropriate given the level of scientific kno"':ledge and 
assessments expressed in comprehensive scientific reviews. 

ComparisonS of Alternatives Based on EMF 

While the exposur; . assessment in the SDEIS does describe "the magnetic field 
environment and allow(sl a general comparison of project ahernatives(4/1'30)." this 
coul<! have been done without creating the impression that changes in· calculated 
exposure of at least one or several milligauss were of known significance. For 
example, someone who reviews the comparisons found in Tables 1 3-1 Sd and C1 -C8 
might want to know whether a reduction in calculated magnetic field level at three 
homes and commercial. buildings by more than 1 0  mG for Qption 1 (Table C-2) , is 

-····-·· · ------------�--�!"""""' 
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preferable t o  increases o f  between 1 - 5 m G  at 4 0  similar locations for this same 
option (Table C-1 ). Or, they might want to know what is the real difference between 
exposures to magnetic fields at levels of 1 -5 mG and 5-1 0 mG. Such questions about 
impugned impact cannot be answered from the information available either in the 
SDEIS or anywhere in the scientific literature. · · 

Also, one would want to know more clearly how these calculated magnetic field levels 
relate to ambient background magnetic field levels. In Section ·4.0.1 4, the SDEIS 
comments on sources of magnetic fields in homes other than transmission lines, e.g., 
appliances, and on a nation-wide survey of magnetic fields in residences (Zaffanella, 
1 993). However, this information should have been, but was not, integrated inio the 
discussion of site specific comparisons. One's perspective ort the calculated increases 
and decreases in exposures for specific corridor segments (thatoverwlielmin.gly fall into 
the category of > 1 to 5 mG) changes when one learns that the background level of 
magnetic field in a home (away from any appliances) ranges from 0.5 mG to 4 mGt 

As I pointed out in my review of the DEIS, contributions to exposures from sources 
other than transmission lines cannot be . ignored. The proper interpretation of the 
incremental exposures calculated in the SDEIS can only be . made in the context of 
ambient exposures from. atl sources. For example, by focusing just on incremental 
magnetic field exposure from transmission lines, the SDEIS fails to take into account 
other important sources. For example, one of the most striking findings of the nation
wide survey of residences just mentioned (Zaffanella, 1 993)2 is that peak magnetic field 
exposures in residences are more likely to be caused by currents nowing on grounding 
systems than from outside power lines. These data are summarized in Table 1 
attached to this letter. The calculations presented in the SDEIS take no account of 
magnetic fields from this or other indoor sources. Such findings clearly illustrate why 
the approach taken by the SDEIS is incomplete. 

lnteroretation of Individual Scientific Studies . 

I had made the point in my review of the DEIS that in "characterizing the state of 
scientific knowledge, it is important that the whole body of relevant data be' addressed, 
not just a few selected studies.• Ye.t despite this caveat, the SDEIS attl!mpts to 
substitute its own evaluation and characterization of individual studies for overall 
assessments · by multidisciplinary panels of scientists convened by scientific and 
regulatory organizations. Moreover, the literature discussed is selective and not up-to
date. For this reason and because of the failure to incorporate all relevant and up-to
date studies, the Summary of Biological and Epidemiological Studies Relating to EMF 
contained in Appendix C is wanting. 

1 National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences/U.S. Department of Energy. Ouegions and 
Answers About EMF: Eleqric and Magnetic fields Associated with the Use of Eleqric Power. January, 1 995. 

lZaffanella, LE. Survey of Residential Magnetic Field Sources. Vols. 1 & 2. Palo Alto: Electric Power 
Research Institute, 1 993 . 

# 
• 

For example, the meta-analysis published by Washburn et al (1 994) is described, but 
the strengths and weaknesses of this approach are not also considered. Recently, 
Feythting and Ahlborn (1 995),, the authors of the so called 'Swedish study' 

! • 
summarized telling criticisms of the Washburn et al. approach and concluded that: 

• • . •  not even a state of the·art meta-analysis appears to provide further 
insights for tlie interpretation of the epidemiologic literature on magnetic 
fields and childhood cancer. Indeed, the paper . . .  provides a clear 
example of the l imitations of meta-analysis in observational 
epidemiol� . . .  • 

· · 

In a respon5e to a comment ·about the lack of discussion or qualification given to odds · ratios in the London et al (1 99 1 )  study in the DEIS, the SDEIS replies that "Although the 
odds ratio was not statistically significant after adjustlllent� the trend for increasing 
leukemia risk with increasing current capacity [o)f the power lines remained 
statistically significant after adjustment (for other potentially confounding ·exposures)" 
(9/242). While this statement describes a finding from the report, it hardly serves as · a critical assessment of the study's findings. As pointed out by Bracken et al ( 1 992), 
such an interpretation of this trend is misleading and incorrect. What the trend 
analysis shows is that the lowest level of exposure is associated with a .s.tatistically 
significant reduction in estimated risk. Contrary to the interpretation suggested in the 
SDEIS, no statistically increased risk is suggested at any exp6sure level when 
adjustment is made for confounding factors. 

The findings of other important studies are neglected outright, such as the absence- of any strong or consistent associations with brain cancer in Thl!riault et al (1 994), and 
the overall lower mortality risk from cancer and other disea$es among utility workers 
as compared to other men in the U.S. poJ)ula.tion reported by' Savitz and Loomis (1 995). 

Still other studies that shed light upon topics addressed In �ppendix C also are not addressed, e.g. the failure to find associations between estimated magnetic field exposure and adverse reproductive outcome in Savitz's retrospective study (Savitz and Ananth, 1 994)4 or in the prospective study published by Bracken et al (1 9?5la that 
included magnetic field monitoring of individual pregnant women prior to delivery. 
Both studies could have been �iscussed on pp. 9/243 and 04. 

3Feychting. M; Ahlborn, A. Electromagnetic fields and childhood cancer: meta-analysis. � Causes and Control, 6:275-279, 1 995. 
4Savitz, OA; Ananth, CV.. Residential magnetic fields, wire codes, and pregnancy · outcome. 

Bioelegrornagnetics. 1 5:271 -273, 1 994. 
; 5Bracken, MB; Belanger, K; Hellenbrand, K; Ol,ugosi, l; Holford, TR; McSharry, J·E: Addesso, K; 
: leaderer, B. Exposure to electromagnetic fields during pregnancy with emphasis on electrically heated b�ds: 

association with blrthweight and intrauterine growth retardation. Epidemiology. 6:263-2 70, 1 995. 
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Nor does the SDEIS provide an up-to-date characterization of the position of Swedish 
health and regula1ory agencies. Attention is given to assessments from 1 993 in the 
SDEIS but when updated in 1 994, all that is provided is a paraphrase from a 
newsletter. The latest assessment. prepared by a panel of 1 5  experts and revi.ewed by 
31 other scientists, that was published by .the Swedish National Board of Health and :' , 
Welfare and became. widely available: in January, 1 995 is not reported in the SDEIS. 
It was the conclusion of the panel that. , 

. .  "The existing epidemiological data can not be used to support any 
definite conclusions as to whether exposure to electromagnetic fields 
increases the cancer-risk in any organ system. Subsequent experimental 
studies carried out on animals and in vitro have not lent suj:>port to the 
suspicion of a carcinogenic effect. Hoviever, the possibility of their 
being a link between exposure and risk cannot be ruled out; especially 
with regard to child leukemia. (p.203le. 

I I . ' 

For the reasons summarized above, the SDEIS and Responses to Comments have not 
responded to most prior criticism of the DEIS. However, I hope that these comments 
will be helpful in providing a scientific perspective on the issues addressed by th� i 
SDEIS. 

Please let me know if I can be of further assistance. 

Sincerely, 

t/d64M � .  
william H. Bailey, Ph.oO 

' '  

6Evaluation of the Effects on Health of Electrical and Magnetic FieldS· Rel!o!t from the Board's EXPert 
Group IEie!striska och magnetiska fall ocb halsoeffelsterl: Rilpoon fran SociaiSJyrelsens expenzruoo. 
Stockholm: National Board of Heal!h and Welf�re, January, 1 995. A ., 

' !  

' I 

Table 1 
Percent of Residences where Peak' MagnetiC Field Exceeds Referenee.Value . 

from Power Une or Grounding System Sources 

(Zaffanella, 1993) 

Reference Value . L . Power Lines I Grounding System .. 

( 

.., 
· i . 

I I  :> lrnG l 34 I · 36 I 
· > 2.5 mc · · : 1o .  · 

· 
• 1 s 

> S·mG . I 2.9 . .I 6Jf . ·. ' 

. , : • Highest S % of measured values 
' f . . ,. 

. . , 

'""...:)"' 
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Bonneville Power Adminlslflllion 
Public Involvement Office: - ALP 
p 0. 8oK 1 2999 
Portiand, OR 97208 

To Whom it may concc:m: 

I am writing to you in response to the North Shore alternate proposal. I understand that 
this proposal was brought to you by a group called "FAIR". It Sc:ems that the term 
"FAIR" should be just that, FAJR. but in this case it refla:ts the opposite. Nobody wants 
powerlines in their backyard. I would make the powerlines disappear if I eould, but I 
would certainly, by no means move them into my neighbor's baclcyald. 

I am asking you to rrfuse this proposal. If you movo the corridor east, my �ome will be 
llfTect'ed. I see deer, rabbits, and grouse on our property on a daily basis. If you mow tho 
corridor, hundreds of acres of trees will bi: cut down and you will be taking the homes of 
these animals. I do not want to see these •nimais,.or any other animals die due to 
needless acts. · 

I represent the future of America and I'm amazed at the lesson I am learning from this 
proja:t. It seems unjust to ta.lce from your neighbor to better yourself. I've been brought 
up to "love thy neighbor". 

I know we use more power everyday so it's only a matter of time before the power lines 
need to be upgraded, but I aslc you to please use_ the corridor you already have. 

Destroying this vital 'land and causing eminent dc;ath to thousands of animals is too hish a 
price to pay tor such a senseless act. There are less harmful alternatives. 

· 

Thank you for your time. 

Sincerely, 

� i1'llreJu:u.su 
Megan Morehouse 
3210 •y• Road 
Bellingham, WA 98226 
1997 Graduate · 

.. 

l r �·· · ···�---, . �! � �  : . . . ���: �:.LJUl .. : . :; : . . I fo f2JJ {q:;S I 
u.-:- ... . . ... :�.:-! 
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June . l8, 199S 

BoMevilie Power Administration 
PubUc Involvement Office - ALP 
P. 0. Box 12999 
Portland, .OR 97208 
�: BPA/Pugct Power NW Washirigten Transrni.ssion Project 

To Whom: it miy Concern: 

.JUN 2 1'1995 

r.:CEIVEO ey SPA Fl!StiC Hl'IOLVEME�T LCa l!WTP- Ol 
Ri:Cf:IPf O.\TE: 

· G iio/q6 
AREA: OiSTR 

Wo are writing il\ rigards to the North Shore alternate proposal oll'OI'od by· "FAIR • which 
wOuld mow: the poWea-'line� to thO out. In moving these lines wo would feel a 

· 

tremendol!s impact to our woodlandS, streams, animals and neighborhood as well as·the 
additi� cost of $2,000,0oo.OO in public funds. . 

In order to move the pOwer lines to the east there ace many aspects that need to be 
realized: 

I . .The new roads that would be buik will increase sediment and silting, �hich can 
redu� light penetration of the stream and reduce plant growth: It can also 'damage fish 
gills, suffocate fish eggs and 1arvao of other species, and c:ff'cct plant densities. 

2. There will be additional erosion and runoff of silt and inCreased sediments, caused 
by clearing ofvege\ation from the area of tho affected strearna. Trout have historic habitat 
in the aft'ected streams and ace especially W;Jnerable to incr� sediments. 

3. The counties which border the Puget Sound Basin, and land clearing developments 
within their boundaries; must comply with the management practices as outlined in the 
Puget Sound Stonawater Control Manual. 
4. This project may be built close to pouibl� unstable soils which are in slumps and 
flow slides. 

5. Clearing a new corridor, which fill& in the Lake Whatcom Watershed ,wiD cause 
the loss of our forest, leaving the possibility of extreme windfall. 

6. Lost forest habitat may affect many species in and near the project area, including 
the black tail deer, an economically impol'ta!lt big g&mO azumtiJ in thiS regiOIL These deer 

.. 
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. freq4ent the area near the project as part ofthc;ir winter range and may be adversely 
affeCted by depletion of forests in the corridors which will reduce their range. 
7. With the alternate proposal families and homes will be displaCed. 

The power lines were in existence whe4 the current !)omeowners purchased their .property and homes: It seams selfish to move the lines for financial gain at someone else's 
Cll;pensc. 

We do not have a position on whether the power lines need to be up. graded, but if 
they arc upgraded we beliov,e they should be held wi�n the existing corridor. · The right 

· . thing to do is leave the lineS where they are CUJTendy. It is environmentally right, 
. financially right and morally right. 

· Sincerely, 

Co11ccriled Citizens in and around the Lake Whateom Watershed. 

. c;.>g.tJ .. 2<± .. ,.1'1 •• ,) � «�--..... _ : 311"' kvt4 .try, & $t.fj,lt4J .t'J vs-P 1 
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June 1 8, 1 995 
BPA

.
Public Involvement Mgr. 

C.K.P. P.O. Box 12999 
Portland,:OR 97208 

JUN 2 3 1995 

RE: Comments on Supplemental Draft EIS for BPA proposed Northwest Washington 
Tr,ansmission Project. 

Dear ¥anager, 

I have reviewed the ilbove mentioned document and it has also been reviewed by several 
consultants for me. With regard to wildlife and particularly to. federally protected species the 
document is flawed and does not adequately address the impacts to these speeies. My specific 
comments follow. · · · 

. . I. There is no verification-given that the conclusions presented in this document have been 
reviewed by the US Fish & Wildlife Service (FWS) and if that agency concur$ with the analysis. . . 

· • 2. The Spotted Owl is a federaliy listed species that has not been addressed in the document. 

·-

There have been several rei>orts of Spotted Owls on the nol:th side of Lake Whatcom. 

3. The data and correspondenc'e used in this d0c:wnent appears to be from 1992 and has not been 
updated to reflect tho current sil\�Btion in l99S • . Ali Clqllllplo of this is. statements that the closest 
Marpled -Murrelet nesting· area is Verlot whe.n· in 'filet murrelets have been encountered in 
tributaries to the Middle..& South Forks of the Nooksack River. There is'suitable habitat for · mUrrelet ·nesting in· the Lake WhatCom watershed that has not l>een addressed in this dociunent. . 

�-�.,-�� ' • ' '. • • • • • • • ' •• • 0 

. 4. Other federal,·State and private projects with. much less potential impacts have conducted 
thoro)Jgh field surveys that have verified the pcesence of protected Spec:ies. This project has done 
i!Q. field surveys to document the presence or use of the project. vicinity by federally protected 
speeies. 

The minimum rc;quirement to ·address this issue adequately is to conduct two seasons of field 
surveys to determine the pcesence of these species. The next step is to clearly d�termine the 
potential impaets on these species including use of helicopters in the area, heavy-machinery, etc. 
and how to avoid impacts to the target species. Any less effort than stated here would be a 
vio.lation of the Endangered Species Act and intentional disregard of the protocol for a project 

. of this magnitude.-. Please inform me 'directly ofany response you have to these qUestions. .---.
.. Steve Wight · 

........._ '\ . / d J (j-1. 1 2730' Northshore Rd. "-�:--�>-sf<:.._� , 
· /J l./-: 

Bellingham WA 98226 · 

c;c: l.JSFWS, Olympia 
FAIR 

REC£1VEO BY BPA 
PUBUC INV�]¥)ENT '""' J... ') lOGI: l\1..1 -v'f-lj)'-
REC£1PT otT£:_ J f.ot "b.:>l q.) 
AREA: DISfRICT 

... rn: Deparu!ent �!Energy, BoMevillo Power Administration 
ATTENTION: Lou Driessen 

. 

PAX: 
·PROM: 
PAX: 

(S03) 230-3984 

Milton & Suzsnilc Jenldns 
(360) 428-1926 

JUN 1 9 1995 

After readins the DEIS and doing some research on our own, we feel that tho proposed new tranunl.sslon llnO  lhould not be built at this time. 

With the budget cnmch going on and considering tho financial instability of the BoMevillo Power Administration, it seems to us it would bo better to wait, especially when you don't even have a contract with Canada yet to buy the power. Wo.think the present lines are adequate. I 
. . . 

! . . Wo abo don't understand why the BPA Is doing the lcs work for Puget Power. Is Puget Power : : lrflni Ui uso BPA's muselo? · 

· 'Aiio;the BMP danger hasn't been adequately addreNed In your DEIS. , ,  .. , , ., ' I 

We're ln the process ·of building a now horne at 56-B Highway 9, property that wiU be affected by tlils project. There Isn't any doubt that this new power line will further dmlue our property. ·Are'jou prepared to compensate aeeordinaJy? If for aomo reason this projccc must bo dono, 
woUldn't It mako sense·to locate tho lines in BPA's Baatern Washington corridor where there is �oh lees population? · 

· . ·.�� ofthoso several objections, I repeat ... PLEASB DON'T DO IT1 

�. . .J. 
. --·--

r��';:".''·'�-.L- �·: ePr\ 
: :  ��·::�jJ-�<f��c q Ol  £; n &  uzsn ns 

1 12 No. 39th Place 
Mt: Vernon; WA 98273 . (360) 424-0286 

\ i .. : .. :�t : � .:;· 
I i \�;. - - · - !liSlRICl 

I - ... ·- _ _j 
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&ONN� POWER ADHINISTRATION 
PU&L IC INVOLVEHENT HANAGER - CKP 
P . O .  &OX 1 2999 . 
PORTLAND OR . 972GB 

RE ' NORTH SHORE ROAD ALTERNATIVE·. , 

DEAR · SIRS, . 

·JUNE . i � ,  I 995 

l 
JUN 1 S 1995 

ATTACHED ARE COPIES OF THE ASSESSORS HAP WHICH SHOWS OUR 2G ACRE PARCEL ALONG 
II.I TH OUR •.PROPOSED SHORT PLAT THAT HAS 9EEN SUBHI TTED TO THE COUNTY FOR APPROVAL .. 

UNLESS IJPA ·BUYS LOT � OF OUR SHORT PLAT OR PAYS US A VERY SUBSTANTIAL AHOUNT OF 
HONEY TO ACQUIRE AN ADDITIONAL EASEHENT , WE STRONGLY O&JECT TO THI S  �ROPOSED 
AL TERNAl lVE . 

. 

HOVING OUT· Of THE EXISTING POWER CORRI DOR FURTHER ONTO OljR PROPERTY . WOULD RESULl 
IN A HUG.E HONETARY LOSS TO US AND HAKE THE SELLING OF LOT · �  EXTREHELY DIFFICULT. 

,.- �·-1 � ;r� . .  J B'f III'A 
' . . .. � ttrl0lvtli£NT i ·_. • .  l,t<li (' l'"l "<4' L· 
I ;::o ., oa�t: . 
I r_,flq/Clj' 

1$0: OISIIIICT 

A 

Boruieville Power Administration 
Public lnvo.lvement Oftice 
P.O. Box 12999 
Portland. OR 97208 

.U55 "Y" Rd. 
Bellingh.1m; W A 
.lun<: 19. 1 9'15 

RE: 13Pi\/Puget Pow"r N\\' Washington Transmission Project 

RECEIY£D·BY BPA 
PUBUC INYOL EN1 LOG I: W - c  
RECEIPT DATE: t,/za/qe 
AREA: DL 

Dear Sirs: 
'An alternative plan to upgrade the BPA power lines has been proposed that would expand 

the BPA powerline right-of-way 250 tl. to the E:lst. This strikes me as a near ultimate example 
of !he "Not in my ba�k yard" syndrome. . , . · · 

We are talkmg abOut the destrui:tion of hundred� of acres of forest This forest !s both a 
substantial habitat as well as a major element contributing to the water qualiiy of the L1ke 
Whatcom Water Shed. Furthermore these power lines, visible from a large part of the County, 

·are already les.� than anractive without adding another 250 feet to the scar. The.re already has 
been substantial litigation because of instability ofslopes .c.aused by logaing in the Smith 

{�reek and Olsen Creek drainages. This will cut straight across both of these. liow much 
siltation will be generated by con�truction through freshly logged mountain temin. 

While compared to the shore of Lake Whatcom. then: are relatively few property ow.ners . 
. they exist and.unlike their shore-side neighbors they st.1n,t lnose a lot. These·tolks have mov<ld 
' here, just as •the lake shore owners, .bc:cau�e of important lil�tyle choices. Thi.� option will I destroy part or all of the reasons tor their c.hoic.e� by making substantial changes to the 
1 appe<�r:mce of their horne environment and/or taking prop<lrty from a number of them. 
· Is all this damage to be wrought on the citizen� of the County just to satisfy an 

unsubstantiated claim by some that electromagnetic effi:cts from the power lines might cau�e 
·cancer or some other· problems. There is no good scientific evidence that power Jines JX>Se a 
health hazard. Any e\idence that exists is circumstantial and vague. This proposal makes no 
sense a t a  II! · 

There has been a huge ;�mount of concem and activity·regarding environmental health of 
. the Lake Whatcom Water Shed and water supply. There have been generated a large number 
of regulations and ordinances whose intent is to prevent ju�t the kind of impacts that this · 
proposal would generate. It is hard'to see how this proposal can be taken seriou�ly. 

On the other hand it might not be hard. Aller all. it  is a lot of people on the lake shore 
who happen to have a lot of money who are making this proposal. It seems an eftbrt to wield 
political clout rather than doing what is right. Well the vast majority of these people moved 
here after the BPA power lines were.in existence and that didn't deter them (roin moving here 
to begin �ith. What gives them the right, now, to pus!l ihe lines away from themselves and 
into someone else? 

Too often money drives decisions in our society. this is contrary to the basic principles of 
our government. I urge you to make the option choice best lor all. A choice based on known 
!;Cientitic facts and not .on the basis of whimsy or legal thn:at� by wei! funded indi'l<iduals who 
would rather· not have the power lines near them. now th.1t they're here. 1 do not see how a 
good choice could include expanding the width of the righl-ol�way. 

%»le 
Paul ::-<. Graf Y 

----�-------------- ----------

I I 
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FAMILIES AGAINST INCREASED RISKS ( FAIR) "4 

Qi. 
. · ... : ;·: , 

RESPONSE TO SUPPLEMENTAL DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT 
' � a  - - •M • • ... _ .  

BPA/PUGET POWER NORTHWEST TRANSMISSION PROJECT. 

FAIR ( Famil ies Against Increased Risks) are adamantly opposed to 

the Bonnevi-lle Power Administration/Puget Power Northwest 

TransmissiQn Project. 

( 1 )  In FAIR' s past attempts to communicate with you and Whatcom 

County officials, you have deliberately chosen not to . negotiate. 
with our residents on North Shore Road. ¥our statement regarding 

d,iscourse has been that you will only take our comments . You will 

not answer any of our questions . 

' !  

( 2 )  When FAIR proposed an alternative to your plan to erect a new 

double circuit line on our properties, you discounted our reasoning 

strictly from a monetary . viewpoint. Arrogance has been your 

strategy . 

( 3 )  Given · that the local power demand is no longer . the 

j ustification for this project, why are you routing the line 

' through our densely populated Western ·washington region instead of 

the Eastern Washington Bonneville Power grid? If  power is coming 

from Canada , why can ' t  it be routed through· Eastern Washington? 

; 

· \ 

(4 ) .  You have proven to FAIR t�rough your approach that you wil l  

compromise our welfare and health . Although the Washi�gton Stat� 
. . ' . 

Department' of Health has issued a statement of prudent avoidance of 

power lines, you have ignored their cal l  for safety . 

Due .to the carrying capacity of the proposed line, you have not 

given 'us a guarantee that you will not exceed ·the current radiat
.
ion 

levels . You have refused to set specific l imits on the radiation at 

the easement boundaries . 

( 5 )  We are aware of .the pros and cons of Initiative 164 . Some · ask 

for a less ambiguous and more effective law . No matter how the 

proposed law is written, your "taking" of our property, . health and 

welfare is · a classic case for this law. Yours is a f irst c lass 

"takings" without proper justif ication or showing of real caus e .  

( 6 )  The whole premi�e for ' the BPA/Puget Power Northwest 

Transmission Project is dubious at best . Why are you building a 

" l ine for the region" when you are cancel ling an energy agreement 

with Canada? The Associated Press recently reported : "tn a sign of 

its diminished status in the Northwest electricity marketplace , BPA 

has backed away from a major generation project in Washington and 

an energy agreement with Canada . "  The press report goes . on to say 

that the gas-fired power plant in Tacoma has fi led a breach of 

contract for $1 . 055 billion . You essent ia l ly have eliminated a 

source of power in the Seattle-Tacoma area which �ay be safer than 

your present project and in an area of high use . In addition , by 
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cancel ling the Tacoma project, you are expQrting j obs to Canada . 

In an�ther recent Associated Press article of ·May 1 1th , · you were 

warned by the Northwest Power Planning Council that "you should be 

accountable tor a return on your investments" • • •  and that "you 

must resist new costs that aren ' t  market driven , "  There are new 

turbine plants running on cheap natural gas which can easily 

replace hydroelectricity. In this article,  altiminum compl\lnY 

representatives stated that "scores . ot private energy companies 

with new tutbine plants that run on cheap natural gas are knocking 

down the doors of aluminum companies, seeking to replace some or 

� 1 1  of the electricity. BPA has traditionally provided • • •  " 

SUMMARY 

In summary , FAMILIES AGAINST INCREASED RISKS would like to 

reiterate the fol lowing : 

several -recent studies by independent organizations have proven 

that extreme health hazards exist from EMF radiation. There are 

possible links to leukemia in children, tumor growths and 

physiological changes . Why is it that .when utility companies have 

paid for studies on · radiation effects , the results have been 

inconclusive? 

A 

It is disturbing to us that your .
. 
BPA project is in partnership 

with. Puget Power, a. privately owned company •. Why sho�id we, citizens 

s�pport Pliget Power' s  sto.ck and · pr l vate · dl vidends fo� · t�e stock 

holders of Puget Power at the tax payer's expen�e and at our .oWn 

. personal· property devaluation? 

With the current d�scussions taking place about the 
' . 

elimination ot the. Department of Energy ; of which you are a part, 

and �bout the current huge debt load of BPA ,  which has yet :to pay 

its loans from the ·Federal Treasurj that were generated years ·ago, 

we feel that this proposed project is an excellent ex·ample ot 

government waste. 

FAMILIES AGAINST INCREASED RISKS ( FAIR) 

5/24/ 9 5 . 

FAIR 

P . o .  Box 246,  Postal Place · 

133:i' ·Lincoln Street 

Bel lingham, Washington 98226 

> 
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Comment -Letters 

J erry M i xon 

R£C£MD BY llf'A 
I'U8UC INVOI.V£100 LOG f:l.\t.�_.,_._, 
l£corf 111\Jf: SEt D l· lm· 
MEA: DISIRICl 
\.) 

De puty SEPA O f f i c i a l  
D i v i s i on o f  Bu i d i ngs and Cod� 
2 84- [1 Ke ! I ogg F!oad . 
B<> l l i ngham. Wash i ngton 98226 

Barbara Dut ro 
3 1 9  Mi nnesota Av�nu� 
L i bby , Mon t a M  5992:3 
August ::!5 . 1992 

Bonnev i l l e Power Admi n i stratjori 
P .  0 .  Box 3621 
Port l and , Qregon 97208-3621 

Re : Bf'A/Pu!Jet Powo:>r· NW Wash i ngton Transmission Pro j .,. c t  . 
Tht' ·?n l' l osed l e t ter deted March 6 , .  1992 was i nt ended to he l p  you 1. 
f c•:-rnu 1 a t e  a has i bi 1 i t y �:;tudy for the re conduct or i ns:r . (If 1 i nE•s · 
undo:>rgr·ound a l ong e>:ist i ng h ighways for the purpose of greater ,. 
s a f ety a nd r � l i abi l i ty ; I do not se� t h i s  data f a ctor�d i n  your · ana l ys i s  and I wc•u ld l ike · to see i t  ther� . Thank you for your 
a t t E·nt i on .  

S i ncere l y , 

/?Jtvk�r�-�-u.::f-r o 
E!a:�bar-a Dut1·o 

• )  

A 

.f) 
Skagit System Cooperative _ . 
P.O. Box 368 laConner, WA 98257·0368 . Ph. (206) 466-3450 

Fax: Managpmpnt & EnforcPmPnt (lOf!J :166:3610 
FishPril'SIBio(ogy/Environmt-ntal Svcs.: 12Cl>�elll6·'!017 S?A : rut:..� .lllVOL\'EMENT 

1: ! 

! ' 

US Department of Energy 
Bonneville Power Administration 
John Taves , Envi ronmental Coordinator for the Office 
. of �ngineering 

P;O.  Box 3621 
Portland, OR 97208 

le3 #:  t:Mf£-2· RE:EIPT DATE: 
1'2..12..1 19� 

AREA: Dl 

RE: BPA/Puget Power Northwest Washington Transmission Project 

December 8 ,  1993 

De,ar Mr. Taves : 

The Skagit System Cooperative is the f i sheries management 
organization that represents the Upper Skagit Indian Tribe, the 
Swinomish Indian Tribal Community, and the Sauk-Suiattle Indian 
Tribe . We Would l ike to provide the following comments regarding 
the BPA/Puget Power Northwest Washington Transmission Project . 

It has been our unfortunate experience that BPA has been extremely 
remiss in its obl igation to protect f isherie$ resources wi thin 

'Skagit County. We . hil.ve had a longstanding, and as of yet 
unresolved, . dialogue with your local maintenance personnel 
regarding culverts and road ·surfaces that are blocking fish access 
and impai ring water quality. It is ironic 'that whi le you are 
spending mi � l ions of dol lars in · the Columbia Basin for f isheries 
mitigation, your actions in the Skagit Basin · show an utter 
disregard for . fisheries resources and their importance to Indian 
people .  BPA is a Federal Agency that has a trust responsibi l i ty to 
the Skagit River Indian Tribes as set forth in our Treaty, and 
which has been . repeatedly- reaffirmed by Federal Courts . Enclosed 
are documentation and mamos that substanti ate our claims· regarding 
previous BPA -actions . It is in this light that we have prepared our 
comments . ·  

· · 

1 .  Inaccuracies within tb8 Document The data shown in several of 
the figures are in error, are incomplete, or both. Figure 20 shows 
protected and/or. wild and scenic rivers • .  The only wi ld and scenic 
river in this area at present is _the Skagit R-iver · above Sedro 
Wool ley, not the Skagit below Sedro Woolley or the forks of Nooksack 
as shown in the figure . However, chapter 4 ,  page 187 correctly 
documents thi s .  Figure 23 , land ownership -- public and Tribal , 
fails to show the Upper Skagit Indian Reservation located in the HE 
1/4 of Section 8 .  T . 3SN . ,  R . SE .  

-------------- - · -· · · ·  ' · 
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Figure 21  shows resident and anadromous f i sh habitat . Hansen Creek 
(WRIA 03 . 0267 ) and its tributaries 0 3 . 0270 and 03 . 02 7 1  have 
anadromous fish usage (both spawning and rearing ) almost up to or 
beyond the powerllne crossing . .  In addition, Red Creek ( 0 3 . 0268 ) .  
the eastern �ributary to Hansen Creek shown on the figure, i s  the 
water supply to the Tribal . fish hatcher;y located on the Upper 
Skagit Tribal Reservation. The attached map has the extended 
ana!1romous zones highlighted in green and the hatcher;y water supply 
highlighted in orange . Spawning surveys document coho salmon usage 
in both Thunder ( 0 3 . 0064 ) and Mills ( 03 , 0070 ) creeks. Coho salmon 
spawning has also been documented in the unnamed stream ( 0 3 . 0068 ) 
located between Mi lls and Thunder creeks .  Many of the numerous 
wetlands along the Samish are important overwintering sites for 
juvenile coho. salmon. 

2 .Mi tiqation measures; Proposed mi ti.gation for soi l s/geology is 
l isted in chapter 4, page 86. " Impacts would be reduced and the 
present environment upgraded · by improving existing roads and , by 
using vegetative and mechanical measures to control erosion and 
stab i l i ze disturbed slopes . Redesign and replacement of failed and 
inadequate culverts and surface drainage structures on the uisting 

, BPA access system • • • •  would control run-off and reduce erosion and 
sedimentation where the .present road system is deeply rcitted and 
culverts are plugged. "This indicates that . BPA knows that · its· 
present ' crossings and drainage structures are adversely impacting 
resources, but has neglected to correct the problems . We are 
unclear as · to why . BPA has to -it unti l  �jor project is 
implemented before existing substand!lrd and/or failed structures 
Qr crossings wi ll be corrected . OUr exP.rience with � . variety of 
BPA personnel over the past · three years has resulted . ·in a�1110st no 
correction in either structures or maintenance · practices which 
violate state law with regard to water quality and Have resulted in 
damage to anadromous fish habitat . It does . not appear that the 
section of powerline to the east of aegments L, M, and N is · going 
to be involved with this project . Does this mean that the problems 
resulting from very poor maintenance and installation practices 
wi l l  continue unti l  a · major revision of this section of the 
powerl ine is scheduled? We hope this is not the case, and would 
l ike to know what you� schedule is for ' repair of these segments . 

Chapter 4 ,  page 83 states : " Impacts would primarily be caused by 
construction, and would be short-term with successful erosion 
control and · other mitigative measures . However, with ineffective 
mitigation, impacts would be long-term and consequences of erosion, 
sedimentation., and soil compaction could affect other resources• . 
As has been stated above, our experience has been that BPA ' s  record 
of . performance in the past has been one of " ineffective 
mitigation • ,  which has effected other resources . What assurances do 
we have that your future actions wi l l  be any more responsible than 
those demonstrated in the past . Is the BPA ready to demonstra�e 

2 

) 

that mitigation wi ll be 'ef fective by correcting the s ign'ificant 
problems with the present system, or are your . mitigation . plans 
merely claims which wi ll al low this proposal to go forward? 

Chapter 4, page 1 13 ,  discu�sing fish and wildl i fe [BPA] mitigation 
states : "Culverts, arch bridges , or· other stream crossing 
structures should be , instal led · at all permanent crossings of 
flowing or dry water courses where f i l l  is l ikely to wash out 
duri.ng the l i  fa of the road . Bridges and arch-bridges are preferred 
to culverts. However, where appropriate, culverts should be big 
enough to handle approximately 25-year floods, and designed· to 
allow for fish passage . • Why, i f  you are designing �.permanent 
crossings• are you using the 25-year f lood sizing? Even logging 

, roads . in this state are required to design for the 50'-year event . 
It i.s unacceptable for Indian Tribes to sustain losses to Fe.deral ly 
protected resources because of design standards below even .those 
required at the local level . I f  "bridges and · arcH.;.bridges are 
preferred to culverts" , why have they been avoided in this local 
area:? We do not know of a single ins'tallation of · this type in 
either the Samish or Skagit drainage BPA right of ways . We are·.also; 
unclear as to what you mean by "al low for fish passage" .  What 
species and what l i fe history stages are you allowing to pass and 
haw do you establish whether or not your ·design works? 

As stated above , our main concerns regarding this proposal stem 
from our past experience with BPA'. It has been one of the leas.t 
responsive organizations of any we have worked with in terms of 
correcting on going damages to water qual ity and fish habitat . The 
incomplete; and in· some cases erroneous nature of the data coupled 
with inadequate mitigation detai l  and previous experience with BPA 
performance · lead us to the conclusion that ( l )  unti l  errors in the 
document are corrected, ( 2 )  mitigation measures are adequately 
detai led and modified to provide for fisheries protection and ( 3 )  
an adequate work plan i s  developed for correcting existing , road 
related problems adversely effecting f i sheries as a result of 
previous BPA problems , we are opposed to the upgra® of the 
transmission system as proposed . we bel ieve that implementation of 
this project as proposed wi l l  adversely impact f isheries resources 
upon which the Skagit River Indian Tribes depend. 

cc Tom Clune 
Doreen Maloney 

______ .. 

· sincerely, 

;::(p t 
Larry Wasserman 
Environmental . Services Director 
Skagit System Cooperative 

3 
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·

�
· Skagit System .Cooperative � /. P.O. B<>< 368 L•Conne<, WA 98257-0368 Ph (206) 466-3450 

April 22, 1 9 9 1  

Richard · A .  'Albrecht - EFDJ 
Civil Engineering Technician 
Bonneville Power Administration 
P . O .  Box . 3261 
Portland., Ore 97208 

Dear Mr; Albrecht: . 
The Skagit System Cooperative ( SSC ) is the fishery · management l .  
agency for three federally recognized tribes - - Swinomish, · Upper 
Skagit, and Sauk-Suiattle. sse is a co-manager of �he fisheries 
resource with the Washington Departments of Fisheries and Wildlife. 

. The management of habitat in addition to the management of harvest 
results from the recognition that in order for tHe exercising of 
the fishing right·, there must be fish. Judge Orrick, Civil No. 
9213 - Phase II Opinion, stated that • • •  ·• specific envi�nmental 
conditions. must be present. A fisheries study prepared jointly by 
the State and the federal government identifies at least five such 
conditions: ( 1 )  access to and from the sea: ( 2 )  adequate supply 
of good quality water: ( 3 )  a sufficient amount of suitable gravel 
for spawning and egg incubation: ( 4 )  an ample supply •of food: and 
( 5 )  sufficient shelter . It is undisputed that alteration of even 

·' On of these essential, · finely-balanced requirements will affeet :the. 
production· potential . " Therefore, one of the long range goals of sse is the correction of all road related anadromous £ish problems 
-- access and/or sediment problems . 

sse is involve in several · programs whose partial work product is 
the identification of fisheries habitat problems and opportunities 
for restoration and enhancement. These programs are the following : 

1 .  Participation in Washington State ' s  Timber, Fish, and 
Wildlife Agreement involves the review of forest 
practices in the Skagit and Samish drainag� basins • .  An 
inventory of stream channel destabi lization sites and 
barriers to anadromous fish migration is a coincidental 
product of this process . 

A 

• 

'2 . SSC is participating with Skagit County in pr�paring a . ' 
watershed management plan to protect the benifical water 
use·s . This effort is currently focused in the . 
Nookachamps drainage , however it will extend . to the rest 
of the basin ·over .time. One of ·the products of this plan 
is an . inventory ' of adaj acent land uses and their impact 
( pot�ntial or actu�l ) on water quality. 

3 .  A s  part o f  a coho. salmon population research contract 
under the U . S .  - Canada Pacific Salmon Treaty, SSC 
fisheries technicians have identified barriers to salmon 
migration while performing spawning surveys . Some of the 
barriers could be removed or made passable, restoring 
salmon and trout access to once productive habitat . 

The road related problems looked, at in the Cokedale Lane area on 
· March · 20 , 1991 by the Washington State Department 'of Fisheries ,  
SSC, and BPA affect a significant number o f  wild coho salmon . The 
1988 total wild coho spawner escapement in the Skagit basin was 
estimated to be 6334'9 fish and the Hansen creek portion was 
estimated to be 1389 £ish . The two tributaries affected . by the 
rol)d system under consideration represent 39.1/; of the spawning miles 

. ·in the Hansen creek watershed which results in an .estimate of 541 
. adult fish potent.ially affected by these roads . .The 1986 spawner 

estimate for the Hansen creek watershed was 2400 fish -- or· ·roughly 
twice as many • 

Because of their relatively poor stock status, Skagit natural coho . 
have constrained fisheries throughout the Paci fic Northwest, from 
Canada to �egon, and inside Puget Sound . The constraints put on 
these fisheries in order to protect Skagit coho has been a topic of 
frequent discussion in the Pacific Salmon Commission; as well·  as in 
the Pacific Fisheries Management Council ,  because these constraints 
frequently have the effect of preventing fishermen from catching 
large' numbers of other harvestable stocks with which they a:.;e 
intermixed . For example , the production· of one additional 
ha:i:vestable Skagit·· coho allows the ocean fisheries to catch about 
50 additional coho ( those not returning to the Skagit ) ,  and allows 
Puget Sound fisheries to catch about 100 additional sockeye or P.ink 
salmon. 

The information above should be sufficient to establish . the 
significance of the stocks under discussion to the Skagit River 
wild coho salmon run and additionally, the importance of the Skagit 
stocks to the west coast fisheries . The passage and' sediment 
problems on the Cokedale Lane road system need to be corrected . 

Please c.ontact Keith Wyman at ( 206 ) 466-7282 if you need any of the 
above information expanded . 

Sincerely, 

Doreen Maloney, Fisheries Manager, Skagit. System Cooperative. 
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March 17, 1. 9 9 3  

Mr . Gerald A .  Stackpole . Superintendent . 
Puget Sound Area Line Construction and Maintenance 
Bonneville Power Admin .  
201 Queen Anne Ave . N .  
Seattle, WA. 98109 

Dear Jerry; 

I a�p�eciated the opportunity ·to meet with you and Scott Bettin 
on March 8 ,  1993 to go over some of the problems. and solutions 
for the BPA power line road right of way . , I thought I • d better 
send you a note with my understanding of what was going to be 
done . · 

The major 'issues in the Walker Valley area were problems with old 
road maintenance .practices . Future ·road work in the vicinity of 

•streams wi�l not have .any sidecast of spoils if there is any 
chance of them going into running water; inst·ead they will be 
endhauled to areas where runnoff and sediment .will not reach 
flowing water • .  Water;barring, relief culvert installation , 
upstream ·and · downstream armoring of fills, ex.tension ,of ' culvert 
inlet's and outlets, and the use of better road surfacing 
materials were. all proposed in order to reduce or eliminate road 
associated runoff impa.cts to salmon habitat .  · Jute or straw aiat 
with seeding was· alsc{proposed for the worst of the sidecast raw 
slopes where there w·�·direct access to the streams . 

. 
. . . 

The bulk -of the work . . to be done in the Hansen creek/Cokedale Lane 
area consists of the replacement of inad,equate culvert crossings · 
with either larger culverts and rock fill or. by construction of a 
wet ford . I ' m  in the process of trying to contact the right. 
people in Dt:IR to· find out about a possibility for coordination of 
some of the proposed work out at the .west end of the ,road . You 
should also cont�ct ·.steve Bratz at Crown Pacific , Lt

. 
d .  (206 826- �,· 

3 951) if you want to try to coordinate the work where the wet · .· 
ford is proposed . · · · 

). 

Implementation of these measures will have major effects in 
reducing the unacceptable amounts o� fine. sediment presently 
generated by the BPA road system . Adoption of some of these 
practices as standards for future maintenance procedures i s  
highly desirable and should result· .in a more efficient process 
from both.·the environmental and the maintenance perspectiv�s .  

I would appreciate· receiving copies of proposals and}or . . 
timetables for the work under consideration and I would also like j 
to be kept informed about any changes regarding BPA construction I and .maintenance practices that involve moving water . , 

Thank you again for your time and cooperat ion . 

Sincerely, 

· Keith Wyman, TFW Coordi'hator 

c :  Robert Peilhale, · nos 
Kurt Buchanan, WDF 
Scott Bettin, BPA 
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OJ. Skagit System Cooperative . 
. P.O. Box 368 laConner, WA 98257-0368 Ph. (206) 466-3450 

May 12 , 1993 

fax: Managl'ml'nl & Enforc�ml'nl (206i 466·3610 
fishPri.....,Biology/EnvironmPnlal Svcs.: (2061 466-�7 

Mr. Gerald A. Stackpole, SUperintendent · · 

Puget Sound Area Line Construction and .Maintenance · 
Bonneville power Adidn. 
201 Queen Anne Ave . N. 
Seattle, � 98109 

. I  

I . 

\ ' 
Dear Jerry; , 

. I recently spoke with Alison Hitchcock, · unit forester for .the 'I' . 
Department of Natural Resources, and she said that the work 
planned for the west end of the Hansen Creek/Cokedale Lane road 
. system consists of anroring the upper and lower ends of the 
culverts . I would suggest that }'QU oontact her at (206) .856-3500 and maybe work out sane sort of agreement where BPA is providing 
for the installation of a larger pipe . and am makes arrangements 
for the anrored fill . 

· 

I would appreciate . an update about the road maintenance and 
culvert work we discussed on March 8 ,  1993 . . 
Thank you. 

s�,� 
Keith �; TFW COordinator 

c :  . Robert Penhale, DOE 
Kllrt Buchanan, WDF 
Scott Bettin, BPA 
,Alison Hitchcock, OOR 

·• 

I, 

�., 
, · 

Skagi(System Cooperative 
P.O. Box 368 taConner, WA 98257-0368 · Ph. (206) 466-3450 

j · I 

1 

· I  ! 

Mr. · Jerry Stackpole 
· BPA Ac:lministration , ·TOT 
P . O .  Box C-19030 
Seattle, WA, · 98109-1030 

Deaf . Hr. Stackpole: 

June 1 5 ,  1992 

. . 

This note is to confirm ' our meeting scheduled for June 23,  1992 . 
Kurt Buchanan, WDF.; Dave Parks and/or Robert ' Penhale, DOE; and I 
will mee� you at 9 a . m .  at the Mount Vernon Department of 
Fisheries office ( map enclosed ) ,  

The specific subjects we want to 6over and resolve are as 
follows : 

1 .  The blocking ( to anadromous fish ) culvert located in 
section 26,  T35N, R�E .  

2 .  _Stream sedimentation resul ti�g from road maintenance 
practices along the BPA right-of-way, especially �n the 
Nookachamps Creek drainage. Both time of year and the 
way work has been done are of concern .  

. 3 .  The culverts in the Hansen Creek drainage ( Cokedale 
Roac:l ) right-of-way which have been and continue to be 
problems . 

I am looking forward to meeting you . If you have .any questions, 
I can be reached at ( 20 6 )  466-7282 , 

cc: Kurt Buchanan, WDF 
Robert Penhale, WDOE 

Sincerely; 

�� 
KEITH WYMAN, 
TFW Coordinator 

----· ------
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JUy 8, 1993 

Dave Parks Oepartrrelt cl EcoiQgy 3190 1601h SE · 
. 

BelleWe, WA 900J6.5452 

Dear Dave; 
· En::IOsed are CXllies cl the mapil an:l 001 1espo1 idei 10e yOu requested cUirll cu "t''sst to the Bome11i11e 
F'l7olle' Jldrinislralion rirj:t-cl-w;lf. The 1992 lelllir was the roe I sent eta pri« to cu visit last year. 

The 1993 letter was a fdloil 14'  ID 111 en-site ITll!elirrJ held eaf�« ttis year Yoflen all cl the �ems 
v.flh BPA road niaiiUnanOe praclioes Nn lidYed.  
rw sent YQU th8 W:lea eta In a c1trerert pad<age.· n stiotJd be ready to '<'lew. The adivltles ttis 
IU111ll!!r actually .aeem to be v.cn�e than those cl last  year. Irs ralher dsc:xli.ragirG to be headecl ln  a 
backwards ciredl<n 

Sincerely, ' 

KeilhYWman lfWCoordinala' 

a:: Kilt aa.anan. lfiDF 
9Jich tull. OOR Gerald S1ad<pole. BPA 

A 

;,, �:)';,;\,, :%���f�#· 

' .\ ·
·. ' 1 s;;.�:i� in··�: ,:,.. ;  a.ce: and a.se. 'l'ber lie .al-t 

em:u:eJ.y, 1n · u.. ·L!'U· lillatcoa ve.tarab�. -'l'b�. 'DIIR bas tvo . aainline tor.e•t ·. -� J:Oa<b·.llbil:b provide acc:a-• .to · tba ·axiatiniJ transailidon Una ! eorri4or. 'l'ba �.1000 'road' ia in tba _lili:ior Lalta block (aoutb of Park road) i 
and tba· B-3300 .toa4 . ia  in tba .Jianer ·lloUntain 'blook (nortb of·. Park road) . · 
Nlmarous �ion 'line accUe � roeda (lnlilt by BPJ\)' int:areaat tba 
DRR foraat :11a11109-nt roadll,- ,!'baH' BPJ\ apura are poorly conatruatad and 
ainiaally aainta.��- Drainage• i• inadaquata !'114 in • ..._ caaaa· tba apura . 
�va r.e'JZ'AAaed,. into notbiniJ acre than .qulliaa,.. 'l'ba pbyaical, ·.�iro.naantal 
and . IICI>ne..!C �at to 'tba 1JRR road ayst- ia . 11avara. For example, in 

, ; l;)ecaal>ilx' ot l192 baavy raina falliniJ on tba. 8PJ\ apurs resulted in tba B-
• '' 3300 �4 'ditcb .being clOCJ9ad· vitb: ailt arid debris vbicb vasba4 dovn fro�� 

tba . BPJ\ ·apurs.: llben. tba ditcb va• plu91Je4, ··vatar came onto tbe · 
B-3300 ·road ca•iniJ .furtbar aroaion and acouriniJ. 'l'be DIIR apen� $5000 to 
fix tba :r;oa4 .attar tba ator11. · 
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PaCJ� .2 
DEIS COIIIIents 

'!'he DEIS lists several •ltlqatlon ideas (paqe 4 .  86) to control erosion an4 
ruri-off such as revegetation., culvert installation and water bars. Ir\ · · 
addition to these iteas , the DNR would like to see a aore aggressive 
approach in aolvlnq the proble•: 

1. Inventory the. existing BPA access road network. Decide which spurs are 
needed" to provide alniaua functional access to tranaaisaion line 
structures. Than decide which spurs are no longer needed. 

2. Reconstruct apura that are . needed ao that they have ad8quate drainage 
and road priaa characteriatlca. 

l .  Abandon spurs that are not needed by reiiOVing culverts, constructll'\9 
vate�bars, · trenchin9, con��r- excavating and revegetatinq. 

'!'he DNR' •119lneera have experience an4 expert be in road. d'aiqn, 
con•truction, .-intenance a� abandon.ent . They would. be available As 
consultant• to aaaiat BPA in alta specific ·�aluationa ot ace�•• spur 
i•pacta. Ideally, the reconstruction and abandonaent work could be· 
incorporat..S into the trana•iadon line construction contract. 

Qorridor Segment Ht 

This aeqaent ia an alternative route which lies eaat of an •xistinq rOute 
on aeqments H,. I and. J .  It crosse• State land in Sections 7 and 18, T . 3 61f. , 
R. 5E. '!'he DEIS (pa<je 2 , 3 1 )  aays this •-nt would require a new · 112 toot · 
vida r1C)ht-of-v8y with aaaociatedi access spurs .• This would involve clearift9 
approxi.ately 20 acres of U-r on State land, as wen aa buildinq 
numerous access roads in the Thunder creek and Mills creek dralnaqea. Since 
BPA has an eJCiating rlqht�f-vay corridor on seqaenta H., I and J, the DHR · 
la not interested in qrantlnq an additional riqht-of-way for purposes ot 
this project. '!'he DEIS .. tea it clear that BPA favor• usinq aeCJIMnta 
H, I and J rather than Hl. -

'!'he DNR would appreciate a response froa BPA reqardin<J, the above issues. 
Please .all your r••ponae to: 

Departaent of Natural Resources 
Northwest Region Headquarters 
919 North T�ahip Street 
Sedro · Noolley, Naahinqton 98284 
Attn: Brian Davia 

!bank you for aolicltlnq these co.aants. 

Sincerely, 

�A-.;J)v., 
Brian Davia 
Baker Diatrict Enqineer 

A 

I 
I ; 

I . . . . I \\  ... A ·f ·R l D•cember 29, 1993 \NlF0rfO�LY ���s� �,.�·· 
· '·--- ·c·- 1333Uia!rr. str dlf:���·: . .. • Bobbi e Ber kowi tz , Deputy Secretary Oell'lllgllam, W  M!�p.: · · . ! 

State of Washington t�a ]'1'1111"?·2- f · 
Department of Health CE.Z<I?l l ComMUnicabl e Dis•as• Epid•Miology 1 1'1 \ 'l'i 1610· NE lSOth St . -· Seattle, Washington 98153-9701 AREA: . 

l . D•ar D•puty Se-cretary B•rkowitz :  
I ·  

W• are wri t i ng this· l etter after a tel ephone di�cussiqn one 
M*lllb•r of our group had with · you on Wadn•sday, DeceMber '23rd.  We 
are a group of •xtremely concern*<�· · fanai l i es who l ive adjacent to 
t h e· Bo.nn•vi  l l e  Powef' Adai n i strat i on/Puget Power· Nort hwest. · 
.Washington "J:ransmission Proje.;:t·. Our hom•• ar• located along Lake I 
Whatcona i n  Section � of  the proposed. proj•ct .  BPA has publ i c ized 

. •. date of  .January 14th ati the · l ast · day for COIMI&nts on th& EIS 

I dr.aft . · · · 

BPA•s curr•nt· plans . ara ' to upgrade an •ld sting 230-kV H-frame 
wood tower by r epl ac i ng it wi th  a SOO-kV doub l • . c i r:cuit  ( 1  1 
Mi l lion vol ts) l i ne On rattice steel towers. Numerous fami l i es 
would recei ve heavy dos&s· of  radiat ion from the new l ines as wal l  
as adding to th• already existing noise pol lut ion. 

We ar * pet it ioning BPA to further study 't'he i Mpact of the 
project and r.•quest ing t'hat ( 1 )  BPA bui ld th• new power l ines far 
back fro. th• pr•s•nt eas•ments and on govarnm•nt owned l ands· or 
l and zoned · for forestry; (2) .or bury the ne-w l i nes using the 

I latest El'IF" rMiuctiO.. technology. · ·· 

' Th•r• i s  no· doubt that •nough studi es have bean don• to give 
us l eg i t i mat.a. c onc•rns on health  r i sks w ith  thi s pr oposed 
project.  There has bean •arly  work by two epi d•miolog lsts,  Nancy 
Wer theimer and Ed Leep&r i n  Denver wher e they found a l ink 
batw&an : chi ldhood cancer and hOMes near el ectr ical substat ions 
and t r ansfora&rs. R.:cant ly, th• Sw•d ish studies (a) "National 
Inst i tute of Occupat i on Health (b) Inst i tut• of EnvironMental · 
1'1ed ic ine i ndicate strong •videnc·a. that people  exposed to EI'1F" 's  
froa power l i n•s o f  two ai l l i gauss or  greater have a hi gher 
i nc i denc• o 'f l •ukaMia and brai n tumors. Studi es show · that the 
strong•r the magnetic f ield .  axposur• ,  the gr•atar th& assoc iat i on 
wi t h  c anc.r . Households  wi th l ong t e: r m  a·xposur as or two 
mi l l i gauss have tripl • the r isk of l eukemi a_. At three mi l l i gauss 
the rate  quadrupl ed .  Children who supposedl y  l ived within 160 
f••t ot high tension wires had three t i mes the rate. Many of our , 
own homes would  be wi thin th• danger zonas. We- do not �eed .these i studies to COMe fro• wi'thiri the Uni t&d States to consider them 

I - ... ... ---�--------
.. --·-----..J 
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val id.  It s•••s that most of th• ·studies that ca l l  for " further 
inv•stigat i on" .are sponsored by. the ut i l i ty  companies. 

Your referral of our situat ion to State Epia•111iologi st �atty 
Wal l er i s  · h•l p·f ul . Howev•r , at thi s t i M•, we c i t i z ens , o f 
Washington Stator: need quick and· decisive act ion conc•rning Bf>A' s '  
proposal . We d id  receive your · g•neral ized . i n forMat ion sh•et · that l 
cal ls  for "prudent avoidance. • But ,- we would hope that our !ltate 
heal th · agency would protect us froM obvious health si tuat ions of 1 
h i gh r i sk and would ask BPA to d•l ay t'ti<>i r projec t unt i 1 t 
alt

.
er.nat ive solut ions can be found. 

Th• pow•!. provi ded by the new 1 h'leB.  wi 1 1  be sold  out of l 
state. In fact,  current ly  there is a surplus power situat ion i n  1 
Whatco• County due to several brand new ct>-g'tneration plant•. ! 
Geor g i a Pac i f i c ,  Inc . ' s  new B•l l i nghaM pl ant provides. enough ! 
power to cover 1 19,000 new hoMes alone ! 

I t  i·s ·enough o f  a t ravest y_ that th• Wash'i ngton State 
Ut i l i t i es CoM11it1si on l ets Puget Power stockhol ders. get ·· lO'X r i sk ·  
fr e• r eturns on their. Money at th� c i t i zens' exp.nse • .  We  request 
you, our Stat• D•part••nt of H<>alth, to relat• to our conc.rns 
and to d•lay th• perMit process for this proJec t .  Why should 30 :1 
to 40 . faMi l i es suf fer psychological and physiologi cal r i sks wh•n 
good .alternat ives eKist .  In the futur• we do .not want to have to , 
ref•r to this project along with other decept i ve projects, such 
as Han ford Downwind or Agent Orang•. W•, c i t iz•ns of Washi ngt'on 
State, r equ•st that your office offic ial l y  respond to this letter 
w ith in  BPA' s coMment respons• t iMe (January 14th> . Pl ease send 
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Bobbi e  Berkowitz ,  Deputy Secretary \FA' ·1 R. ·II' State of Washington · . ' �-
Depart•-t of Heal th · •: .' · · · CoMmunicable Disease EPi de•iolcigy 
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1600 NE l�Oth St . . 
Seat.t le, Washington 991��-9701 
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I D.c •llh•� 29, 1993 ·  

.John Thi•l •-nn 
State' of' Washington 

.. . \FAIR/ 
FM&IAgalnsth:ltlsedRI!ts . 

t333 llncl*l6teet. 1248 lleDighim, WA 18226 

Departaent ·of Heal th, Nort hw.st 1�1 1 Th i r d  Av�u•, Suite 719 
�at t l e, Washington 98101-1632 

Dr i n k i ng Water 

O.ar t1r . Thi.l eaannl 

W• ar e .  wr i t ing thi s l etter after a t el ephone cbnversat·ion 
one 111-b•r of our group had with you on W�nesday, D.c-ber 23r·d . 
W• are a group of · concern� f-i l i es who l i ve i n  Section E of 
Bonnev i l l e  Power 'Adain i st r at i on ' • new p r oposed power l i n••· 
Sec t i on 'E i s  the area that runs al ong the shor el i ne 'of Lake 
Whatcoaa,, Bel l i ngha•'• liwni c i pal water s'upply. · 

W• . h av e ·c o n c e r n s  due t o  BPA ' • l ac k  o f  study i n  ·t h i s  
env i ron111ent al l y  sens i t i ve area. Th i s  ar ea i s  known for i t s 
unstable sl.opes and heavy run-o f f  fro111 StKiart Mount a i n  i nto the 
east ·side· of th• l alce • .  Several hoaa•• w.re washed out i nto t h •  · 
l ake i n · 1993 and we·<had ••v.•r• eros i on ·  and s•diaentat i on  probl ems 
during 'the stor- of Noveaber · 1999 and 1990. Boa• of th i s  .rosi on· 
a n d  • • d i 111e n t a t i on .. was ' c au s e d  by BPA ' s l ac k ·  o f  s u i t ab l e  
construc t i on  techni ques wh•n p l ac i ng cul'v•r.t s and wh•n bui l di n g  
t h e r oad under t h �  e x i s t i ng power l i n• c or r i dor . I n  t h • i r  

'propos�l t o  upgr'ade th• . pow'er l i n•• b y  i nstal l i ng new latti,ce 
steel 'tower s and by bui l d i ng a new · road , o..�r anxiety c•nt•r• 
around .the fact that BPA has not •oni tor•d thi s water run-o f f  and 
s o i l d e - s t a b i l i z at i on .  ' Ther e ar e n o  · s p •c i f i. c  · f ac t s  or 
doc u••n t a t i on in t h e  E I S  dr a f t  on t hes• sen s i t i ve e x i s t'i n g  
condt't i on s .  

T o  defend ou r  lake wat�r along w i t h  ou r  w•l l s  and s•p t i c s  w e  
f e e l  that a ( 1 )  your . of fic• should d•aand that BPA aoni t or t h •  
r U'n - o f f  i n  p e'a k  w i n t e r 111.on t h $  ( h i st or i c a l l y  Nov•1111:t • r > .'.; o 
d•t•r.ai n• proper proc edures for road bui l d i ng J  <2> your o f f i c e  
shoul d con t i nue . t o  exa•i n• t h i s  si tuat i on  so that protecti ve' 
111easur•• are t ak� dur i ng and a f.ter construct i on .  ·w. c i t i z •n• 
who drink Northwest wa,•r would hope that BPA' • proposed proj .c t  
woul d b e  d*layed unt i l  t h i s  accurate f i e l d  wo r k  i s  don•. · 

Sincerely, 
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Department of Heal th, Northwe .. t Dr inking Water 
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. COPII;S HAVE BEEN SENT TO: 
Lou Dri essen, Project 1'1anager , BPA, Bel l ingham .. 

· 

Marion. Wolcott ,  Permit Dept . ,  BPA, Portland 

I. Randy Hardy� BPA, Portland · . . . 
· · Ron Mlddfeton, · Deputy, SEPA Offici al , Bel li nghac:-

.John .Campion, Project . Manager , Puget Sound Power and Light · co. , 
.- Bel i i ngham · · 

/Al Swi ft, us CongressMan, Bel l ingham 
Pete Kremen, State Representative, Olympia ., 
Ward Nelson, What'coa� County Cotlnci l  Representat ive, Bel l ingham 
Chri st ine 0 • .  Bregoir'e, Attorney General , Seatt le  
Army Corp of Engineers 
Art Stend8hl , Dept. Wi fdl i fe, Mi l l  .Creek 
Dr . Sam Mi lh-, Olympia ·· 
Bobbi e Berkowitz , Deputy Secretary, Dept . Heal th, Olympia 
.John Kobayashi , Actfng Chief of Epid-iology, Dept . 'Health,· 

Seattle · · · 

Dr • .Jul iet Van Eenwyk, Dept . Health, Epidemiology, Seattle 
• Patti . Wal ler,  Epidemiology, Dept. Health, Seattle  
F"rank .James, WhatcQ!II Co.  Publ ic H�al th ,  Bel l inghall 
.John Thi el eman'!, Dept . Health, Northwest · Drinking Water , Seat_tl e  
Ed Good, Whatco. County Hearing Examiner ; Bel l inghaM · 

Prof. Donald .J. Easterbrook, College of EnvironMental s_tudi es, 
WWU, Bel l inghaM 

Edi tor in ' Chief, The Bell inghaM Herald 

\FAIR/ 
Famlles AQain$1 Increased Rl5b 1333 llnalln � 1248 

Ber11918m, WA 98226 
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.: .1 
: Public Involvement -Office - ALP 
Bonneville POwer Administration 

II P . O .  Box 12999 · 

. �rtland 1 OR .· 97212 

January 3 ,  1994 RECEII-:D BY BPA PC"' .. '"' V!MENT l tc:i- t.J� 
REC�''l . . , , . l qy 1----'---AREA: DISTRICT ij Gentiemen : , 

1 ; We are writing this letter in response to· the options for . the 
BPA/ Ppget Power Northwest washington Transmission Project. we 
have the following comments on your draft EIS proposal . our· 

.comments pertain to section "E" of the project as depicted on 
fiqure 23 of the Draft Environmental Impact Statement . 

1 .  Of the choices offered , We prefer none although , Option 1 ,  
as specified in your Auqust 1993 "Fact Sheet No . 7 " , . cou1d 
be made acceptable if it were to be located on . the other 
side of the easement in Section "E" to further minimi2e the 
EMF & visual impact on residents . 

2 .  Of the choices offered , we do not like any . we live in one 
of the most beautiful and environmentally sensitive areas of 
Whatcom County . Naturally,we are intensely concerned that 
additional/larger transmission l ine ·structures along the 
corlidor will have a negative scenic and environmental 
impact on our area . we do not feel that you have fully 
exp�ored other options that would mitigate �e impact to the 
residents along section E.. Of" paramount concern is the fact 
that your proposals are desiqned to increase power 
transmission yet you are intent oh locating the new lines in 
close proximity t� existing res idences . The families of 
these residences will be subjected to increased health risks 
when the l ines are operated at their maximum current 
capacity. At the v�ry least ; you need to explore locati�g 
the new l ines on the back side of your easement which is 
farther away from residences. Many fami lies along this 
sensitive section of the corridor have young children whom , 
studies suggest, are more susceptible to EMF induced health 
risks than adults . 

___ .. ___ _ --·· ----·- --------
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You could improve _all pf the choices by: 

( 1 ) .  Moving the new line well aw�y from the residences , 
particularly in section E where the lines run close to 
homes . In particular, consider reloca.ting the new line to 
the other side of the �asement or r�routing the easement 
through undeveloped lands ( mostly DKR lands ) well beyond any 
residences ..  · 

( 2 ) . Performing EMF monitoring at the easement boundary to. 
generate legal baseline exposure data so that residents· may 
be able to determine whether their EMF exposure has been 
increased once any new l ines h�ve been added( �ith the 

attendant health risks ). Property buyout 
offers/compensation must be offered in the event of 
increased EMF ' s  over the baseline data . 

4 .  We think the analysis · would be better i f  .you : 

( 1 ) .  Discuss in qreater detail the plans for maintaining 
the water quality ( i . e .  streams & creeks that feed lake 
Whatcom) . This is of particular concern in view of the fact 
' that aany . fami�ies along �e Whatcom pull their drinking 
water directly from the lake . Additionally , as you know, 
Lake Whatcom is the dr'inking, water source for approx. half 
of the county . · · 

( 2 ) . These proposals increase your power transmission 
capacity. The EIS should specify the maximum current load 
that the new l ine� are capable of carrying and make an EMF 
comparison between this "line limit" case and the today' s  
loadings . I n  addition , we believe that a mechanism should 
be included in your EIS that specifies how families will be 
i�formed when current loading is increased beyond what is 
outlined in your three options . 

( 3 ) .  ·A more thorough analysis of Whatcom county ' s  power 
requirements should be made in light of the start-up of new 
cogeneration power plants in both Whatcom & Skagit counties. 
These new "cogen" plants would 'appear to alleviate the local 
need for increased power transmissio� capacity . More 
detailed comment on why this proposal has signif icant value 
to local residents should be made in the EIS . 

� 

5 .  

page 3 of 3 

we also have these . comments : . 

( 1 ) .  The Bellingham School District has plans to build a 
new high school in the Dewey Road area . We would like to 
know how this project will affect those plans. Has the 
School District been contacted regarding your proposal? 
Include their plans in your EIS. 

( 2 ) . The families in section "E" have formed a group, 
P . A . I . R . ( �amil ies Against �ncreased Risks) , which is 
opposed to your proposals in . their current form. Unless our 
concerns are addressed , you can expect increased public, ·  
political , and iega;t ,opposition to this project • as well '  as 
increased media scrutiny. 

Respectfully ,  

!�f�7a 
� ,e:L, 
Martin Eiz-£7 
2726 North Shore Rd .  
Bell ingham , WA 98226 
( 206 ) 671-7246 

- -- .. - - --------
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Ray cl Dolly Tompkins 
2223 Mosier Rd. 
SedJO Woollcy, WA 98284 

Janwuy 6, 1994 

Bonneville Power Admi.nistraLion Public lnYOI>'I:IIICIII Office • ALP 
P.O. Box 3621 

Portland, OR 97208 

Dear Sir: 

REC£1Y£D Bl' BPA · PIIBCv INVOI.VEIIENJ 
LOG I: NWTP-'2.-k: 
RECEIPT DATE: t ] r?. )"\4 
AREA: DISTRICT 

We ba\'C ellcnlled the open houses you ba\'C spDIISOROd at SedJO Woolley, 8lld ba\'C provided iapul es  opponuaity has been gMII to dO so. Because your Traasmission Project has the po�ential of seriously 
impacting our lalld, our health, 8lld our view, we IIJC again expn:ssi.na our cooccms 8lld � 

Al the  last open house one of your lqJRSCIIIaliva lold us lbat BPA tries 10 make cbao&cs in such WI)' as 
to Impact the fewest nUlllber ol p:oplc. I\'Oidin& pOJlulated areas. We lhen:COR: request that the 
Tn111S111ission Project not aO'ect !he L M. ll!ld N corridor segmencs and !hat ibe cl!anm all be ll!!l!!ld 
lhrouch !he eastm! corridor with a pew short tje-ljge to the 5edro Woolley subs!ation 1bjs W!l!!kl yeO· obyjoys!y affect !he teast number of oeo* · 

Your "Draft Envilvnmcotal lmpact Statemcot" provides data that shows �here w!U be either vay little EMF c:hange, or perhaps even a dcctalsc in the EMF, dcpcndiog on the option cxcn:iscd. We 1aJUCS1 !bat 
you; 111 your time 8lld expense, conduct a complete EMF study, elwin& times of the most intense EMF, on 
our property bcfora.you commence the TraosmissiOa ProjeCt (your n:pRSCD�ativc said you would dO Ibis), 
and III IUIIIIIal iolcmlls through the )'Cat' 2001. If the EMF beyond the CUCIIICIII is gn:ater � the j projcc:l, w!lat recourse dO "M: "'-, bow wiD you correct it, 8lld wbat compcosation wiD you make to ell of 1 !bose of us along the corridor, whose bcalth you IIJC pullin&·injcopanly? · 

Another of our major CDDQCI1IS is the Vi.taJ Impact ot taller toooas. We 1aJUCS1 that the tower height be no 
gJatCr than the existina toooas along the t..; M,.N corridor segmcoiS, Ir)'Ou .:._to 1q11ement the 
project along !hat corridor. If higher ·towen iiJC  to be iastalled, we 1aJUCS1 that !bey be the least biCiase 
in height of the optioas you show. We liutber 1aJUCS1 !hat you redesign the towelS. Cumot linkertoy I 

· design is not only ugly 10 an exlraDc, It is labor iJueDsivc to construct. flaK ba\'C one of our university 
engineering schools IICIC:qll the dlalleoge to nidesign towers for bath beauty, fianction 8lld cost cff'cclivcncss; or, jnslall gnly the jgpimyed I!!?C!P� transmission tine tqwm, 

We ba\'C discovered, as you IIJC wdJ aware, !bat Cllioscmltioo ot electricity has lllml8!!l our DIICS. What 
will the impact of your new pvject be upon our lliiCS? Ewo.the � compaiiY has been -.aain& 
c:ustomen to convert tops whcmcr possible. Convmion tops appears to be �  on a large 
scale. Giwo the suca:ss ot !be "lliiiMll to ps JIIVIIaiii", IUC you swe Ibis pmject li necdcd1 ; 
Thank you for the opponuail)' to pnW\dc iapul. We trust !hat you IIJC sincere in ftlCJUCSiins our input, 8lld i 
lhen:COR: trust !hat you wiD dO III.JVU Call to implcmeot our recommcndaLions. We lcd: forwanl to your 
response. 
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Comment Letters 

December 29, 1.993 

\FAIR/ 
flmiltsAgalnsllncrased� • · 

• . \ 1333.l.hx�M Shel. 1248 
�:... • 8eft1ghlm. WA 18226 

The fol lowing i s  a summary of Bonnevi l le Power 
Administrat ion 's inabi l ity pertaining to proper maintenance 
and repair of their access road alona the power transmission 
l ine corridor. 

An area of B. P. A. •s trans�ission corridor is � acent to 
· the. north side of Ill)' property. A maintenance/access road 

runs a l ong this corridor crossing numerous seasonal creeks, 
drainages, etc. · which run into nearby Lake Whatcom. After· 
cross ing the access road, one of these creeks runs along Ill)' 
western property l i ne unt i l  reaching North Shore Road. ' It is · 
then forced to make a 90 dearee turn to the east and run 
approximate 1y · 200 feet where· it j oins another - creel<, then 
both run throueh a culvert �nder North Shore. Road and into 
Lake Whatcoa:i. 

Bealnning i n  the tal l of 1988, during a· period of typical 
heavy rainfall , the culvert was too smal l  to handl e  the. creek 
vo l ume. Water backed up . behind the culvert resul t i ng  in 
partial roadbanl< erosion sl iding into the creel<• This debris 
cont inued. downstream until encountering the 90_ deeree turn. 
Rock, mud, erave l and subsequent water f i l led the ditch, 
spi l l ing out onto the roadway_ with al l this material f l owing 
direct ly across North Shore Road, whereas it then f l ooded 
onto Ill)' waterfront property and spi l l ed into Lake Whatcom. . 
The County Road Department had to come out and c l ear the road 
and drainage ditches. I, ID)'Se l f ,  hed to he.nd . shavel the 60 
to 70 .whee lbarrel l oads of �d and aravel off � lawn. 
After notifying B. P. A. of the occurrence and the .erosion 
problem at the culvert road bani<, no action was taken by B. 
p, A. 

Thr.oughout the fal l and winters o{ 1988 and 1989 durina 
hi&her runoff vo lumes, addit ional roadbank material continued 
to s luff off i nto this creel< causing the simi l ar problema to 
a lesser decree. Aeain B ,p,  A .  was i nformed of this 
occurrence and again no acti�n was taken on the part . 

In the fal l of 1990 during yet another period ot heavy rains 
the whole road, inc luding the culvert, washed eompl ete ly .out 
once again sending a laree amount debris downstream, 
blocking North Shore Road· And once aaain it spi l led onto my 
waterfront property and into the l ake. A&ain the county had 
to come out and c l ear the roed and drl!linqe ditches and aaain 
I had to hand shovel this mesa off Ill)' l awn. 

As always B. P .  A. was notified. Fina l l y ,  in the summer of 
1991 B. p, A. came out and put in a new culvert . To Ill)', 
astonishment , they put in the exact same size as the one that 
washed out ! A l so,  the old culvert was left lying on the 
around adj acent to Ill)' property l ine; I cal l ed B. P. A. and 
to ld the� that the new culvert was entirely too smal l for 

r-------·-· 

tl 

heovy winter runoff, but no further act ion . on .Bonnevi l le 's 
part was tak!!n at that t ime. 

In the winter of 1992 I attended the scopine meetina which 
took p l ace at Blodel Donovan Park concerning input for the 
Environmental Impact Study on Bonnevi l le •is proposed 
Tr.nsmission l ine expansion •. . · I stood up and voiced Ill)' 
concerns including the culvert washout problema. Now that 
this· was made publ ic and down on record, B • .  p, A. contacted 
me persona l l y  within a week and in the summer of 1992 the 
newer culvert was du& up and replaced with a somewhat laraer 
one. The old culv�rt s were then taken away. 

I sti l l  have some concerns pertaining. to the roadbank. 
Around the ·new culvert it was bermed with the roundish 
Nooksack Riverbed .rock which s l ides very easi l y  and is not 
the· proper type rock to hold up a steep bank for erosion 
prevent ion, thoueh it is inexpensive. And what about . al l the 
hundreds. of other culverts throuchout the corridor? If t�e 
expansion project aoes throu&h as pl anned, maJ or road work is 
aoing to occur along the corridor. 

'Bonnevi l l e •s track record makes me very skeptical that any of 
this wi l l  be handled properly. The · road work is schedu l ed t o  
teM:e p l ace during the summer months. I have never s.een 
anyone from. B . . p, A. come out here durina heavy ' winter rain 
runoffs and properly access the situation. I 've been . 
informed that culvert size should be at least three t imes the 
size of · what •s in ·place now. Proper type berm rock for the 
road banks should al so be used. 

G i ven Bonnevil le 's traek record, from others as wel l ,  I have 
arave concerns over their t ransmission power l ine expansion 
prol'ect. 

Todd Crossman 
2�8 North Shore Road 
Bel l i ngham, WA 98226 
( 206) 671-2225 
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\Ft�IR/ 
fan.les Against,� Rill<s 1333 �Stell. l!q �WA I8226 . 

Public Involvement Office - ALP 
Bonneville Power Admini•tration 
P.o. Box 12999 
Portland, OR 972·12 

Gentl-enz 

pa9e 1 of 3 

January 3 ,  1994 

We are writin9 this letter in response to the options for the 
BPA/ Pllget Power Northwest Washington Transmission Project. ·  We · 
have the follovinl) co.ments on your draft BIS. proposal • .  our 
coaents pertain to •action •z• of. the project_ as depicted on 
fi�JUre 23 of the Draft Environmental Impact Statement. 

1 .  Of the choices offered, we prefer none althou1Jh1 ·Option 1 , 
•• •pacified in your Alle)U•t 1993 •reot Sheet No. 7• 1 could 
be made acceptable if it -re to be located .on the · other 
•ide of the ea•ement in Section •z• to further ainimize the EMF ' visual impact on residant• . 

2 .  Of the choices offered, we dG not like any. we live in one 
of the most beautiful and environmentally ••nsitive areas of 
lfhatcom Co\lllty. Naturally,- are intensely concerned that 
additional/lar�Jer tran .. i••ion line •tructures along the 

corridor will have a n8C)ative •cenic and environmental 
impact 6n our area. We do not feel that tou have fully 
explored other option•· that would lliti9ate the impact to the 
re•identa alonq section B • .  Of paramount concern is the fact 
that your proposal• are desiCJDed to increa•e power . . 
transai••ion yet you are intent on locatin9 the new line• in 
close proxillity to exiatin9 residences. The families of 
the•• residences will be •Ubjected to increa•ed health ri•Jts -
vben the lines are operated at their aaximum · current · 

capacity. ·At the very lea•t, you need to eltplo�e locatin9 
the n- lines on the back •ide of your easement vbicb i• 
farther away from re•idence• . Many faailie•· a1on9 this 
•ensitive section of the corridor have younq children whom, 
�Studies ISUIJIJ••t, are more •U.ceptible to EMF induced health 
risks �an adul ta .  
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, :»l llnd'l Snet. f2•6 
. ·w..,.....a:n w" ea:2G You could improve al� en· 'tfie " choicH by1 

page 2 of 3 

( 1 ) . Moving the new . line well away from the Z..aidenceti, particUlarly in section . I where the liqea run cloae to . homeli . In particular, conaider relocating the new line to . the otber aide of the eaanent · or rerouting the eaa-nt. · through undeveloped landa( aoatly DRR landa) .well be�. any residences. · · · · · 

( 2 ) • .Perforainq EMP· 110nitorinq at· the .__nt bOundary to generate legal. baseline exposure data ao that residents may be able to deteraJ.rie wether their EMP exposure baa been increased once any new linea bave been added( .with the attendant bealth riaJca) .  PrOperty buyout · 
offera/oOmpenaation auat be offered in the event of increased EMP•a over the baseline data. 

" \ . 4 .  We thi� the analysis would be better i f  youz 
( 1) • Diacuaa in greater detail the plana for aaintaining the water qual,ity( i.e.  atrelllll8 5 creeJca that feed lake . WhatCOII) .  Tbia ia of particular concern in view of the fact that aany faailiea alonq Lake Whatcom pull their drinking water directly from the lake. Additionally, aa you know, Lake WhatCOII ia the drinkinq water source ·tor approx. half · of the county� · · 

' . . .. ( 2 ) . Tbeae proposals increase your power tranaaiaaion capac! ty • .  The EIS should specify the maxim� current load that the new li.nea are capable of carrying and make an EMP comparison between this •line limit• case and the today•a . loadinqa . In addition, we believe that a aecbaniaa libould ·.be included in your EIS that specifies bow fllllilieiJ will be. �nforaed when current loading ia increased beyond what ·,ia outline� in your three optiona. · , · 
. 

( 3) • A more thorcu9h analysis of whatccai county '• power requirements abauld be aade in · light of the start-up · of new COgeneration power plants in both NhatCOJI 5· SJcagit coUnties . Tbeae new •coqen• plants would appear to alleviate the local need for increased power transmission c;apecity. More · detailed comment on why this propoaal· has · aiqnificant Value to local resi!,!ents should be aade in the EIS. 

• 

. l  

!1 • 

\ F:.1' "R/ '\ ���� i . 
f'2111NtsAQa!nst lrata:r.t Risks · · 1333 lh:oh E:weL rns llelilwham. WA 18226 

we also bave these comments : 

paqe 3. of 3 

( i. ) .  . 'l'be Beilingham .school District baa . plana to build a.· 
new bigb school in the Dewey Road artie. We would like to 
know bow this project will affect those plaria . · .Has the 
School District been· contacted regarding your propOsal? 

·· Include · their plana in your EIS. · · 

(2) . 'l'be families in section •zw bave formed a qrcup, 
P.A.I.R. ( �amilies Aqainst �ncreased Biaka ) ,  wbicb ia 
Opposed .to ·your proposals in their current form. , Unleaa our 
concerns are addressed , you can expect increased public, 
political , and legal opposition to this project as well aa 
increased media BCI"\ltiny. · . 

Respectfully, 

Kate Etfrig 

Hartin Eifriq 
2726 North Sbore Rd . 
Bellinqbam, WA 98226 . 
( 206) 671-7246 

. t 
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\\F-AIR/ 
Fa�r.�12s AQalnSI Incllased Rkks 1333 llncl*l Slall. 1246 BelinQIIalll, WA. 18226 

·• PUC:.... IN'IOI.V£1 LOG I: tJWrf' 
RECEIR OAT£: 

• 1 •'31� 
AR£A: 

The fol lowing is a summary of Bonnevi l l e Power 
Administrat ion 's inabi l it y  pertaining. to proper maintenance 
and repair of their access road along the power t ransmission 
l ine corridor. · 

An area of B. P. A. •s transmission corridor is adJ acent to 
the north side of my property . A maintenance/ access road 
runs · along this c.orri.dor crossing numerous seasonal CTeel<s, 
drainages, etc. whic� run into· nearby Lel<e Whatcom. After 
crossing the acces,s road, one of these creel<s runs a long my 
western property l ine unt i l  reaching North Shore Ro�d. It is 
then forced to make a 90 degree turn tQ the east and run 
approximately 200 feet where it Joins another creel< , then 
both run through a culvert under North Shore Road and into 
Lel<e Whatcom. 

Begi nning in the fal l of 1988, during a period of typical 
heavy rainfal l ,  the culvert was too smal l to hand l e  the creel< 
vol ume .  Water backed u p  behind the culvert resu l t i ng  i n  

• partial roadbanl< erosion s l iding into the creel<. This debris · 
cont inued downstream . unt i l  encountering the 90 degree turn. 
Rocl<, mud, gravel and subsequent water f i l l ed the ditch, 
spi l l ing out onto the roadway with al l this material f l owing 
direct l y  across North Shore Road, whereas. it then f looded 
onto my waterfront property and spi l l � into Lel<e Whatcom. 
The County Road Department had to come out and c l ear the road 
and drainage ditches.  I ,  myse l f ,  had to hand shove l ·  the 60 
to 70 Whee lbarre l loads of . mud and grave l off my l awn. 
After notifying B. p, A. of the occurrence and the erosion 
prob l em at the cu lvert road bani<, no act ion was taken by B. 
P .  A. 

Throughout the fal l and winters of 1988 and 1989 duri ng 
higher runof f  vo l umes, · addit ional roadbanl< mater ia�  cont inued 
to s luff off into this creel<· causing the simi l ar prob l ems to 
a l esser degree, Again B , p , A. was informed of this 
occurrence and again no action was tal<en on the part.  

I n  the fal l of 1990 during yet another period of heavy rains 
the who l e  road, inc l uding the. cu lvert, washed completely out 
once again sending a l arge amount debris dow�st ream, 
blocking North Shore Road. And once again it spi l l ed onto my 
waterfront property and into the l al<e. Again the county had 
to come out and c l ear the road and drai nage ditches and again 
I had to hand shove l this mess off my l awn. 

As a l ways B . p, A. was notified. Fi'nal '!y ,  'in the summer of 1991 B .  P. A. came out and put in a new cu lvert . To my 
astonishment , they put in the exact same size as the one that 
washed out ! A l so,  the o ld cu l vert was left .ying on the 
ground adJ acent to my property l ine. I cal led &· p ,  A. and 
to l d  them that the new cu lvert was ent ire ly too H!imal l for 

heavy .winter runoff, but no further action on Bonnevil le 's 
part was ta)S�n at that time. 

In the winter of 1992' I attended the scopine meet ing which 
tool< p l ace at Blode l Donovan Pari< concerning input . for the 
Environmental Impact Study on Bonnevi l l e 's propoeed 
Transmiseion l ine expansion. I etood up and voiced my 
concerns inc luding the cu lvert washout problems. Now that 
this was made publ ic and down on record, B. p, A. contacted 
me persone:l l'y within a week and in the summer of 1992 the 
newer culvert was due up and replaced with' a aomewhat l areer 
one. The old culv�rta were then tel<en away. 

I st i l l  have some concerns pertaining to the roadbanl<. 
Around the new culvert it was bermed with the roundish 
Nool<sacl< Riverbed rock which s l ides very eas i l y  and is not 
the proper type rock to hold up a steep bani< for erosion 
prevent ion, though it is ine�nsive. And what about al l the 
hundreds of other culverts throuchout the corridor? H the 
expansion proJ ect goes through as pl anned, maJor road worl< is 
aoing to occur along the corridor. 

· 

Bonnevi l l e 's track record mBI<es me very al<ept ical that any o f  
this wi l l  be hand l ed proper ly.  The road worl< 1 11  schedul ed t Q  
teRe p l ace during the summer months. I have never seen 
anyone from B. p, A. come out here during heavy winter rain 
runoffs and properly access the situation. I 've been . 
i nformed that culvert size should be at l east three t imes the 
li ize of · wha't •s in place now. Proper ty'pe berm rock for the 
road banks should a l so be used. 

Giv�n Bonnevi l l e 's track record, from others as we l l ,  I have 
grave concerns over their transmis sion power. l ine expansion 
proJ ect . 

I 

Todd Crossman 2�8 North Shore Road 
Be l l ingham, WA 98226 ( 206> 6'?1-2225 
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STAT£ Of WASHINGTON 
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH c-labl. DIM- Ipld..,.lcilosr 

\FAI F 
flllllles.Againslh:reasec 1333 lftolrl S.teL 12 �WA BSZi  

1610 N.E. UOI/J Sltft! • k•ttk, �"'"""" fBI SS·t101 
December 30, 1993 

TO: 
FROM: 

Or. Juliet Van Eenwylt 

Patti Waller 

SUBJECT: Draft Environmental Impact Statement, Bonneville Power 
Administration (BPA) /PUqet Power ' Liqht Northwest 
Washinqton Transmission Projac� . 

-----------------------------------------------------------------

As par your raquast on Dac.amber 1 ,  I hava raviaved the Draft 
Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) prepared by ·Bonneville 
Power Administration (BPA) and Whatcom County dated November 
199 3 .  The OEIS describes a proposal put forth by the BPA and 
PUqat sound Power ' Liqht (PUqat Povar) ·to upqrada an existinq 
hiqh-voltaqe transmission system in. tha Whatcom and Sltaqit county 
area. · 

I am commentinq solely on �· impact tha proposed activity would 
have on exposure to electric and maqnetic fields (EMF) . I do · .not 
feel that I can evaluate what is written about other issues .such 
as -land use, property valuas . and soil erosion. Presumably other 
state and local aqancie� are reviavinq those portions of the 
8EIS. My evaluation of the EMF impact for the various components 
of tha OEIS follows . ' 

The Bonneville Power Administrat'ion proposes to rebuild its 
axistinq sinqle-circuit, vood-pola H-frama 230-ltV transmission 
lina between its CUstar Substation and Puqat Power' s  Sadro 
Woolley Substation, . a  distance of about 38 miles. Tha DEIS 
describes thraa dasiqn alternatives and estimates the number of 
homes that will axperianca an incraasa in EMF levels ralativa to 
what EMF levels will be at the homes in tha. yaar 2000 if no 
construction taka.s placa. 

· BPA  Option 1 - It is. estimated that maqnetic fields at 49 
homes will incre�se by mora than 1 milliqauss (mG) . 
Levels at approximately fifty parcant of these homes 
(25) will increase by more than 2 mG with an incraasa 
of qreater than 6 mG at one home . 

BPA Option 2 - It is astimated that maqnatic fields at 50 
homes will increase by mora than 1 (mG) . Levels at, 
approximately fifty percent of these homes (24) will 
increasa · by more than Z mG vith · an increase of qraater 
than 6 mG at one home • 

j 

Van Eenwjlt 
December 30,  1993 
Paqe 2 

BPA Option 3 - It is estimated that aaqnetic fields at 3 
homes will increase by mora than 1 · mG . Levels at two 
of the thraa homes will increase by mora than 2 .mG with 
a aaximum ' incraasa . 3  mG at both homas . 

Puqet Power proposes to replace poles, conductors and insulators 
of an existinq 115-ltV transmission lina betvaan tha BPA 
Bellingham substation and tha Puqat Power Ballinqham substation, 
a distance of 4 . 3  miles . The lina would still be anarqizaa at 
115-ltV. . 

PUqet Power proposes two options for tha 115-ltV rebUild. • The 
first follows tha axistinq 115-ltV transmission line location; the 
second alternative, the 11pipalina alternative" deviates. from the 
currant lina location for the first 1 mile. 

pyget Pgwer Q�tion 1 - Ninety-three homes and 5 businesses 
would e�erienca maqnetic field laval increases between 
1 mG ·tO 3 mG. 

pyget Pgwer Pipeline Alternative - Eiqhty homes and 5 
businesses would experience maqnetic field laval 
incraasas betvaan 1 mG to 3 mG .  

In addition , Puqet. Powar proposes to loop its axistinq 
Ballinqham-Xendall lina · into the BPA Bellinqham substation which 
would mean new construction of two sections (a total of 1 . 3  
miles) Of 115-kV lina. Nona of tha four loop line alternatives 
ara estimated to produce maqnetic fields at levels siqnficantly , 
above exi�tinq maqnetic field levels • .  

Comments 

In tha "Elactromaqnatic Fields - Information Shaat" (attached) 
written and apptovad by staff at tha DOH, the Stata Enarqy Office 
and · th• Utilities and Transportation Commission in Karch 1991, we 
say. that wa racogniza that axposura. to EMF is an issue ot 
concern. In my opinion, results of studies raportad after tha 
information shaat vas praparad, especially tha LOndon study0' and 
Swedish studyOI, land support to this belief. However, a number 
of challanqas and questions to tha research persists , such as 
vaaknassas in exposure assessment and the lack of bioloqical 
plausibility. Thus , I do not think . one can say definitely what 
is or is not a "safa" laval of exposure. Until somathinq more 
definitive is known, I believe that . all va can racommand is that 

· utility companias. davalop strateqias that raduca axposura, or 
limit increases in exposure, to the consuminq public . 
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Much of the proposed activity follows existing powerline corridors . BPA Option 3 results in the fewest number of houses 
experiencinq. an. increase in maqnetic field exposure . For that reason if EMF were the sole consideration in selectinq desiqn options , BPA Option 3 would be the option of choice. In regards to the proposed Puget Power changes, the option of choice based solely on EMF consideration would be the •pipeline alternative. •  However , I understand that in· the final selection of options , many factors must be considered. 

If you have any questions, please call me at 361-2 8 3 6 ,  

(1)  

(.2 ) 
. 

London SJ, Thomas. DC, Bowman DJD et al.  Exposure to 
residential electric and ma9netic fields and risk of 
childhood leukemia .  AJE. 199 1 ;  13 4 : 923-93 7 .  

· 

Feychting M , , Ahlbom A.  MsCJnetic fields and cancer in 
children reaidin9 near Swedish hiCJh-voltaCJe power linea • 
AJE , 199 3 ; ,  138 : 4-67-481 . 

cc : John Kobayashi , Actin9 Chief of Epidemiol� 

; 

STATE Of WASHINGTON 
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH 

C__,.juble DitUit lpklemlolozy 
1610 N.E. ISOth Strwl • �•lllr, W�on f/JIJS.,OJ 

December 3 0 ,  1993 

. Mr. craiq LanqaCJer 
2970 North Shore Road 
Bellinqham,· washinc;rton 98226 

\FAIR/ 
FamlieS AQIIilsllnereased fliSt.S 1333 � SneL 12C6 

8elinghalll. w� 98226 Dear Mr. Lanqa9er1 

This letter is in response to your telephone call on Deqamber 2 2  
reqardift9 Departllent of Health . (DOH) reviev of the Draft 
EnvironmeJ;�tal Impact statement (DEIS) of the Bonneville Power 
Administration (BPA) /Puqe� Power ' Liqht (Puqet Power) Northvest 
washinqton Transmission Project. I maintain the state 
clearinqhouse of i"nforaation on electromac;rnetic fields (EMF) and 
health effects for the Departllent. An important part of that 
activity is to stay current on the epidemioloqic research 
re9ardin9 this issue. Consequently, I am frequently asked io 
provide technical expertise on matters related to possible health 
effects associated vith exposure to EMF. 
I am attachin9 a copy of the comments I have sent to Dr. Juliet 
van Eenwyk, an epidamioloqist in the EnVironmental Health 
section. Dr. Van Eenwyk had asked me to reviev the EMF portion 
of the DEI S .  My comments are .confined to my evaluation of the 
options presented in teras of the EMF impact on the population . 
Specific recommendations about system en9ineerin9 other than .to 
encoura9e utilities to utilize line configurations that minimize 
exposure .to EMF, are outside the realm of my expertise. 

While the DOH believes that exposure to EMF is an issue of 
concern , it has no regulatory authority in re9ards to the sitin9 
of poverlines. Also, the state baa no electric and mac;rnetic 
field standards at this time. If you feel Washington State 
should as•ume a more active role on this issue, I encoura9e you 
to contact your leqislators . · 

Sincerely, 

()7�·'\AJ� 
Patti Waller, M . S .  
Epidemioloqist 

cc: John Kobayashi, M . D .  M . P . H .  
Juliet Van Eenwyk , Ph .D. 
Bobbie Berkowitz , Ph. D  • 
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3ohn' Thieleaann 
State of Washington 

\FAIR/ 
FM!ilts Against lnc:rlased Rlslos 1333 l.klcoln s ..... 1248 

�.WA 18228 

Depart.ent of Heal th, Northwest Dr inking Water 
1�1 1 Third Avenue, Suite 719 
Seattle, Washington 98101-1632 

Dear Mr . Thiel .. annl 

We are writing this letter after a telephone conversat ion 
one ••mber of our group had with you on W�nesday, o•c....to•r 23rd. 
We ar• a group of concerned fa•i l ies who l i ve in S.ction E of 
Bonnevi l l e  Power Ad•ini strat i on ' •  new proposed power l ines. 
Sec t i on 'E i s  the area that runs ·al ong the shoreline ·of Lake 
Whatcom, Bel l ingham' • municipal water supply. 

We have concerns  due to BPA' • l ack  of  study iri  this 
en� i ronment al ly  sens i t i ve area.  Th i s  area i•  known· for  · i ts  
unstable slopes and heavy run-off froM. St.wart Mountai n i nto the 
east si de of the lake. Several homes were washed out into the · 
lake in 1983 and we had severe erosion and sedi•entat ion problems 
dur ing the stor•s of NoveMber 1989 and 1990. So•• of  this erosion 
and sed i m·entat i on was ' c aused by BPA' s' l a c k  o f  su i t ab l e  
construction techni ques when placing cul verts and when bui l ding 
t h e r oad under the e:d s t i ng power l i ne cor r i dor ; In thei r 
pr oposal to upgrade the power l i nefi by instal l i ng new lattice 
st eel t ower s. and by bui 1 ding a new road, our anxiety centers 
around the fact that BPA has not monitored thi s water run-off and 
s o l,_ l d e-st ab i l i z at i on .  Ther e ar e no spec i f i c  fac t s  or  
doc umentat i on i n  the· EIS draft on t hes& sensi t i ve exi st i ng 
coi1di t ions. 

To defend our lake water along wi th  our wel ls  and septics we 
feel t hat l (1) your office should de•and that BPA •onitor the 
r un-o f f  i n  peak w i n t er 10.on t h $  (h i st or i c2l l y  NoveMI:rer ) 'o o  
det erMine proper procedures for road bui ldingJ <2> your office 
shoul d continue to exa•ine thi s situat ion so that . protective 
measures are taken during and after construction. ·we c i t i z

.
ens 

who drink Northwest water would hope· that BPA' s proposed proj*Ct 
would be delayed unt i l  thi s accurate field work is done. 

Sincerely,  

i 

� 

10 January 1994 

Bonneville Power Administration 
PUblic Involvement Office 
P. o. Box ' 3621 
Portland , oregon 97208 

i:�C['rJ [;;.it 

l i t'-\\'\'\-
AA£k DISTRICT 

Reference : BPA/Puget Power Northwest Washington Transmission 
Project 

My wife and I own· 20 acres in section 3 0 ,  Township 38 North ,. 
Range 4 East, with our northeast corner on the southern border 
of the BPA power line corridor , We first purchased our property 
in 1968 , were fully aware of the corridor ' s  existence� and 
anticipated its maintenance requirements and an eventual need 
·for expansion. We are not opposed. to the proposed Northwest 
Washington Transmission Project. 

we are aware of efforts being made by some of our neighbors 
along North Shore Road in the Lake Whatcom watershed to oppose 
the project. We disagree with their reasons . The corridor 
predated the arrival of all these people who were knowledgable 
of the corridor ' s  existence and purpose .  

Objection to the visual effect of taller towers i s  both 
unreasonable and unmeasurable .  Nothing i n  the Lake Whatcom 
Subarea zoning regulations prohibits an increase in voltage nor 
tower size. some of our neighbors use this argument to oppose 
anything they .dislike. 

The hum emanating from the power lines has always existed and 
can be expected to continue . If property owners accepted th� 
noise and located their homes immediately adjacent , they can 
hardly complain about an increase if one should measurably 
occur . 

· 

! Equally , an increased noise level would not lower property 
' values any more than· the existing noise prevented neighbors from 

building their homes where they could hear the existing hum in 
the first place . 

The concerns about health being affected by EMF are the same 
concerns that people have .about all sorts of imagined dangers 
that cannot be disproved but also cannot be proved . Many of our 
neighbors are hypocritically .using this argument . 

A final argument that the purpose of increasing power 
transmission capability here is to provide power elsewhere , 
rather than this immediate area , is terribly short sighted. It 
fails to . recognize that we are the ultimate beneficiaries of a 
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power qrid that �raits power transmission in all directions 
which will become ever more important as this area also 
increases in popula�ion. 

we think our neiqhbors who oppose the project do so , not so much out of iqnorance , but for small minded , short term , self servinq purposes . They truly represent the "me" qeneration . Instead of beinq qiven an audience, they should be taken out to the ·woodshed . · 

�-g� 
� U- �  · El�zabeth A .  Moore 

2694 North Shore Road 
Bellinqham, WA 98226 
( 20 6 )  7 3 3-1276 

! 

PUGET 
POWER 

January 1 3 ,  1994 

Bonnevi l le Power Administration 
Public Involvement Office-ALP 
P . O .  Box 3 6 2 1  . 
Portland, OR 97208 

Mr. Roland Middleton 
Deputy SEPA Official 
Whatcom County Planninq and 

Development Services 
5280 Northwest Road 
Bel linqham, WA 98226 

�R···· ·� • .  NWTf-"-j 
I - - . ·· . · .  

··" 
�1 } 1'\ l  
L

�- 9� , 

Re: comments on Draft Environmental Impact statement 
BPA/Puqet Power Northwest washinqton. ,Transmission 
Project · 

Puqet Sound Power � Liqht Company ( " Puqet Power" ) offers 
comment on the Draft Environmental Impact Statement for the 
Bonneville Power Administration ( "BPA" ) /Puqet Power Northwest 

· washinqton Transmission Project (the "DEIS" l ·  our comments 
are comprised of this letter,  attached excerpts from the DEIS c 
and the attached letter from Dr . Will iam H. Bai ley to John 
campion, dated January 1 1 ,  1994 . 

A .  DEIS Chapter 1 (Purpose ' Need) 

1 .  Deficiencies in BXiatinq Transmission System, This 
project is needed. to eliminate d.eficiencies in BPA ' s  and Puqet. 
Power ' s  existinq transmission systems . The DEIS discusses 
inadequacies in transmission system reliabil ity and capacity . 
These deficiencies were also the subject of extensive joint 
study by the uti l ities . In discussinq these deficiencies in 
the context of the " local system" Puqet Power understands the 
" local system" r;-eferenced in the DEIS to include BPA ' s  2 3 0  kV 
electrical systems in Whatcom and Skaqit counties . 

2 ,  BXistinq Transfer capacity. There are references 
throuqhout the DEIS to the existinq transfer capacity of the 
Northern Intertie , stated in most cases as 2 , 000 MW rated 
transfer capacity ( "RTC" l .  westside, north to south . The DEIS 
also states that the sinqle continqency ratinq ( " SCR" ) of ·the 
Northern Intertie is 2 3 0  MW on the westside , north to south, 
This discussion of existinq transfer capacity in �erms of the 

)OCJOOO.OOOOIIIA940090.002] 

The Energy Starts Here,. 
Puget Sound Power & Light Company P.O. 8ox 97034 Bellevue, WA 98009·9734 (206) 454·6363 
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SCR is important . It underscores the need to improve existing 
firm transfer capacity on the Northern Intertie ( i . e . , to 
increase the 230 MW single contingency rating of the existing 
system) . 

3 .  co-gener•tion Facilities, The DEIS discusses co
generation facilities recently located in Skagit and Whatcom 
count ies . These facilities provide , as the DEIS observes , a 
resource of independent value to the region and the existence 
of this resource does not diminish the need for addltional 
transmission capacity to be provided by this project. on the 
contrary , this additional generation will,  in some cases , 
exacerbate existing transmission system capacity problems . · 
co-generation facilities add load to the loca l system which 
can result in system overloads under certain outage 
conditions. Moreover ,  generation added by these facilities 
does not diminish the need for firm and non-f irm acquisitions 
of power from Canada . Puget Power must also provide 
electrical service to its customers when these resources are 
not available and therefore must make the improvements needed 
to increase the rel iability of . the transmission system. 

4 ,  washington state Bnerqy Facilities siting Bv•luation 
council ("BJ'BBC'' I ·  Puget Power questions the reference to 
EFSEC at page 1/12 of the DEIS.  Is this a reference to ·a 
memorandum of understandin9 between BPA and .EFSEC? Puget 
Power is not aware of any EFSEC jurisdiction over its portion 
of the project . 

B .  DEI& Chapter 2 (Alternatives ) 
1. Intertie use Alternatives . The electrical system 

improvements jointly proposed by Puget Power and BPA are 
clearly articulated in the DEIS. BPA and Puget Power are 
proposing to upgrade their respective transmission systems in 
Whatcom and Skagit counties . The ·objective of the action is 
to address reliability and capaclty · needs for both BPA ' s  and 
Puget Power ' s  transm"ission systems . Both utilities would have 
responsibilities in implementing this objective . 

However , the DEIS discusses use "alternatives" reservinq , 
in one case, "the entire estimated 850 MW increase of transfer 
capacity exclusively for BPA use , "  and in another case , 
reserving the increased transmission capacity to an 
unspecified consortium of nonfederal users . These may be 

(OQOOO.OOOOIJIA9.001( 1/13194 
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appropriate goals in some other context . They are not, 
however ,  alternative means of achieving the proposal under 
environmental review . As such, they are not "alternatives" 
for purposes of NEPA and add nothing to the analysis of the 
document . 

Under NEPA , the goal of · the action in question limits the 
. universe of alternatives to be considered . Citizens Against 
Burlington y. BUsey 938 F . 2d 190 , 195 ( D . C .  Cir . ) ,  sau;:L. 
.�, 1 12 s . ct .  616 ( 1991) . It is not an alternative , 
reasonable or otherwise , to assess a course of action that 
achieves a goal other than the agency ' s  proposed goa l .  
Moreover ,  agencies should not use the alternatives section of 

· . an EIS to "engage in the empty exercise of generating and 
• considering ' .countless alternatives , even alternatives known 
to be unacceptab1e at· the outset. "  Idaho conservation League 
y. Humma , 956 F . 2d 1508 , 1522 ( 9th Cir . 199 2 )  (citations 
omitted) . '  The "use alternatives" included in the DEIS are 
clearly "unacceptable at the outset" because they do not 
achieve , or even approxima.te, the proposed action ' s  clear 
objective . The DEIS otherwise assesses a more than ample 
range of reasonable alternatives . Accordingly, Puget Power 
suggests that the discussion of use a lternatives be eliminated 
or revised for relevancy to the stated goal proposed for 
environmental analysis. · 

2 .  No-Action Alternative . Puget Power also suggests 
modif ication of the discussion of the no-actionpa lternative . 
The discussion of the no-action alternative implies that Puget 
Power would not improve its transmission system if 'this 
project does not go forward . This is not the case. 

In this regard the Council on Environmental Quality 
provides guidance : 

1Not only are the •uee alternative•• unrelated to the stated 
proposa l ,  the conaequencea of the •uea alternative•• would appear to be 
financial conaequencea to the utilitiea which ahare (or do not ahara) in 
the benefita of the proposed action. A comparative analysis of who geta 
the financial benefita ia irre levant to the environmental consequences of 
the proposed action. 
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Where a choice of "no-action" by the agency 
would resul� in predictable actions by others, 

' this consequence of the no-action alternative 
should be included in the analysis.  

council on Environmental Quality, "Forty Most Asked Questions 
concerning CEQ ' s  National Environmental Policy Act 
Regulations , "  46 Fed. Reg . 18 , 026 ( 1981)  (Response to 
Question 3 ) . 

As a public service corporation, PUget Power has a duty 
under state law to " furnish to all persons and corporations 
.who may apply therefore and be reasonably entitled thereto , ·  
suitable facilities for furnishing and to furnish all 
available electricity • • •  as demanded . " .  RCW 80 . 2 8 . 110 • . In 
order to fulfill obligations to its customers, PUget Power 
will improve �ts transmission system in Whatcom and Skagit 
counties as necessary to address the deficiencies identified 
and discussed in . the DEIS. 

3 .  Wbatcoa county Xnitiative. Some alternatives were 
characterized in the DEIS as being "unreasonable" because they 
were determined to be inconsistent with Whatcom County ' s  
current zoning code. PUget Power does not tate · issue with the 
decision to exclude these alternatives from detailed •analysis ; 
NEPA requires only a reasonable--not an endless--range of 
alternatives to be so assessed. However , the conclusion that 
these alternatives are "unreasonable" may reflect a 

· 

misunderstanding of the zoning code . In ·order to construct 
230 kV facilities in portions of Whatcom county , PUget Power 
theoretically could apply to have such areas rezoned as 
suitable for industrial development . Alternatively, 
appropriate utility corridors could be designated under soon-

. to-be-adopted comprehensive plans , with appropriate 
implementing development regulations •. Clearly, PUget Power 
is not proposing any such actions 1n the context of the 
project in question. But the mere fact that such actions are 
not proposed does not render them infeasible, nor does it 
render alternatives dependent upon such actions "unreasonable" 
for purposes of NEPA. 

C. DEIS Chapter 3 (Affected Environment) 

1 .  Growth Management Act. The DEIS should be updated 
� J to address efforts underway by local jurisdictions to comply 
� 
� � fb I . , I 
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with the Growth Management Act ( "GMA" ) · Puget Power has 
submitted detailed plans to each jurisdiction planning under 
the GMA which reflect its proposed improvements . These 
submittals will assist local jurisdictions in formulating 
"utilities elements" for their comprehensive plans which must, 
as a matter of law, designate the general location of existing 
and proposed utility facilities. By submitting these plans , 
PUget Power has ens.ured the consistency of its portion of this 
project with new comprehensive plans and development 

· 

regulations . The consistency of BPA ' s  proposed improvements 
with new G� plans is not discussed in the document. 

2 .  ·. Whatcom county critical Areas or4inan4iJe . In . 
November of 199 3 ,  the voters of Whatcom County amended and 
repealed portions of the Whatcom County Critical Areas 
Ordinance ( "CAO" ) .  References in .the DEIS to portions of the 
CAO that are no longer in effect should be deleted. 

D. DEXS Chapter 4 ( Environmental conseqUences )  

1 .  Air Quality. The DEIS understates a signif icant 
environmental benefit of this project. Improved access to 
Canadian hydropower reduces reliance on energy produced from 
fossil fuels. In President Clinton ' s  "Climate Change Action 
Plan" · (October 1993 ) ,  the President encourages utilities to 
reduce greenhouse gases by a variety of measures . These 
include increasing the efficiency of transmission and making 
better use of ava�lable hydroelectric resources . The merits 
of the project , in this regard , should be discussed in the 
DEIS. 

2 .  Social and Economic consequences . The DEIS fails to 
address important benefits provided by this project in its 
discussion of social and economic consequences .  The project 
will increase the reliability of the local electric system • 
As a consequence , it is anticipated that there will be fewer 
( and shorter) interruptions of service. The DEIS should 
quantify this benefit. Moreover , improving access to existing 
generation (e. g . , Canadian hydropower) will facilitate PUget 
Power ' s  ability to. purchase power at a reasonable cost . 
Keeping power costs low is a benefit to our ratepayers ,  
particularly to those of moderate means or on f ixed incomes . 
This benefit should be discussed in the DEIS .  
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3 .  Perceived Xapacts. The DEIS appears , in places, to 
distinquish between impac�s that are empirically demonstrable 
and impacts based solely upon public perception . Althouqh 
Puqet Power would certainly aqre� that public perception is 
important, it is also important that the public be presented 
with accurate information, so that perceptions are ,well 
informed and factually based . When perceptions are addressed, 
the' DEIS should make it clear that notwithstandinq a 
consideration of perceptions the identification an4 
quantification of impacts is ultimately a question of fact. 

4. Property Values. The discussion of impacts on 
property values appears to be a discussion of perception, not 
fact . 2  Apart from any specific influences of this project , it 
is qenerally recoqnized that the availability of electricity 
to real property enhances its value. This can be seen by 
comparinq the market value of real property served by 
utilities to the market value of real property that is not 
served by utilities. Further, when a utility acquires real 
property for utility facility development , it occasionally 
must acquire private property riqhts, When it does _ so, it 
pays fair market value for the property acquired . 3  

There have - been studies performed around the nation which 
examine the nature and extent of property value impacts 
associated with sitinq electrical facilities . .These · studies 
show that there are many factors that affect property values . 
In most cases , it is not meaninqful to only address a sinqle 
factor , such as proximity to electrical facilities , in 
determininq the value of a particular piece of property . on 
the other hand, it typically is meaninqful to consider all 
factors influencinq property values in a particular area , such 

2sEPA doee not requ ire a diecueeion of impacte on property valuee in 
an E I S .  SEAPC v• Cammack I I  Orchardl, 49 Wn. App, 609, 616 ( 1987) 
( " adveree impacte on eurrounding property valuee are more related to 
• profit• and pereonal income and wegee ' expreasly exempted from the E�S 

diecuseion by WAC 197-11-448 ( 3 1 " 1 ·  

lThe law doe• not requ ire, .nor doe• Puget Power pay, compen•ation to 
private property ownere in the general vicinity of electrical facilitiee. 
In this reapect , Puget Power ie no different than any other public or 
private provider of util iti•• · or infraetructure . 

! 
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as the location of the property , its relationship to other 
amenities, views and other attributes .  

For .this project , Puqet Power· is proposinq t o  rebuild 

existinq lines and to build a new line within an existinq 

utility corridor. To_ the extent the presence of utility 

facilities is a factor affectinq property values in these 

areas , it is a factor that is already present and has been for 

many years . The project will not chanqe · the natur� and extent 

, of these _ facilities , and it is therefore unlikely -that there 

· will be any chanqe to surroundinq property values . 

s .  .Electric and Maqnetic Pields ("EHFs" ) . Similarly ; 

the DEIS ' s  discussion of EMFs should focus on fact, not 

perception. In this reqard, Puqet Power is quided by the 

consensus of the scientific community as re-flected in 

statements published by the Environmental Protection Aqency 

( " EPA'" ) and other credible bodies . In this reqard , the EPA 

states : 

The bottom line is that there is no established 
cause and effect relationship between EMF 
exposure and cancer or other disease. For this 
reason, we can ' t  define a hazardous level of 
EMF exposure . 

Environmental Protection Aqency , "Questions And Answers About 

Electric And Maqnetic Fields ( EMFs ) , "  at paqe 3 ( December 

1992 ) . Puqet Power ' s  comments on EMFs are further elaborated 

in the attached letter to John campion from Dr. William H .  

Bailey . 

6 .  ouanti fic�tion of Impact. The environmental impact 

statement under preparation will , �hen finalized, serve as a 

basis for. Whatcom Coun�y to exercise substantive SEPA 

authority . 4  In this reqard , Puqet Power notes that no 

4RCW 4 3 . 2 1C , 060 etatee, � J11A, that: mitigation meaauree ehall be 
related to epec ific adveree environmental impacte clearly identified in an 

environmental document on the propo•al. � Leyine v. Jtfferaon Qounty, 

116 W . 2d 575 ( 1991) ( governmental action under SEPA may be condit ioned or 

denied only on the basis of specific, proven eigui ficeat impact a . ) And for 

purpoeea of SEPA, the acopa of an EIS should be limited to • probable 

' . 
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signif icant impacts are identified in the DEIS with respect to 
matters of Land' Use, Vegetation (other than wetland 
vegetation) , Fish and Wildlife, Agriculture , Visual Resources ,  
Recreation, CUltural Resources, NoisefRFI , Social and Economic 
considerations and matters of Health and Safety . The DEIS 
does identify some impacts to Soils, Wetl·and Vegetation, 
Wetlands , and Housing. However , the DEIS (and the 
Environmental Report submitted by Puget Power to BPA and 
Whatcom County) identify appropriate measures to f�lly 

· mitigate these impacts . Highlighted portions of the 
Environmental Report - which describe these mitigation measures 
are attached . Tabular summaries of impacts contained in the 
DEIS have also been revised and attached to correspond with ' 
the discussion of impacts and criteria in the DEIS , 

Very truly yours,  

�:.·£!zF. 
Attachments 

significant adverse environmental impacts . •  WAC 197-11-408, The DEIS 
diecu•••• a variety of impact• in the context o f  Puget Power • •  portion of 
the project which fall below the threahold of •probable signif icant adverae 
environmental impacts• and therefore would not suppOrt imposition of 
mit lqat ion • 

i. 

II 
O.ut.EY RE,<;EAHCII A.".'iO<.:L\TI:S, b:c. 

January 1 1  , 1 994 

Mr. John Campion 
Puget Sound Power & light Co. 
P.O. Box 97034 
OBC-1 1 5  
B.ellewe, WA 98009-9734 

1\ ltt�\UU S. u:.wt:� 

�tl �hut""''" A\1::�n: 
�I;\\· \"mcK. :\,"'\" 1(1017 

Ti:U!I'IIU�E ........ J-17M 
f.\l��ll.f. ftiCICMI\.4(1tL\ 

Re: Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) 
BPNPuget Power Northwest Washington Transmission Project 

' Dear Mr. Campion: 

Wu.U.\\1 ll. lhn.n.J•u.U. 
1.1.\H\ S. l�ICIMtUl u. l"ILU. 
lk:uull\U (. \\'ot .. l'lt.U. . 

You requested that I provide review and comment on the DEIS prepared by the 
Bonneville Power Administration (BPA) and Whatcom County. I have organized my 
comments as follows: Section i. General Methodological Comments; and Section II. 
Detailed Comments. 

SECTION I. COMMENTS ON GENERAL METHODOLOGY 

Criteria for EMF Impact Assessment 

For most issues addressed in the DEIS such as air, water, etc. the assessment of possible 
impacts and distinctions between adverse and insignificant impacts is guided by 
Federal and Washington state regulations (i.e:, CEQ AND BPA regulations 
implementing NEPA; Chapter 197-1 1 WAC implementing SEPI\); The DEIS references 
these regulations in Section 4. F. Consultation, Review, and Pennit Requirements. As 
regards EMF, the DEIS correctly notes that there are no federal standards or 
Washington state standards or guidelines (p. 4/1 49) . 
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Internal guidelines for electric fields developed by BPA to guide design and siting of 
transmission lines are referenced in the DEIS '(p. 4/i 49) as are BPA's 1 992 "Interim 
Guidelines on. Elect�ic and Magnetic Fields• (Appendix C-4). Also, reference is made 
to regulations or guidelines developed in other states to limit emissions of electric fields 
or magnetic fields (p. 4/1 49). As to an assessment of health and safety impacts, these 
regulations and guidelines are not directly relevant because they have not been 
developed based upon scientific or health assessments to provide a distinction between 
safe or unsafe exposures. 

However, to the extent that the public's concerns relate to potential•health impacts of 
expasures to EMF from the addition of proposed transmission lines or modifications to 
existing lines, the DEIS must: a) accurately reflect the state of scientific knowledge 
relevant to such concerns; and b) assess the potential significance of exposures based 
upon health risk assessments made by scientific or r�gulatory agencies. In both 
respects the DEIS can and should be significantly improved. 

With regard to characterizing the state of scientific knowledge, it is imp�rtant that the 
whole ¥Y of relevant data be <1ddressed, not just a few selected studies. The 
importance of this principle becomes evident in assessing epidemiology studies which, 
because of their observational nature, are inherently susceptible to problems in 
exposure assessment, biases, and confounding factors. That is why judgements 
regarding studies of this type should not be drawn from individual studies as might be 
inferred from the discussion in the DEIS.. Among the criteria used to evaluate 
epidemiology studies is the consiS}ency of the association between exposure and a 
specific disease. An exclusive focus on epidemiological data is l ikewise inappropriate 
because the data from laboratory studies are obtained under controlled conditions that 
minimize such difficulties and therefore can be more definitive in drawing conclusions 
about cause-and-effect relationships. Hence, the assessment of the EMF literature must 
consider all the relevant data from these complementary approaches to reach valid 
conciusions. 

;' 

... 

• 
The ideal approach to characterize both the state of scientific knowledge regarding 

· epidemiologic and laboratory research on EMF and its potential health significance 
(and so meet . the requirements of the DEIS) is to summarize the findings of 
comprehensive scientific reviews performed by multidisciplinary panels of scientists. 
Yet, while mention is made of some scientific reviews (p. 4/1 51 ), the DE IS makes no 
attempt to use the conclusions of these reviews or others performed for health agencies 
to either summarize or gauge potential impacts of EMF exposures. 

There is no lack of such knowledgeable reviews; for example; in just 1 992-1 993 
eleven scientific assessments of the EMF research literature were completed. Those 
performed by the Advisory Group to the National Radiological Protection Board of 
Great Britain, Expert Advisory Group on Non-Ionising Radiation to the Danish National 
Board of Health, Oak Ridge Associated Universities, and th� EPA are particularly 
noteworthy for their breadth and depth of analysis. The conclusions of these reviews 
are summarized briefly below. 

National Radiological Protection Board [Great Britain] 

In 1 992, the Advisory Group to the National Radiological Protection Board (NRPB) of 

Great Britain published their review of all the epidemiologic and laboratory studies 

relevant to a possible carcinogenic effect of electromagnetic fields and evaluated and 

interpreted these data. The Group is headed by the noted epidemiologist Sir Richard 

Doll, who is best known for his work in establishing that smoking causes lung cancer. 

The conclusion of the Advisory Group was: 

In summary, the epidemiological findings that have been reviewed 

provide no firm evidence of the existence of a carcinogenic hazard from 

exposure of paternal gonads, the fetus, children, or adults · to the 

extremely low frequency electromagnetic fields that might be associated 

with residence near major sources · of electricity supply, · the use of 

electrical appliances, or work in the electrical, electronic, and 

telecommunic�Ations industries • • • •  

In the absence ·of any unambiguous experimental evidence to suggest 
that exposure to these electromagnetic fields is likely to be carcinogenic, 

. .. 
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II 
in the broadest sense of the term, the findings to date can be regarded 
only as sufficient to justify formulating a hypothesis for testing by further 
investigation (p. 132). 

After the publication of the NRPB report in 1 992, epidemiologic studies from Sweden 
and Denmark were reported. The Advisory Group met again in March of 1 993, to 
review these papers. An official statement issued after the meeting summarized their 
updated assessment �f the literature: 

They (the Swedish and Danish studies} do not establish that exposure to 
EMF is a cause of cancer, although they provide weak �vidence to 
suggest the possibility exists. The risks, if any, however, would be very 
small. 

The statement also noted: 

• . • at present epidemiological studies do not provide an effective basis for 
quantitative· restrictions on exposure to electromagnetic fields. 

Oak Ridge Associated Universities Panel 

The Committee on Interagency Radiation Research and Po_licy Coordination (CIRRPO 
asked Oak Ridge Associated Universities (QRAUI to establish a panel arid conduct an 
independent scientific review and evaluation of the potential health effects from 
exposure to electric and magnetic fields. The report was prepared by a panel of eleven 
scientists who evaluated about 1 ,000 scientific journal artides published within the last 
1 5  years focusing on human epidemiology and cell studies as well as reproductive and 
behaviorareffects (ORAU, 1 992). They concluded: 

This review indicates that there is no convincing evidence in the 
published literature to support the contention .that exposures to extremely 
/ow-frequency electric and magnetic fields (ELF-EMF) generated by 
sources such as household appliances, video display terminals, and local 
power lines are demonstrable health hazards (p. ES-1 1 ) . 

After review of the Scandinavian epidemiological studies, the p�el updated their 
assessment with the conclusion: 

• 
(1/n our opinion; the evidence presented in these studies is not 
sufficiently compelling to alter the conclusions of the ORAU report 
(ORAU, 1993). 

Expert Croup on Non-Ionising Radiation, Da�ish Mlnislry -of Health 

A review prepared of the Swedish (Feychting and Ahlborn, 1 992) and Danish (Olsen 
et al, 1 992) studies by an Expert Group on Non-Ionising Radiation for the Danish 
Ministry of Health concluded: 

The opinion of the group is that both the Danish and the s...kdish study 
support the hypothesis of previous studies that children living near high
current plants have an .increased frequency of cancer, but the results do . 
not f!Xclude the possibility that the association might be due to chance. 
If the increased cancer risk is due to 50 Hz magnetic fields, the 
uncertainty ·in the evaluation of exposures to magnetic fields would 
indicate too weak a correlation and thus result in a possible under
estimation of potential risk. 

The expert group believed that neither the earlier nor the latest studies offers 
sufficient documentation to characterize 50 Hz magnetic fields in homes 
adjacent to high-current electricity supply plants as a cancer-inducing factor 
among children. The studies described do not. however, allow this assumption 
to be dismissed. 

The group, therefore, finds no scientific reason for establishing standards with 
respect to high<urrent plants. New research results must be followed closely 
in. the future (p. 70). 

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 

The most recent guidance from the United States Environmental Protection Agency 
("EPA") is a document designed "to help EPA staff better understand and respond to_ 
questions from the public about electric and magnetic fields.• EPA. Questions and 
Answers About Electric and Magnetic Fields !EMFsl. U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency, Radiation and Indoor Air Radiation Studies Division. December, 1 992. 
Among the answers to commonly asked questions are statements that summarize the 
EPA's position. These include: 

.., 
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While the possibility of a public health concern has been raised in some 
epidemiological studies, we do not yet have enough information to say 
whether EMFs pose a health risk or not (p. 12}. 
The bottom line is that there is no established· cause and effect 
relationship between EMF exposure and cancer or other disease. For this 
reason, we can't define a hazardous level of EMF exposure (p. 9}. 

. In any event, the data on health effects from exposure to EMF is 
insufficient to establish responsible health-based standards (p. 2 1  }. 

Given the availability of such comprehensive reviews performed by interdisciplinary 
panels of scientists, BPA and Whatcom County should look to tHese organizations, 
particularly to the EPA, for guidance in the interpretation of the scientific research. 

It is generally regarded that the perspective provided by relevant scientific and 
government agencies should be followed in the DEIS process. As recommended in a . 
standard reference work for the preparation of environmental impact statements: 

Task 5 Assessment of Potential Environmental Impacts. The potential impacts 
of each proposed project alternative are assessed . . .  Identification is made of 
the potential short- and long-term impacts associated with the project . . .  Long
term, post-construction impacts • . .  are further characterized as 'avoidable: 
'unavoidable,' and 'capable of being mitigated.' 

In doin¥ assessments. one should follow standards and utilize anal)1jqil 
procedures est3bljshed and aooroved by ErA and other Federal a\lencies havins 
applicable le£al jurisdiction. (emphasis added! O.L. Bregman and K.M. 
Mackenthun. �nyjronn\ental lmpact Statemen\$. Chelsea, Ml: Lewis Publishers, 
1 992. p. 32). 

The relevant analytical procedures for performing health risk assessments are well

known and have been published for use by Federal agencies in performing assessments 

of both chemical and physical agents (e.g., National Academy of Sciences. lllik 
t.ssessment in the Federal Government: Managing the Process. Washington, D.C: 

National Academy Press, 1 983; Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Guidelines 
for Carcinogen Risk Assessment. Federal Resister. 5 1 :  3392-34003, 1 986; EPA. 
Guidelines for Developmental Toxicity Risk Assessment. Federal Aegister. 56: 63798-

• 
63826, 1 991 ). These procedures were.not followed in the review of the EMF research 
summarized in Appendix C-1 ; however, it is not necessary that a�other comprehensive 
assessment of EMF research be prepared for this DEIS. 

Given the availability of comprehensive reviews and assessments, including those 
offered by the EPA (a federal health agency), BPA and Whatcom County can and 
should rely upon health assessments of these organizations in determining the 
significance of exposures 10 EMF. This is appropriate given that neither of the agencies . . . 
preparing the DEIS has attempted, nor has the capability to perform health risk 
assessments. In addition, the DEIS should discuss those guidelines provided by 
scientific advisory organizations that are explicitly based upon the review and 
assessment of biological and health research, e.g., NRPB (1 993), IRPNINIRC (1 990), 
ACGIH (1 992), and ICNIRP (1 993). Hence, the emphasis in Appendix C-1 should be 
on desCribing some of the research studies in sufficient detail so that the conclusions 
and assessments of major scientific and regulatory bodies on EMF can be summarized 
and made understandable to the reader. 

Comparisons of Alternatives based I,Jpon EMF Exposure Assessment 

The failure of the DE!S to properly take into account relevant health assessments of the 

EMF literature also is reflected in .the method by which the DEIS compares potential 

impacts of EMF across project alternatives. Having stated that • . . .  specific health risks 

or specific potential level of disease cannot be predicted in relation to EMF exposure.• 

(p.2/30), the DEIS then states "lhlowever, exposure assessments of magnetic fields from 

transmission lines can be carried out in order to provide some comparison of 

alternatives • . .• and proposes to use "(t)he number of buildings expected to 

experience an increase in magnetic field levels of more than 1 mG (based on estimated 

annual average loading information) . . .  • as the metric for comparison. 1 What the 

DEIS does not tell the reader, however, is that there is no scientific basis to use any 

The exposure assessment method proposed in the OEIS Is not consistent with, or rec0111mended by 

the EPA, for use In risk assessment as described. in its Guidelines for Exposure Assessment (EPA. 

1992) • . .  

. .  
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panicular level of exposure to compare potential impacts. As pointed out by the EPA, 
1 992: 

We don't know if-EMF exposure is harmful (aside from the concern for 
electric shocks and bums for eKtreme exposure). We don't know if 
certain levels of EMFs are safer or less safe than other levels (p. 3). 

Hence, although the DEIS COI\tains the above caveat, the exposure assessment reponed 
in the DEIS is inappropriate given the level of scientific knowledge · concerning 
potential effects of exposures to EMF. The type and specificity o! the comparisons 
made cannot help but to imply that exposures to magnetic fields above 1 mG are 
hazardous. Such unfounded implications may create public anxiety and confusion. 
More detailed characterizations that compare numbers of homes expected to differ in 
estimated annual average magnetic field levels in 1 mG increments from 1 to >6 mG 
are even more misleading. The problem is analogous to the problem of specifying the 
accuracy of measurement to the nearest 0.0001 of a unit, when the uncenainty in the 
units read by the measurement device itself is 1 0 units. 

The approach used in the OEIS to assess potential impact of EMF is also inconsistent 
with the fundamental tenant of environmental impact assessment that • . . .  impact on 
the environment which results from the incremental impact of the action when added 
to other past, present, and reasonably foreseeable. future actions . . .  • (NEPA 1 508.7, 

1 986) be considered. The DEIS makes no estimate or determination of the existing 
range of ambient exposures to magnetic fields in homes and therefore fails to relate the 

· projected incremental exposure from the proposed project relative to existing magnetic 
field exposures that occur under the no build scenario. The appropriate methodology 
was identified in the OEIS 12Yl only was panially implemented: 

An EMF. exposure assessment is done by first estimating what future EMF levels 
would be witllout the oew project. (Emphasis in original) (p. 4/1 51 ). 

. . � 
Magnetic field pronles were calculated for existing transmission line corridors and then 
compared to Options 1 ,  2 and 3. However, contributions to exposures from sources 

• 
other than the existing transmission facilities were completely ignored. The 
.incremental exposure to magnetic fields from transmission facilities may be less than 
existing background levels, and is not necessarily additive (or subtractivel2 to the total 
exi>osure that members of the public receive from all existing 

.
sources (transmission 

lines, distribution lines, household wiring, appliances, stray cu�rents on water pipes, 
cable and telephone installations) at home, work or. school. One might assume that 
such background exposures are the same for individuals for existing and alternative 

. Options and so can be disregarded. This is not appropriate because this approach fails 
to convey the point that for most of the public the incremental impact is but a 
fractional addiiion to their existing total exposure. 

Hence, it is the failure of the method employed, not the goal to address EMF exposures 
that is of imponance. The.problem as noted by the EPA in its Guidelines for Exposure 
Assessment (EPA, 1 992) is that: 

It is a mistake to simply consider risk communication to be an add-on 
.activity for either scientific or public affairs staffs; both elements should 
be involved. There are clear dangers if risk messages· are formulated ad 
hoc by public relations personnel in isolation from available technical 
expertise,· neither can they be prepared by risk analysts as a casual 
extension of their analytic duties (p. 2293 7 J. 

The DEIS could have compared the relative numbers of residences along each of the 
proposed alternatives to assess potential socioecon�mic impacts, or used similar 
information to assess advantages of one route over another with respect to EMF in a 
global sense (of reducing potential exposures at no or low cost), and therefore public 
concerns about EMF. An exposure assessment at this level of analysis is appropriate 
and is. not misleading. In contrast, the underlying basis for the exposure assessment 

performed in ·the DEIS is so weak that the entire attempt at quantitative comparisons 

between project alternatives at the level of single homes based upon magnetic field 

levels should be dropped. 

Since a magnetic field is a vector quantity with both a magnitude and direction, magnetic fields from 

different SQurces may add together to increase or decrease the magnetic field at a particular location. 

Hence, the magnetic field from a power line outside the home may add to, or reduce, the strength 
of magnetic fields within a home depending upon the direction and alignment of the fields. 
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SECTION 11:. SPECIFIC COMMENTS 

p; 1 7/Summary Although the term EMF is not defined in the DEIS until p. 4/1 48, it is 
clear the acronym is used for both electric ami magnetic fields as 
referred to on this page and in the BPA Interim Guidelines on Electric 
and Magnetic Fields (following p. C/1 1 ). This usage leads to logical 
inconsistencies in that the BPA Guidelines calls for EMF exposure, i.e. 
electric and magnetic field exposure to be addressed, but electric field 
exposures are not addressed in the literature review and exposure 
assessment of the DEIS. 

p. 4/1 5 1  

p .  C/1 

p. C/1 

The "industry-accepted computer modeling techniques• probably 
refers to computer programs developed by BPA. These should be 
explicitly identified, referenced, and all the assumptions used in 
modeling specified. 

The odds ratio for the london et al study is given as 2. 1  5 without 
qualification or discussion. When the authors adjusted this crude 
odds ratio for other potential confounding exposures, the odds ratio 
dropped to 1 .73 and was not statistically significant (london et al, 
1 99 1 -p. 934). 

The first four paragraphs summarize six studies of childhood cancer 
in relation to presumed exposures to magnetic fields from electrical 
utility facilities, but do not provide the findings of scientific reviews 

· and assessments of these studies (see reviews previously cited). For 
example, the only comment that is. referenced on the Swedish Studies 
is a press release that contains a statement as to how one agency � · 

develop policies on EMF and the statement that • . . .  a connection 
�n ·Cancer and magnetic fields has not yet been scientifically 
proven• (p. C/2). In fact, there are differences Jn the thinking of 

• 

• 

p. C/2 

different Swedish gc:>vernment agencies on this issue, and � as yet 
have issued health-based policy recommendations. 

It is extremeiy misleading to simply characterize the assessment of the 
EPA's Science Advisory Board (SAB) as having .· . . .  reached a similar 
concll!sion• as the draft EPA report of 1 990. The SAB concludes.r hat: 

The manner in which [epidemiologic) studies are reviewed [in the 
Draft Report) is uneven • • •  Discussion of findings includes too much 
unwarranted speculation about causal interpretation. Often. such 
speculation appears unbalanced, giving emphasis tq positive findings 
while de-emphasizing negative ones (p. 7 6). 

The assessment offered in the research literature by tile NIEMFS 
subcommittee itself was that: 

Currently available information is insufficient to conclude that the 
electric and magnetic fields are carcinogenic. Some human 
epidemiologic data report an association between wrrogates for 
electric and magnetic field exposure ['wiring configurations') and an 
increased incidence of some types of cancer, but the conclusion of 
causality is currently inappropriate because o; limUed evidence of an 
exposure-response relationship and the lack of a clear understanding 
of biologic plausibility (p. 3). 

From the perspective of these consensus reports of the scientific 
community, it would appear to be arbitrary to suggest that · the 
•exposure assessment" contained in the DEIS in any sense identifies 
or quantifies risks or ·impacts to public health and safety. 

I hope my comments will be helpful in providing a scientific perspective on EMF issues 
addressed in the DEIS. 

Sincerely, J;�#� 
Williarrl H. Bailey, Ph.D. 

" 
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BIOGRAPHY OF WILLIAM H. BAILEY, PH.D. 

. 
Dr. Bailey is a research scientist and consultant. and a visiting scientist at tl:le Cornell 
University Medical School in New York City. For the past four years he has directed ·a 
group of scientists specializing in assessments and reviews of scientific research on 
electromagnetic fields and other environmental health issues. His past research and 
teaching affiliations include the N.Y. State Institute for Basic Research, The Rockefeller 
University, and the City University ofNew York. · 

Dr. Bailey has conducted fundamental research and studied the biological effects of 
electromagnetic fields over the past nine years, and has served as an adviSor to various state 
and federal agencies on health and safety issues concerning high voltage transmission lines 

· and research programs including the National lnstitutes·of Health and the National Science 
Foundation. He also has served as a consultant to U.S. and Canadian regulatory 
commissions, utilities, manufacturers of electrical appliances, and housing developer:s. 
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BROIHIER & WOTIPKA 
ATTORNf;YS 

2&00 SMITH TOWER 
506 Sf;COND AYf;NUf; 

SEATTU:. WAS.HINGTON e8104·2321 
C206) 623·2«?20 

FAX! t2081 &82·&148 

January 12, 1994 

Lou Dreissen, Project Kanaqer 
BPA Public Involvement Office 
P. o .· BoX 12999 

. 

Portland, OR 97212 

BPA Public Involvement Office 
ALP 
P. 0. BoX 3621 
Portl.and , OR 97208 

f.EC::· ··.� rY ti'A r · · · ··v�··an �- �Wlf:2.15 
RlCdi'T L,,,t: 

• /l'tftt 
AREA: DISTRICT 

.____ __ ;......_ ..... 

Re'l Hgrtb)rtst Waahinqton Tranami11ion Pr9iect For Saction E 
Public Comment On Proposes Final EIS · 
Proposal ot A Fourth Alternative 

Gentlamen: 

our fira represents s·teva Wiqht, 2730 North Shore Road , 
. Ballinqham, Washinqton 98226 . I _ am writinq in rasponse to the 

sol icitation for public comment on the proposed final EIS for the 
above-referenced transmission project. 

The Wiqht family owns property alonq the north shore of Lake 
Whatpom in Whatcom County, which is traversad by a powar line. 
aasament which would tie affacted by the transmission proj ect beinq 
proposed. The project would increase the carryinq capacity of the 
.transmission lines which cross the Wiqht property from 2301 000 ·lev 
to 1 , 000, 000 lev. Even at the. present carryinq level , a florescent 
bulb · held by a person standinq under the lines liqhts up . The 
Wiqhts are very concerned about the .potential effect on tham and 
their property from a more than four-told increase in the 
transmission capacity of .the line. 

None of the three alternatives mention.ed in the dr!lft BIS is 
acceptable at this time . ReseaJ;'ch on the effects of EMF on people 
is at a prel iminary staqe , �ith studies currently underway which 
will potentially provide a qreat deal of useful information in the 
foreseeable future. In the · absence of _this information , the 
development should not proceed . It would be foolish to proceed 
with the project at this ti- , when information which may severely 
impact the useability of the project as desiqned will be available 
in the toreaeeable future. It makes sense to wait until more is 
known about the associated risks to humans . · 

� 

.. 

January 12 , 1994 
Paqe 2 

There is a substantial impact on property values by such ' projects at the present 'time • .  The diminution .in property values is due in part to public perception of the danqer of EMF exposure , and partly to the admittedly unknown nature and severity of the danqer. Property buyers are increasinqly concerned and wary of these developments . Aqain, further . irtf�raation would be helpful in alleviatinq the problam, or in an'!lwerinq the publ ic ' s  questions . 
There is another alternative to the project as proposed , which would solve all of these p�blems and yet allow the project to be developed. This •fourth alternative• has been discussed at public meetinqs , but apparently . was never seriously considered , as it should have been • .  The entire project could be• located on undeveloped DNR land,.  approximately 1/2 mile from the location. of the present transmission easements. Human habitation and private land ownership impacts _would be avoided by locatinq the project on publicly owned property in the immediate vicinity of the proposal .  Certainly in the lonq . run ,  and perhaps even in the short run ,  this would. prove to be a cheaper and more practical alternative , because it avoids the potential future probleJDS to humans and private property occasioned by the other three alternatives . 
I urqe you _to qive the • foLLrth alternative• due consideration, includinq developinq such an alternative and circulatinq it for comment. I believe you would find that the publ ic would be very supportive of the idea , and that th� current opponents of the three alternatives contained in the dratt final El:S would be the stronqest supporters of the fourth alternative • 

Thank you for your ·consideration . 

JL__ 
JTB : lkb 

cc: S .  Wi�ht 

.. 
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Project Manager 
BonneVille Power Administration 
Public Involvement office • ALP 
P.O. Box 3621 
Portland, Qreaon 97208 

LARRY J. KUNZLER 
624.S HIGHWAY 9 

SEDRO V.OOLLEY, WA. 98284 
682-5151 

R.�t: ··;. fY C?� � January 10, 1994 
p, _ : · · ·:r N �:..z-:-.e�a 

DISI�ICT 

. •  

RE: Comments on DEIS BPA/Puget Power Northwest Washington Transmission 

Project 
. 

Dear Project Manager: 
Please eccept this 1cUcr � my C:omments on the above referenced DEIS. J.{y family 

� at  �4B Hi&hway 9, Sedro Woolley. The tranSmission lines addressed in the DEIS run 

directly throUgh my 7 aac farm. The legal right to do so was obtained by BPA through an 

casemcat that was JeCOided on May 15, 1946 and recorded at the Skagit County Auditors Office 
under Auditors No. 391872. Said easement was for a strip of land 12S feet in .width. 

.AII.idclitional casemcat was aranlcd to BPA on October.24, 1963, recorded under Skagit 

County Auditors No. 642377 which included an additional 137 .S feet of land ruMins paralld 
JDCl adjaa:nt to the first casemcat for a combined easement totalling 262.5 feet. Said easement 

is shown on the attached short plat map. 

My unclmtandins of the easement is that it grants to BPA the right to construct and 
maintain e1ectrica1 tranSmission lines Within the easement. There iS no mention of any electrical 
maped.c fields (•EMf•) being emanated from the lines outside the easement. Therefore, for 

the record, I must slate that I feel that any emanation of EMF's onto arty other part of my 

property · by Puget Power or BP A constitutes an act of criminal trespaSS. No easement has 

granted you the right to produce EMF's off said easement and I do not do so now • 

1be DEIS docs not show whether or not mY bouse was consjdered as one that would 

suffer an iDmase of EMF's from the construction of your project. The DEIS also docs not 
lddras the sammJatiye inpcts, as lllqllired by NEPA, on EMF when combiiled with the 

ePstin& Jines paral1d to the .proposal. 'lberefore, I am requesting BPA and Pugd Power 

ofticials visit my farm and dete:rmine how. far outside the current easement EMF's aJC beiJig 

emanated under current conditions and determine what if any incn:ase in EMF's. will be imposed 

· on my family. Please call before visiting the site and I will arrange to meet with you. 
- ----+. ·-·· ·  

!Arer ID Proj«t U111111ger 
/11 rw DEIS BPA/hgl!l P
_7Nuumluloll ProJ«t Jt��UMUY 10, 1994 Par� 2 

I would also like to state for the record that I am not in any way ttying to stop your 
projCict. However, I, like many of my neighbors, am concerned that Puget Power and BPA.has 
made a conscious decision to proceed with the project although in your own words �7he state 
of sdelll(ftc evidence. rtlating to EMF iuu not yet established a cause-and-effect rtladonshlp 
between electric or magnetic fields anJl advt!rse health q[�cts. • This of· course raises the 
question of what happens if such "cause-and-effect" can at some time in the future be shown, 
will the BPA or Puget Power accept the liability for their decision. Puget Power bas a terrible record in Skagit County for past management decisions that wen: based on best management 
practices. They built the dams on Baker River which has had terrible consequences on the King 
Salmon runs almosi to the point of extinction of the species. They were the. major proponents 
of a nuclear power plant in the County based on best IIWUI&ement practices which as we all know now aJC an environmental and health disaster. I for one will go on pVblic record as stating that l will hold Pugd Power and BPA fegally responsible for any and all advme health effects 
on my family for each occurrence includin& but not limited to attorneys fees, health and 
emotional suffering. Again, I' am not ttying to stop your project, I simply want reassurance 
from BPA and Pugd Power that they fully realize the consequences of their decision to proceed and most importantly accept the responsibility for. Otosc conseqUences. 

To the issue of property values I would like to request that if alternative numbers· 2 or l aJC  pursued, that the placement o( the new towers be alternated with the existing towers. That 
is .to say that · if a property is already encumbered with. the existence of a tower, that the new 
tower be placed on alternating parcels of property. Clearly one property with two towers is 
more encumbered than one property with no towers . 

. Having stated all the above, based on my interpretation of the limited information 
available in the DEIS, I feel that so iong as BPA and Puget Power accept the legBl consequences 
to proceed then alternative number 3 would be in the best interest of my family. If I can be of 
any .assistance to you in whatever capacity you might feel appropriate, please do not hesitate to 
contact me at the above phone number or address. 

�· 
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UPPER SKAGIT INDIAN TRIBE 
. 2284 Community Plaza Way • . Sedro Woolley, Washlnglon 98284. 
Phone (206) 856-5501 • SCAN 542-3171 • FAX (206) 85f3.3175 

January 6 ,  1994 

Bonneville Power Administration 
Public Involveaent Office - ALP 
P . O .  Box 3621 

' ·Portland, O R  97208 

ATTN I John M .  Tave!' , NEPA Compliance Officer 

R£cr·�':-;, ::rv �FIi 
r.' -

RE I  BPA/Puget Power Northwest washington Transmiss ion Project 
Draft Environmental Impact Stateaent ( DEIS ) 

Dear Mr. Taves 1 

L;:.;·ii�ICT 

The Natural Resources Department of the Tribe has a few c0111111.ents 
regard�ng the above referenced project. 

The project area appear. to pass through the Tribe ' s  recently 
delineated -llhead protection area (WBPA) for its Belaick Road 
Rese:J;Vation Area (map enclosed ) .  The risk of contamination of the 
aquifer for this project appears to be low� ho-ver ,  the plans 
should depict the · information regarding the WBPA in. case of a 

, construction related incident that could lead to the potential ! cont«mfnati�n of the aquifer • 

The Upper Skagit Reservation is not depicted in any of the DEIS 
maps . The depiction of the reservation areas ( maps enclosed ) would 
convey aore accurately the land use pattern in the projec·t area . 

Please contact Daniel Jones , Environmental Planner, at ( 2 0 6 )  856-
550 1 ,  if you have any questions or c�nts regarding this matter .  

. ' ··--::,. 
SQcerely , · 

. .  · a 
Do een M .  Mk , 
Natural Resources Director 

Enclosures 

cc 1 Skagit Systeas Cooperative 
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December 17 , 19 9 3  

Mr. Lou Driessen 
Project Manager 

. Bonneville Power Administration 
: Public Involvemeht Office ALP 
P.O.  Box 3621 
Portland, oregon 97208 

Dear Mr. Driessen: 

. :': . ::-:- ·. : : , : - : : 
·.::.-- s!� ... �· :• : ... : :  . : � :-

- ��==·\; -==�:·�·�:���·. 

:.;.;j 

This letter is to formally comment on Bonneville Power Administration ' s  
proposed Northwest Washington Transmission project a s  outl ined i n  the Draft 
Environmental Impact Statement. The Department of Natural Resources �s 
concerned with project. impacts in corridor segments A, E ,  F, G and H l .  

�rridgr Segment A 

This segment l inks the custer substation with the main transmission line . 
It crosses State land in the SWl/4 of Section 3 6 ,  T . 4 .0N . , R . 1E. The DEIS 
(pages 4 . 133 and 4 . 134} says that the existing transmiss ion line has 
already imposed land use l imitations along the right-of-way . The DNR is 
aware of the existing limitations . The DEIS further states that the proj ect 
is not expected to •alter significantlY"· the impacts on land use and 
resources on or off the right-of-way . Regardless of signif icance , the DNR 
needs to know specifically the alteration to current land use limitations 
that this project would cause . 

Corridor Segments E F pod G 

These segments cross State land in T . 37 N . , R . 4 E .  and R . SE .  They lie almost 
entirely in the Lake Whatcom watershed. The DNR has two mainline forest 
management roads which provide access to the exist ing transmission l ine 
corridor, The ML-1000 road · is in the Mirror La.ke block ( south of Park road) 
and the H-3 300 ·road is in the Haner Mountain block (north of Park road) . 
Numerous transmission line access spur roads (built by BPA) intersect the 
DNR forest management roads . These BPA spurs are poorly constructed and 
minimally maintained. Drainage is inadequate and in some cases the spurs 
have regressed into nothing more than qul l ies . The physical, environmental 
and economic impact to the DNR: road system is severe. For example, in 
December of 1992 heavy rains falling on the BPA spurs resulted in the H-
3 3 00 road ditch being clogged with silt and debris Which washed dow� from 
the BPA spurs . When the ditch was plugged, water came onto the 
H-3300 road causing further erosion and scouring. The DNR spent $5000 to 
fix tha road after the storm. · 
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Page 
DEIS comments 

The DEIS l ists several mitigation ideas ( page 4 . 86) to control erosion and 
run-off such as revegetation, culvert installation and water bars. In 
add,ition to these items , ' the· · DNR would l ike to see a more aqqressive 
approach in solvinq the problem: 

1 .  Inventory tne existinq BPA access road network. Decide which spurs are 
needed to provide min imum functional access to transmission l ine 
structures . Then decide which spurs are no lonqer needed . 

2 .  Reconstruct spurs that are needed so that they have adequate drainaqe 
and road prism characteristics. 

J .  Abandnn �ours that are not needed by removinq culverts , constructinq 

,
waterbars , trenchinq, contour excavatinq and reveqetatinq . 

The DNR enqineers have experience and expertise in road desiqn, 
construction, maintenance and abandonment. They would be available as 
consultants to assist BPA in site specitic' evaluations ot access spur 
impacts. Ideally, the reconstruction and abandonment work could be 
incorpo.rated into the transmission l ine construction contract. 

Corridor ·seqmeDt H1 
This segment is an a ltBrnative route which l ies east ot �n exist inq route 
on seqments H, I and. J. It crosses State land in Sections 7 and 18 , T . J6N . , 
R . SE .  The DEIS (paqe 2 . 31)  says .this seqment would require a new 112 toot 
wide riqht-ot-way with associated access spurs . This would involve clearinq 
approximately 20 acres ot timber on State land, as well as buildinq 
numerous access roads in the Thunder creek and Kills creek drainaqes. Since 
BPA has an existinq riqht-ot-way corridor on seqments H, I and J, the DNR 
is not interested in qrantinq an additional riqht-ot-way tor purposes ot 
this project . The DEIS aakes it clear that BPA favors usinq seqments 
H, I and J rather than Hl. 

The DNR would appreciate a response !rom BPA reqardinq the above issues . 
Please ma il your response ·to: 

Department ot Natural Resources 
Northwest Reqion Headquarters 
9 1 9  North Township Street 
Sedro Woolley, Washinqton 98284 
Attn: Brian Davis 

Thank you tor solicitinq these comments . 

sine� , 

"b..�,_, 
Brian Davis 
Baker District Enqineer 

be: Osborn , Olsen, Micke l ,  Hitchcock , Stratton, Blaz.ek, Kell�y . A�u.� nK'1ii�L 
(u<:.u.) 

,. 

8 
STAll: OF WAsHINGTON 

ENERGY FACILITY SITE EVALUATION COUNCIL 
1'0 11<>• 43rn • 01,...,.., W.Hhl""on 98SD4·31n 

January 12, 1994 

Mr. Nonn Andreson, EFBG 
Environmental. Specialist . 
Bonneville Power Administration 
P.O. Box 3621 
Penland, OR 97208-3621 
Subject: Northwest Washington Transmission Project Draft EIS 

Dear Nonn: 

RECf!''':J CY CI'A rr· · . , · "VEI'OO l�� �: bi;,;rre:z-�J 
R£cc''T I '!: 

1 j 1Lt lql.f 
AREA: DISTfiiC: 

L--- ----

F.nc:olosed are two conuncnt !etten from the Washington. State Departments of Wildlife 
and Nattual Resources reganfins the Northwest Washington Transmission Project Draft 
Environmental Impact Statement. These are the only comments which have been 
received by EFSEC. 1be letter from the Dcpanmcnt of Natrual Resources was sent 
directly to BPA but I am enclosing it for continuity. 

We have not yet reviewed the draft EIS for consistancy with ststc guidelines. We will be 
conducting that review shonly. If you have any questions please call me 81 (206) 956-
2152. 
Sincerely, 

� 
Allen J. Piksdal 
BPS Specialist 

......,........,. 
Enclosures 
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January 7 ,  1993 

Allan Fiksdal · 
BFSBC Project Manager 
P . O .  BOX 4 3172 

".& t"'' � 
j • � ... .. . -;;; 

STAT£ Of WASHN;l'ON 
· DEPARTMENT OF WILDUFE 

Olympia, WA. 9 8504 - 3172 

Jr.N 1 !}  

Re: OBIS BPA/PUget Power NW. Washington Transmission Project 
comments : 

Dear Mr. Fiksdal : 

The washington Department of Wildlife has reviewed the OBIS 
prepared by the Bonneville Power Administration and Whatcom 
county . We offer the following comment� regarding areas of 
interest and concern regarding the fish and wildlife resources 

associated with this project . 

One of the primary concerns related to the project as proposed 

will be the numerous stream crossings associated with the 
construction and maintenance of the powerl ine . Past history has 

shown that the existing powerlins has had problems with culvert 

failures associated with right-of-way roads , Some of these 
culverts were surface water drainage facilities ,.  other associated 

with small �ntyped seasonal streams . 
· 

Two areas of primary concern are the port ions of right - of - way 

associated with Squalicum/Stewart MOuntains and the segment from 

Wickersham south to Highway 20 . These areas .are associated with 

steeper and unstable ground. .  These areas have demonstrated the 

tendency to s lope failure and debris torrents during past stonn 

events .  Several catastrophic failures over recent history have 
resulted in severe damage to downslope habitats and impacted 
water quality in receiving waters such as Lake Whatcom and the 
Samish River . 

Inadequate culverts fail during such events resulting in 

additional impacts to stream courses and receiving waters as silt 

and debris from road �nd culvert failurep are added .to exist ing 
bedload movement . 

The OBIS does recognize that permanent stream crossing utilizing 

a bridge is the preferred alternative over a culvert . It also 

recognizes the need for a crossing �acility . It should be noted 

that some existing crossings make use of simply �ording equipment 

through the stream. Olson creek, a Lake Whatcom�,tributary is . an 

example .  This type o f  use can be detrimental t o  downstream fish 

habitat s ,  particularly during spawning and incubation periods . 

Several of the streams located along the right - of - way corridor 
are important spawning streams for resident cutthroat and kokanee 
from Lake Whatcom. These include Olson, Carpenter, and Smith 
Creeks . Resident cutthroat spawn in the spring and kokanee spawn 
in the lower reaches of the stream during the fall . 

Since the preferred window of construction has · potential to 
encompass both time periods ,. special effort should be !Mde to 
address the potential impacts that can result from activities 
associated with the stream crossings . 

- This is also true the segment of right -of-way between Wickersham 
and Highway 20 where the Samish River and tributaries may be 
impacted by similar activities . Fisheries resources . at risk here 
also include anadromous species such as coho, steelhead, and 
searun cutthroat. 

I t  was noted in the review of the OBIS that Bonneville Power is 
proposing that culvert installations be sized to handle a 25 year 
stonn event . It should be pointed out that the standard to which 
Department of Wildlife conditions a Hydraulic Project Approval 
require a facility to sized' to pass a 50 year stonn event . 

Wildlife resources are somewhat less subject to impact resulting 
from this proposal . However, the OBIS did mention the presence 
of eagle nesting territories along the north shore of Lake 
Whatcom. The closest nest is approximately 1/2 mile from the 
powerl ine . While the document states that none of the nests will 
be impacted as a result of construction activities, there seems 
to remain one possibility which is mentioned in the const�ction 
methods . This would be the assembly of structures off- site and 
using a helicopter to fly them into place . Use of � helicopter 
within 1/2 mile of an active nest during the critical portion of 
the nesting season could have impacts to birds which would be . 
more significant than ground based equipment on the right -of-way . 
Should this alternative of construction be used, extreme care 
should be taken to assure that no flight pathf! closer that ·1/2 
mile are used, and at no time should a fl ight path over the nest 
sites be taken . 

The Department of Wildlife has participated in consultation with 
BPA during the preparation of this document . The agency 
anticipates continued consultation during the permitt�ng and 
construction phase . It is understood that both Departments of 
Wildlife and Fisheries will be involved with the Hydraulic 
Project Approvals associated with activities involving stream 
crossings and installation of culverts and bridges along various 
segments of the powerline route : 

------·------- · 
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We hope that these comments are �seful · in the development o f  this 

proj ect . If you have further questions please feel free to 

contact me at (206) 424 · 1260 . 

Sincerely, 

�d� 
Arthur G. Stendal 
Area Habitat Biologist 
Region 4 

cc . Zillges, Division 
Muller, Region 4 

... 
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,,.......:., t ..... , 
� UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

REGION 10 

IIEPlY TO 
... TTN OF: WD-126. 

John Taves 
Environmental Coordinator 
Office or Engineering 
P. 0. Box 3621 
Portland, Oregon 97208 

1200SixthAvenue Seattle, WashingtQI198101 

JAN 1 3 1994 

Re: BPA/Puget Power Northwest Washington Transmission Project· 

Dear Mr. Taves: 

RECEI\'ZD 6Y &PA roo� . .  IWOlVEMENT !.::� "' NWJ£-z.,� 
RECEii'T C�TE: 

r hs lcrt.t AREA: DISTRitr 

.___ ____ __. 

In accordance with our responsibilities under the National Environmental Policy 
Act and Section 309 0f the Clean Air Act, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 
has reviewed the BPA/P�;�get Power Northwest Washington Transmission Project, Draft 
Environmental Impact Statement (draft EIS). The draft EIS analyzes the No Action 
alternative and the Cohstruction Action Alternative options, and their effects on the 
environment in Whatcom and Skagit counties. 

The dfa£t EIS is an informative, well prepared and comprehensive document. It 
addresses the pertinent issues and potential environmental impacts of project activities 
very well._ Although the information in the draft EIS is generally excellent, we have · 
provided comments on some issues of concern. 

Based on our review, we have rated the draft EIS EC-2 (Environmental Concerns 
•• Insufficient Information). Our concerns are based on the project's impact on water 
quality. The draft EIS was very thorough in the presentation of site-specific wetland and 

. walc:r 'luality impacts. Titis lc:vc:i of clc:tail is very hc:ipful ami is an important component 
or a complete impact analysis. However, it lacks a reference to a monitoring program 
that will help to ensure compliance with state Water Quality Standards. 

This rating and a summary of our comments will be published in the Federal 
Register. A copy of our rating system is enclosed. 

Water Ouality Monjtorin�: 
The EPA would like to see the EIS focus more attention on base-line monitoring 

measurements of water resources. These would provide a detailed description of the 
existing physical; chemical, and biological characteristics of stre.ams, lakes, and other · · 
water bodies in the planning area. The EIS should provide a quantitative ba�is to judge 
whether physical and chemical parameters, such as temperature, turbidity, and sediment 

·-
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accumulation, will be kept at levels that will protect and fully support designated uses 
and meet Water Quality Standards under each of the action alternatives. The state's 
identification of water bodies with impaired uses (found in the state 303(d) report), as 
well as the magnitude and sources of such impairment, should also be included. , 

In addition, the EIS should reveal the locations of spawning habitat with respect 
to stream crossings in the project area If project activities are occurring coincident with 
spawning of anadromous fish, extra mitigation measure5 should be put in place so that 
the fish habitat is not disturbed. -

The EIS should include a discussion of monitoring for each resource category 
determined to be significant throu�h the scoping process, including fisheries and water 
quality. A properly designed morutoring plan will demonstrate how well the preferred 
alternative resolves the identified issues and concerns by measuring the effectiveness of 
the mitigation measures in controlling or minimizing adverse effects. 

The monitoring plan should include types of surveys, location and frequency of 
sampling. parameters to be monitored, indicator species. budget, procedures for using 
data or results in project implementation, and availability of results to interested and 
affected groups. 

The EIS should describe the feedback mechanism which can compare baseline 
data with monitoring results to adjust standard operating proce<tures, monitoring 
intensity, and protocol at first detection of adverse effects. Provision of such an 
adjustment process ensures that mitigation strategies will improve in the future and that 
unforeseen adverse. effects are identified and minimized. 

Thank you for the opportuniiy to review this draft EIS. Please contact John 
Bregar at (206) 553-1984 if you have any questions about our comments. 

Sincerely, 

� .  Ait.vl t)�· 
Kathy Veit, Chief 
Program Coordination Branch 

� 

� Of'ntE EPAAA'IWO 6'tSTEM 
R)R IJIW'T Elf(IIAC)NMBIT� IMI'W:T 6TA18Sfl'S: 

DERNf'I1()NS /H) RJI,J.OW.UP IIC110H • 

MS!!Iwnettl!l h!!!CI of the ldlon 
,0-IM:k ol �  

l'ho ePA ,..._ ho& not - ony .;.,o..- 01wlool_ ...,_ roquktnQ - � to the �· Tho 

·- INI1 - cli-..ct _.,....._ "" oppiiCOilOn ol � - - - be �  wHh ... ,_. then  
- cllongM "' the �· 

. 

EC-ewtooo- c;a.-

n.o ePA - ho& ldlndftod .,..�OO-niOI . ...,_ .... _... be ..ald ln - IO I\IIIV P'OieCi the -nt Con

- tNI'f ..,quh,cllonga to the pmenwd _,_ 0< oppflcatlan ol � ,......,., ... l ean  reduce the 

-- lmf*>l,· EPA - a. toWO<t< wHh the - - to - - lmpeCIO. . 

ro.e� .. - �  

Tho ePA- ho& - � erwliOOWI- Impor:IS thld - be ..- In - to ...-. edoquale p<OIOCiion 

"" the �- ConeciM -- ...., _... ..-... cllongM 10 the p<eterted _ ....... 0< conskler&lion ol 

- pn>fld _,....,. �ncludln!l the no - - 0< a new --1· ePA Intends to WO<t< wHh the leod - to 

reduce theM impociS. 

EU..ewiiiOM'MWOI) � 
Tho ePA - hu - - -- ...,_ that .,. ol - ,..gnltu<kti\OI !My ore unudtlacoory tre<n 

thO stondPOinl at publiC health 0< -- 0< ............,. quality, ePA Intends to WO<tl wHh the loed -ncy 10 reduce theM 

Impacts. I the potentlal -adO<Y .....,_ ore not _..,.... al thO finll ElS "'-· this � will be recommended tor 
retenll to the CEO. 

�'$' ol"' lrn&!Jid Sl!!emot!! 

� ·......,.,...... 

EPA - !!e draft E1S adequately. sets tor111 the erwtronmental lmpOCI(I) ot the p<etened alternelive and lhOM ol thO 

aftematlvos reasonably ..allable to the prqjecl 0< -· No tur1her onalylll 0< date col- II necosoary, but the ,.,..._, 
mey .._ .. the addition at derltying long._ 0< lntormation. 

� 2� -

The dfaft E'IS does not contain autr.olent lntolmatian tot EPA to tuly aueu environmental impact• that ahoukt be avoid in order 
to tufty ptOteCt the envkonment. 01 the EPA .......,., has kSanUfild M'llt teasonabty available ahetnatNel that are whhin the 

·spectrum o1 _........,. analyzed In the draft EIS. - could rec�.- the environmental irnpocts ot the action. The kientlfoed 
additionol lntoornotlon, d•te. analyses, 0< cliocuUion should be Included In thO finet EIS. 

� �  

EPA dOH not belieYe that the draft ElS -uatety ........ potentlaiy signilic:ent erwironrnentet Impacts ot the action, 0< ihe 
EPA - hu Identified new, ...-ably ..- ahematlvos lhat ore outside ot the specuum ot afternaliYel anllyHd In thO 
droll El$, - � be anal'fl"'l ln - to - thO potentially signlf-" ...,.;ronrnentl lrnpacts. EPA bel- 11\01 thO 
ldendroed addlllonll tntormation, d .... analyMI, O< d- .,. at such a mognltucle that !My shoUld ....,. tun public -
ol a draft .... EPA - not be- thld ... draft ElS Is adequate tor ... � ot the NEPA and/O< SeCtion 309 , ...... , 
ond thus -*1 be tormany ...Osed and made -- tor public camnwnt In a supptornontal e<' ,...,;sec� draft EIS. On the 
belli o1 thO potOnltal signlflcenl lrnjiOCtS irwoMd, tllil proposal. could be a candidate tor reterral 10 the CEO. 
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PLANNING AND COMMUNilY DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT Planning Division Oty-.110L-.Ilnot,-.ghom, � 

T.....,_: (2081 � FAX (2081 111-711113 
. __ . .:.....-,--..-----

RECEIVED BY BPI rue�;. INVOI.VEI LC>G II: tJ....rt'l' 

Bonneville Power Administration 
Public Involvement Office - � 

RECEIPT �T� I. 

� 
P . o  •• Box 3621 
Portland, OR 97208 

AREA:. 

RE: BPA/Puget Power 
!-

Draft Environmental Impact stat ement <:omments 
The city of Bellinqham has reviewed this DEIS and has the followinq 
comments : 

BPA .construction Alternative 

The· City favors an alternative which reduces potential EMF/EMR 
impacts and is least disruptive to the .utility corridor. The City 
requests additional analysis of the taller towers alonq the Lake 
�atcoa hillside. This analysis should discuss landscapinq 
alternatives such as taller trees outside of the danqer zone which 
screen the base of the towers and selective plantinq of lower 
qrowinq trees and larqer shrubs within the riqht of way. 

PUqet Pov.er/ Alternative Routes Borth of Mt . Balter Biqhva:r 

The pipeline alternative may be desirable because it moves the 115 
Kilovolt line away from denser development . However , the Ci�y will 
have to re�eive more analysis of impacts to wetlands , the Bay to 
Baker Trail , pedestrian access, EMF/EMR impacts , and the proposed 

. hiqh school at Mcqrath Road, McLeod Drive , and Mt. Baker Hiqhway 
prior to a decision . 

PU9et Power/ St. Clair Route 

The wetland boundaries shown on Fiqure 16 do not aqree with our 
1990 wetland maps . Photocopies of these maps are attached . 

Taller towers are proposed in City of Bellinqham desiqnated View 
sensitive Areas . Impacts of these towers on views from the east 
should be addressed. 

i: 

.. 

Puqet Power Bellinqhaa Substation/ Alternative Subat�tion Routes 

Tlie Orleans route alternative appears to brinq lines closer to 
residential uses alonq Carolina street. What are the impacts of 
chanqinq the location of this line? Why does it need to be moved? 
Puqet Power should install additional landscapinq around the Puqet 
Power Bellinqham Substation as mitiqation aqainst visual impacts .  

Required Peralta 

Permits which will be required by the City of Bellinqham include : 

1.  

2 .  

3 .  

4 .  

A Shorel ine Manaqement Permit for any work withln 2 0 0 '  of 
a Shoreline of the State . 
A ·Wetland delineation, field. notes, and a Wetland permit 
application for any work within wetlands. Impacts on 
wetlands should be .avoided . If avoidance is not 
possible, mitiqation prior to the impact and restoration 
after the impact will be required. 
A Clearinq or Utility Construction Permit if cuttinq, 
clearinq, or removal of veqetation will occur on riqhts
of-way which have not been fully developed . 
If the Pipeline Alternative is selected , a Conditional 
Use Permit for utility line expansion outside of a public 
riqht of way in a residential ,  sinqle-family zone. 

Specific staff technical comments and questions 
Ple�se call Jackie Lynch at (206)  676-6982 if 
questions . 

are enclosed . 
you have any 

Sincerely , 

� � !/)/ 
'-� 

Director 

C :  Roland Middleton 
SEPA Officia l ,  Whatcom county 
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Staff comments on the BPAfWhatcom County DEIS: 

I .  Will the redundancy principal be compromised i f  •redundant• 
lines are in the same corridor? 

II . How will the increasinq
.
population of British Columbia affect 

the lonq term availability of canadian power? 

III . Chapter 4 / 101 : . Please discuss impacts of permanent veqetation 
loss in wetlands- due to· clearinq beneath l ines . 

IV. Chapter 4 / 14 6 : ( 12 . )  Please discuss the use of lop and scatter 
or chippinq instead of burninq, especially when near homes . 

V. Chapter 4 / 150,  Table 12 . Does this analysis assume lines are 
the same distance above the qround and from the ed�e of the 
riqht of way? 

VI . Chapter 4 / 177 : Is this electric field value 7 . 6  meters from 
the base of the pole, or from the line approximately 16 meters 
above the qround? 

VII . Appendix C2 , Tables C-1 throuqh C-J : Were figures qenerated-
assuminq one 500-KV line or two? · 

IIX. The followinq Figure and Map corrections are attached : 

A. Fiqure 1 5 .  

B .  Please · Update a l l  applicable maps to show the City of 
Bellinqham' s  current City Limits , as attached . 

c. Please show the location of the f�ture hiqh school , on the 
northwest corner of McLeod and Maqrath, east of the Mt . 
Baker Hiqhway. Discuss the environmental implications of 
the maintenance of electrical transmission l ines near such 
school .  

· 

D. Fiqure 2 3 :  Major land trades in the Lake Whatcom Watershed 
have added siqnificant acreaqe to the Department of Natural 
Resources manaqed lands. Please show these chanqes in 
ownership . 

E. Chapter 4 / 156 : Please . amend Table 14 to conform wi-th 
chanqes to Fiqu�e 15.  

i 

Table 14: I ' lh 1 Zoning Information by AssesSment Area for the 
Exfstfn2 115-kV Transmission Line snd SubStation MAx;...,.-. 
Assessment Jurisdiction f>an<' !l Zoning Dlllgmrtri Density 
Area Catei!orv· CDU/Ac)*' · · 

Area l City of Bellingham . .  
Roosevelt lndustJ.U) 12I Not Applicable 
Ncithborhood PII!R Public lOP Not Aoolicable 

Area l City of Bellingham . Residenli&l Single 

r 3RS 3 10 4  
6RS 6 

Roosevelt Residential Mutti : 
·Neighborhood Plan 4RM i Ut 

7RM 5w22 
lRM . ._ 12 

Area 3 City of Bellingham lndustri&l 131 Not Applicable · 

Roosevelt & 161/RM 9 Us ' u "  bk: 
Mount Balcer Residential:3RS :a:m 4 
Neighborhood Plans 

Area 4 City of Bellingham Residential Single 
, & Whatcom County .r .. �l:'t ... .;t J:  ,;it tf!4 p�u....J./ L 

Mount Balcer Plan & Urban Residential 
Urban Frin_geSubareli UR4 4 to 7 

Area S Whatcom County Urban Residential 
UR4 4 to 7 

· Urban Fringe Subarea Rur&l District 
RSA 0.2 to 1 

'If D..,...._,..,t.: v�urs F'•.e. ,.,,._,. 
The substation is located in an area that is zoned Industrial. The transmission line leaves tht . 
substation on Virginia Street to Pacific Street passing adja�nt 10 an area that is zoned Publ 

This area is used as a center for the City of Bellingham Public Worlcs Depanment and 
Whatcom Transportation Authority. At the intersection of Virginia an� Pacific Streets, the 

, transmission line turns nonh 10 North Street and east on North Street to St Clafr Street A 
this point the trattsmission goes north 10 Sunset Drive. The transmission line passes tbrougl 
areas which are zoned Residential Multi an.d Residential Single to the City of Bellingham 
Railroad Trail (old railroad right-of-way which crosses the St Clair unimproved road right
way);where lands are zoned lndusrrial, to another Residential Single Zont abutting Sunset 
Drive. At the City/County boundary, the transmission line passes into an area zoned Urban 
Residential and then Rural near the BPA-Bellingbam Substation. 
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-- BPA·Belinghlm 12 � Une 
• • - BPA·Bellingham 12·Piptine AllemaiMI 

• - New Pugal - 1 15·kY Line 

.11,.. ... ,.. ...... ""'1 ,--- � P"""ZA1'4ii'li!(A'*eGtff'li:A£Ao." if� 

Figure 15 
City of Bellingham and Whatcom County Land Use Zoning 

i 

.. .. 

Janua.Y 13, 1994 

united States Department ofEnergy 
Bonneville Power AdministTation/ ALP 
P.O. Box 3621 

. 

Portland , Oregon 97228-9927 

To wltom it may concern: 

R£C£1V£D BY BPA PIIBL:v INVDLV£M£NT LOG 1: Nyyrf • 2.:92. REcEIPT o.�TE: ' 
I / l<i (q'f AREA: DISTRICT 

L--. -----.J 

We would lilce to take this opportunity to express our opposition to your proposed power line 
upgrade project,_ and to specific statements made in your Environmental l�act Statement. 

We have � concern that the increased transmission levels will have riegative health effects for 
us and our young children. Because the effects of electromagnetic radiation are still largely 
unknown. M diaagree with the idea of blindly proceeding using past procedures and standards . 

We are also concerned with the projects impact on our property value. It has already been made 
clear to us by mally Realtors that we will see a significant change downward. Statements in the 
EIS indicating slight to moderate effects aro blatantly inaccurate. 

It seems that a logical alternative may be the moving of the power line corridor back away from 
the populated areas onto the state owned land. 

In conclusion , we oppose the continuation of this project in its pJ"C5ellt form, and will continue to 
investigate any possible legal remedies to stop it. 

~ Terry K. Bierman 
Lori A. Bierman 

... 
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J�u1 . 5, 1994 

SHARON HOOFNAGLE, D.  V. M .  
EQUINE MEDICINE 6 SURGERY 

(PAACTICI: L1141TI:O To HOI'I.IU) 

. 2728 NORTH SHORE RD. 

BELLINGHAM, WA., •azze 
TltLI:PHONI: 871•2100 

RECEIVED BY BPA rust:. INVOlVEMENT Lea N�W-Z·:J 
RECEIPT c: . .  ;: 

t {l'·d 9'1 
AR£A: DISIRICl 

...___ ____ _ 

Concerning Bonneville Power Administrations Northwest washington 
Transmission Project: 
Bonneville Power Administration : 

I would like to comment on the draft E I S .  � am adamantly 
opposed to. this project for the fol lowing reasons : · . 

I object to any increase in the elect romagnet ic field ( EMF ) 
and in fact believe that the current EMF is too high . Evidence is 
steadily mounting that the EMF has serious effects on �he body , 
including adult . and more important ly . childhood cancers . At the 
edge of the right-of -way the EMF readings far exceed the level 
that any of the studies on health risks indicate are safe . 

BPA is telling us that the studies are not conclusi.ve . That 
statement is not correct . Several of the studies are conclusive, 
some are not . we could argue this indefini tely-.- j ust as the 
tobacco industry �rgued indefinitely that cigarette smoking was 
not harmful . Since not everyone who smokes gets lung cancer i t  
cou ld st i l l  b e  argued that the studies o n  smoking are inconclu
sive . That would be a ludicrous arguement today . 

A l l  industries and individuals associated with EMF ' s  .. in
cluding BPA . are recommending avoidance of the fields , .  yet BPA is 
proJ?Osing . this project that would increase the EMF over family 

. .tu>me.J!:: ._ .  � .  . '· '' i t.  may .b� ar,gll�ll. that we knew the lines were here when we 
purchased our properties . That is true, but we were told that 
the only danger was from electrocution , and that was virtual ly 
impossible unless we l i fted long metal poles into the air under 
the l ines . BPA gave us book lets on how to work safely under the 
l ines . They showed people driving tractors under the l ines . in 
the same EMF '·s that they are now saying to avoid . The project wi ll 
increase the EMF but they are st i l l  tel l ing land-owners that they 
can work their land under the l ines . It just doesn ' t  make sense . 

BPA ' s  own book , Electrical and Biological Effects of Trans
mission Lines u . s .  Dept of Energy 19B9 · documents the dangers of 
the EMF ' s .  For . example ' 

Pg . 5 2 :  Three of five studies done to investigate a possible 
association between childhood cancer and powerline magnetic 
fields reported some positive results . ( showed association ) .  About 
50\ of 30 reports on "electrical occupat ions ) and cancer report 
signi f i cant elevated risks . 

Pg . 5 3 :  Overal l .  research with humans . supplemented by lab 
�;�nimal research , · suggests the possibil ity for adverse ef fects from human exposure to electic and /of magnetic fields Pg . 5 5 :  Table B lists t·he relat ve r1sK of cnrral'lood cancer 
from p6werlines at 1 . 5- 3 ;  it lists the relative risk from envi ron 
mental tobacco smoke ( lung cancer ) as 2 - 3 .  Almost �dentical . . � 

Pg 56 . Powerli ne-childhood cancer risk is higher than the 
risk from home asbestos - l ung cancer . ( Mi l l ions are being spent 
to remove asbestos from schools and other publ ic places) 

A l l  of the above , plus add-! tiona! facts support ing the 
dangers from the powerlines are in BPA ' s  own book . Other unbiased 
studies are even more emphat i c  that the l ines are dangerous . 

Property va l ues have decreased with the increased public 
awareness of the problems associated .. with power l ines . Puget sound 
mutiple list ings · real estate sales agreement contains a section 
on hazards such as land f i l l s . One question in this section asks 
if the l isted property is close to power l ines . 

The noise level from the power l i nes it not acceptable even 
at current levels .  

Much o f  the construction would take p lace close to Lake 
Whatcom . The resultant run-off would affect the , dr inking supplf 
for most of the county . The land in this area is ,mstable and 
prone to debris storms . 

This proj ect would not benet it What com County . These l i nes 
are not · for local use . This increase is to enable BPA to shu f f l e  
power t o  Cal i forni a and other distant areas . New power sources 
are being developed in our county in the form of co-generation 
i�f¥�5bn adul t  may choose to take a risk , no one has the right to 
expose children to the p6ssibil 1ty of cance r .  Th i s  is evident in 
the cases of children being exposed to second-hand tobacco smoke 
or .drugs in utero . The courts are dealing with these issues now. 

sincerel y ,  

� -4'*�p� 
Sharon Hoofnag l e .  D . V . M .  
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STATE Of Wfi$HINGTON 

DEPARTMENT Of ECOLOGY 

ntt.tl\'�!1 flY BPA 
ru�: "·::.::Nr 1£ . .  NWTP- l� RL 

' 1'-4 1<1-t 
r.n. IIOJi 47600 • CHftot,.. �"'ion ,SII4•1Co(lf) • (lP6l 4S'·�ODO 

January 14 , 1 D D 4  

Kr. John Taves 
u . s .  Bonnevi l l e  Power Ad.min 
PO Box 3 6 2 1  
Portland OR 9 7 2 08 

O.ar Nr, 'l'evaa t 
Thonlt you for the opportunity to comment on the draft 
anvironn�ental impact atlltemont (DEIS) for the BPA/Pufi1e1a l'o.wer 
Northwest Washington Transmission Project proposed. ' by 'u , a .  
Bonneville Power Admini stration and wnatcoa county .  w e  revi ewed 
tho DEI:S and have the following concerns , . 

The DEIS identities that wetlanda will be impactod along the 
power transmission l i ne and �t the Bel l ingham sub&tation . 
Watland,. ore a valuable natural reaourca that provide many ueetul 
benefits , inclUQing W1ldl.1re af\d tiaheries habitat , tlOOCSWilter 
attenuation, wat.er quality improvement, ana recreational and 
aesthetic valuaa . 

Both indirect and 41reot i111paota to wetlands should be avoided or 
minin�i�od to the 9reatast extent possible. Neaaurea that would 
avoi� and minimize wetland impacts, Which ehOUl4 be adopted., 
inoludel minimizinq the oo�atruction footprint, reve�etatinq the 
construction footprint after pipeline placement, and placing 
check dams in the pipel ine trench to avoid. altering hydrology ot 
wetland cites . 

Page 4(105 states that tha propoaed pipel ine a l ternative uaea an 
existing pipeline right-or-way . Tnerarore , this pipeline may qo 
throuqh wetlands that the original pipeline d.id not avoid . This 
alternative mar unnecessaril y ,  b y  today ' •  standards , impact 
wetlandS I while the earlier pipeline was permitted to bisect 
wetlands. New information on the functions and valuoa or 
sens itivity or those wetlands may have �een acqufred and it may 
nc lonqer be acceptable to impact those wetlands , Tho proposed 
pipeline route should be placed where wetland impacts would be 
minin�ized as !1Uch as posa ibl·a , re9ardless of the :)riqinal 
pipel ine route . 

The goal of compensatory mitigation should �e to replace the • 
wetland functions and values that will be destroyed . In the case 
oC severely degrGded wetlands , howevor 1  we recommend that 
in�proved qual i ty be an objective . The DEIS idanti f ios that 
�atland mitigation may be naeded for some project alternatives, 
but there is no d i scuss ion· ot the nature or this mitigation . I t  

i. . 

'"'·· 

Nr. John Taves 
· January 14 , 1994 
Page 2 . 

the project !till aiault in unoyoidoblo wo.tland impoots , r.:oolO<JY 
rooom�onds preparation ·or a mitiqation plan which includes 
information on 1 the goals and obj ectivoa , construction deta ils 
( incluaing schedule) , the hydroloqic regime , revegetation plane , 
monitoring plan, continvanoy plana , butters·, the estimated coat , 
and bonding . 

The Bellinqhan� a.ubatation ia propoaea in on area that drains to 
Squalioum creek. squaliCUftl Creek is a priority watershed ! a DOE 

' funded etforc--tne squalicum Flooaplain Pro3eo�--is currently 
� underway to resolvo ,the s iqnitioant flooding and water· qual i ty 

problema exiatiniJ. in the squalicum craek- wate�hed , rn light or 
this, project proponents should contact the members of the 
squal icum Floodplain Project to make sure tho Bel l ingham 
11ubstation and other proj ect components do not frustrate their 
efforts. 

With this iii mind 1 it i a  notable that construction or the 
· aell inqham aubatation would reaul� in the loss ( throuqh airact 

filling) or leas than an acre o1 wetlands, yet thoro is no 
discussion of compensation tor this wetland loss . These wetlands 
lira valuable .. in that. they or• prov idi119 attenuation or 
atormwater. 

This ia a significant value , in l iqht or the tloodinq and water 
quafitf proble�s lower in the watershed which are being addressed 
by the Squalioun� Floodplain Proj ect� We encourage that any lose 
of wetlands , even thoaa which may moot the critoria tor a 
Na�ionwide 1 2 G  Permit, be compensated tor by the restoration , 

· enhancement, or creation of additional wetland s ,  In the very 
least,· the water quality and quantity runctiona provided by those 
wetlands ahoul j  be tully replacad , 

As noted in the DEIS1 permits will be requi red from the u . s .  Army 
�orp11 of Engineers tor this proj ect . 

) you have any queations , please ca l l  Ms . Ann Ren�sberq with the 
ends .section at ( 206) 407-7 2 7 1 ,  

dinceraly, !Ju/-r�<-.,�t�t�· M. Vern ice santee 
Environmental Reviow Saotion 

HVS : 93•8627 
cct Ann Remsberq , Wetlands 

Sandra Hanning, CP 

"' 
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Comment Letters 

Z>tWUt � 'DattU 
February 10, 1992 
The Public Involvement �er 
Bonneville Power Administration 
P.O. Box 12999 
Portland, OR 97212 

Dear Bonneville Power Administrator: 

2310 King Street, Bellingham, W 
PH: 206-734-0900 

lllJ.: 

Last night I attended the so-called public bearioe where rc?U proposed 10 replace 
the wooden rower seg�t of your Custer·Scdro Wooley line With a new tower design. 
I refer 10 the hearing as•so-callcd publjc beario{bc:cause most of the Whatcom County 
public was llQl informed of the meeting. Your aooounc:ement was a small item on the . spons page. That probably covers the legal strictures of federal relations, but in fact 
this sort of strategy has become familiar 10 many, many Americans. People in the 
meeting pointed this out, as well as pointing out how we were not informed of your . 
plans until three weeks before the end of your sooping procedure. In such ways you get 
people's bacbup right at the outset and tum otherwise calm citizens into budding ac· 
tivistS intent on watching for anything else that might look tricky or sly or under
handed. 

It's silly 10 say the transmission liMs belong 10 the people of this country, just 
because they are federal. It may be silly of me 10 write this letter, which will probably . 
get tossed in the wastebasket purposely or inadvertently. I dislike hearing myself sound 
like a cynic, but my experience with Bonneville Power goes back 23 years, and I have had dozens of disappoin� experiences with you from the first. My 20 acres has been 
transfonned 10 an unattractive piece of unsalable propert)' from two tilain c:allses: the 
building on your last line, which took a hog� share out of the middle of my land, and 
the cancer-scares of the past five years that alert people 10 the dangers of radiation from 
high transmission lines. Just try 10 sell such fated property now! Fat chance. 

What do you care? You don't. The proof of your insouciance is in many small 
things. For example, the fact that I've reported a rom down B.P. gate (southeaSt) for 
over two years. Today, as two years ago, the � sits on the ground, chained but hori· 
wntal instead of upright. Or take the incident m the old daY.s when your herbicide truck 
was left all night parked beside Olsen Creek, leaking steadily into the city water sup
ply. Or consider the continual carelessness of needless B.P. contractors who cat their 
lunches by the creek and throw their sandwich wrappers and pop cans over their shoul· 
ders. After all, it's just Mother Nature, right? Why should B.P. employees heed any· 
thing that can't talk back? Anything goes under the power lines, or at least so I've 
found. Such as cutting down my fruit trees. Or spraying orange paint on trees never 
cut. Or cutting a whole grove of � that were agreed 10 be topped rather than destroyed (more cost effective). Oh, the list goes on anci on. There's much more, Too 
much! 

. .  So you want some public. input regarding your next encroachment. Yes, well, the chickms come home 10 roost. How can you expect approval for new plans when 
maintenance of old ones have gone so awry? Your employees apologize for the constant 
crackle of the line on the middle-sized tower (the 3 cable one) by explaining that "the 
engineers made a mistake". Your whole record seems to be a nustake, as far as I can 
see. i· 

o r  

TovJE R( S  
. 

And what I see, everywhere, is your towers. But now, perhaps 10 your surprise, 
is a � suggestion. I would like 10 suggest that, if you must construct a· new set of 
rowers, that you consider the tower designs of other countries. Being a world traveller, 
as I happen 10 be, I have noted and sometimes even photographed rowers in other 
counttfes. Th� this may not always be the case, m most placeS tower.s·in·rows are 
of the 5ame n. An aesthetic as weD as practl� consistency is observed, thus ef· 
feeling at least an a� of unity. The towers that cross my p�. are all of dif· 
ferent dCSijrts, ilidyareal$0 staggered at irregular intervals lllllkin4 the overall ef
fect a bodge podge of shapes and sizes that serioUsly suggests disorganiZation. 

, My own suggestion is that, if you must build still another of these monstrosities, 
at least � the Jl!!ttem. of the last one so that e aesthetic unity. some sort of har
mony, lmtained. Your hodgepodge effects OfC past are Visual symbols of the left 
hand not being able to comprehend or pay attention 10 the right. I'm not trying to be a 
clever writer or what used 10 be called a smart aleck. I'm very serious about the visyaJ 
SXJDbolism � oo !he land�. We are concerned at present with the ocononuc · proc!uctive marketing power o the Japanese. One of the reasons the Japanese excel . 
m, for example, stereo and automobile sales, .is that their products appeal to the eye. 
They understand harmony; unity, and aesthetics in their engi�. Beauty, desipt, 
practicality: these go together. The same is often true in Italian dCSlgn •. My guess IS tliat 
B.P. seldom hires designers who would describe themselves as artists or concern . 
themselves with the aesthetics of towers. 

As towers go (If� must have them), the newest one on the foster line is not as 
ugly as some I've seen. Why not stick with that design and impose order and at least an 

/ appearance of uniZf The new �gn I saw at the meeting is not, only higher, 
but a �deal u er than !!!I of the others. If I have 10 live with rowers on my land and see m evel'fdiy, please at least liUllie them all look the same. The hodge podge 

· effect is ridiculous and lessens land vallies eveo more. 

Sincerely, . 

�� 
David H. Davis 
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Comment Letters 

Sedro -Woolley 
9. "' �� 

School 'District �· IOI 
91 to�o�o\)" 

�J,. )-Outh. p.i'� 

Transportation I Mairitrnance 
2079 Cook Road, S.:dro-Wooll•y, WA 98284 
(206) 856-4421 or (206) 856-6101  

February 18,  1992 

Public Involvement Manager 
Bonneville Power Administration 
P . O .  Box 12888 
Portland, OR 97212 

Dear ' S i r :  

Tne Sedro-Woolley School District has a concern regarding t h e  possible placement 
of high voltage power line s '  along S . R .  9 north of the c ity of Sedro-Woolley. 

As you are probably aware , several publicat ions have indicated a possible link 
between certain illnesses and the proximi ty to high voltage power line a .  

Samish Elementary Shcool i s  loeated approximately s i x  miles north of Sedro
Woolley and is adj acent to S . R. 9. Due to the fact that many children could 
be exposed to potential health hazards if this line war• near the school , I 
would suggest that any new high voltage power lines follow the existing power 
line path which lies approximately one half mile east of S . R .  9 .  
Your considerat ion o f  this suggestion i s  very much appreciated . 

Sincerely, 

',.-:!./.. /( 7 .¥ Director 

GK/ce 

cc: Pam Carnahan, 
'
superintendent 

� 

.. 

J•• �":'· 
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Comment Letters 

Bal-bara Du t ro 
3 1 9  M i nnesota Avenue 
L 1 bby , .  Mo n t a na 59923 
March 6,  1992  

wou l d  I i k e  t o  have t h e  f a c t  she e t s  on these pro j e'c t s . 

have w r i t t en prev i ous l y  on the Mont a na / I dahO Support Pro J e c t . 
however I wou l d  l i ke to have these comme n t s  i nc l uded i n  the 
p ro;- p a r a t i on of the docume nt i f  poss i b l e  . . 

Whe n  l i ne s  are rebui l t ,  or new l i nes cons i dered I wan t  the 
pos s i b l i t y o f  p l a c i ng t he l i nes unde rground a l ong ex i s t i ng 
h i ghways to be factored . I f  i t  i s  necessary. t o  do a f eas i b i  I i ty 
s t udy or an i n  depth cos t/bene f i t  a na l ys i s  I t h i nk i t  reasona b l e 
f or t h i s  to be done . Cons i d era t i ons t h a t  shou l d  be i nc l uded are : 

Fa ct ors nega t i ve to h i gh . te ns i on l 1 ne s . 

1 .  V i sua l d i s turbance . 
2 .  E f f e c t s  on w i l d  l a nds . 

A .  D i s turbance to w i l d l i f e .  
B .  Loss o f  natura l ness . 
C .  Wa ter q ua l i t y impa c t s . 1 .  Transm i s s i o n  access roads . 

a .  Eros i on and sed i me nt a t i on . 
b .  A i r  qua l i t y .  2 .  Vege ta t i on manageme n t . 
a .  E f f e c t s  on brows e . 
b .  Ef f e c t s  on r edds . a l ev i ns , and 

f i nger l i ng surv i va l  a nd growth 
rates . 

c .  Costs . 3 .  Re l i abl i t Y .  
A .  Na t ura l l y  occurr i ng o u t a g e s  due t o  s t orms . 
B .  Terror i sm .  4 .  Sa f e t y . 
A .  I nt e r f er e n c e  w i t h a i r  t rave l .  
B .  F i sh i ng and hunt i ng i nt e r f erence . 

5 .  H i gh cost of const r uc t i on a nd ma i nt e nance . 

F a c t ons pos i t i ve to unde rground l i nes . 

1 .  No v i sua l e f fect . 
2 .  No e f f e c t  on wi l d l a nds . 
3 .  G r e a t e r  re l i a b l i t y .  

A .  Access t o  l 1 nes . 
B .  Earth padded . rubber e nc l c•f(ed 1 i ne s  

f a i  ! proo f . No e f f e c t  f l'om�j>t orms . 

Page 2 . . Comme n t s  Scop i ng Trl!nsmi ss i on L i nes . 

earthq.uake s .  or terror i sm .  4 .  No ·e f fect on s a f e ty or danger t o  human l i ves . 
5 .  Pos i t i ve cos t / be n e f i ts mos t l y  due t o  

· 

re l i a b l i t y ,  and e a s e · o f  ma i n t enance . 

I f  the cost re l a t i ve to bene f i t s  a l l ows . then 
transmi s s i on I i nes shou ld· be underground 1 n  
rebu i l d s  cou l d  be put underground . 

I wou l d  I i ke to see a thro.ugh d i scuss i o n  of the 
Envi ronme nta l Assessments . 

TI1ank YOU for your a t t e n t i o n .  s�� 
2 

Barbara Dutro
�� 

new bui l d i ng o f  
t h e  f uture . and 

i ssue i n  these 
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Bonnev i l l e  Power Admi n i s t r a t i on 
Publ i c  I nvo l v emen t Manacer 
P, 0. Box . 1 2999 
Por t l and , OR 97 2 1 2  
February 24 , 1 9 9 2  
N e i ghbo r s  Oppos i nc Power Enc r oachment 
1 7 1 2  H i ch Noon Road 
B e l l i ncham, WA 98226 

RECEIVED BY BPA 
PUBUC INVOLVEMENT 
LOG l:fttrlf·OtA 1'3 
RECEIPT DATE: 
; ftAi l O ml ; . ,. 
� DISTRICT 
! 

RE : BPA/Pucet Power NW Was h i ng t o n  Tr ansm i s s i on Pro j e c t  

Enc l os ed a r e  t he t r an s c r i p t s  t r om t he S cop i ng He a r i ngs h e l d  by 
t h e  Depar tment or Enercy t o r  Puc e t  Pow e r ' s  pr opo s ed t r ansmi s s i on 
co r r i do r .  The i s s u e s  r a i s ed at t he t i me a r e  s t i l l  or conc e r n  t o  
t he c i t i 1 ens o r  Wha t c om Coun t y  • .  We r e e l  t h a t  t h e s e  s ame i s s ues 
need t o  be·  add r e s sed i n  , t he t o r t hcom i ng Env i r onmen t a l  Impac t 
S t a t em.en t .  I t  i s  n o t  o u r  I n t en t i ons to i nunda t e  you w i t h paper
wor k ,  but t o  i dent i t y a l l  t h e  a r eas o t  p o t en t i a l  I mp a c t  that � h i s  
new e l e c t r i c  t r ansmi s s i on p r o j e c t  w i l l  ha v e .  

Thank you f o r  i nc l ud i ng t h e s e  comme n t s  i n  you E I S  p r o c e s s .  

s{!;;Z'j � ·�o� 
� e l ghbo r s  Oppo s i ng Pow e r  Enc r o a chmen ( . 
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Comment Letters 

March 24 , 1992 

Department of Energy 

DAVID C .  COTTINGHAM 
AnOAHC:Y AT LA� 

418  BILLING"AM NATIONAL BANK BuiLOIHG 8nutfoHAM, WA M22!5 (2081 7313-e&ea 

Bonneville Power Administration 
P . O .  Box 3621 
Portland , oregon 97208-36 21 

Mr . Jerry Mixon 
Deputy SEPA Official for Whatcom County 
Whatcom County Building and Codes Administration 
284 D .  Kellogg Road 
Bellingham , Washington 98226 

Ms . JoAnn c .  Scott 
Public Information Office-ALP 
Bonneville Power Administration 
P . O .  Box 1 2999 
Portland , Oregon 97212 

BPA- Public Involvement Manager 
p . o .  Box 1 2999 
Portland , Oregon 97212 

C[IV£0 BY BrA 
IIMIL¥£MEIIT 1:1&\ltt-c.\-o\S 

Pr OAl(: 
! APR O 1 mz 

AREA: DIS1IICl' 

Re : Bonneville Power Administration Transmission Project Pronosal, January 19 . 1992 
Dear Sirs and Madams : 

on behalf of John and Tani Sutley I submit the following list of 
concerns regarding the impact of the Bonneville Power 
Administration Transmission Project for 199 2 .  

Initially let me request that John and Tani SUtley be included on 
any list that exists as persons interested in and concerned about 
this project. Their address is 3006 North Shore Road ,. Bellingham, 
washington 98226 . • 

The information which has been received .bY the Sutley� does not 
adequately describe the proposal ,  but considering it as a proposal 
to add to existing lines the issues · raised as concerns are as 
follows . · 

1 .  Noise of current l ines � 

2 .  Depending upon weather and draw the lines do react and cause 
noise in the area . 

i 

... 

3 .  A written road and drainage plan must be submitted to ensure 
that steps will be taken to maintain and ensure adequate road and 
drainage maintenance . Adjacent land owners need to be made aware 
the regularity with which the existing road and drainage 
maintenance will occur as well as who responsible agents are and 
how they may be contacted in the event that attention to drainage 
maintenance is required . 

· 

4 .  A similar pian needs to be drafted to inform the county of the 
administrations policy on use of its road by off road vehicles . 

s .  Electro aagnetic interference is a growing concern . Existing 
studies which detail the known or correlated impacts of electro 
magnetic interference should be disclosed . The impacts of electro 
magnetic interference on the environment , public and private should 
be discussed and if they cannot be mitigated the proposal should 
be denied. 

6� The proposal needs to demonstrate what harvesting activity will 
occur , whether commercially reasonable or otherwise. 

7 .  The im�ct on streams crossing property needs to be as.sessed . 

Mr . and Mrs . Sutley· are property owners in the area of the proposal 
where it comes close to North Shore Road . Please direct a copy of 
your response to me as well as to them . 

�
£
�truly y�urs, 

(.__1('- • 

DAVID C. . INGJIAM 
Attorney at Law 

DCC : ik 
cc : Mr . and Mrs . Sutley 
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Comment Letters 

Sharon Hoofnag le . D . V . M .· 
2728 North Shore Rd . 

Bell ingham; wa . 98226 
Bonnev i l  ie: 1 own acreage under and adj acent to the Bon�eville l ines a long 
Lake Whatcom . 1 would like to comment on the proposed new . lines 
bdtween custer and Sedro Woo lley. . I built my combination bam-home three years ago . it is 
adj aceht to the right-of-way . According to your informat ion sheet 
you initially recognized that you might increase the lines in 1981 
but 1 was not told about this when I built my home . 

Bonneville has a right-of-way across my land . however 
Bonnevi l le cannot increase the electromagnetic field , noise, or any 
other hazards or nuisances outside of that right-of-way . I f  
Bonnevi l le does so i t  will have to purchase additional right-of-
way . 

Bonnevi l le is asking current residents to accept a health 
hazard and a decreased quality of life with absolutely no 
compensation · 

There are not as many people living close to the Bonnevi l l e  
lines as there were adj acent t o  the previously proposed Puget Po�er 
lines so you may have the impression that resistance is less , 
howeverthe impact per family is greater . 

Progress . prosperity, and quality of life are the most 
important goals for people. An increase in popu lation tnd more 
businesses in the county will not contribute to these goals .  Look 
at the multitude of . part-time. minimum wage j obs that these new 
businesses are providing; this is not progress .  

sincerely 

... . b --�£.. . 
_./ · �  �� ,P,rry Sharon Hoofnagle. D . V . M .  
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BONNEVILLE POWER ADMINISTRATION 
STRATEGY ON ELECfRIC AND MAGNETIC FIELDS 

February 1995 

ISSUE: There continues to be sipificant uncertainty about the potential health 
effects from electrical and magnetic fields. Scientists and others do not agree on 
how to interpret the available information, and public concern is sincere. 

RESPONSE: BPA- believes the concerned public and its employees need to know 
about and understand the EMF issue. 

DESIRED RESULTS: BPA is recopized as a credible source of information on EMF 
and a utility responsive to public concern and to changes in the science. 

To implement its STRATEGY on EMF, BPA adopts the following GUIDELINES governing 
itS practices with regard to electric and magnetic fields: 

· 

1 .  Staffing: Maintain a: high ievel of professional knowledge and internal capability in the 
area of EMF. 

2. Communication: Create, gather and share educational information on EMF, 
Communicate respectfully, sincerely and responsibly with employees and the public. 
Infomi and involve affected customers and the ,public in BPA project development. 
Explore with employees ways to reduce exposures in carrying out their jobs. 

3. Research: Support research and development associated with EMF and transmission 
facilities that directly relates to accomplishing BPA's desired results . 

4. Transmission Facilities: 
Consider EMF as an important factor with other design and siting faCtorS for new and 
upgraded transmission facilities. BPA will take reasonable low-cost steps to minimize field 
exposure ·for these facilities while taking into account operation and maintenance 
considerations. Consider modifying existing facilities upon request and at no cost to BPA. 

· System reliability, operation, maintenance, and safety should not be adversely affected, 
and there should be no adverse impact on others. _ 

5 .  Participate with Others: 
Participate with professional entities, the scientific community, utilities, governmental 
bodies and others in the development of the EMF issue. 

6. Evaluation: Monitor and evaluate EMF activities and make decisions based upon the 
value of the results. 

Insert 21- Updated BPA EMF 
Guidelines 
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Polio/ Starement . 
Electric ana Magnetic Fields 

ruget Power is rommittcd to providing safe, reliable, Md t•ffic-icnt elt"Ctric servkt- to our customers and a safe 
work mvironmmt for our employees. 

What ·� clcdric and magnetic fields? Electrk ctnd mttgl'll·tic ficlds (EMF) t"xist in nature as well as around all 
types o! electrical devices. The Earth i� surroundro by a natural magnetic fidd, and there is a natural clKtric 
fitld across the cc11s in our bodies. Like the hHt frum a �andlc, clt>CtTic and magnetic fields drop off rapidly 
from the sourct'. lhc cll'dric. and magnetic fidds around all electrical applianct'S and JXlWtT 1incs fall within 
the extremely low frequency (ELF) frequency ran�e. They haw a much lower frequency (60 cycle& per second) 
than the- electromagnetic mergy from sunshirw (l,UOll trillion cydcs per second. tlr radio broadcast waves (1 /2 
millim to 100 millioo cydcs per sel.'Und). Ex�mcly low frequency fields do not have et'\0\lgh mcrgy tO break 
molecular bonds or damage DNA. · 

lt is generally accepted that �tr('ITI€'ly low frequency EMF cannot damage DNA tw chromoson.es ln Ct"lls to 
initiate canct"r. Som€' sdmtists have s�lated abuut whether extremtly lllW f«-qumcy EMF can prontote canl,., 
that ha& already been initiated by sornethlng elk•, but no supportive evidence has been uncovered. Labor• tory 
studiCI show that extremely kJW fn."qUl"rrCf EMP has no f'fft>t·t,. un n.•production or �cvclupmml. Sonle 
epidemiological studies have fClund poople with l'ilnwr an· more.> likely to liv€' ncar power line. with high 
estimated EMF than other people.>. Such a diffc.-rt'Ott in C"Xp':'Sure is termed an association. Other &ludic& have 
found no difference in estinuated t"Xpt15m:n or these gm�ps. NoJl(' of the studies tNt have actually measured 
EMF within rt"li� have found a statistically �igniricant increase in <"anwr rates. 

1he current scientifiC consentus i& tha\ thr €'Vidence lw nut c.k•monstratcd a cause..and-cffcct relationship 
between health effect& and extremely low frequenry I:::MF. Fllr example, the Science Advisory Board, an 
independent p41nd ¢ &Cicnti&l& who advise the ftodlTal Environmental Pnltt"CtillR Agmcy, has etmcluded: "There 
is inauffident evidence from the hu�rn�n epidnniology data and from animalfcell experimfl\ts to establish 
cauw-and.�fed rebtttonahips bctwt't'n tow frequm<'y dl'('tric and magnetic fifold exposurt and human health 
ctrccts and cancer." 

What Ia PQ&et Powea'a poaltlon Ol\ EMF? Consistmt with our public rommitiJK'nt and with our understanding of 
the consensus of the scientim· community, Pugel Powt�r lw:o cn'tl w ill l"t'll\tinlK' to: 

• follow all applicable laws and n,culitions govl.'ming th<' installation of t'lectrical facilities, 

• Matntaln a pubUc involvclnrnt program to assist us irl tht' siting, design and.con&tructioo of new facilities, 

• Monitor research, regulations, legal actions, and CC.llt1municatioos on extr("m€'ly low frequency EltfF to further 
develop our ability to communicatt" with our customers, our t>mployecs and government official&, 

• Actively tupporl an expanded research prugram on c.-xtrcmely low frequency EMF jointly fundtd with, and 
coordinated by the federal gc.werninmt. Wt' will al$(1 '"mtinut• our long time contributka to the Electric 
rower Research Institute which ha� spmt over $75 milliun t&., fund studies in this an.-a conducted by 
independent universitiet and m;cardl institutes, 

• Respond to cuatomer and empltl)'('C rrqucsls for informatic.m � provide free in-home mcasuren"-'1\ts of 
extremely luw frequency magnt-tic ftelds to \.'UAtum�� who rt'<JUCSt them, 

• rarticipate in publil' pt'Uc.."\"t'dinp tu �. understanding of. the scientific studies, tt, review the lim!\& of 
exitting informati�, and to examine.' the rost and t'ff<'Ctivmcss of field m�tnagcmcnt proposals, 

• Broadly assess our syJtcm's cxtt-cntcly low frrqut'f'll'Y F.MF levcls for use in power system planning, 

• Prepen!' for implementing possible field reductiun mr;�sures that might be.- rt'quil't"d in the fut.ure by 
quantifying the oost and t!fft� . .-tiv�f; of various R'h!a�&un.,. and addressing equity ipun. 

For further general information, plea� rontact our Environmmtal St'rvi<:t't department at 206-462-3484 or 206-
462-3566. 
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United States Department of the Interior 
FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 

North Pacific Coast Ecoregion 
Western Washington Office 

3704 Griffm Lane SE, Suite 102 

July 13, 1995 

Leslie Kelleher 

Olympia, Washington 98501 
(360)753-9440 Fax: (360)753-9008 

Department ofEnergy 
Bonneville Power Administration 
P.O. Box 3621 
Portland, OR 97298-3621 

FWS Reference: 1-3-95-SP-733 
(X Reference 1-3-92-SP-381)  

Dear Ms. Kelleher: 

This is in response to your letter dated July 5, 1995 and received in this office by facsimile on the 
same date.· Your letter requested an update to a previous species list dated and sent to your office 
on June 26, 1992 (FWS Reference # 1-3-92-SP-38 1). This list supersedes #1-3-92-SP-381 . 

The enclosed is a list .of listed threatened and endangered species, and candidate species 
(Attachment A), that may be present within the area . of the propo.sed Northwest W�hington 
Transmission Project in Whatcom and Skagit counties, Washington. The list fulfills the 
requirements of the Fish and Wtldlife Service (Service) under Section 7(c) of the Endangered 
Species Act of 1973, as amended (Act). We have also enclosed a copy of the requirements for 
Bonneville. Power Administration (BP A) compliance under the Act (Attachment B). 

Should the Biological Assessment (BA) determine that a listed species is likely · to be affected · 

(adversely or beneficially) by the project, the BP A . should request Section 7 consultation through 
· • this office. · If the biological assessment determines that the proposed action is ".not likely to 

adversely affect" a listed species, the BP A sqould request. Service concurrence with that 
determination through the informal consultation process. Even if the biological assessment shows 
a "no effect" situation, we would appreciate receiving a copy for our information. 

Candidate species are included simply as advance notice to federal age11cies of species which may 
be proposed and listed in the future. However, protection provided to candidate species now may 
preclude possible listing in the {4ture. If early evaluation of your project indicates that it is likely 
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to adversely impact a candidate species, the BP A ma.y wish to request technical assistance . from 
this office. 

In addition, please be advised that federal and- state regulations may require permits in areas where 
wetlands are identified. You should contact the Seattle District of the U.S. Army Corps of 
Engineers for federal permit requirements. and the Washington State Department of Ecology for 
state permit requirements. 

Your interest in endangered species is appreciated. If you have additional questic;>ns regarding 
your responsibilities under the Act, please contact Leslie Propp at 360-753-4063 or ftm Michaels 
of this office at the letterhead phone/address. 

Sincerely, 

��q. David C. Frederick . 
Supervisor 

lp/tb 
Enclosures 
SEIBPA/ 1-3-95-SP-733/Skagit & Whatcom 
c: WDFW, Region 4 

WNHP, Olympia 

2 
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ATI'ACHMENT A 
. 

USTED AND PROPOSED ENDANGERED ANI) THREATENED SPECIES AND 
CANDIDATE SPECIES WHICH MAY OCCUR WITHIN THE VIciNrrv OF THE . 

PROPOSED NORTHWEST WASHINGTON TRANSMISSION PROJECT 
IN . SKAGIT AND WHATCOM COUNTIES, WAsHINGTON 

(Located in various sections of T3SN R5EI T36 N RSEI T37N R4/5E/ . 
T38N R3/4E/T39 Rl-3EI T40N Rl/2E) 

1-3-95-SP-733 

LISTED 

Bald eagle (Haliaeetus leucocephalus) - wintering bald eagleS may .occur in the vicinity of the 
project from about October 3 1  through March 3 1 .  

· 

There are four bald eagle nestip.g territories located in the vicinity of the project at: T35N R5E 
S28; T37N R4E S4/9/15/16; T38N R3E S21127 ; and T39N R2E S9/16 . Nesting activities occur 
from about Janu8ry 1 through August 15.  

Marbled murrelet (Brachyramphus marmoratus lizarmoratus) - may occur in the vicinity of the 
project. 

Major concerns that should be addressed in your biological assessment of the project impacts to 
listed species are: 

· 

1 .  Level of use of the project area by listed species. 

2. Effect of the project on listed species' primary food stocks, ·prey species, and 
foraging areas in all areas influenced by the. project. 

3 .  Impacts from project construction and operation (i.e., habitat loss, increased noise 
levels, increased human activity) which may result in disturbance to listed species · 
and/or their avoidance of the project area. 

PROPOSED 

None 

3 .  
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. AITACHMENT A (1-3-95-SP-733) Continued 

CANDIDA'(E 

The following candidate species· may occur in the vicinity of the project: 

Harlequin duck (Histrionicus histrionicus) 
Little willow flycatcher (Empidonax �aillii brewsteri) 
Olive-sided flycatcher ( Contopus .borealis) 

· 
Pacific-fisher (Manes_jJennanti pacifica) 

-. 

Pacific Townsend's (=western) big-eared bat (P/ecotus townsendii townsendiz) 
YUil1A.myotis (bat) (Myotis �nsis) · · · · 

4 
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ATIACHMENT B 

FEDERAL AGENCIES' RESPONSffiiLITIES UNDER SECTIONS 7(a) AND 7(c) 
OF THE ENDANGERED SPECIES ACT OF 1973, AS AMENDED 

SECTION 7(a) - Consultation/Conference 

Requires: 1 .  Federal agencies to utilize their authorities to carry out programs to conserve endangered and 
threatened species; 

2 .  Consultation with FWS. when a federal action may affect a listed endangered or  threatened species 
to ensure that any action authorized, funded, or carried out by a federal agency is . rtot likely to 
jeopardize the continued existence of listed species or result in the destruction or adverse 
modification of critical habitat. The process is initiated by the federal agency after it has 
determined if its action may affect (adversely or. beneficially) a listed species; and 

3 .  Conference with FWS when a federal action is likely to jeopardize the continued existence of a 
proposed species or result in destruction or an adverse modification of proposed critical habitat. 

SECTION 7(c) - Biological Assessment for Construction Proiects * 

. Requires federal agencies or their designees to prepare a Biological Assessment (BA) for construction projects 
only. The purpose of the BA is to identify any proposed and/or listed species,which is/are likely to be affected by 
a construction project. The process is initiated by a federal agency in requesting a list of proposed and listed 
threatened and endangered· species (list attached). The BA should be completed within 1 80 days after its 
initiation (or within such a time period as is mutually agreeable). If the BA is not initiated within 90 days of 
receipt of the species list, please v�rify the,accuracy of the list with our Service. No irreversible �ommitment of 
resources is to be made during the BA process which would result in violation of the requirements under Section 
7(a) of the Act. Planning, design, and administrative actions may be taken; however, no construction may begin. 

To complete the BA, your agency or its designee should: (1)  conduct an onsite inspection of the area to be 
affected by the proposal, which may include a detailed survey of the area to determine if the species is present 
and whether suitable habitat exists for either expanding the existing population or potential reintroduction of the 
species; (2) review literature and scientific data to determine species distribution, habitat needs, and other 
biological requirements; (3) interview experts including those within the FWS, National Marine Fisheries Service, 
state conservation department, universities, and others who may have data not yet published in scientific 
literature; ( 4) review and analyze the effects of the proposal on the species in terms of individuals and 
populations, including consideration of cumulative effects of the proposal on the species and its habitat; (5) 
analyze alternative actions that may provide conservation measures; and ( 6) prepare a report documenting the 
results, including a discussion of study methods used, any problems encountered, and other relevant information. 
Upon completion, the report should be forwarded to our Endangered Species Division, 3704 Griffin Lane SE, 
Suite 1 02, Olympia, WA 98501 -2192. 

·--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
* "Construction project" means any major · federal action which significantly affects the quality of the human 
environment (requiring an EIS), designed primarily to result in the building or erection of human-made structures 
such as dams, buildings, roads, pipelines, channels, and the like. This includes feder� action such as permits, 
grants, licenses, or other forms of federal authorization or approval which may result in construction. 
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July 5, 1 995 

Ms. Lesl ie Propp 
. U.S.  Fish and Wildlife Ser'Vice 

3 704 Griffin Lane SE, Suite 1 02 
Olympia, WA 9850 1 -2 1 92 

Dear Ms. Propp:  

Department of Energy 
BonneVille Power Administration 

P.O. Box 3621 � . Portland, Oregon 97208-3621 

As discussed in our phone conversation Thursday, June 29, 1 99�, Bonneville Power 
Administration (BPA) is requesting an updated threatened and endangered species list for their 
proposed Northwest Washington Transmission Project. BPA first requested a species list on 
May 26, 1 992 (FWS Ref 1 -3-92-SP-58 1 ), and received a l�tter concurring with their findings of 
"not likely to adversely affect the marbled murrelet or bald eagle" (FWS Ref 1 -3-93-I-809). 

A preferred alternative has been chosen since the 1 992 1etter. The preferred alternative is for 
BPA to rebuild its existing 230-kV single circuit, wood pole line to 230-kV double-circuit, lattice
steel. The line runs from BPA' s Sedro Wooley Substation to its Custer Substation, a distance of 
about 6 1  kilometers (3 8 miles) (see attached map) . .  The new line would remain on existing right
of-way with minor amounts of clearing needed. Also attached is a list of coordinates (township, 
range and section) for the transmission line. 

We are in the process of addressing comments on the Draft Environmental Impact Statement arrd 
expect a Record ofDecision (ROD) in September. We would appreciate your response as soon 
as possible, and please f� it to us in order to expedite the process. My fax number is  (503) 230-
5699. 

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to call me at (503 ) 230-7692 . 

Sincerely, 

1 s/ 
Leslie Kelleher 
Biologist · 

Enclosures 
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BPAJPUGET POWER 
NW WASHINGTON 
TRANSMISSION PROJECT 
- Rebuild BP.A 230kv line 
• • • • Puget Power 115kv Construction: 

Rebuilding 
Appx. scale 1/4" = 1 mile 

.A. 
N 

FIGURE 1 
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Townshp, Section ,  Range Bel l in�ham Corridor Passes Thru 

· to.wnship tdi r  ' range 
40 N 1 
40 N 2 
3 9  N · 1 
3 9  N 2 
3 9  N 2 
3 9  N 2 
3 9  N 2 
3 9  N 2 

. 3 9  N 2 
3 9  N 2 
3 9  N 2 

-3 9  N 2 
3'9 N 2 
3 9  N 2 
3 9  N 2 
3 9  N 2 
3 9  N 3 
3 9 N 3 
3 9  N 3 
3 8  N 3 
3 8  N 3 
3 8  N 3 
3 8  N 3 
3 8  N 3 
3 8  N 3 
3 8  N 3 
3 8  N 3 
3 8  N 3 
3 8  N 4 
3 8  N · 4 
3 8  N 4 
3 8  N 4 
3 8  N 4 
3 8  N 4 
3 7  N 4 
3 7  N 4 
3 7  N

. 4 
3 7  N 4 
3 7  N 4 
3 ?  N 4 
3 7  N 4 
3 7  N 4 
3 7  N 5 
37 N 5 
3 7  N 5 
3 6  N 5 
36 N 5 
3 6  N 5 
36 u 5 

. 3 6  N 5 
3 6  N 5 
3 6 N 5 
3 6  N 5 
3 5  N 5 
3 5  N 5 
3 5  N 5 
3 5  N 5 
3 5  N 5 
3 5  � 5 

rdir sec"t ion 
E 3 6  
E 3 1  
E 1 
E 6 
E 5 
E 8 
E .  9 
E .  1 6  
E 1 5  
E i4 
E 2 2  
E 2 3  
E 2 4  
E 2 6· 
E 2 5  
E J G  
E 3 0  
E 3 1  
E 3 2  
E 5 
E 4 
E 9 
E 1 0  
E 1 5  
E 1 4 . 
E 2 3  
E 2 4  
E 2 5

. 

E 19 
E 3 0 ·  · 

E 2 9  
E 3 1  
E 32 
E 33 
E 4 
E 3 
E 1 0 
E 1 1  
E 14 
E 1 3  
E 24 
E 2 5  
E 1 9  
E 3 0  
E 3 1  

. E  6 
E 5 
E 7 
E 8 
E 1 8  
E' 1 9  
E 3 0  
E 3 1  
E 6 
E 7 
E 1 8  
E 1 7  
E 19 
E 2 0  

. .  ; .· 
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United States Department of the Interior 

September 10 , 1 993 

Ph i l l i p  D .  Haven s 
Wi l dl i fe B i ol og i st 
Department of Energy 

FISH AND WILDLIFE SERV ICE 
Eco l og i cal Serv i ces 

3704 Gri ffi n Lane SE,  Su i te 102 
Ol ymp i a ,  Was h i ngton 9850 1-2 1 92 

{ 206}  7 53-9440 FAX : { 206}  753-9008 

Bonnev i l l e  Power Adm i n i strat i on 
P . O .  Box 362 1 
Portl and , Oregon · 97208-362 1 

FWS Re ference : 1-3-93- I -809 

De�r Mr . Haven s : 

Th i s  l etter i s. i n  re s ponse to the B i ol og i cal Asses sment { BA} and your cover 
l ette r ,  d ated Jul y  1 ,  1 993 , of the proposed Northwest Was h i ngton Tran smi s s i on · 

Project . The U . S .  F i sh and Wi l dl i fe Serv i ce {Serv i ce }  rece i ved your l etter on 
Jul y 6 ,  1993 . 

The propo sed project i s  to upgrade e 1 ectri c i ty poten t i a 1 on 38 mi l es , of 
tran smi s s i on l i ne by reconstruct i ng the carry i ng l i ne and power pol e s . 
Approxi matel y  122 acres of scrub growth woul d be affected . I f  al ternat i ve H 1 ,  
a dog l eg i n. the 1 i ne ,  were to be chosen , you woul d affect an add i t i onal 84 
acre s of second- · and th i rd -growth forest . Because you h ave not chosen the 
preferred al ternat i ve', you have anal yzed the proj ect as  a worst-case scenar:Jp . 

The Serv i ce concurs that the propo sed proj ect , as descri bed i n  the BA , i n  not 
l i ke l y  to adverse l y  affect the bal d eag l e  i f  you ma i nta i n  proper spaci ng of 
1 i nes  to prevent el ectrocut i ng b i rd s . The Serv i ce al so  concurs that the · 
propo sed proj ect i s  not l i ke l y  to adverse l y  affect the marbl ed murrel et . 

T h i s  concl udes i n formal con s u l tati on pursuant to Sect i on 7 { a } { 2 }  of the 
Endangered Spec i e s Act of 1973 , as  amended . The project shou l d  be re-an al yzed 
i f  new informa t i on revea 1 s effects of the act i on that may affect 1 i sted 
spec i e s or cri t i cal h ab i tat i n  a �anner or to an extent not con s i dered i n  t h i s 
consu l tat i on ;  i f  the act i on i s  s ubsequen t l y  mod i f i ed i n  a manner that causes 
an effect to the l i sted s pec i es o� cri t i cal habi tat that was no{ cons i dered i n  
t h i s con s u l tat i on ;  and/or , i f  a new spec i e s  i s  l i sted o r  cri t i cal h a b i tat i s  
des i gn ated that may be affected by th i s  project . 
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I f  you h ave any quest i on s  about th i s  l etter or your re spon s i b i l i t i e s under the 
Act , pl �ase contact M1 �hel l e  Eames at the l ette�head phone/addre s s . 

Si ncerel y ,  

'fv Dav i d  C .  Frederick 
State Supervi sor 

cl /pj s 

' ' 

c :  WOW , Reg i on 4 {Mul l er) 
USA! , Portl and (Krahmer) .  

2 
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